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Introduction
“Every word or concept, clear as it may seem to be, has only a limited range of applicability.”
Werner Heisenberg.
• • •
The discovery of electricity had a big impact in modern life. Studies about this phenomenon,
from being a mere curiosity, became a new field where many scientists started to be interested
in characterizing the metallic and insulating properties of materials [3, 4]. One of the greatest
advances of the 19th century was the voltaic pile of Alessandro Volta, made from alternating
layers of zinc and copper, that provided a more reliable and continuous source of electrical energy
than for instance electrostatic machines [5].
In 1887, Heinrich Hertz who was very active in electromagnetic research observed that
if light with sufficient frequency hits a metallic surface (electrodes), it emits electrons [6, 7].
This was the first observation of the photoelectric effect which suggests that light is an electro-
magnetic wave. In addition, it was demonstrated later that the energy associated to the wave is
proportional to its intensity and it is not related to its frequency. Thus, the description of light as
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electro-magnetic waves predicts that the kinetic energy of the emitted electron gets higher as the
intensity of the radiation increases.
Subsequently, in the beginning of the 20th century Albert Einstein published a paper that
explained experimental data from the photoelectric effect [8] as being the result of light en-
ergy being carried in discrete quantized packets (photons) which were responsible of energizing
electrons. The energy of a single photon ejected from the metal is then given by its frequency
multiplied by Planck’s constant:
E = hν. (0.0.1)
From Eq. 0.0.1 when an electron in a metal absorbs a photon, a fraction of its energy is
used to break the forces that keep electrons attached to the metals and the remaining energy is
transformed to kinetic energy when the electron leaves the metal [9]. This discovery led to the
quantum revolution, and to the conclusion that light presents a wave-particle duality.
In 1928, it was proposed the first theoretical distinction between metals and insulators based
on band theory [10–12]. Derivation of band theory is a consequence of the examination of quan-
tum mechanical wave functions. In this framework, it is possible to classify conductors and
insulators based on the band gap criterion. Substances presenting band gap are insulators, and
those with zero band gap are conductors. Then, it was demonstrated that the lack of electron-
electron interaction in band theory makes it fail to predict the insulating or conducting character
of certain species. However, some of the advances from this theory arose two years later when the
first solid-state device was created by Ferdinand Braun [13]. It is also noteworthy to mention that
in 1931 the theory of semi-conductors was developed by Wilson [14]. Thanks to semi-conductor
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theory, fifteen years later the first transistor was invented by John Bardeen, William Shockley and
Walter Brattain in Bell Labs [15] that marked a revolution in the modern electronic era and the
consequent apparition of microprocessor chips, random-access memory (RAM), and computers.
It is then clear that the understanding on how electrons can flow through different materials opens
new frontiers of human evolution.
Another important modern discovery on electricity has been that of the phenomenon of super-
conductivity in which certain materials show zero resistance to the flow of electrons when cooled
below a critical temperature [16]. Superconductivity, being a quantum mechanical phenomenon,
raises new powerful applications such as superconducting magnets [17], superconducting lev-
itation [18] and electrical motors for vehicle propulsion (e.g. Maglev train in Japan). In 2015,
hydrogen sulfide (H2S) has been shown to exhibit conventional superconductivity at temperatures
below 203K but extremely high pressures (around 150 gigapascals) [19, 20].
Up to now, we have stressed how studies about metals and insulators have impacted our
civilization. Moreover, it was mentioned in the previous timeline of the history of electricity the
importance of the electron-electron interaction to correctly differentiate between the metallic and
insulating character of materials. The objective of this dissertation aims to propose new strategies
to the understanding on how to discriminate metals from insulators in low-dimensional systems
using quantum chemistry methods. The main question to be answered with this investigation is
whether it is possible or not to define a quantity computed on the wave function to identify the
insulating state. A quantity computed using a wave function built from first principles has several
advantages:
1. The only empirical parameters come from the basis set.
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2. Approximations are related to expansion truncation in the case of configuration interaction
(CI) and Coupled Cluster (CC) unlike the case of density functional theory [21, 22].
3. Wave function based methods can handle degenerate states.
4. Non-dynamical and dynamical electron correlation can in principle be correctly treated.
5. These methods can be systematically improved.
To accomplish this task, we have introduced the total position-spread tensor (TPS) which is
based on the modern theory of conductivity of Kohn [1]. The TPS is nothing but the localization
tensor proposed by Resta [23] (LT) because it is defined as the second moment cumulant of the
position operator but not divided by the number of electrons. This makes the TPS more suitable
to study molecular wave functions [24–27]. Indeed, we will show that the TPS is very sensitive
to changes of the wave function, and that it “diverges” when there is a strong delocalization
character whereas it “vanishes” for localized wave functions. In our investigations the wave
function is built from first principles by using configuration interaction methods, and therefore the
electron-electron interactions are well treated. In this way, the evaluation of the second moment
cumulant of the position operator over the wave function will give an adequate picture of the
insulating or conducting character of the different systems considered herein. The TPS tensor
can be divided in two classes:
1. The spin-summed TPS (SS-TPS) that is useful when studying charge fluctuation processes,
and characterization of bonds [24, 25, 28].
2. The spin-partitioned TPS (SP-TPS) which is the TPS partitioned according to spin [29]
and it is a tool of use for studying strongly correlated systems, quantum entanglement, and
propagation of magnetic modes [30].
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This manuscript is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 presents band theory and its limitations to correctly describe an insulator and a
metal. In addition, the theories of Mott and Peierls derived from the mismatch between the pre-
dictions coming from band theory and experiment are discussed. This gives rise to the paramount
importance that has to be given to electron-electron interaction when defining metals and insu-
lators. Some quantitative approaches to recover information about the insulating character of a
wave function are presented to then develop the theory of the TPS.
In Chapter 2 we exploit results from some diatomic molecules presenting different bonds
(covalent, weakly bonded, and ionic) at full configuration interaction (FCI) level with very rich
atomic natural orbitals (ANO) basis sets [31]. This project allowed a better comprehension about
the response of the TPS in the different wave functions characterizing the chemical bonds [25,32].
Chapter 3 is about the study of systems presenting mixed-valence character (MVC). First,
we demonstrated that the H +4 molecule which is formed by two weakly interacting hydrogen
dimers (one of them being a cation) shows a MVC and this was monitored with the SS-TPS.
Second, the SS-TPS was implemented to be computed in complete active space self-consistent
field (CAS-SCF) so that is possible to study bigger complex molecules.
The formalism of SP-TPS is introduced in Chapter 4 . We also treated one-dimensional
systems (hydrogen chains) by computing the SS- and SP-TPS at FCI level and also by means
of the Hubbard and Heisenberg Hamiltonians. In this way, it is possible to build interpretations
of the position spread to analyze higher dimensional molecules, the behavior of wave functions
with strongly correlated electrons, and quantum entanglement.
The SS-TPS is applied to closed polyacenes structures [33,34] at CAS-SCF level in Chapter 5
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to understand their electronic and magnetic properties.
Finally, some conclusions and perspectives are drawn in the last chapter.
Chapter 1
Metals and insulators
In this chapter a brief review of metals and insulators definitions is given. Band theory and
its limitations are presented by discussing the points of view of Mott and Peierls based on the
NiO experimental results from Boer [35]. They concluded that the treatment of electron-electron
correlation is of key importance to correctly make a distinction between metals and insulators.
In addition, the theory of Kohn is introduced where the conducting or insulating character of a
system is related to the proper delocalization of the electronic wave function. Finally, the local-
ization tensor and the position-spread tensor formalisms are derived.
• • •
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1.1 General remarks
At present, we understand well those materials that are “good” conductors and insulators. A
conductor is defined as a substance or object that let the electrical current flow easily in different
directions. On the contrary, insulators do not let the electrical charges move easily [36].
In 1928, one of the first basic theoretical definitions that allowed the description of metals and
insulators was independently proposed by Bethe [10], Sommerfeld [11] and Bloch [12]. Such a
description is based on non-interacting or weakly interacting electron systems. The distinction
between insulators and conductors is explained by the use of Band Theory. Let us consider one
electron occupying one atomic orbital (AO) [37] centered at the nucleus of an atom. In this very
simple case, each AO will have associated an eigenvalue with a discrete energy. If more atoms
are added, there exists the possibility that AOs combine between them (under certain rules) to
form molecular orbitals (MO) with eigenvalues having a discrete energy. As more atoms are joint
together, the MOs become very dense and they form continuum levels of energy, or the so called
bands. Consequently, there are two bands: i) the valence band that is completely filled, and ii) the
conduction band that is unoccupied. These bands are separated by a band gap which is basically
defined as a range of energies in the electronic spectrum that are not filled by any of the bands.
This is known as the gap criterion in the absence of electron pairing. If the highest occupied
molecular band is completely filled, then the system is an insulator. Some examples of insulators
are: NaCl, MgO, AgCl, ZnO and TlCl. All of these structures contain closed shell groups and
completely filled Brillouin zones. Antagonistically, for metals the valence band is partially filled.
In brief, insulators present a large band gap while in metallic systems the bands are lying in the
Fermi level.
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Band theory is successful in explaining how to differentiate a conductor from an insulator,
although it fails in certain situations. For instance, in band insulators, the motion of electrons
is reduced by their interaction with the ions in an ideal lattice where there is no deformation
and disorder is absent. Thus, electron-electron interaction is not considered, and the problem is
reduced to solve an effective Hamiltonian for a single electron in a static periodic potential of
the ions [38]. This description is not accurate even at zero temperature because the periodic ion
potential can dynamically respond to the presence of the electrons.
Even though, electrons are free to move through a lattice according to quantum mechanics,
completely filled zones cannot give rise to electronic conduction, and conduction is only possible
in half-filled bands.
In 1931, Wilson [14] developed the theory of semi-conductors considering the case of two
energy zones, one full of electrons at absolute zero and a higher one entirely empty, separated
by a narrow forbidden region (band gap) as seen in Figure 1.1.1(b). At a higher temperature,
some electrons will get promoted to the higher band creating holes in the lower band (thermal
excitations). These excitations will give rise to electronic conduction, that is predominantly
caused by the electrons in the higher zone, where the potential barriers are lower with respect
to the electronic levels. Substances showing limited conductance given thermal excitations are
called in this context intrinsic semi-conductors.
In the theory of semi-conductors, the Wilson’s rule states that partially filled bands with low
energy gaps make a system behave as a metal while systems with completely filled bands will be
insulators. At this point it is important to define the one-electron density of states (DOS). The
DOS as a function of energy is a measure of the number of states per unit volume in an energy
interval. For example, a DOS equals zero means that no states can be occupied at such energy
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levels while a high DOS implies that there are many energy levels available for occupation. DOS
is defined by the following equation:
D0(E) =
∑
b,σ
∫
BZ
ddk
(2π)d
δ(E − ǫ(k, b)), (1.1.1)
where, BZ is the Brillouin zone, k is the crystal momentum, b is the band index, E is the
energy of the state of reference, and ǫ(k, b) is the band energy (the term (E − ǫ(k, b) can be
interpreted as a ∆E). Eq. 1.1.1 is able to determine the transport properties of a given system,
but in general one-electron properties alone are not capable to give all information about electron
transport. In spite of this limitation, this theory provides an easy way to understand insulators
and metals if one takes into account the conclusions drawn by the Wilson’s rule. Bands can split
one from each other as a consequence of the periodic potential created by the ions. Thus, four
cases can be differentiated when filling bands as shown in Figure 1.1.1. In the two first cases,
we have an important band gap for insulators and semi-conductors (see Figures 1.1.1 (a) and (b)
respectively). At T = 0, materials showing bands filled as in (a) and (b) have no available charge
carriers. It is worth remarking that semi-conductors have normally band gaps lying between 0.1
and 1 eV. This low band gap makes possible to activate charge carriers even at room temperature.
In the case that the Fermi level lies in a conduction band the system is considered as metallic
(see Figures 1.1.1 (c) and (d)). Then, unlike insulators or semi-conductors, metals have a high
density of free charge carriers and are capable to conduct DC electricity at room temperature.
Note that systems with an odd number of electrons cannot be insulators within this framework.
In 1937, Boer [35] found that some transition metals that had half-filled d-electron bands
supposed to be good conductors, were actually poor conductors. In the same year Mott and
Peierls [39] discussed the findings of Boer on the NiO case where Peierls suggested a very inter-
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E
(a)                   (b)               (c)                     (d)
Figure 1.1.1: Band fillings for: (a) insulators; (b) semi-conductors; (c) two-band semi-metal; and
(d) one-band metal.
esting argument to explain this fact:
“If the transparency of the potential barriers is low, it is quite possible that the electrostatic
interaction between the electrons prevents them from moving at all.”
This observation opened a drastic modification in the electron theory of metals because it
implies that electron correlation has to be treated to correctly describe the systems. Mott also
added that at low temperatures, electrons are already in their proper positions in the lattice (well
localized). Therefore, all electrons that could overpass the potential barrier will find sites already
occupied by other electrons. The only way that electrons can get through the lattice is passing
a long time in those sites already occupied by ions. Consequently, a considerable addition of
energy is needed to break the electrostatic interaction between electrons and it is not possible that
there exists electron mobility at low temperature in such a situation.
Let us remark that there are two ways to convert those poor conductors to semi-conductors:
i) creation of small stoichiometric deviations or ii) foreign impurities (doping). In Ref. [39] Mott
and Peierls concluded that:
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“One should never find a substance in which a small concentration of impurity can produce
a conductivity without activation energy.”
In other words, such systems need an activation energy for the electrons to pass to the con-
duction band. NiO is indeed a good example of a partially filled d-electron band being a poor
conductor because of its simple crystalline structure (cubic crystal) that allows a straightfor-
ward comparison between theory and experiment. NiO is considered as a charge-transfer insula-
tor [40,41], which means that the band gap opens as a consequence of the electronegativity of the
anion. In addition, from a theoretically point of view NiO is a difficult problem to treat because
of the mixing of d bands from Ni with the p bands from the O. To correctly describe the elec-
tronic structure, it is crucial to include the full dynamical treatment of the local electron-electron
correlation [41, 42]. That explains why band theory, being a one-electron theory, is not capable
of covering correctly the physics behind these insulators.
All findings about NiO resulted in a big effort made to understand how partially filled bands
could be insulators and how it would be possible to control parameters to make the system a
metal. In general, this motivated physicists and chemists to think on how to change a molec-
ular system so that it becomes a better or worse conductor. This started a new field called the
metal-insulator transition (MIT) [43, 44] that is one of the least understood and oldest subjects
in condensed matter physics [44]. The MIT can be understood as the change of certain low-
dimensional conductors from metals to insulators as controllable parameters such as pressure or
temperature are lowered through a certain value, causing thus lattice distortion and changes in
the band gap accompanying the onset of a charge-density wave.
In Figure 1.1.2 it is shown the phase transition diagram based on the Hubbard model known
as MIT. The blue-shaded area refers to metallic character under a strong MIT. BC-MIT is the
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bandwidth control-MIT which is defined in Section 4.3.1, and FC-MIT refers as filling control-
MIT that has as control parameters the electron concentration or the chemical potential. Finally,
the parameter U/t refers to the ratio between the one-center Coulomb repulsion U , and the hop-
ping integral t (see also Section 4.3.1).
Metal
FC-MIT
BC-MIT
Metal
U/t
Filling
Figure 1.1.2: Metal-insulator transition phase diagram based on the Hubbard model.
Later on, Mott took some important forward-steps to understand electron-electron correlation
to explain the insulating state [45–48]. He argued that the existence of an insulator does not
depend if the system is magnetic or not. In fact, in solid-state physics, the transport of electrons
is determined by the following effects:
1. The potential of the ions in the system.
2. The electron-electron interactions.
3. Externally applied electrical and magnetic fields.
For the appropriate description of metals and insulators the correct evaluation of the electron
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correlation is required and of key importance. The single-electron density of states gives infor-
mation on whether there are states near to the Fermi level that can be occupied y electrons, but
no information about electronic delocalization can be recovered. As a side note, we recall the
reader that the distinction between a metal and an insulator is meaningful only at zero temperature
(T = 0). This is important to consider because of the following reasons:
• the static electrical conductivity of an insulator vanishes in the case where T = 0;
• electron scattering is absent which is responsible of the deviation of electrons from their
trajectories affecting conductivity [49, 50], and then the translational invariance is restored
in the materials making them to behave as an ideal metal.
All what has been discussed up to this point makes clear the importance of understanding
the basic difference between a metal and an insulator. Pursuing control over such characteristics
would open for instance the possibility to build new materials with many interesting applications,
develop new theories and technologies that could have a high impact in our life.
In 1964, Kohn [1] proposed a new measure to discriminate between a metal and an insulator
using the following main idea:
“Every low-lying wave function of an insulating ring breaks up into a sum of functions which
are localized in disconnected regions of the many-particle configuration space, and have essen-
tially vanishing overlap.”
Most of the many-body theories developed up to the sixties took non-interacting electrons as
the starting point as already discussed before. We have seen that this picture is incomplete, as
pointed out by Wigner [51] and Mott [45]. Mott argued that electron-electron interactions have
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to be accounted for explaining why some substances supposed to be conductors with zero band
gap are actually bad conductors. Kohn had a different approach to explain this fact. He pointed
out that the conductivity is more related to a proper delocalization of the wave function rather
than a simple band gap.
In his milestone paper Kohn considered a many-body wave function of a periodic ring com-
posed by hydrogen atoms. In this model, the band is half-filled (one electron per site) and the
lattice parameter is the inter-atomic distance x. When x < a0 (a0 being the Bohr radius), we
have that the kinetic energy of the particles is larger than the potential. This means that the sys-
tem shows a metallic character. On the contrary, when x ≫ a0 the potential is larger than the
kinetic energy making the system strongly correlated and of course an insulator. In the strongly
correlated limit, the wave function becomes localized as shown in Figure 1.1.3.
L 2L-L-2L
x
ϕa
Figure 1.1.3: Wave function of localized particles on a ring. Figure taken from Ref. [1].
The important outcome of this theory is twofold because it relates the classical idea that the
electron localization is the cause of the insulating character of materials, and it states that the
information needed to measure the electron localization can be extracted from the ground-state
wave function. To put it in other words, the foundation of his solution lies on the disconnected-
ness of the ground-state wave function. Let us now elaborate this idea by considering the wave
function Ψ0 of an N -electron system forming a cubic lattice (whose volume is L3), and where
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we have used periodic boundary conditions (PBC):
Ψ0(x1, x2, · · · , xi +M, · · · xN) = Ψ0(x1, x2, · · · , xi, · · · , xN), (1.1.2)
M is defined as a three-dimensional vector whose components are multiples of L, and the
term xi +M is the spatial component ri of xi translated byM.
According to the theory of Kohn, when the system becomes an insulator the periodic wave
function Ψ0 breaks down as a sum of disconnected terms Ψ0,M localized in non-overlapping
regions of the hyperspace 3N . Hence, we have:
|Ψ0 >=
∑
M
|Ψ0,M > . (1.1.3)
In Eq. 1.1.3 all functions are defined in the whole space, and the sum runs over the infinite set
of vectorsM. A schematic visualization of the disconnectedness of Kohn’s localization for aN =
2 one-dimensional electron system is shown in Figure 1.1.4. The shaded stripes represent the
zones of the hyperspace where the electrons are localized or non-overlapping regions. The lack
of overlap makes difficult the flow of electrons in the system at such geometrical configurations.
1.2 Quantitative approaches
Up to this point of the discussion, theories to differentiate metals and insulators have been
introduced. We have reviewed band theory, and the findings from Mott and Peierls where the im-
portance of electron-electron interaction is remarked. Finally, we considered the modern theory
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Figure 1.1.4: Kohn disconnectedness in a one-dimensional system composed by two electrons.
Note that for the sake of simplicity the particles are spinless.
of conductivity of Kohn which is based on the wave function and whose importance relies in the
classical picture of electron localization being the cause of the insulating state.
In this section, quantitative approaches employed to discriminate between metals and insula-
tors are reported. At an early stage, the theory of cumulants will be presented which serves as the
basis to develop the localization tensor (LT) introduced by Resta. Finally, the theory of the total
position-spread tensor (TPS) in the framework of electronic structure theory (see Section 1.3)
will be derived.
1.2.1 Cumulants
Generating functions play a central role in the theory of statistics [52], and have been applied
to physics. In the work of Kubo [53] cumulants are applied to various problems in quantum
mechanics. Cumulants kn of a probability distribution are a set of quantities that provide an
alternative to the moments of the distribution. Moments and cumulants are defined by the moment
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generating functionM(ξ) and the cumulant generating function K(ξ) [54]:
M(ξ) = E[exp {ξX}] =
∞∑
n=0
ξn
n!
µn = exp
{ ∞∑
n=1
ξn
n!
κn
}
= exp {K(ξ)} , (1.2.1)
where µn is the n-th moment, κn is the n-th cumulant, and the brackets < · · · > stands for
the expectation value of a given variable. The second part of Eq.1.2.1 points out the moment of
highest order that would occur when evaluating the cumulant in terms of moments. It is possible
to generalize Eq. 1.2.1 to multivariate distributions. Let us suppose that X1, X2, · · · , XN are
random variables which moment and cumulant generating functions are related as
Mx(ξ1, ξ2, · · · , ξN) = E
[
exp
(
N∑
j=1
ξjXj
)]
=
∑
∗
(
N∏
j=1
ξjνj
νj!
)
µ(ν1, ν2, · · · , νN)
= exp
{∑
∗
(
N∏
j=1
ξjνj
νj!
)
k(ν1, ν2, · · · , νN)
}
= exp [K(ξ1, ξ2, · · · , ξn)] ,
(1.2.2)
where
∑
∗ refers to summations over ν1, ν2, · · · , νN excluding ν1 = .ν2 = νN = 0, and
K(ξ1, ξ2, · · · , ξn) is the cumulant generating function. There exists another mathematical defi-
nition of cumulants through the characteristic function of a sequence of n random variables. If
ξ is a vector (ξ1, ξ2, · · · , ξn) and X a vector of random variables (X1, X2, · · · , Xn), then the
characteristic function ofX is defined by
φ(ξ) = E [exp(jξ.X)] . (1.2.3)
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If one takes the logarithm of Eq. 1.2.3 we have the following property:
K(ξ) = lnφ(ξ). (1.2.4)
The left hand side of Eq. 1.2.4, after accounting for the complex number j , is the cumulant
generating function. Both φ(ξ) and K(ξ) can be expanded in a power series provided that mo-
ments of all orders exist. Equating the like powers of ξ yields expressions for the cumulants that
are expressed in terms of moments.
Moments are defined as the expectation values of real-valued random variables. The most
commonly used moment is the first moment which corresponds to the mean of the distribution.
In statistics this is known as “measure of the central tendency”. Another moment often used is
the second order moment that represents the variance.
Moments determine the cumulants in the sense that any two probability distributions whose
moments are identical will have identical cumulants as well, and similarly the cumulants deter-
mine the moments. In some cases, theoretical treatments of problems in terms of cumulants are
simpler to interpret than those using moments.
A cumulant average is defined by the following equation, e.g. a second order cumulant:
< X1X2 >c=< X1X2 > − < X1 >< X2 > . (1.2.5)
A widely accepted definition of cumulants is that they are a combination of moments that
vanishes when one of the variables involved is not connected [55]. In Table 1.1 different cumu-
lants (and corresponding linear combination of moments) are shown.
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Table 1.1: Cumulants and their corresponding moments ranging from first to third order.
Order Moment Cumulant
1 < X1 > < X1 >
2 < X1X2 > < X1X2 > − < X1 >< X2 >
3 < X1X2X3 > < X1X2X3 > − < X3 >< X1X2 >
− < X1 >< X3X2 > − < X2 >< X1X3 >
+2 < X1 >< X2 >< X3 >
When two different variables are correlated, it is also possible to define joint cumulants [56].
A joint cumulant of just one random variable is its expected value, and that of two random
variables is their covariance. Therefore, joint cumulants involving two random variables are not
necessarily definite positive. If some of the random variables are independent of all of the others,
then any joint cumulant involving two (or more) independent random variables is zero (just like
in the case of ordinary cumulants). If all n random variables are the same, then the joint cumulant
is nothing but the nth ordinary cumulant. Summarizing, cumulants have the following properties:
• They are zero if one of the variables involved is independent of the others.
• They can be explicitly represented only by moments of lower or equal order [54] (see
Table 1.1).
• Cumulants are a linear combination of the products of these moments of lower or equal
order.
• Cumulants are additive [57]. This is a very important property when studying molecular
systems because it means that these tensors show size-consistency.
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• A diagonal element of the cumulant tensor is the variance, and it is always a positive
definite value.
• Cumulants are invariant under translation of the origin when they are of order ≥ 2. The
total position-spread tensor (TPS; see Section 1.3) being a second-order cumulant, is in-
variant under translation of the origin.
1.2.2 Localization tensor
In 1999 Resta and Sorella [23] defined a quantity for describing localization and polarization
into the same expectation value: the complex number zn shown in Eq. 1.2.8. Indeed, they demon-
strated that the modulus of zn contains information about the electron localization and it vanishes
for a delocalized wave function. Their approach discriminates between metals and insulators
without making any reference to the excitation spectrum by using a cartesian tensor having val-
ues with dimension of a squared length. The demonstration starts by considering one electron in
one-dimension with Born-von Ka´rma´n (BvK) PBC. The electron seems completely delocalized
because the wave functions Ψ(x) are periodic as a consequence of the imposed restrictions in the
BvK framework. The dimensionless z number, whose module is not larger than 1, is defined in
the one-dimensional case as:
z =
∫ L
0
dx ei(2π/L)x|Ψ(x)|2, (1.2.6)
L is the periodicity of the lattice, and x is the position operator. There are two possible limit
cases that are remarked below:
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• A completely delocalized wave function will have a probability density Ψ(x)2 = 1/L, and
z vanishes.
• A localized wave function on the contrary, will have a probability density represented as
the sum of disconnected terms over the whole space:
|Ψ(x)|2 =
∞∑
m=−∞
δ(x− x0 −mL). (1.2.7)
Finally, the complex number zn becomes:
zn =< Ψ|e
i(2π/L)Xˆ
|Ψ >, (1.2.8)
again L is the periodicity of the lattice, x0 is the center of distributions, and Xˆ =
∑N
i=1 xi
which is the position operator for an N -body system.
In the theory of electromagnetism (TE), an insulator is different from a conductor at zero
temperature by its capability of sustaining a macroscopic polarizability (with or without applied
electric field) [58, 59]. There exists a problem in the description of insulators in the classical
TE because insulators are polarizable bound charges and metals are free charges carrying DC
current. This picture is in conflict with the fact that in covalent insulators the charge density is
delocalized, as in metals [36]. Hence, inspection of charge distribution in real space is not a good
indicator to differentiate between metals and insulators. However, the theory of polarization [60]
is more adequate because it evaluates the macroscopic polarization Pmac in the configuration
space.
In 2000, Souza, Wilkens and Martin [61] showed a rigorous fluctuation-dissipation sum
rule [62] connecting the localizability and polarization. Scattering experiments to measure for
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instance conductivity [63] are based on the calculation of unequal-time commutators. Therefore,
a sum rule consists in the evaluation of such commutators without taking into account their evo-
lution in time. In this way, commutators are rather measured at equal-time, and then it is possible
to employ the usual commutator’s rules to make easier the evaluation of operators. Equal-time
in this framework corresponds to integrals over frequency. One of the best examples to explain
this sum rule is the Brownian motion [64] that is defined as the random motion of particles sus-
pended in a liquid or gas as a consequence of their collisions with the atoms and molecules in
a fluid. If these particles were charged, and we tried to move them using an external electrical
field, they will feel a resistive force proportional to their velocities when impacting the atoms and
molecules in the fluid. Therefore this mechanism makes particles to experiment random fluctu-
ations in their positions and a response to the external electric field. The relationship between
fluctuation and the external response is governed by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [62]. In
general, some of the advantages of the sum rules are: i) relates different experiments with each
other, ii) establishes high frequency limits of correlation functions, and iii) provides constraints
on phenomenological parameters or approximate theories. Using the fluctuation-dissipation rule,
a relationship between polarization, localizability and experimental conductivity measurements
is possible. Souza et al. showed that the expression derived by Resta in Eq. 1.2.13 can be deter-
mined experimentally as a frequency integral of the real part of the conductivity [65, 66]:
< rαrβ >c=
~L3
πe2N
∫ ∞
0
dω
ω
Reσαβ(ω), (1.2.9)
< rαrβ >c is a second moment cumulant and diverges for any metal. The real part of the
conductivity Re is expressed by
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Reσαα(ω) =
πe2
~m2L3
∑
n
1
ω0n
| < Ψ0|Pˆα|Ψn > |
2δ(ω − ω0n), ω > 0. (1.2.10)
Where Pˆα is the momentum operator, and ωn0 are the excitation frequencies of the unper-
turbed system.
The reader can note that conductivity is actually a property of the excitations of many-
electron systems. However, through the formalism described in Ref. [61], the sum rule [67]
allows the access to the ground-state property over measures from the excited-state. In 2006,
Resta [68] reformulated his Kohn’s theory of the insulating state [23, 65, 69–71] based on the
formalism of molecular electronic structure and cumulants. He introduced the localization ten-
sor (LT) that is defined as the second moment cumulant of the position operator divided by the
number of electrons.
Let us start indicating the position operator of a single electron by rˆ. It is a vector operator,
and thus it has cartesian components xˆ, yˆ and zˆ. The total position operator Rˆ for a n-electron
system is given by the following expression:
Rˆ =
n∑
i=1
ri, (1.2.11)
where the sum runs over n electrons. The first and second cumulant moments per electron
are expressed by:
< r >c=
1
N
< Ψ|Rˆ|Ψ >=
1
N
∫
dr rn(r), (1.2.12)
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λ =< rrℓ >c=
1
N
< Ψ|RˆRˆℓ|Ψ > − < Ψ|Rˆ|Ψ >< Ψ|Rˆℓ|Ψ > . (1.2.13)
The first moment cumulant in Eq 1.2.12 is nothing but the expectation value of the electronic
dipole moment integrals. The second cumulant moment in Eq. 1.2.13 is referred to the variance
of electrons’ positions and it has a squared-length unity. As already stated in Section 1.2.1, the
second cumulant moment becomes a linear combination of moments. The LT has a remarkable
behavior because it diverges for metals, and vanishes when the wave function has an insulating
character.
1.3 Total position-spread tensor
The total position-spread tensor [25] (TPS) or spin-summed TPS [29,30] (SS-TPS) is trivially
related to the LT, because it is defined as the same second order cumulant of the total position
operator but not divided by the number of electrons. The SS-TPS then becomes:
Λ =< Ψ|RˆRˆℓ|Ψ > − < Ψ|Rˆ|Ψ >< Ψ|Rˆℓ|Ψ > . (1.3.1)
We represent the TPS by Λ to avoid confusion with the λ symbol employed for the LT in the
literature. It is clear that the TPS is also a quantity related to the organization of the electrons
in the ground-state wave function, and it is a quantitative approach to the idea of localization
proposed by Kohn [1] more suitable for molecular systems [24–27]. As the wave function is
involved in the calculation of the tensor, it implies that excited-states, and coupling between
states can also be computed [24, 25, 28]. Let us now focus on the operator in the brackets from
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the < Ψ|RˆRˆℓ|Ψ > term of the second order cumulant in the right-hand side of Eq. 1.3.1. RˆRˆℓ
is a bielectronic operator that corresponds to the square of the total position operator (Rˆ2) which
can be divided in two different contributions:
1. One-electron second moment, which is the square of the position operator evaluated for
each single electron in the molecular system:
sˆxx =
∑n
i=1 xˆ
2
i sˆxy =
∑n
i=1 xˆiyˆi sˆxz =
∑n
i=1 xˆizˆi
sˆyy =
∑n
i=1 yˆ
2
i sˆyz =
∑n
i=1 yˆizˆi sˆzz =
∑n
i=1 zˆ
2
i
(1.3.2)
2. Two-electron second moment, which is a two-electron operator counting the square of the
total position operator by each possible pair of electrons:
Sˆxx =
∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1 xˆixˆj Sˆxy =
∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1 xˆiyˆj
Sˆxz =
∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1 xˆizˆj Sˆyy =
∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1 yˆiyˆj
Sˆyz =
∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1 yˆizˆj Sˆzz =
∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1 zˆizˆj
(1.3.3)
Then, RˆRˆℓ can be expressed as the sum of one- and two-electron operators just like it is
done for a Hamiltonian:
RˆRˆℓ =
∑
i
sˆi +
∑
i<j
Sˆij. (1.3.4)
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1.3.1 Second quantization
In second quantization, the operator RˆRˆℓ is given by the following expression:
< Ψ|RˆRˆℓ|Ψ >=
∑
ij
< i|RˆRˆℓ|j > a
†
iaj +
1
2
∑
ijkl
< ij|RˆRˆℓ|kl > a
†
ia
†
jalak, (1.3.5)
where the sums run over spin orbitals. 1
2
assures that the pair of electrons will be counted
once, and a† and a are the creation and annihilation operators respectively. As the operator in
Eq. 1.3.4 only depends on the spatial part, one can integrate out spins that constitute an orthonor-
mal basis (from now on, α and β refers to spins up and down respectively):
δij =


1 if i = j.
0 if i 6= j.
The one-electron part becomes:
sˆ =
∑
i,j
(i|RRℓ|j)(a
†
iαajα + a
†
iβajβ), (1.3.6)
and the two-electron operator:
Sˆ =
1
2
∑
ijkl
(ik|RRℓ|jl)(a
†
iαa
†
jαalαakα + a
†
iβa
†
jβalβakβ)
+
∑
ijkl
(ik|RRℓ|jl)(a
†
iαa
†
jβalβakα).
(1.3.7)
In Eqs. 1.3.6 and 1.3.7 i, j, k, l are labels for the orbitals. Finally, < Ψ|RRℓ|Ψ > becomes:
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< Ψ|RRℓ|Ψ > =
∑
i,j
(i|RRℓ|j)(a
†
iαajα + a
†
iβajβ)
+
1
2
∑
ijkl
(ij|RRℓ|kl)(a
†
iαa
†
jαalαakα + a
†
iβa
†
jβalβakβ)
+
∑
ijkl
(ij|RRℓ|kl)(a
†
iαa
†
jβalβakα)
(1.3.8)
For instance, to compute the xy component using the RRℓ operator the one-electron inte-
grals, or second moment integrals are given by:
< i|xy|j > = (i|xy|j), (1.3.9)
while the two-electron integrals can be expressed as products of dipole moment integrals,
and we can divide them in three different classes:
(ii|jj) =< ii|jj >= (i|x|i)(j|y|j) + (i|y|i)(j|x|j) Coulomb integral
(ij|ij) =< ij|ij >= 2(i|x|j)(i|y|j) Exchange integral
(ij|kl) =< ik|jl >= (i|x|j)(k|y|l) + (i|y|j)(k|x|l) Generic integral
(1.3.10)
1.3.2 The total position-spread tensor in a CAS-SCF wave function
Complete active space self-consistent field (CAS-SCF) [72] is a special case of the multi
configuration self-consistent field (MCSCF) method that recovers the non-dynamical correlation
by performing all configurations corresponding to all the possible occupations of active electrons
in a given set of orbitals which are called the active space. This method is similar to configuration
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interaction (CI), but orbitals are also rotated (optimized) in order to lower the energy of the
system [73].
The orbital space in CAS-SCF is divided as follows:
1. Occupied orbitals (O), they remain doubly occupied in all configurations in the multi con-
figurational wave function.
2. Active orbitals (A), in this space the CI wave function is complete, and all possible orbital
occupations and spin-couplings with the desired state are considered. These orbitals are
also known as reaction orbitals.
3. Virtual orbitals (V), that are unoccupied in all configurations in the MCSCF wave function.
The TPS was implemented in the MCSCF [74–76] part of MOLPRO [77]. In the MCSCF
module, the aim is to minimize the energy of the wave function having the following form:
Ψ =
∑
I
cIΦI , (1.3.11)
with
∑
I
c2I = 1, (1.3.12)
and
< ΦI |ΦJ >= δIJ . (1.3.13)
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The ΦI configurations are built from the atomic orbitals φI . We are now going to intro-
duce the analogy between the RˆRˆℓ operator needed to compute the TPS and the Hamiltonian
operators. Let us recall that the energy takes the form:
E0 =
∑
ij
< i|h|j > γij +
1
2
∑
ijkl
(ij|kl)Γijkl, (1.3.14)
where the one-electron integrals in the molecular orbital (MO) basis are given by:
< i|h|j >=
∫
φ∗i (1)hˆφj(1)dτ1, (1.3.15)
and the two-electron integrals are:
(ij|kl) =
∫
φ∗i (1)φ
∗
k(2)r
−1
12 φj(1)φl(2)dτ1dτ2. (1.3.16)
The first and second order reduced density matrices are represented by Eqs. 1.3.17 and 1.3.18
respectively;
γij =
∑
IJ
cIcJγ
IJ
ij (1.3.17)
Γijkl =
1
2
∑
IJ
cIcJ(Γ
IJ
jikl + Γ
IJ
jikl) (1.3.18)
Finally, the RˆRˆℓ operator is evaluated using its Hamiltonian like form in Eq. 1.3.4 (
∑
i sˆi
and
∑
i<j Sˆij) over the corresponding one- and two-electron reduced density matrices (γij and
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Γijkl). The terms < Ψ|Rˆ|Ψ >< Ψ|Rˆℓ|Ψ > representing the first cumulant moments are nothing
but the product of electronic dipole moment integrals.
1.3.2.1 Evaluation of operators in density matrices
In order to compute the TPS tensor, the reduced density matrices were employed as stated in
the previous section. We briefly recall the theory of the density matrices (DM) and the evaluation
of operators over them. DM provide an alternative representation of the wave function [78–81].
Quantum states can be also seen as superposition of different states. Let us take as an example a
fermionic particle that exists possessing a spin either in α or β states. Before any experimental
measure to determine spin, the state defining such a particle would be a mixture of both states:
Ψ = cα|α > +cβ|β >, (1.3.19)
where coefficients c2α and c
2
β measure the probability of such states, and they are normalized
∑
n=α,β
c2n = 1. (1.3.20)
|α > and |β > can be expressed as basis vectors, and thus represented by orthonormal
vectors:
|α >=

1
0

 (1.3.21)
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|β >=

0
1

 (1.3.22)
At the same time, bra and ket state functions may be represented as row and column vectors:
< Ψ| =
[
c∗α c
∗
β,
]
(1.3.23)
|Ψ >=

cα
cβ,

 (1.3.24)
where the conjugated character of the bra shown in Eq. 1.3.23 has been emphasized with the
symbol ∗. The expectation value of an operator Oˆ over the wave function Ψ is given by:
< Oˆ >=< Ψ∗|Oˆ|Ψ >, (1.3.25)
or in terms of a superposition of states using matrix-vector notation:
< Oˆ >=
[
c∗α c
∗
β,
]< α|Oˆ|α > < α|Oˆ|β >
< β|Oˆ|α > < β|Oˆ|β >



cα
cβ,

 (1.3.26)
By multiplying these matrices one obtains the expectation value of the operator Oˆ:
< Oˆ >= cαc
∗
αOαα + cβc
∗
αOαβ + cαc
∗
βOβα + cβc
∗
βOββ. (1.3.27)
It is possible to generate a matrix by multiplying column and row matrices together:
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
cα
cβ,

[c∗α c∗β,
]
=

cαc∗α cαc∗β
cβc
∗
α cβc
∗
β

 (1.3.28)
In terms of wave functions, this is equivalent to write the following outer product:
ρ = |Ψ >< Ψ|, (1.3.29)
ρ is nothing but the density operator. The squared coefficient matrix shown in Eq. 1.3.28 can
be multiplied into the operator matrix to obtain:

cαc∗α cαc∗β
cβc
∗
α cβc
∗
β



Oαα Oαβ
Oβα Oββ

 =

cαc∗αOαα + cαc∗βOβα cαc∗αOαβ + cαc∗βOββ
cβc
∗
αOαα + cβc
∗
βOβα cβc
∗
αOαβ + cβc
∗
βOββ

 (1.3.30)
The trace of the matrix in Eq. 1.3.30 becomes the expectation value as shown in Eq. 1.3.27:
< Oˆ >= cαc
∗
αOαα + cβc
∗
αOαβ + cαc
∗
βOβα + cβc
∗
βOββ. (1.3.31)
1.3.2.2 Slater’s rules
From Eq. 1.3.8 the representation of a doubly occupied Slater determinant can be simplified
to:
2
∑
i
(i|RRℓ|i) + 2
∑
i
(i|R|i)
∑
j
(j|Rℓ|j)−
∑
ij
(i|R|j)(i|Rℓ|j). (1.3.32)
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For a single excitation, let us use the notation a for a orbital with α spin and a¯ for orbital a
with β spin. If the spin-orbital a is replaced by c (which is an unoccupied spin-orbital) there are
two possibilities: i) the case where the spins of a and c differ and therefore the matrix element
vanishes, and ii) the spins do not differ. For the latter case, let us consider that a and c have spin
α, therefore:
(a|xy|c) +
∑
b∈α
[(ac|bb)− (ab|cb)] +
∑
d∈β
(ac|dd), (1.3.33)
where b and d run over occupied orbitals of α and β spin respectively.
Finally, for describing matrix elements between a determinant and a double excitation we use
the notation a¯ for orbital a with β spin. If the orbitals ab¯ are replaced by cd¯ the matrix element
is:
(ac|bd) = (a|x|c)(b|y|d) + (a|y|c)(b|x|d). (1.3.34)
In case of aa¯ → bb¯ the matrix element is 2(a|x|b)(a|y|b). When two orbitals of the same
spin are replaced, ab → cd, we have
(ac|bd)− (ad|bc) = (a|x|c)(b|y|d)+ (a|y|c)(b|x|d)− (a|x|d)(b|y|c)− (a|y|d)(b|x|c). (1.3.35)
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1.4 Spin-partitioned total position spread
The TPS can be partitioned according to its spin components. In this way, it becomes a
powerful tool to describe spin delocalization, quantum entanglement and propagation of magnetic
modes [29, 30].
Let us start by expressing the position-spread tensor by its spin components:
rˆ =
∑
σ=α,β
rˆσ. (1.4.1)
From the one-particle operator it is possible to define the total spin-partitioned position op-
erator as:
Rˆ =
n∑
i=1
∑
σ=α,β
Rˆ(i)nˆσ(i). (1.4.2)
We recall that the TPS is the second moment cumulant of Rˆ:
Λ = < Ψ|Rˆ2|Ψ > − < Ψ|Rˆ|Ψ >2 . (1.4.3)
As shown in Eq. 1.4.2, the total position operator Rˆ can be expressed by the sum of the two
spin parts α and β.
Rˆ = Rˆα + Rˆβ, (1.4.4)
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and the square of the total position operator decomposes in:
Rˆ2 = Rˆ2α + Rˆ
2
β + RˆαRˆβ + RˆβRˆα. (1.4.5)
Therefore, there are four joint second moment cumulants (see Section 1.2.1 about cumulants)
that can be generated from the spin-partitioned position operators shown in Eqs. 1.4.4 and 1.4.5:
Λ = Λαα +Λββ +Λαβ +Λβα, (1.4.6)
where Λαα and Λββ are the second order cumulants of the same set of variables and they are
nothing but the variance which is definite positive. In contrast, Λαβ and Λβα are cumulants of
different set of variables representing the covariance and thus they are not definite positive.
1.5 Conclusions
In this chapter the evolution of the theory about metals and insulators was briefly reviewed.
It was also underlined the importance of the electron-electron interaction for the correct descrip-
tion of the metallic and insulating character of materials. As a possible way of tackling this
problem, the modern theory of conductivity of Kohn [1] suggests that the delocalization of the
wave function is a good indicator of electrical conductivity. In this sense, all needed information
is extracted from the ground-state wave function through the use of cumulants.
In the next chapters, a series of studies will be presented using the formalism of the total
position-spread tensor [24, 25] computed on wave function based methods where electron cor-
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relation is in principle well treated. In addition, exploration of different molecular systems will
allow us to understand the delocalization of the wave function as an index associated with the
capacity of a material to conduct electricity.
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Chapter 2
Monitoring the wave function, and bond
characterization
We present an ab initio study of the total position-spread tensor (TPS) in diatomic molecules
at full configuration interaction level (FCI). Three different situations were considered: covalent,
ionic, and weakly bonded systems. The longitudinal response of the TPS showed small values for
inter-nuclear distances near the equilibrium and a maximum when the bond is stretched before
it breaks down. Then, the longitudinal value decays when increasing inter-nuclear distances to
reach the atomic-limit value. In this chapter, it will be shown that the TPS is a powerful tool to
monitor the wave function and to characterize chemical bonds.
• • •
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2.1 Behavior of the total position-spread tensor in diatomic
systems
This project consisted in exploring the SS-TPS as a function of the inter-nuclear distance
R in a series of diatomic molecules covering covalent bonds (H2, He2, Li2, Be2, N2, F2;
1
∑+
g
symmetry), ionic bonds (LiF, 1
∑+ symmetry), and weakly bonded molecules (HeH– , BeH– ;
1
∑+ symmetry). The TPS tensor was computed at FCI level employing the NEPTUNUS code
[82–85]. We used atomic natural orbitals (ANO) basis set optimized by Widmark, Malmqvist
and Roos [31] of different qualities to build the wave function (see page 5287 of the publica-
tion [25] contained in this chapter). The TPS being a rank 2 tensor, is represented by a 3 × 3
matrix where the diagonal elements correspond to the variance. Note that diatomic molecules
being one-dimensional structures and placed in the z axis of the cartesian coordinates, showed a
maximum response of the tensor’s component in such a direction (that from now on will be called
longitudinal component, Λ‖). In contrast, the perpendicular component (Λ⊥) does not vary con-
siderably and it is obtained from values of the position operator in the directions x and y that for
symmetry reasons have degenerate values.
The use of FCI allowed us to circumvent all problems related to truncated configuration
interaction methods because all possible excitations in the configuration space were taken into
account [73, 86]. Thus, the quality of the wave function was exact in the spanned basis, and the
electron correlation is well treated.
For all involved molecules, the inter-nuclear distances were varied from very repulsive ge-
ometries up to the asymptotic limit. Let us now summarize the results for the three different types
of bonds studied:
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2.1.1 Covalent bonds
Starting at strongly repulsive geometries, the Λ‖ component showed values lower than those
in the asymptotic limit. That is because, nuclei being near to each others enhance the effective
nuclear charge and this in turn increases the Coulomb attraction between electrons and nuclei.
Thus, the electrons are more localized. The same holds for the perpendicular component Λ⊥.
At equilibrium distance, the wave function is a mixture of ionic and neutral Slater determi-
nants. The valence electrons are shared between the involved atoms to form the bond. Therefore,
electrons move from one atom to the other but the effective nuclear charge being lower than for
the repulsive geometries gives a value of Λ‖ that is larger in magnitude. As the bond is stretched,
the ionic contribution to the wave function starts to become less important because in the asymp-
totic limit the diatomic molecules become two fragments of neutral atoms.
Most of the covalent molecules showed marked maxima of the TPS before the bond was
broken, except for the case of fluorine dimer that will be discussed in detail later on. In the
framework of the modern theory of conductivity, maxima in the TPS are an indication of high
delocalization of the wave function. When the bonds break down the wave functions start to
present a disconnectedness character as suggested in the publication of Kohn (see Eq. 1.1.3 in
Section 1.1, and Ref. [1]). The breaking point of the bond is normally defined as a vanishing
second derivative of the energy with respect to the geometry that corresponds to the curvature
of the potential energy surface (PES). As consequence, Λ‖ decreases as function of R until it
reaches the atomic limit Λ‖ showing size-consistency.
Fluorine dimer is a special case, because it presents the maximum of the TPS at the equilib-
rium distance. This fact can be explained by introducing the so called breathing orbitals [87–89].
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The bond in F2 is represented in the valence bond configuration space by at least three different
configurations as shown in Figure 2.1.1. When one electron jumps from the p lobe of one fluorine
atom to the other, it takes place a local charge transfer process at the equilibrium distance. At the
same time, when one lobe of the p orbitals is empty it gets contracted as opposed to the case when
the lobe is double occupied. The TPS is very sensitive to charge transfer processes because they
involve a large fluctuation of electrons from their main positions, and thus it shows a maximum
at the equilibrium distance for this molecule.
F F F F F F
Figure 2.1.1: Schematic representation of F2 breathing orbitals in the valence bond framework.
2.1.2 Ionic bonds
As in the case of covalent molecules, ionic bonds are represented by a mixture between
ionic, and neutral structures. In the equilibrium distance of LiF, the ionic structure has a larger
contribution to the wave function than the neutral one. These two structures evolve diabatically
in LiF. At the equilibrium distanceRe, the bond is described by the following ionic configuration
[90]:
1σ22σ23σ24σ21π4, (2.1.1)
in 2.1.1 the Slater determinant corresponds to a X1
∑+ state. The 1σ and 2σ are the F and
Li 1s-like core orbitals. The 3σ is the 2s-like orbitals of F, and the 4σ and 1π orbitals are from
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F 2pσ and F 2pπ. Obviously, the ionic state will dissociate as Li+ + F– . Regarding the covalent
configuration, it is described by the electron configuration shown in 2.1.2:
1σ22σ23σ24σ15σ11π4, (2.1.2)
where 5σ corresponds to the Li 2s orbital and the state dissociates as Li + F. At R ≃
11 bohr those two states suffer an avoided-crossing in the adiabatic representation [91]. The
wave function at that molecular geometry is represented by equal weights of the ionic and neutral
determinants and thus by a high electron delocalization. The longitudinal component of the
TPS tensor showed a marked maximum manifesting a high fluctuation of the mean position of
the electrons. In addition, the perpendicular components Λ⊥ for the ionic and neutral states
changed drastically in the crossing region (the covalent system has a higher mobility of electrons
before the crossing point, and its wave function becomes more localized and stabilized with
respect to the ionic structure when it approaches the asymptotic limit). This is the signature of
systems presenting an avoided crossing and charge transfer. This fact will be the object of study
in Chapter 3.
2.1.3 Weakly bonded molecules
Finally, the TPS was evaluated in weakly bonded (WB) diatomic molecules. For neutral WB
systems, the TPS did not show any important response for He2, because there is no bond in this
diatomic molecule. However, for the case of Be2 dimer, it was demonstrated that even if weakly
bonded , it shows the same signature of covalent bonds. This result suggests that the nature of
this bond is predominantly covalent [32].
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In addition, HeH– and BeH– were considered as WB anionic systems. It is worthy to em-
phasize the response of the BeH– case. At frozen-core FCI level the equilibrium distance is near
2.7 bohr [92]. Be atom is a four-electron closed shell with a 1s22s2 electron configuration, and it
is in general not very reactive. These atoms are able to form sp hybrid orbitals, which of course
form a bond angle of 180◦. An sp hybridization is possible because the 2s and 2p atomic or-
bitals are quasi-degenerate. At long inter-nuclear distances BeH– is described by two interacting
closed shell atoms: a Be having valence composed by a double occupied 2s atomic orbital and
three non-occupied 2p atomic orbitals in interaction with a hydrogen atom bearing a negative
charge. At the measure that the two closed-shell atoms approach, there is a charge shift from the
hydrogen to the beryllium atom. Therefore, Λ‖ starts to increase when the inter-nuclear distance
is near 6 bohr reflecting electrons fluctuating from their mean positions. In Ref. [92] is reported
that sp hybridization starts to be important from 8 bohr, and in fact the TPS tensor starts growing
considerably in such a region.
At short distances, the unoccupied 2pz orbital mix with the 1s atomic orbital of the hydrogen
to form one sp molecular orbital (σ-BeH). The σ bond will be formed by the electron in excess
from the H– and one Be electron promoted from the doubly occupied 2s atomic orbital to the
2pz. The remaining electron in the beryllium atom will be located in the opposite site with respect
to the position of the hydrogen atom. In this way, the electrons are more localized because the
molecule in equilibrium has strongly polarized charges. Finally, Λ⊥ showed a peculiar behavior
because at long distances their values do not change until it reaches a deep minimum near 4 bohr.
This indicates that electrons are not fluctuating in neither x nor y direction.
We can summarize and conclude that:
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• The TPS is a powerful indicator of the rearrangement of the electrons in a molecular sys-
tem.
• The TPS is a tool suitable for monitoring the wave function, being more sensitive than the
total energy.
• The tensor shows a maximum value in the molecular configurations where the wave func-
tion is completely delocalized.
• Depending on the nature of the bond, the TPS shows a different signature.
• At avoided-crossing regions, the TPS diverges as the wave function is represented by a
combination of ionic and neutral Slater determinants making electrons very delocalized in
such a situation.
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ABSTRACT: The behavior of the Position−Spread Tensor (Λ) in a series of
light diatomic molecules (either neutral or negative ions) is investigated at a Full
Configuration Interaction level. This tensor, which is the second moment
cumulant of the total position operator, is invariant with respect to molecular
translations, while its trace is also rotationally invariant. Moreover, the tensor is
additive in the case of noninteracting subsystems and can be seen as an intrinsic
property of a molecule. In the present work, it is shown that the longitudinal
component of the tensor, Λ∥, which is small for internuclear distances close to
the equilibrium, tends to grow if the bond is stretched. A maximum is reached
in the region of the bond breaking, then Λ∥ decreases and converges toward the
isolated-atom value. The degenerate transversal components, Λ⊥, on the other
hand, usually have a monotonic growth toward the atomic value. The Position
Spread is extremely sensitive to reorganization of the molecular wave function, and it becomes larger in the case of an increase of
the electron mobility, as illustrated by the neutral-ionic avoided crossing in LiF. For these reasons, the Position Spread can be an
extremely useful property that characterizes the nature of the wave function in a molecular system.
1. INTRODUCTION
The “Localization Tensor” (LT) is a quantity introduced in the
context of the theory of Kohn1 to characterize the electrical
conductivity properties. Indeed, in his seminal work, Kohn
realized that the most fundamental picture of electrical
conductivity is more related to a properly defined delocalization
of the wave function than to the simple gap closure.
Subsequently, Resta and co-workers, with the introduction of
the localization tensor, provided an important tool to give a
quantitative formulation of this localization.2−4 According to
their results, one of the key properties of this quantity is the
following: it diverges in the thermodynamic limit for a
conductor, while remaining finite for an insulator. A remarkable
sum rule connecting explicitly the electrical resistivity and the
localization tensor was later given by Souza, Wilkens, and
Martin5 (also see ref 6). The LT has been considered as an
indicator of the square of the exchange-correlation lengths in
the electronic distribution, that is of the extension of the
influence of one electron on the other electrons.7 We have
recently applied the LT formalism to the study of low-
dimensional systems (linear chains, graphene nanoislands),
either at ab initio8−12 or tight-binding level13−16 (also see ref
17). A remarkable study of the localization tensor for small
molecular systems has been recently reported by Ángyań.18
The interest related to the application of the LT to molecular
systems is 2-fold: first, one can study the insulator/conductor
properties as a function of the size of a homologous series with
the aim to clarify the main molecular features affecting these
properties. Such an approach is relevant, for instance, in the
field of molecular electronics, where the focus is on the
possibility to use the molecules as building blocks in the
fabrication of the next generation electronic devices. More
generally, the LT is an interesting quantity for the systems that
are in the intermediate region between “chemistry” and “solid-
state physics”the subject of nanotechnology. A second
interest for the applications of the LT to molecular systems is
more strictly related to the electronic structure of the
molecules. Indeed, this quantity allows to identify, besides the
insulator/conductor nature, intriguing properties of the
electronic distribution with a connection to the chemical
description of the molecular architecture.
As said, the LT has been introduced to identify the electrical
conductivity properties in solid-state physics, and, for this
reason, it is a “per electron” quantity. In molecular studies,
while this choice maintains its interest for the first application
field described above, for its use in the analysis of the molecular
wave function, the full quantity (not divided by the number of
electrons) seems more appropriate. For this reason, we
introduce the Total Position−Spread (TPS) tensor (Λ),
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which is defined as the second moment cumulant of the total
electron position operator. In this work, the behavior of Λ for a
series of diatomic molecules and ions has been investigated, as a
function of the internuclear distance R. The results of the
present study can be summarized as follows. Let us first
consider the longitudinal component of the tensor, Λ∥, the one
in the direction of the internuclear axis, z. As a general trend,
one observes that, close to the equilibrium distance, Λ∥(R) is a
growing function of R. Λ∥(R) generally reaches a maximum in
the region where the bond is broken, and then it becomes a
decreasing function of R. For very large values of R, Λ∥(R)
becomes a constant, given by the sum of the atomic values. The
peak in the region of the bond breaking is often very
pronounced. The two perpendicular components, denoted
from now on as Λ⊥(R) (Λxx(R) and Λyy(R)), are obviously
degenerate for symmetry reasons in isolated diatomic
molecules. Their behavior generally is less spectacular than
the parallel one, and their values are often growing monotoni-
cally to the asymptotic limit in a smooth way.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, the definition of the TPS tensor is shortly recalled,
the computational details are described in Section 3, the
numerical values of the TPS tensor are reported and discussed
in Section 4, and Section 5 contains some final considerations.
2. THE TOTAL POSITION−SPREAD TENSOR
The TPS tensor, indicated by Λ, is defined as the second
moment cumulant of the total electron position operator. As
detailed in ref 11, one considers the position operator and its
tensorial square:
∑ β̂ = ̂β
=
r p( )
p
n
1 (1)
∑ β γ̂ ̂ = ̂ ̂β γ
=
r r p q( ) ( )
p q
n
, 1 (2)
where the sums run over the electrons (n is the total number of
electrons) and β and γ represent one of the Cartesian
coordinates (x, y, and z).
The cumulant of the quadratic fluctuation of the position is
⟨ ̂ ̂ ⟩ = ⟨Ψ| ̂ ̂ |Ψ⟩ − ⟨Ψ| ̂ |Ψ⟩⟨Ψ| ̂ |Ψ⟩β γ β γ β γr r r r r rc (3)
Finally, the localization tensor is defined as
λ =
⟨ ̂ ̂ ⟩
βγ
β γr r
n
2 c
(4)
The expression “localization tensor” is somehow misleading,
as already pointed out by Ángyań,19 since very mobile electrons
are associated with large values of the tensor. Moreover, as
stated in the Introduction, in a molecular context, we believe
that the more interesting quantity is not the per electron spread,
but rather the global value. We stress this fact by denoting
Total Position Spread this quantity, with components Λβγ =
⟨rβ̂rγ̂⟩c. The reason for the interest in the global quantity is
because only the TPS shows a size consistency property: the
TPS of noninteracting fragments is given by the sum of the
TPS of the individual fragments, while, obviously, the LT does
not have this property. This is true for each individual
component of the tensor and, of course, for the trace that
becomes a rotational invariant. As a consequence, the trace of
the TPS is an additive and rotationally invariant quantity
associated with a molecular system.
3. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
In the present work, we investigate at Full Configuration
Interaction (FCI) level the behavior of the ground-state TPS
tensor for a series of diatomic systems, belonging to the first
two periods of the periodic table: homonuclear diatomic
molecules (H2, He2, Li2, Be2, N2, F2) and one heteroatomic
molecule that shows an ionic-neutral avoided crossing (LiF).
The ionic systems HeH− and BeH− were also considered. All
chosen systems have closed-shell singlet ground states: 1Σg
+ for
homonuclear and 1Σ+ for heteroatomic systems. Open-shell
systems will be the subject of forthcoming investigations.
We used the ANO basis sets optimized by Roos and co-
workers,20 by adopting contractions of different qualities. In
particular, we employed the following contractions for the
diatomic molecules that have been considered in this study: H2,
7s3p3d3f; Li2, 7s6p4d3f; He2, 7s4p3d; HeH
−, 7s4p3d − 6s4p3d;
Be2, 7s7p4d3f; BeH
−, 7s7p4d3f − 6s4p3d; LiF, N2 and F2, 3s2p.
The choice of the basis set is limited by the size of the FCI
space, which shows a factorial growth as a function of the
number of electrons and the size of the basis set. The initial
Hartree−Fock calculations were performed using the computa-
tional ab initio Quantum-Chemistry package DALTON.21,22
The atomic one- and two-electron integrals then were
transformed to the molecular basis set, using the Ferrara
code.23 Finally, the Full-CI calculations were performed using
our FCI algorithm,24−26 implemented in the NEPTUNUS
Table 1. Dissociation Energies (eV) and Equilibrium Distances (bohr) for the Diatomic Molecules Considered in This Study,
And Their Basis Set
This Work Reference Data
molecule basis set Re (bohr) Edis (eV) Re (bohr) ref Edis (eV) ref
H2
+ (7s3p3d3f) 1.99 2.7896 1.99 40 2.6507 41
H2 (7s3p3d3f) 1.40 4.7279 1.40 42 4.7474 42
Li2 (7s6p4d3f) 5.10 1.0421 5.05 43 1.0260 43
N2 (3s2p) 2.15 6.9511 2.07 44 9.7797 44
F2 (3s2p) 2.96 0.8209 2.67 45 1.6261 45
LiF 1 1Σ (3s2p/3s2p) 3.10 5.2604 2.96 46 5.9625 46
He2 (7s4p3d) 5.65 0.0008 5.61 47 0.0009 47
HeH− (7s4p3d/6s4p3d) 11.50 0.0001 11.50 48 0.0004 37
Be2 (7s7p4d3f) 4.75 0.0906 4.63 49 0.0979 49
BeH− (7s7p4d3f/6s4p3d) 2.75 1.9730 2.67 50 2.2000 50
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code27 and interfaced to the previous codes using the common
data formats Q5Cost.28−30
The 1s electrons were kept frozen at the Hartree−Fock level
for all atoms but hydrogen and helium. The contribution of
these frozen electrons to the TPS tensor was taken into account
through a generalization of the formalism discussed in Section
2. However, its value is extremely small, and our preliminary
investigations show that the effect of including (or not
including) the dynamic electron correlation for these electrons
has a negligible effect.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Table 1, the equilibrium distance and the dissociation energy
obtained at FCI level are compared to the experimental results
(when available). For all systems here considered, the ground-
state potential energy curve is reported in the Supporting
Information. In the case of the ions BeH− and HeH− (for
which, to the best of our knowledge, there is no experimental
data), we have compared our results with those obtained at FCI
level with a larger basis set. From the values reported in Table
1, it is apparent that all results are of a reasonable quality,
except for the systems involving nitrogen (N2) or fluorine (F2
and LiF), for which the dissociation energy is seriously
underestimated. This fact, in view of the small basis set that
we were forced to use in order to treat these molecules at FCI
level, is certainly not surprising. We consider now in detail the
behavior of the TPS tensor for the different systems.
4.1. Covalent and Ionic Systems. Here, we examine the
behavior of systems having strong covalent or ionic bonds. The
considered systems are the covalent species H2, Li2, N2, and F2,
and the strongly ionic molecule LiF.
In the case of a singlet covalent bond, the equilibrium wave
function is known to be a mixture of neutral and ionic forms.
The nature of the ground state of the prototype of all molecules
showing covalent bonds, the H2 molecule, has been analyzed in
detail in terms of Orthogonal Valence Bond (OVB) structures
in ref 31, and the influence of the relative weight of the ionic
and neutral structures in the ground state wave function on the
LT has been described in ref 11. In summary, starting from the
equilibrium geometry, the weight of the ionic forms slightly
decreases by increasing the interatomic distance. However, for
these structures, the value of Λ∥ quickly grows with R. As a
result, the value of Λ∥ computed for the full ground-state wave
function increases as a function of R. This picture is valid in the
region of the bond. When the bond is broken, however, we
have a dramatic change in the nature of the wave function, and
the weight of the ionic forms quickly goes to zero as R is
increased. The contribution of these forms becomes negligible,
and the value of Λ∥ goes quickly to the asymptotic atomic limit.
For the simple case of H2 in the minimal basis set, the
longitudinal component of the TPS computed for the
approximate UHF wave function shows an interesting behavior
and allows one to discuss the dependence of Λ∥ on R from a
slightly different point of view. Indeed, for R smaller than the
Coulson−Fischer point (computed to be at 2.287 bohr in the
1s basis), the UHF wave function coincides with the RHF wave
function; therefore, it is a superposition of the neutral and ionic
OVB forms with equal weight. In this case, Λ∥ is a growing
function of R (scaling as R2). On the other hand, for R larger
than the Coulson−Fischer point, the UHF wave function
becomes the broken-symmetry, spin-contaminated, solution for
which Λ∥ slowly approaches the value of the neutral OVB
structure (it converges to this value for R → ∞). Therefore,
starting from Re and increasing R, Λ∥ shows a marked increase
up to R ≃ 2.3 bohr and then a decrease to the sum of the
atomic values. This behavior has been confirmed computing Λ∥
as a function of R for the UHF wave function with the STO12G
basis set used in ref 11 (see the Supporting Information).
Obviously, the UHF wave function is only a rough
approximation to the FCI wave function and the maximum
of Λ∥ observed in the minimal basis set at the FCI level is at a
slightly different value of R (R = 2.76 bohr, see ref 11), but the
simple picture offered by the UHF description allows to
identify the main features of Λ∥.
This scheme can be rationalized and fully understood by
other simple qualitative considerations (see the Appendix). In
fact, as can be easily shown, even at the Hückel level, two
electrons in two localized orbitals coupled to form a singlet
wave function give a vanishing value for Λ∥. The same result is
also obtained if the two electrons occupy the same localized
orbital. In contrast, when the wave function is a combination of
the two ionic forms obtained by placing the two electrons in
one of the two local orbitals, the value of Λ∥ is nonzero.
Moreover, for a fixed mixing between the two localized ionic
forms, the TPS grows as the square of the distance between the
two centers.
Let us consider now the case of an “ionic” bond, again by
using this simple approach. In such a case, one generally has a
mixture between an ionic and a neutral structure, their relative
weight being a function of the interatomic distance. Usually, at
the equilibrium distance, the ionic structure dominates in the
ground state wave function, while at dissociation, it is the
neutral structure that describes the ground state (no diatomic
molecule dissociates to a pair of ionic atoms). Therefore, there
is a distance where the two states undergo an avoided crossing
and, in the crossing region, the wave function is a mixture of
ionic and neutral forms.
Of course, things become more complicated at the ab initio
level, since, in this case, the atomic contributions also must be
taken into account (these terms are neglected in the simple
approach described above). However, these intra-atomic
contributions tend to be significantly smaller than the
interatomic ones, so the general picture obtained at Hückel
level is still valid when the complete Hamiltonian is considered.
These considerations are confirmed by the calculations
reported in the present work. For all covalent systems, a similar
behavior is observed and hereafter briefly described. The
perpendicular value, Λ⊥, is usually smaller for the molecule at
the equilibrium geometry than for the dissociated atoms. This
behavior is due to the increased nuclear effective charge
experienced by the electrons at short internuclear distances
(two nuclei instead of only one), which leads to a spatial
contraction of the orbitals in the directions orthogonal to the
internuclear axis. This, in turn, induces a reduction of the ⊥
component of the TPS tensor. The parallel component, Λ∥,
starts at small values of R from a value smaller than the
asymptotic limit (for the same reason reported for Λ⊥) and
shows a quick growth by increasing R. Close to the equilibrium
distance, the value becomes close to the asymptotic limit but it
keeps growing. At a distance close to the bond-breaking
distance, Λ∥ has a maximum and then it falls down to the
isolated-atom limit. One can assume, in a rather conventional
way, the bond-breaking distance to be the distance at which the
energy slope has a maximum, or, equivalently, where the
second derivative of the energy, with respect to the internuclear
distance, becomes zero. From Table 2 it is apparent that the
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position of the TPS maximum is often close to the bond-
breaking distance, although it is generally slightly larger. The
system where there is a charge transfer from one atom to the
other one as a function of the distance (LiF, BeH−) does not
follow this pattern, since, in this case, the TPS maximum occurs
at the distance of the charge jump.
This picture explains the behavior of Λ in the case of
covalent bonds, such as H2, Li2, and N2, and it is illustrated in
Figures 1−3. The F2 molecule (see Figure 4) differs from the
above scenario, since the maximum is reached for values of R
that are very close to the equilibrium distance. This result is a
manifestation of the peculiar nature of the bond in this
molecule, as it has been pointed out in valence bond and
electron localization function studies,32,33 where it has been
shown that the fluctuation of the electron pair density play an
important role for the bond formation, so that it has been
termed charge-shif t bonds. Moreover, after its maximum value,
Λ∥ has a very shallow minimum before reaching its asymptotic
value from below. Actually, a similar behavior is also seen in the
nitrogen dimer, although the depth of the minimum, in this
case, is much smaller.
In order to identify the origin of the appearance of this
minimum in F2 and N2, we have reconsidered the analytical
OVB approach applied to H2 with the minimal 1s basis set,
which has been fully developed in refs 11 and 31. In order to
simulate different bond situations, the off-diagonal element of
the Hamiltonian matrix between the neutral and the ionic Σg
components (eq 20 in ref 31) has been scaled by a factor k. For
k < 1, after the diagonalization of the 2 × 2 Hamiltonian matrix,
the weight of the ionic OVB structure in the ground state is
lower than for k = 1 (corresponding to the exact treatment of
H2) for all geometries. This effect is particularly intense in the
Table 2. Bond-Breaking Distance (Bohr) Computed as the
Distance at Which the Second Derivative of the Energy, with
Respect to the Internuclear Distance, Vanishes
molecule R
H2 2.14
Li2 6.90
N2 2.68
F2 3.46
LiF 4.27
He2 6.36
HeH− 13.58
Be2 5.21
BeH− 3.49
Figure 1. Total Position Spread computed for the 1Σg
+ ground state of
the hydrogen dimer at Full CI (FCI) level of theory: Λ∥, which is
denoted by the red solid line and triangles, and Λ⊥, which is denoted
by the green dashed line and circles. The equilibrium geometry is
indicated by a vertical line.
Figure 2. Total Position Spread computed for the 1Σg
+ ground state of
the lithium dimer at Full CI (FCI) level of theory: Λ∥, which is
denoted by the red solid line and triangles, and Λ⊥, which is denoted
by the green dashed line and circles. The equilibrium geometry is
indicated with a vertical line.
Figure 3. Total Position Spread computed for the 1Σg
+ ground state of
the nitrogen dimer at Full CI (FCI) level of theory: Λ∥, which is
denoted by the red solid line and triangles, and Λ⊥, which is denoted
by the green dashed line and circles. In the inset zoom, the local
minimum of Λ is reported. The equilibrium geometry is indicated with
a vertical line.
Figure 4. Total Position Spread computed for the 1Σg
+ ground state of
the fluorine dimer at Full CI (FCI) level of theory: Λ∥, which is
denoted by the red solid line and triangles, and Λ⊥, which is denoted
by the green dashed line and circles. In the inset zoom, the local
minimum of Λ is reported. The equilibrium geometry is indicated with
a vertical line.
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region between the equilibrium geometry and the bond-
breaking geometry, where the smaller k is, the quicker the
decrease of the weight of the ionic structures with R. Such a
modification has a marked effect on the qualitative dependence
of Λ∥ on R, as it is apparent from Figure 5, where Λ∥ is
reported as a function of R for k = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0.
One notes that the maximum observed for k = 1 is lowered and
shifted at smaller R when k is reduced. Moreover, a minimum
appears at long R values for k = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 (the inset of Figure
5 reports a zoom in the minimum region for k = 0.7).
These results suggest that the minimum observed for N2 and
F2 (see Figures 3 and 4) can be due to a lower weight of the
ionic OVB component in the ground state of these molecules,
with respect to the other dimers considered here. The same
argument could also explain the fact that the maximum of Λ∥ in
F2 is at R close to the equilibrium internuclear distance.
The ionic system LiF has a particularly interesting behavior.
The nature of the two relevant states in this system, as in all
molecules of the type MX, where M is an alkali metal and X is a
halogen, can be understood in terms of two diabatic states: one
dissociating to the neutral M + X atomic limit, and the other
one to the ionic M+ + X− limit (which is, for all diatomic
molecules, always higher in energy than the M + X asymptote).
For a complete discussion, the reader is referred to ref 34.
Similarly to what is observed for H2,
35 the neutral state is
dissociative (no bond). In contrast, the ionic diabatic state is
strongly bound, due to the strong Coulombic interaction. At
short internuclear distances, the ionic diabatic state is lower in
energy than the neutral one, as a result of the low value of the
ionization potential of M and of the large value of the electron
affinity of X, which makes the energy of the M+ + X− atomic
limit not too high in energy, with respect to the M + X one.
Therefore, the two diabatic energies become equal at a distance
larger than the equilibrium geometry, in the case of LiF for a
value of R of ∼11.10 bohr, and the system shows an avoided
crossing between the two states (see Figure 6). This behavior
has been discussed in detail in a paper by Bauschlicher and
Langhoff.36 The two diabatic states are described, at a first
approximation, by an ionic determinant (the ionic state), and a
singlet combination of purely neutral determinants. The
dependence of Λ⊥ on R is reported in Figure 7 for the two
states. One notes that, as intuitively expected, Λ⊥ changes
suddenly passing the crossing region (for the ground state from
the “ionic value” before the crossing, to the “neutral value” after
the crossing and vice versa for the excited state). In contrast,
the behavior of Λ∥ (reported in Figure 8) is more complex. As
Figure 5. Longitudinal Total Position Spread component, Λ∥,
computed for the 1Σg
+ ground state of the hydrogen dimer at the
minimal basis OVB level of theory with a scaling by a factor k of the
off-diagonal element of the Hamiltonian matrix between the neutral
and the ionic Σg OVB components. k = 1 for the top curve (red solid
line), while k = 0.5 for the bottom curve (black dashed line). The
other curves are reported for intermediate values of k with steps of 0.1.
In the inset enlargement, the local minimum of Λ∥ is reported for the k
= 0.7 case (pink dashed curve).
Figure 6. Potential energy curve of LiF for the 1Σ+ ground state (red
solid line and triangles) and first excited state (green dashed line and
circles) at Full CI (FCI) level of theory. In the enlargement shown as
an inset, the avoiding crossing region is reported.
Figure 7. Total Position Spread (Λ⊥ component), computed for the
1
Σ
+ ground state (red solid line and triangles) and first excited state
(green dashed line and circles) of the lithium fluorine (LiF) molecule
at Full CI (FCI) level of theory.
Figure 8. Total Position Spread (Λ∥ component), computed for the
1
Σ
+ ground state (red solid line and triangles) and first excited state
(green dashed line and circles) of the lithium fluorine (LiF) molecule
at Full CI level of theory.
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described in the Appendix, the ionic and neutral wave
functions, taken separately, have a strictly zero longitudinal
TPS at the Hückel level. When they are combined, however,
their TPS is equal to the product of the squares of the
coefficients. From Figure 8, in fact, one sees that the TPS of the
two states remains close to the asymptotic values for all R
values except in the avoided-cross region. Close to the cross
region, near to 11 bohr with the employed basis set, the Hückel
value is expected to have a maximum of R2/4, which amounts
to ∼30 bohr2. This is in very good agreement with the increase
of the TPSs in this region, that is comprised between 25 and 35
bohr2 for the ground state and the excited state, respectively.
4.2. Molecular Anions and Weakly Bonded Systems.
We will examine now the behavior of systems whose bonds are
weak or very weak: the neutral dimers of helium and beryllium
(He2 and Be2), and the anions that these atoms form by
combination with the hydrogen anion (HeH− and BeH−).
Among these species, Be2 has a TPS that is very much alike
that those of the previously considered covalent dimers (see
Figure 9). This confirms the fact that, although very weak, the
bond in this molecule has essentially a covalent nature.
The helium dimer, on the other hand, has a marked TPS
peak at very short interatomic distance (see Figure 10). This
can be explained by the fact that its value, in the united-atom
limit, must converge to that of the beryllium atom. This is
indeed the case, since the short-distance value of the He2
system oscillates between 4 and 5.5 bohr2, while the
corresponding value for a beryllium atom is ∼5 bohr2. The
oscillations shown by the helium-dimer values (the longitudinal
component in a particular way) at very short distance are most
likely due to changes in the configuration structure of the wave
function. In view of the fact that our basis set is certainly not
suitable for a short distance description of the system (because
of the lack of very concentrated atomic orbitals (AOs)), we did
not carry this analysis at a deeper level.
As far as the two ions are concerned, their behavior is rather
different from those of the neutral systems. In the case of HeH−
system, we have an extremely weakly bonded system. The
interactions are of the charge-induced dipole type, and the
minimum well is only a few cm−1 deep.37 The TPS values
become very high at short internuclear distances, where they
converge to the united-atom limit (see Figure 11). More
interestingly, there is a maximum of Λ∥ in the region of the
energy minimum, whose depth is much more pronounced than
the energy variation. Once again, it is clear that the TPS tensor
is very sensitive to variation in the wave function structure that
has only a tiny effect on the system energy. BeH− is a
hypothetical system having a covalent nature at short
distance.38 The Λ∥ component (see Figure 12) has a
pronounced maximum in the region where the wave function
changes its nature, while the Λ⊥ component has a minimum in
the same region. At the equilibrium distance, both components
have values similar to the asymptotic ones, and they become
very large for shorter distances.
4.3. The Long-Distance Behavior of the TPS Tensor. As
discussed in Section 2, the TPS tensor is a quantity that is
additive for noninteracting systems. The trace of the TPS
tensor is invariant under rotations of the coordinate axes, and
therefore it is a scalar quantity characterizing the system as a
whole. Because of the symmetry of the systems here
considered, the component along the internuclear axis, Λ∥,
and the two degenerate components orthogonal to this axis,
Λ⊥, are additive quantities in the case of noninteracting
systems. For this reason, in Table 3, we compared the value of
Λ∥ computed at an internuclear distance of 50 bohr (40 bohr
for LiF, as discussed later) with the sum of the atomic values. It
should be noticed that in the case of the F atom, a symmetry-
broken solution must be considered, in order to have a
Figure 9. Total Position Spread (Λ∥, red solid line and triangles; Λ⊥
green dashed line and circles), computed for the 1Σg
+ ground state of
Be2 at Full CI (FCI) level of theory. The equilibrium geometry is
indicated with a vertical line.
Figure 10. Total Position Spread (Λ∥, red solid line and triangles; Λ⊥
green dashed line and circles), computed for the 1Σg
+ ground state of
the helium dimer at Full CI (FCI) level of theory. The equilibrium
geometry is indicated with a vertical line.
Figure 11. Total Position Spread (Λ∥, red solid line and triangles; Λ⊥
green dashed line and circles), computed for the 1Σ+ ground state of
HeH− at Full CI (FCI) level of theory. In the enlargement shown as
an inset, the local maximum of the Total Position Spread Λ is
reported. The equilibrium geometry is indicated with a vertical line.
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situation that is comparable with the D∞h and C∞v values of the
F2 and LiF molecules, respectively. As an example, one can see
in Table 3 that the molecular values of Λ∥ for F2 at a distance of
50 bohr is 5.050114 bohr2, while the sum of the atomic values is
5.050058 bohr2 with an absolute percent difference of 5.6 ×
10−3%. It is worth noticing that the energies have a much faster
convergence to their asymptotic values, since, at a distance of
50 bohr, the percent difference for the energy is 7.5 × 10−6%
for F2, compared with the sum of the isolated atoms.
For the sake of comparison, we also reported the values of Λ
for the isolated atoms in Table 4. All the values are isotropic,
with the exception of fluorine, whose Λ∥ component (one
electron in the 2pz orbital) is slightly larger than the Λ⊥
component (two electrons in the 2px and 2py orbitals). This
tiny difference is probably due to a compensation between the
size of the orbitals and their occupation numbers. We also
notice the very large values for Li and, even larger, H−, and the
relatively small increase in Λ in going from F to F−.
We have already discussed the ionic−covalent avoided
crossing of LiF, that occurs at ∼11 bohr. At much larger
distances, the LiF ionic energy curve undergoes further, and
much more complex, avoided crossings. This is because, at a
very large distance (∼43 bohr with the present basis set), the
energy of the ionic Li(1s2)+ + F(1s22s22p6)− pair becomes
degenerate with the neutral pair Li(1s22p1) + F(1s22s22p5). The
latter gives rise to three highly degenerate singlet states (two of
which are exactly degenerate) having a 1Σ+ symmetry. These
states are obtained by singlet combinations of pairs of
determinants having the singly occupied 2p orbitals in Li and
F of the same type, either x, or y, or z. Therefore, the ionic state
undergoes avoided crossings with a bunch of three neutral
states, and the behavior of the TPS tensor becomes
complicated in the regions of the crossings. Since the study
of these crossings is well beyond the scope of the present paper,
we are not going to discuss further this aspect. For this reason,
the 21Σ+ values reported in Table 3 in the case of LiF were
computed at a distance of 40 bohr rather than 50 bohr, where
the state having a ionic character is no longer the second 1Σ+
state.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in this work confirm the fact that the
TPS tensor is a powerful indicator of the electronic
rearrangements in a molecular wave function. Indeed, when a
bond is stretched from its equilibrium distance, the longitudinal
component of the TPS tensor increases rapidly. The extension
of the mutual influence of the electrons keeps increasing, until
the bond is broken and then there is a sudden drop-off to the
sum of the values found for the two noninteracting atoms. One
can therefore conclude that, in the region where the bond is in
formation (for R between Re and the distance where the bond is
broken), it is characterized by a relatively large extension of the
mutual influence of the electrons, while outside this region such
influence is more “short range”. This is true for diatomic
systems, but preliminary results show its usefulness also for
more-complex molecular architectures.
Besides the description of the nature of the chemical bond,
another interesting possibility concerns the application of this
technique to the study of mixed-valence systems. In this case,
the TPS tensor is able to describe the delocalized nature of the
mobile electrons (or holes) during the transfer process.
Together with the mean value of the position operator, this
gives an interesting description of the transfer mechanism.
With the aim to apply the strategy here reported to larger
systems, we are currently working on the implementation of the
algorithm in the MOLPRO code,39 in particular for the case of
CAS-SCF wave functions. This will open a wider possibility of
application, since the number of systems that can be treated at
Figure 12. Total Position Spread (Λ∥, red solid line and triangles; Λ⊥,
green dashed line and circles), computed for the 1Σ+ ground state of
BeH− at Full CI (FCI) level of theory. The equilibrium geometry is
indicated with a vertical line.
Table 3. Total Position Spread (bohr2) Values for the
Diatomic Molecules Close to the Dissociation Limit (50
bohr) Except for LiF (40 bohr), Compared to the Sum of
Their Corresponding Values for the Isolated Atoms
Value at Dissociation (50
bohr)
Isolated Atoms (Sum of the
Atomic Values)
molecule Λ∥ Λ⊥ Λ∥ Λ⊥
H2 2.000742 2.000639 2.000668 2.000668
Li2 12.439117 12.415638 12.423086 12.423086
N2 6.441467 6.441315 6.440920 6.440920
F2 5.050114 5.040229 5.050058 5.040210
LiF (11Σ) 8.805411 8.799939 8.804686 8.799762
LiF (21Σ) 3.986952 3.985769 3.986199 3.986199
He2 1.506416 1.506392 1.506400 1.506400
HeH− 6.870093 6.869880 6.869950 6.869950
Be2 8.152292 8.148845 8.149992 8.149992
BeH− 10.193261 10.191089 10.191746 10.191746
Table 4. Isolated-Atom Values of the Total Position Spread
(bohr2)a
atom Λ
H 1.000334
H− 6.116750
He 0.753200
Li(7s6p4d3f) 6.211543
Li(3s2p) 6.279657
Li+(3s2p) 0.297617
Be 4.074996
N 3.220460
F(Λ∥) 2.525029
F(Λ⊥) 2.520105
F− 3.688582
aAll values are isotropic with the exception of F, for which the Λ∥ (in
the z direction) is different from Λ⊥ (x and y directions).
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Full CI (FCI) level is rather limited (however, one should
stress the fact that rather large CAS-SCF spaces can be treated
by using a FCI formalism, if the orbitals are preliminary
computed by a general code, and the inactive orbitals are
frozen).
■ APPENDIX
In this Appendix, the analytic expression of the TPS tensor is
discussed for the case of a two-electron two-center system
having point-like orbitals. This simple model is useful in order
to understand the behavior of the TPS in the diatomic
molecules considered in this article. Let us consider two
centers, A and B, placed at a distance R, with χA and χB
indicating the two point-like orbitals located in the centers A
and B, respectively.
The total position operator, Ẑ (z being the internuclear axis),
is given by
̂ = ̂ + ̂Z z z(1) (2) (5)
where indexes 1 and 2 label electron coordinates. This gives, for
its square, the expression
̂ = ̂ + ̂
= ̂ + ̂ + ̂ ̂ + ̂ ̂
Z z z
z z z z z z
[ (1) (2)]
(1) (2) (1) (2) (2) (1)
2 2
2 2
(6)
The first two terms in the last sum correspond to the one-
electron part of the operator, Ẑm
2 , while the last two terms
constitute the two-electron part of the operator, Ẑb
2:
̂ = ̂ + ̂Z z z(1) (2)m
2 2 2
(7)
and
̂ = ̂ ̂ + ̂ ̂Z z z z z(1) (2) (2) (1)b
2
(8)
The TPS tensor is given by the expression
Λ = ⟨ ̂ ⟩ − ⟨ ̂⟩ = ⟨ ̂ ⟩ + ⟨ ̂ ⟩ − ⟨ ̂⟩Z Z Z Z Zzz m b
2 2 2 2 2
(9)
Notice that Λ is invariant with respect to a translation of the
coordinate origin, although the different terms separately are
not. This fact can be used to simplify the calculation of the
tensor. For instance, if the system has a center of symmetry, the
mean value ⟨Ẑ⟩2 will be zero if the coordinate origin is chosen
to be in the center of symmetry of the system.
We consider first the H2
+ ion, for which the two relevant wave
functions are (only the spatial part is reported):
χ χ
| Ψ ⟩ =
+
g
(1) (1)
2
(doublet )g
2 A B
(10)
and
χ χ
| Ψ ⟩ =
−
u
(1) (1)
2
(doublet )u
2 A B
(11)
In order to compute the cumulant Λzz, it is convenient to
place the origin of the coordinates in the midpoint between A
and B: in this way, the mean value of Ẑ vanishes, and the only
contribution comes from the mean value of Ẑ2. Only the one-
electron term contributes, and we obtain
⟨ Ψ | ̂ | Ψ ⟩ = ⟨ Ψ | ̂ | Ψ ⟩
=
Z Z
R
4
g m g u m u
2 2 2 2 2 2
2
(12)
We switch now to the neutral hydrogen molecule. Let us
consider first the two neutral forms (a singlet and a triplet),
|1Ψg⟩ and |
3
Ψu⟩, given by (again, only the spatial part is
reported)
χ χ χ χ
| Ψ ⟩ =
+
g
(1) (2) (1) (2)
2
(singlet )g
1 A B B A
(13)
and
χ χ χ χ
| Ψ ⟩ =
−
u
(1) (2) (1) (2)
2
(triplet )u
3 A B B A
(14)
We have
⟨ Ψ | ̂ | Ψ ⟩ = ⟨ Ψ | ̂ | Ψ ⟩ =Z Z
R
2
g m g u m u
1 2 1 3 2 3
2
(15)
while
⟨ Ψ | ̂ | Ψ ⟩ = ⟨ Ψ | ̂ | Ψ ⟩ = −Z Z
R
2
g b g u b u
1 2 1 3 2 3
2
(16)
In both cases, the one-electron contribution is R2/2, while
the two-electron one is −R2/2. This means that, for the two
neutral states, the total value of Λ is equal to zero:
⟨ Ψ | ̂ | Ψ ⟩ = ⟨ Ψ | ̂ | Ψ ⟩ =Z Z 0g g u u
1 2 1 3 2 3
(17)
Let us consider now an ionic determinant. We can take, for
instance, the determinant |1ΨA⟩, in which both electrons are
located on the center A:
χ χ| Ψ ⟩ = (1) (2) (singlet)1 A A A (18)
In such a case, it is convenient to place the origin of the
coordinates in A: the mean value of both Ẑ and Ẑ2 is zero and,
again, Λzz vanishes.
If, however, a combination of two ionic determinants is
considered, the situation is completely different. Let us take, for
instance, the out-of-phase combination of the ionic distribu-
tions
χ χ χ χ
| Ψ ⟩ =
−
u
(1) (2) (1) (2)
2
(singlet )1 A
A A B B
(19)
By placing the coordinate origin in the midpoint between A
and B, again the mean value of Ẑ will vanishes by symmetry.
The two contributions to Ẑ2 are
⟨ Ψ | ̂ | Ψ ⟩ = − + =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
Z
R R R
2 2 2
u m u
1 2 1
2 2 2
(20)
while
⟨ Ψ | ̂ | Ψ ⟩ = − + =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
Z
R R R
2 2 2
u b u
1 2 1
2 2 2
(21)
and, therefore,
⟨ Ψ | ̂ | Ψ ⟩ = + =Z
R R
R
2 2
u u
1 2 1
2 2
2
(22)
The same result is obtained for the in-phase combination of
the ionic distributions (an excited singlet state),
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χ χ χ χ
| Ψ ⟩ =
+
g2
(1) (2) (1) (2)
2
(singlet )g
1 A A B B
(23)
which gives
⟨ Ψ | ̂ | Ψ ⟩ = + =Z
R R
R2 2
2 2
g g
1 2 1
2 2
2
(24)
We consider now a slightly more-complex situation, where
three determinants give a significant contribution to the
(singlet) wave function. They are the ionic term |1ΨA⟩ and
the neutral singlet |1Ψg⟩, mixed in variable proportions.
Therefore, we write
θ θ θ
θ χ χ
θ χ χ χ χ
| Ψ ⟩ = | Ψ ⟩ + | Ψ ⟩
=
+ +
( ) sin( ) cos( )
sin( ) (1) (2)
cos( ) (1) (2) (1) (2)
2
g
1 1
A
1
A A
A B B A
(25)
In this case, again, it is convenient to place the coordinate
origin in the midpoint between A and B. However, one must
consider that, now, the contribution that comes from ⟨Ẑ⟩ will
not vanish and must be taken into account. One has
θ θ⟨ ̂ ⟩ = +Z
R R
sin ( )
2
cos ( )
2
m
2 2
2
2
2
(26)
and
θ θ⟨ ̂ ⟩ = −Z
R R
sin ( )
2
cos ( )
2
b
2 2
2
2
2
(27)
and, hence,
θ θ⟨ ̂ ⟩ = =Z
R
R2 sin ( )
2
sin ( )
2 2
2
2 2
(28)
On the other hand,
θ⟨ ̂⟩ = −Z Rsin ( )2 (29)
and, therefore,
θ⟨ ̂⟩ =Z Rsin ( )2 4 2 (30)
The cumulant Λ∥ as a function of θ becomes
θ θ θ θ θΛ = − =R r( ) [sin ( ) sin ( )] sin ( ) cos ( )zz
2 2 4 2 2 2
(31)
The cumulant is zero for θ = 0 or θ = pi/2, while it reaches a
maximum of R2/4 for a value of θ = pi/4.
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Chapter 3
Mixed-valence compounds
In this chapter the total position-spread tensor (TPS) is applied to mixed-valence systems
showing a high charge fluctuation. It is demonstrated that there exists a marked maximum of
the tensor in the component representing the direction where the charge transfer process takes
place. We explored a model system composed by two weakly interacting hydrogen dimers at a
molecular configuration that raised a mixed-valence character. Finally, the formalism of the TPS
computed in a complete active space self-consistent field (CAS-SCF) wave function allowed us
the exploration of bigger molecular systems.
• • •
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Observations from LiF in Ref. [25] (see also Section 2.1.2) opened the question whether the
TPS could be used or not to study mixed-valence compounds (MVC) where charge fluctuation
governs the electron transfer (ET). Our results were twofold: i) application of the TPS in a
simplistic model system, and ii) the implementation of the TPS formalism in a CAS-SCF wave
function to explore bigger MVC.
ET is the process where electrons moves from one atom or molecule to another one. MVC
are characterized by the presence of ET processes and they are the object of intense investigation
given their remarkable electronic properties [93–96].
Robin and Day [97] classified mixed-valence compounds, with two (or more) redox centers,
according to the size of the electronic interaction between those centers.There are three categories
in Robin and Day’s classification:
• class I: there is no coupling between the centers, that is to say, the redox centers are com-
pletely localized, and behave as separated entities,
• class II: intermediate coupling between the mixed-valence centers exists, and therefore the
charge is partly localized,
• class III: coupling is so strong that the system is completely delocalized and intermediate
redox states have to be attributed to the redox centers.
An important feature of class II and class III mixed-valence complexes is the appearance
in the visible or near-infrared region of the inter-valence charge-transfer (IV-CT) band which is
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related to the optical excitation from the minimum of the electronic ground-state to the lowest
electronic excited-state, and it cannot be attributed to the system subunits. In addition, Oh et
al. [98] carried out a study of the change of the dipole moment in mixed-valence compounds
demonstrating that in class III, the dipole moment of the excited inter-valence state is zero.
Now, it is meaningful to make a distinction between the two types of MVC:
• The two metal centers are connected by a bridging group [99, 100]. These type of MVC
are defined as inner sphere electron transfer compounds (IS-ET). These are unusual MVC
in biological systems, where the sites are normally shielded by big molecules e.g. proteins.
• The two metals are not connected by a bridging group. This type is defined as outer sphere
electron transfer compounds (OS-ET). In this case, the MVC is remains intact before,
during and after the ET. These MVC were described in the theory of Marcus [101] as
discussed as follows.
In 1985 Marcus [101] stated that OS-ET in biomolecules will only occur at nuclear config-
urations for which the potential energy surface of reactants and surrounding medium is equal
to that of the products and surrounding medium (at the intersection of the PES). These kind of
compounds are very important because they are useful for the comparison between theory and
experiment. When an OS-ET process takes place, it is accompanied by subtle rearrangements of
nuclear positions (changes in bond distances). OS-ET is the most common type of ET in biolog-
ical systems. Indeed, two different MVCs are going to be explored using the theory of the total
position-spread tensor.
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3.1 The total position spread in mixed-valence compounds: A
study on the H+4 model system
The TPS was computed in a molecule composed by two weakly interacting hydrogen dimers.
The rationale behind this study was to find an inter-dimer distance in which the super molecule
shows a bistable character. To model the system, a hole was created in one of the hydrogen
dimers by extracting an electron, and therefore the bond in the cationic dimer is larger than in
the neutral one. It is possible to describe the movement of the hole from one dimer to another
through a reaction coordinate for which an average geometry R(ξ,D) ≡ {R1(ξ,D), R2(ξ,D)}
is defined as shown in the following equations:
R1(ξ,D) = (1/2− ξ)R+(D) + (1/2 + ξ)R0(D), (3.1.1)
R2(ξ,D) = (1/2 + ξ)R+(D) + (1/2− ξ)R0(D), (3.1.2)
where ξ is a dimensionless parameter averaging both geometries. In Figure 3.1.1 the H +4
molecule is depicted. Note that shorter bonds represent neutral H2 whereas larger bonds are H
+
2 ,
andD is the distance between the center of mass of the two molecules. There are three important
cases to consider when using the reaction coordinate ξ:
1. R2 < R1; the hole is localized on the right side of the molecule (ξ = −1/2).
2. R2 = R1; the hole has the same probability to be either on the right or on the left side of
the molecule (maximum delocalization, ξ = 0).
3. R2 > R1; the hole is localized on the left side of the molecule (ξ = 1/2).
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Figure 3.1.1: Average geometries for the H +4 .
At D = 6 bohr the difference between the true transition state and the one obtained using
the reaction coordinate ξ was very small. In addition, at such inter-dimer distance the molecule
showed the typical one-dimensional PES with a bistable character describing a mixed-valence
system. According to different studies [101–104] the potential energy surface of a degenerate
mixed-valence system can be constructed from parabolic functions each representing a diabatic,
or zero-order, non-interacting state. In this picture, solvent and counter ion effects are of course
neglected, and therefore molecules are treated in a gas phase model.
In Figure 3.1.2 the perpendicularΛ⊥ values of the TPS as a function of the ξ parameter for the
ground- and excited-states of the H +4 molecule are presented. They do not show any spectacular
behavior with respect to Λ‖, however they cross as in the case of the ground- and excited-states
of the LiF (see Section 2.1.2 and Ref [25]).
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Figure 3.1.2: Perpendicular components of the TPS tensor for the ground- and excited-state of
the H +4 mixed-valence system.
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The longitudinal component of the TPS (Λ‖) showed a marked maximum when ξ = 0 evi-
dencing the high delocalization of the hole in both sites for the ground- and excited-states. This
is expected, because at such a geometry the wave function becomes a mixture between the two
crossing electronic states of the same symmetry generating a maximum in the tensor. For values
of ξ 6= 0 the TPS starts to decay until it reaches a minimum value when the electron is localized
in one of the dimers that conform the H +4 molecule.
In summary, we were able to demonstrate that the H +4 molecule, even being a very simple
system, shows the typical behavior of realistic MVC when D = 6 bohr. Furthermore, the TPS
was capable of monitoring the movement of the hole in the system which makes it a powerful
tool to monitor the charge fluctuation in MVC.
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The Total Position Spread in Mixed-Valence Compounds:
A Study on the H14 Model System
Gian Luigi Bendazzoli,[a] Muammar El Khatib,[b] Stefano Evangelisti,*[b]
and Thierry Leininger[b]
The behavior of the Total Position Spread (TPS) tensor, which
is the second moment cumulant of the total position operator,
is investigated in the case of a mixed-valence model system.
The system consists of two H2 molecules placed at a distance
D. If D is larger than about 4 bohr, the singly ionized system
shows a mixed-valence character. It is shown that the magni-
tude of the TPS has a strong peak in the region of the avoided
crossing. We believe that the TPS can be a powerful tool to
characterize the behavior of the electrons in realistic mixed-
valence compounds. VC 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
DOI: 10.1002/jcc.23557
Introduction
Mixed-valence compounds are characterized by intervalence
charge transfer between two or more redox sites existing in
different oxidation states. The great interest in mixed-valence
compounds lays primarily in their use as model systems for
the study of the ubiquitous electron-transfer phenomena.[1–3]
In addition, these molecules are extensively investigated for
their molecular electronic applications.[4–8] Robin and Day[9]
classified mixed-valence compounds into three categories: (a)
the redox centers are completely localized where there is no
electronic coupling between the redox centers (class I), (b)
intermediate electronic coupling between the mixed-valence
centers exists and the charge is partly localized in one redox
center (class II), and finally, (c) class III derivatives where cou-
pling is so strong that the system is completely delocalized
and intermediate redox states have to be attributed to the
redox centers. Also the transition between class II and class III
systems has recently attracted considerable attention.[10–13]
According to Marcus,[14–16] the potential energy surface (PES)
of a degenerate mixed-valence system can be constructed from
parabolic functions, each representing a diabatic, noninteracting,
state. In the case of two interacting states “a” and “b”, the elec-
tronic interaction (coupling) between these states will mix their
wave functions with each other to an extent that depends on
the magnitude of the interaction. This leads to an effective
removal of the degeneracy at the crossing of the diabatic wave
functions, that is, the formation of an avoided crossing, which
gives rise to two new and separate adiabatic states of energies
E1 and E2 (defined below). A typical symmetric PES showing two
adiabatic states resulting from a coupling of two diabatic states
is sketched in Figure 6. The electronic gap Vab, known as the
coupling matrix element, is defined as half the gap between the
adiabatic PESs E1 and E2 at the crossing seam (see Fig. 6),
Vab5
E22E1
2
(1)
where E1 and E2 are solutions of a 232 secular equation.[15,17]
For class II systems, two intramolecular electron-transfer path-
ways are conceivable.[18] (1) The thermal process where the
system moves from one minimum of the lower adiabatic sur-
face over a transition state along the electron-transfer coordi-
nates to the other minimum. The energy of this transition is
the adiabatic energy barrier separating the two equilibrium
points, Ea. (2) The optical way where the system is photo-
excited from one minimum of the lower adiabatic surface to
the Franck–Condon state of the upper adiabatic surface. The
energy of this excitation is the Marcus reorganization energy,
and it is equal to the optical transition energy, Eopt, in the
cases of symmetric PES.
The correct description of the charge-transfer process
between the centers in mixed-valence compounds is of pri-
mary importance to understand the physics of this kind of sys-
tems. A possible investigation tool is the Electron Position-
Spread Tensor, a quantity often used in the modern theory of
polarizability.[19–21] In the case of molecular systems, this ten-
sor measures the fluctuation of the electrons around their
mean position, which corresponds to the delocalization of the
electronic charge within the system. This tensor has been
recently used in a molecular context.[22–34] In a mixed-valence
structure, when the molecule is in one of its local equilibrium
geometry, the electrons are essentially localized in one of the
(usually two) system parts. However, in correspondence to the
transition-state geometries, the electron charge is highly
mobile and delocalized within the different mixed-valence
active centers. This fact has a strong effect on the Position-
Spread Tensor, which presents a marked peak in the region of
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the transition. The height of the peak is related to the distance
between the active centers, whereas the width depends on
smoothness of the wave function transition.
In the present work, we investigate the behavior of the Total
Position Spread (TPS) tensor in the case of a mixed-valence
model system, composed of two H2 dimers placed at a vari-
able intermolecular distance, D. If an electron is removed from
this system, the resulting cation exhibits a mixed-valence
behavior for values of D larger than a certain threshold.
Because of the small number of electrons, we were able to
perform a full configuration interaction (FCI) investigation on
this system, by varying independently both the intermolecular
distance and the interatomic distances within each molecule.
In the The Position Spread section, the formalism of the
Position-Spread Tensor is briefly described. In the The Model
System: Computational Details section, all the details of the
calculations are reported. The obtained results are presented
in the Results and Discussion section, and some conclusions
are drawn in the last section.
The Position Spread
The Electron Position-Spread Tensor, often referred to as the
“Localization Tensor,” k, is defined as the second moment
cumulant of the electron positions divided by the number of
electrons. As detailed in Refs. [28,32], one considers the posi-
tion operator and its tensorial square:
r^b5
Xn
p51
b^ðpÞ (2)
r^b r^g5
Xn
p;q51
b^ðpÞg^ðqÞ (3)
where the sums run over the electrons (n is the total number
of electrons) and b, c represent any of the Cartesian coordinates
(x, y, and z). Notice that r^b is a one-electron operator, whereas
r^b r^c contains both a one-electron part (the terms in the sum
having p 5 q) and a two-electron part (the terms with p 6¼ q).
The cumulant of the quadratic fluctuation of the position, K, is
a tensor whose Cartesian components are given by
Kbg  hr^b r^gic5 < Wjr^b r^gjW > 2 < Wjr^bjW >< Wjr^gjW >
(4)
where the bracket symbols < > on the r.h.s. of eq. (4) indicate
the expectation value of the given operator. Finally, the Carte-
sian components of the Localization Tensor k are defined as
kbg5
hr^b r^gic
n
(5)
We notice that the expression “Localization Tensor” is some-
how misleading, as already pointed out by Angyan[24,29]: in fact
k measures the delocalization of the electrons rather than their
localization, as very mobile electrons are associated with large
values of the tensor. Sometimes the position spread is indicated
by k2 instead of k, to stress the dependence on the square of
the coordinates (indeed, this is also the case for several previous
works of our group on this subject[22,23,25–28,30,31]. We decided
to drop the square from the notation for two reasons: first of all,
for notation economy, as the Position Spread is a tensor, it can
bear also its tensor indexes; moreover, although dimensionally
the position spread is the square of a length, the tensor itself is
not the square of any previously defined quantity. Both quanti-
ties given by eqs. (4) and (5) are translationally invariant, as
desirable for molecular properties. However, in a molecular con-
text, we think that the more interesting quantity is not the per
electron one, but the global value K given in eq. (4). We stress
this fact by denoting the latter as TPS. The main reason of inter-
est in the global TPS is its size consistency property: the TPS of
noninteracting fragments is given by the sum of the TPS of the
individual fragments. This is true for each individual component
of the tensor, and of course for the trace that becomes a rota-
tion invariant. For this reason, the trace of the TPS (TTPS) is an
additive and translationally rotationally invariant quantity associ-
ated with a molecular system.
The Model System: Computational Details
As an extremely simple model of a mixed-valence system, we
consider here the case of two weakly interacting hydrogen
dimers, where one is neutral and the other one is singly ion-
ized. The bistable character of this system becomes apparent
when the bond lengths of the two dimers are varied in an
independent way: as the equilibrium bond length of H2 is
much shorter than the bond length of H12 , the hole will tend
to be localized on the dimer having the longest bond length.
This is probably one of the simplest systems showing a bista-
ble behavior, and this happens even using a minimal STO-3G
basis set. Moreover, the importance of bistability can be tuned
by changing the intermolecular distance: for small values of
the intermolecular distance, a single minimum-energy geome-
try is present, and the system is of type III. For larger values of
the distance, two equivalent minima are found on the PES of
the system, corresponding to H21H
1
2 and H
1
2 1H2, respectively
(type II). Finally, when the distance becomes very large, the
two molecules no longer interact and the system becomes
asymptotically of type I.
In this study, the geometry of the system was chosen to be an
isosceles trapezium, each hydrogen dimer corresponding to one
of the two trapezium bases. We indicated by R1 and R2 the HAH
distances within each molecule 1 and 2, respectively, and by D
the distance between the centers of the two molecules (see Fig.
1). The global structure, for arbitrary values of R1 and R2, has a
C2v abelian symmetry. However, if R15 R2, the symmetry
becomes D2h, and if R15 R25D, the symmetry is D4h. Under
these conditions, the system becomes bistable for an intermo-
lecular distance larger than a transition threshold (approxi-
mately, for D ’ 4:2 bohr). In all our calculations, the system was
placed on the xz plane, the z axis being the C2 axis in C2v sym-
metry. This implies that the two lowest molecular orbital (MO)s
in C2v H4 have a1 symmetry, so the two lowest states of the cat-
ion are both 2A1 states. At the saddle point, where the symmetry
is D2h, the lowest MO has ag symmetry, whereas the second one
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(singly occupied in the cation) has a b1u symmetry. Therefore, in
this case, the ground state of the cation is a 2B1u state, whereas
the first-excited state is a 2Ag state.
In the present study, we used an atomic natural orbital
(ANO) basis set of 2s1p quality. In particular, we chose the
ANO-1 basis set optimized by Roos and coworkers,[35]
obtained (as far as the sp orbitals are concerned) from the
contraction of a (8s4p) set of primitive gaussians. It is a rather
small basis set, but sufficiently flexible to describe in a reason-
able way the orbital relaxation associated with the ionization
process in a H2 molecule.
The PESs were computed at the FCI level, to avoid any error
related to the truncation of the configuration space. The TPS ten-
sor was computed at the same level. The electronic-structure cal-
culations were performed with the DALTON[36] and
NEPTUNUS[37] chains, interfaced via the Q5Cost protocol.[38–42]
We used the DALTON chain to perform a closed-shell Hartree–
Fock calculation on the neutral system and obtain a set of Molec-
ular Orbitals. The one- and two-electron integrals involved in the
Hamiltonian were transformed from the Atomic to the Molecular
basis sets using the Ferrara transformation (R. Cimiraglia, private
communication). Then, the FCI calculation on the cation was per-
formed with the NEPTUNUS code. The use of a FCI calculation to
obtain the final energies implies that it is irrelevant what kind of
calculation has been used to obtain the molecular orbitals. This
is a very sensitive point if “approximate” methods, rather than
FCI, are used. In particular, the single-state complete active space
self consistent field (CAS-SCF) formalism often exhibits an artifac-
tual discontinuity in the region close to the transition state, and
averaged CAS-SCF formalisms are, therefore, often required (see,
for instance, Ref. [43]). The TPS tensor was computed at FCI level
by a section of the NEPTUNUS code, and its computational com-
plexity is essentially the same as a single FCI iteration, because of
the presence of two-electron terms in eq. (4). Moreover, as these
two-electron integrals can be factorized as the product of one-
electron terms, they are computed on the fly, and do not present
any major computational difficulty.
Results and Discussion
We performed first a FCI optimization on the isolated H2 and
H12 molecules (two and one electrons only, respectively). With
the gaussian basis set used in this study, an isolated H2 mole-
cule has an internuclear distance R051:435446 bohr, whereas
the corresponding value for the isolated cation is R152:034299
bohr (as FCI results are often used as benchmarks calculations,
we report numerical results with a large number of digits).
These distances are modified if the two molecules interact and
become a function of the intermolecular distance D. However,
for a weakly interacting system (i.e., for large values of D), the
changes in the intramolecular equilibrium distances are
extremely small. Because of the symmetry constraints imposed
to the system, its geometry G depends on the three independ-
ent variables, R1, R2, and D: G  fR1; R2;Dg. Therefore, a strategy
must be found to reduce the number of computed geometries
to a reasonable set. In dealing with mixed-valence systems, it is
a frequent strategy (in the case of small changes in the geome-
try parameters between the two minima) to construct an
approximate reaction path between these two points through a
linear mixing of the geometry parameters.[43,44]
This was also the choice adopted in the present work: for
every value of D (in practice, for a very fine mesh of D values)
we optimized the geometry of one of the two equivalent dis-
torted C2v minima. For the sake of definiteness, let us suppose,
we optimize the minimum where the hole is located on mole-
cule 2. We obtain, in this way, the geometry G1ðDÞ  fR0ðDÞ;
R1ðDÞ;Dg. The other, equivalent, minimum will have geometry
G2ðDÞ  fR1ðDÞ; R0ðDÞ;Dg. The two optimal internuclear
distances R0ðDÞ and R1ðDÞ, corresponding to the chosen value
of D, are then combined to define a D-dependent averaged
geometry Gðn;DÞ  ð1=21nÞG1ðDÞ1 ð1=21nÞG2ðDÞ, where n
is a dimensionless mixing parameter, as discussed later. This
is obtained by defining two averaged internuclear distances,
R1ðn;DÞ and R2ðn;DÞ as
R1ðn;DÞ  ð1=22nÞ R1ðDÞ1ð1=21nÞ R0ðDÞ (6)
and
R2ðn;DÞ  ð1=21nÞ R1ðDÞ1ð1=22nÞ R0ðDÞ (7)
The parameter n is a real dimensionless quantity that averages
the geometries of the two equivalent minima. In this way, and for
every value of the distance D, the value n521=2 corresponds to
the geometry with the hole on molecule 1 (right), whereas n51=
2 gives the geometry with the hole on molecule 2 (left). The tran-
sition state between the two minima, conversely, is obtained
when n50. Notice that, when working with Cartesian coordinates,
one must be careful to have the same orientation of the two
minimum geometries in the space. As the system we are dealing
with has the inertia axis fixed along the x, y, and z direction, this
issue does not represent a problem in our calculations.
Because of the higher symmetry of the transition state, it is
also possible to optimize the D2h PES transition state, whose
internuclear distance will be indicated as RtðDÞ. To assess the
quality of this linear-mixing path, we compared, for every
value of D, the true transition-state internuclear distance RtðDÞ
with the linear-mixing one, RmðDÞ, given by
RmðDÞ5
1
2
ðR1ðDÞ1R0ðDÞÞ (8)
In Figure 2, the distances R0ðDÞ and R1ðDÞ, their average
value RmðDÞ and the true transition-state internuclear distance
Figure 1. The geometry of the H14 model system.
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RmðDÞ are reported as a function of D. Notice that it was not
possible to optimize two different minima for values of D
smaller than about 4 bohr. It appears that the linear-average
approximates quite well the true transition-state distance. In
Figure 3, the energies of the ground and first-excited states at
the distorted-minimum and the transition geometries are
reported. The difference between the two energies goes
quickly toward zero, as the molecule switches from a class II
to a class I system.
We also computed, for a fixed value of D, the whole PES as
a function of the parameters R1 and R2. For an intermolecular
distance of 6.0 bohr (this is the value chosen in the present
study), the equilibrium distances are R0ð6:0Þ51:440673 and R1
ð6:0Þ52:019888 bohr. Besides exploring the two-dimensional
PES generated by the R1 and R2 coordinates, we generated
the linear path connecting the two minima. This path passes
very close to the transition-state point that separates the
two minima: in fact, the coordinate of the saddle point is
Rtð6:0Þ51:692601 bohr, whereas the linear-mixing proce-
dure gives Rmð6:0Þ51:730280 bohr.
The two-dimensional ground-state PES is reported, as a func-
tion of the two coordinates R1 and R2 and for D56:0 bohr, in
Figure 4. In Figure 5, the same is done for the first-excited state
of the system. The segments connecting the points having the
coordinates of the two equivalent minima are drawn on the fig-
ures. The position of the true transition state is also reported
on the figures. It appears that the error due to the use of the
linear-mixing coordinate instead of taking the true path passing
by the exact saddle point is indeed very small. In Figure 6, the
one-dimensional energy profiles of the two lowest states along
the linear-mixing path are reported, showing the typical pattern
of a mixed-valence compound of class II.
Figure 2. The ground-state equilibrium distances, R0ðDÞ and R1ðDÞ, for the
neutral and charged fragments, respectively; their average RmðDÞ; and the
true transition-state distance RtðDÞ, as a function of D. All distance values
are in bohr. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is avail-
able at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 3. The ground-state and first-excited state energies at the
transition-state geometry as a function of D. Energies are in hartree and
distances in bohr. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 4. The ground-state PES (energy spacing between two successive
lines is 0.01 hartree) as a function of the two internuclear distances R1 and R2
for a fixed intermolecular distance D56 bohr. The two points (blue solid
circles), connected by a segment, represent the two equivalent minima. The
position of the true transition state is also shown (asterisk). Distances in bohr.
Figure 5. The first-excited-state PES (energy spacing between two succes-
sive lines is 0.01 hartree) as a function of the two internuclear distances R1
and R2 for a fixed intermolecular distance D56 bohr. The two points (blue
solid circles), connected by a segment, represent the two equivalent min-
ima. The true transition state is shown (asterisk). Distances in bohr.
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In Figure 7, the electronic dipole moment along the z direc-
tion is reported for the ground and first-excited states at D5
6:0 bohr. Notice that, because of the system’s symmetry, this
one is the only non-zero component of this vector. The figure
shows that, for n521=2, the hole is located on the right mole-
cule (molecule 1) and remains there up to values of n close to
about 20.2. From n520:2 to n50:2, the hole quickly switches
from molecule 1 to molecule 2, then it remains located on the
right molecule. Exactly the opposite behavior is shown by the
excited state.
In Figure 8, the zz component of the TPS Tensor is reported,
again for D56:0 bohr and as a function of the mixing parame-
ter n. The xx and yy components (both for the ground and the
excited states available in Supporting Information) do not
show a significant change as a function of the geometry. The
zz component, conversely, shows a spectacular maximum for n
close to zero, in the same region where the electron momen-
tum changes.
The behavior of the system at the transition-state geometry
is now considered. In Figure 9, the energies of the ground and
first-excited state at the transition-state geometry RtðDÞ are
reported. The energy gap goes very quickly to zero, confirm-
ing that the system becomes of class I already for values of D
around 10 bohr. In Figures 10 and 11, the xx, and zz compo-
nents of the TPS Tensor at the transition-state geometry RtðDÞ
are reported as a function of D, for both the ground and first-
excited states (the yy component is reported in Supporting
Information). The xx and yy components of the TPS tensor
remain relatively small for any value of the mixing parameter
n. The zz component, conversely, shows a quick growth as a
function of D: its value at 10 bohr is about five times larger
than the value at 4 bohr. This growth can be shown to be
quadratic as a function of D, as illustrated in Figure 12. In this
figure, we reported Kzzð0;DÞ=D as a function of D. The two
curves become then straight lines (particularly in the case of
the ground state) for large values of D, as clearly emerges
from the figure.
Figure 6. The potential energy curves (in hartree) for the ground state and
the first lowest excited states as a function of the dimensionless mixing
parameter n, for a fixed intermolecular distance D56:0 bohr. [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.
com.]
Figure 7. The z component of the electronic dipole moment, lz (in atomic
units), for the two lowest states as a function of the dimensionless mixing
parameter n, computed at a fixed intermolecular distance D56:0 bohr.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 8. The zz component of the Position-Spread Tensor Kzz (bohr
2), for
the two lowest states as a function of the dimensionless mixing parameter
n, for a fixed intermolecular distance D56:0 bohr. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 9. The energy (hartree) for the two lowest states at the transition-
state geometry, as a function of the intermolecular distance D, in bohr.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Conclusions
We presented a theoretical investigation of the H14 model sys-
tem, with a particular emphasis on the behavior of its TPS ten-
sor. In fact, H14 shows the character of mixed-valence
compounds of class II, and it can be usefully studied to under-
stand the TPS behavior in this type of systems. Despite its sim-
plicity, the system presents many of the features of realistic,
much larger, mixed-valence systems. It was shown that the
TPS tensor is an interesting tool to study the behavior of a
charge-transfer process (involving either a hole, as in this case,
or an electron) between the different regions of the system. In
fact, the TPS tensor presents a marked maximum in all those
situations in which there is a delocalization of the charge of
the system. This was recently studied by our group in the case
of a bond breaking, when the TPS component along the bond
direction shows a maximum when the bond starts breaking.[33]
A similar behavior appears when there is a change of the
bond nature. In mixed-valence systems, the height of the
peaks of the TPS is even more pronounced in the transition-
state region, giving a measure of the charge delocalization
associated with the process.
We plan, in future investigations, to apply the present
scheme to realistic systems presenting a charge-transfer
behavior, like conducting polymers or semiconducting species.
The application to large system will require a special attention
to the optimization of the two states that participate to the
avoided crossing involved in the charge-transfer process.[43] In
fact, because of the multireference nature of the system in the
avoided-crossing region, multireference methods (CAS-SCF,
MRPT, and MRCI) are particularly attractive tools[34] for the
study of the system electronic structure. Implementation in
the case of a multireference configuration interaction wave
function, to take into account the system dynamical correla-
tion, is under way.
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3.2 Computing the position-spread tensor in the CAS-SCF for-
malism
In this project, the implementation of the TPS computed in a CAS-SCF wave function in the
MOLPRO package [24] was applied to the Spiro π-σ-π system 5, 5′(4H, 4H′)-spirobi[cyclopenta[c]-
pyrrole] 2, 2′, 6, 6′ tetrahydro molecule [105–107]. The Spiro shows a mixed-valence character
as a consequence of geometrical deformations. It consists of two π moieties bridged by a site
with σ character. If one electron is extracted from this molecule, the hole created will tend to
be localized either on the right, or left π moiety causing a relaxation of the geometry (bonds of
larger distances). In order to model this system, the geometry is optimized when one electron
is extracted at CAS-SCF level using as starting point the neutral Spiro. The resulting geometry
(QA) is then linearly mixed using the Q(ξ) coordinate reaction:
Q(ξ) = (ξ)QA + (1− ξ)QB. (3.2.1)
If the geometrical deformation is symmetric in both moieties then the hole is completely
delocalized. From Figure 3.2.1 one can clearly see that the canonical single occupied molecular
orbital (SOMO) at ROHF level is located in the right side of the Spiro molecule at ξ = 0.00.
Then, when the reaction coordinate reaches a value of ξ = 0.50 the SOMO is shared through the
two moieties of the molecule. Finally, when ξ = 1.00 the SOMO is located to the left side. The
potential energy surface (PES) constructed for the ground- and first excited-state at CAS-SCF
level presented a double minima (equivalent cations with symmetry C2v) connected by a saddle
point of D2h symmetry when ξ = 0.50.
72 Section 3
(a) ξ = 0.00; Hole located in the right moiety, point group: C2v.
(b) ξ = 0.50; Hole completely delocalized, point group: D2h.
(c) ξ = 1.00; Hole located in the left plane, point group: C2v.
Figure 3.2.1: Canonical molecular orbitals at ROHF/VDZP level representing the behavior of the
hole at the three limit ξ values of interest.
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The TPS showed to be a helpful tool to follow the ET in class II MVC as defined by Robin
and Day [97]. The parallel component Λzz manifested a marked maximum for both the ground-
and excited-states when ξ = 0.50 evidencing the avoided crossing seen in the PES between the
involved electronic states. In the limit cases when ξ = 0.00 or ξ = 1.00 the Λzz component
had the lowest values because the electron was completely localized in one of the moieties. With
respect to the Λxx and Λyy components, the magnitudes are two times lower than for the Λzz
component. In addition, when the electron in SOMO passes from the right to the left moiety the
Λxx and Λyy components crosses at ξ = 0.50. Let us consider for instance the system at ξ = 0.00
where a hole located in the moiety on the right of the system that is lying in the xz molecular
plane (see Figure 3.2.1). The Spiro system at that average geometry consists in a π-SOMO of
symmetryA2. As the mixing parameter increases to a value of 1.00 we have now the hole located
to the left of the system and the SOMO is again of symmetry A2 except that the moiety is now
lying in the yz molecular plane which explains why the Λyy component is larger than Λxx in such
a geometry.
In this project we demonstrated the possibility to compute the TPS in complex systems via
the CAS-SCF module in MOLPRO. The TPS showed a marked maximum in the crossing region
where the wave function was completely delocalized confirming our previous observations in the
LiF and H +4 molecules.
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The Total Position Spread (TPS) tensor is a key quantity that describes the mobility of the electrons in a
molecular system. The computation of the TPS tensor has been implemented for CAS-SCF wavefunctions
in the MOLPRO code. This permits the calculation of this quantity for fairly large systems and wavefunc-
tions having a strong multi-reference character. In order to illustrate the possibilities of the method, we
applied the formalism to a mixed-valence Spiro-type system.
 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The localization tensor (LT) is a quantity introduced in the con-
text of the theory of Kohn to characterize the electrical conductiv-
ity properties [1]. Indeed, in his seminal work Kohn realized that
the most fundamental picture of electrical conductivity is more re-
lated to a properly defined delocalization of the wavefunction than
to the simple gap closure. Subsequently, Resta and coworkers, with
the introduction of the localization tensor, provided an important
tool to give a quantitative formulation of this localization [2,3].
According to their results, one of the key properties of this quantity
is the following: it diverges in the thermodynamic limit for a con-
ductor, while remaining finite for an insulator. A remarkable sum
rule connecting explicitly electrical resistivity and localization ten-
sor was later given by Souza, Wilkens and Martin [4] and further
discussed by Resta [5] (see also [6,7]).
The LT is defined as the second moment cumulant of the elec-
tron positions divided by the number of electrons [4]. Cumulants
are well known and used in statistics and statistical mechanics
[8], and they present different important properties: (i) they can
be explicitly represented solely by moments of equal or lower
order, (ii) they are a linear combination of products of these mo-
ments and therefore they are additive, (iii) they are also invariant
under translation of the origin for cumulants of order P 2. Even
though the per electron quantity is very useful to identify electrical
properties in solid state, in a previous work [9] we have introduced
the Total Position Spread tensor, denoted as K, to analyze the
molecular wavefunctions. The TPS, in contrast to the localization
tensor, is not divided by the total number of electrons so we deal
directly with the global value of the tensor. As shown therein, we
found that the TPS can give information about the nature of the
wavefunction in a molecular system. It is worth mentioning that
we had already implemented the TPS and the localization tensor
for a Full CI wavefunction in our FCI algorithm, NEPTUNUS [10–
13]. However, as it is well known, FCI methodology has very
serious limitations in its applicability, due to its factorial computa-
tional scaling, and then one is confined to study small systems.
In this Letter, the implementation of the second moment cumu-
lant calculation for a CAS-SCF wavefunction in a developer version
of the MOLPRO ab initio package is described [14,15]. The applica-
tion to a Mixed-Valence (MV) system is shown to illustrate the
behavior of the TPS. It is important to notice that state-averaged
CAS-SCF calculations are of crucial importance in order to treat
the different states (two in general) involved in the avoided cross-
ing that characterizes MV systems. For this reason, the implemen-
tation in the MOLPRO package, whose CAS-SCF can be averaged
over states having different spins and symmetries, appears to be
attractive.
2. The Position Spread
We believe that the expression ‘‘localization tensor’’ is some-
how misleading, as already pointed out by Ángyán [16], because
large values of the tensor are actually associated to the delocaliza-
tion of electrons. Moreover, in a molecular context, we think that
the more interesting quantity is not the per electron spread, but
rather the global value. We stress this fact by denoting this quan-
tity as the Total Position Spread (TPS). The reason of the interest on
the global quantity is because the TPS shows a size consistency
property: the TPS of non-interacting fragments is given by the
sum of the TPS of the individual fragments. This is true for each
individual component of the tensor, and of course for the trace that
becomes a rotational invariant. As a consequence, the trace of the
TPS (TTPS) is an additive and rotationally invariant quantity asso-
ciated to a molecular system.
The Position Spread K is defined as the second moment cumu-
lant of the total electron position operator. As detailed in Reference
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[17], one has to take into account the position operator and its ten-
sorial square.
Now, let’s consider the (total) position operator of a system of n
electrons, and its Cartesian components:
r^ ¼
Xn
i¼1
r^i; total position
x^ ¼
Xn
i¼1
x^i y^ ¼
Xn
i¼1
y^i; z^ ¼
Xn
i¼1
z^i
ð1Þ
where index i runs over the electrons.
Each component of the position is a one-electron operator, so in
the 2nd quantization formalism they are written as follows:
x^ ¼
X
ij
< ijxjj > ayi aj ð2Þ
where indices run over spin–orbitals. But position does not affect
spin coordinates (a and b for spin up and down respectively) and
then one also has that the one-electron operator can be represented
as:
x^ ¼
X
ij
< ijxjj > ayiaaja þ a
y
ibajb
h i
ð3Þ
where now i; j run over orbitals. The expectation values of the posi-
tion components will be denoted as < x >; < y >; < z >, respec-
tively. They are the first moments of the electrons’ position.
Let us now consider the square of the electron positions or sec-
ond moment operators. We have two types:
1. what is usually called a ’second moment’ operator in codes like
MOLPRO or DALTON [18] is a tensor operator resulting from the
sum of the tensor squares of the positions of a single electron. It
is a one electron operator s defined by its Cartesian
components:
s^xx ¼
Xn
i¼1
x^2i s^xy ¼
Xn
i¼1
x^iy^i s^xz ¼
Xn
i¼1
x^iz^i
s^yy ¼
Xn
i¼1
y^2i s^yz ¼
Xn
i¼1
z^iy^i s^zz ¼
Xn
i¼1
z^2i
ð4Þ
where index i runs over the electrons. In 2nd quantization it looks
like Eq. (3), with x; y; z replaced by x2; y2; z2. We will call this oper-
ator the one-electron second moment.
2. there is also the tensor square of the total position operator r^.
This is a two-electron operator S defined by its Cartesian
components:
Sxx ¼
Xn
i¼1
Xn
j¼1
x^ix^j Sxy ¼
Xn
i¼1
Xn
j¼1
x^iy^j
Sxz ¼
Xn
i¼1
Xn
j¼1
x^iz^j Syy ¼
Xn
i¼1
Xn
j¼1
y^iy^j
Syz ¼
Xn
i¼1
Xn
j¼1
y^iz^j Szz ¼
Xn
i¼1
Xn
j¼1
z^iz^j
ð5Þ
where indices i; j run again over the electrons. This two-electron
operator is precisely what we are interested in, so we will call it
the second moment.
Given a n-electron wavefunction W, we want to compute the
second moment cumulant of it. This is a tensor with Cartesian
components:
hWjSabjWic ¼ hWjSabjWi  hWja^jWihWj
^bjWi ð6Þ
One can readily verify that Eq. (6) is invariant under translation of
the axes. Cumulants were introduced in solid-state physics by Kubo
[8]. By interpreting jWj2 as a probability distribution, the diagonal
elements of the second moment cumulant tensor measure the var-
iance of the total electrons’ positions, while a non-diagonal element
is the covariance of two different components of the total position.
For this reason the name ’localization spread’ has been proposed for
the cumulant Eq. (6) divided by the number of electrons. This is be-
cause solid-state theoretical physicists like Resta, Souza, Martins
Wilkens and others found a connection between this cumulant
and the theory of electrical conductivity. In particular when the
cumulant in Eq. (6) divided by the number of electrons diverges
in the thermodynamic limit, the body is a d.c. conductor.
3. Computation of hWjbSabjWic
Since we are used to deal with the Hamiltonian which is a sum
of one and two-electron operators, we will express our second
moment operator in this form. We can rewrite a row of Eq. (5) as
follows:
bSxy ¼X
i
x^yi þ
X
i<j
ðx^iy^j þ x^jy^iÞ ð7Þ
In this way it looks very much like the Hamiltonian:
bH ¼X
i
^hi þ
X
i<j
1
rij
ð8Þ
and we can make use of the well known Slater’s rules. In particular:
1. the one electron part of our second moment is nothing but what
we call the one-electron second moment.
2. the two electron integrals can be expressed as products of
dipole moment integrals. Assuming real orbitals and adopting
the same notation used for the Hamiltonian integrals we have:
ðijjklÞ¼< ikjjl>¼ðijxjjÞðkjyjlÞþðijyjjÞðkjxjlÞ generic integral
ðiijjjÞ¼< ijjij>¼ðijxjiÞðjjyjjÞþ ðijyjiÞðjjxjjÞ coulomb integral
ðijjijÞ¼< ijjji>¼2ðijxjjÞðijyjjÞ exchange integral
ð9Þ
Using this analogy, we may derive the expressions for the dif-
ferent contributions for a CAS-SCF wavefunction:
1. For doubly occupied orbitals Slater determinants, we have
2
X
i
ðijxyjiÞ þ 2
X
i
ðijxjiÞ
X
j
ðjjyjjÞ 
X
i;j
ðijxjjÞðijyjjÞ ð10Þ
where i; j run over occupied orbitals.
2. For general Slater determinant, with a doubly occupied part and
a singly occupied part of only a single spin, i.e. a closed shell (cs)
plus a high spin open shell (os), we will get:
2
X
i2cs
ðijxyjiÞ þ
X
i2os
ðijxyjiÞ
þ 4
X
i2cs
ðijxjiÞ
X
j2cs
ðjjyjjÞ  2
X
i2cs;j2cs
ðijxjjÞðijyjjÞ
þ 2
X
i2os
ðijxjiÞ
X
j2os
ðjjyjjÞ  2
X
i2os
X
j2os
ðijxjjÞðijyjjÞ
þ
X
i2cs
X
j2os
ðijxjiÞðjjyjjÞ þ ðijyjiÞðjjxjjÞ  ðijxjjÞðijyjjÞ½ 
ð11Þ
3. Case of matrix element between a determinant and a singly
excitated one. Using the notation a for orbital a with b spin. If
the spin–orbital a is replaced by c (which is an unoccupied
spin–orbital) there are two possibilities: (i) the case where
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the spins of a and c differ and therefore the matrix element
vanishes, and (ii) the spins don’t differ. For the latter case, let’s
consider that a and c has spin a, so we have that:
ðajxyjcÞ þ
P
b2a½ðacjbbÞ  ðabjcbÞ þ
P
d2bðacjddÞ where b and d
run over occupied orbital of a and b spin respectively.
4. Case of matrix element between a determinant and a doubly
excitated one. We use the notation a for orbital a with b spin.
If the orbitals ab are replaced by cd the matrix element is
ðacjbdÞ ¼ ðajxjcÞðbjyjdÞ þ ðajyjcÞðbjxjdÞ. In case of aa ! bb the
matrix element is 2ðajxjbÞðajyjbÞ. When two orbitals of the same
spin are replaced, ab ! cd, we have ðacjbdÞ  ðadjbcÞ
¼ ðajxjcÞðbjyjdÞ þ ðajyjcÞðbjxjdÞ  ðajxjdÞðbjyjcÞ  ðajyjdÞðbjxjcÞ.
Using these expressions, it is easy to derive the formulae for the
three different classes of contributions in the case of a CAS-SCF
wavefunction:
1. core–core contributions
2
X
r
ðrjxyjrÞ þ 4
X
r
ðrjxjrÞ
X
s
ðsjyjsÞ  2
X
rs
ðrjxjsÞðrjyjsÞ ð12Þ
2. active–core contributions
ðijxyjjÞ þ 2
X
r
½ðrjxjrÞðijyjjÞ þ ðrjyjrÞðijxjjÞ

X
r
½ðrjxjiÞðrjyjjÞ þ ðrjyjiÞðrjxjjÞ
3. active–active contributions
ðijxjjÞðkjyjlÞ þ ðijyjjÞðkjxjlÞ ð14Þ
where r; s and i; j run over core and active orbitals respectively.
These have been implemented in the CAS-SCF part [19,20] of
the MOLPRO code and summed up using the appropriate atomic
integrals combined with the corresponding one- and two-electron
state-averaged reduced density matrices.
4. Application to a mixed-valence system
We applied the new code to compute the TPS to the
5;50ð4H;4H0Þ-spirobi[cyclopenta[c]-pyrrole]2,20,6,60 tetrahydro
molecule. This system has often been used in the past as a model
to investigate the mechanism of charge transfer induced by geo-
metrical deformation [21]. The Spiro molecule, shown in Figure 1,
consists of two equivalent p moieties joined by a Spiro bridge that
has a r character. When an electron is extracted from this mole-
cule, the created hole tends to localize either on the left or on
the right p system, and this fact induces a deformation of the
geometry. Such deformations can be monitored by looking at the
potential energy curve because two equivalent minima exist for
the cation. The ideal symmetry of the neutral system is D2d in
which the principal rotation axis (C2) passes through the two nitro-
gen atoms (see Figure 1). On the other hand, the equivalent cations
are of lower symmetry, C2v . Therefore we have a situation where
the two minima of the cation are separated by a saddle point of
D2d symmetry [21,22] (see also Figure 2).
The TPS may be a helpful quantity to follow the electron delo-
calization in Mixed-Valence systems. This is because the TPS tensor
is able to monitor the movement of electrons (or holes) within the
different parts of the system. However, due to the multi-reference
nature of the wavefunction involving (at least) two different states
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Figure 2. Potential energy surface (in hartree) of the Spiro cation for the ground and first lowest excited states. Energy is represented as a function of the mixing parameter n
using a CAS (11,12) with the ANO basis set.
Figure 1. The structure of the Spiro p–r–p system 5;50ð4H;4H0Þ-spirobi[cyclo-
penta[c]-pyrrole] 2;20;6;60 tetrahydro molecule.
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of the same symmetry, particularly close to the avoided-crossing
point, it is crucial to use a state-averaged CAS-SCF approach. This
is one of the distinctive features of MOLPRO and was one of the
motivations of the present work.
For all the calculations, we optimized the orbitals at the state-
averaged CAS-SCF level by averaging the two lowest electronic
states to avoid instabilities [25]. As the charge transfer process in-
volves the valence p electrons, the active space consisted of the
10p MOs with 12 or 11 electrons for the neutral and cationic sys-
tems respectively. The ground-state cation geometry was opti-
mized at the CAS-SCF level starting from the neutral geometry.
This cationic system was obtained by applying a small geometric
distortion resulting in a localization of the charge (on the right
wing of the molecule in this case). It is worth to note that the
geometry of the neutral side of the cation remains very close to
the one of the neutral system. Using these structures, we pro-
ceeded to a linear mixing of the cationic Spiro structure by varying
the n parameter from 0:0 to 1:0 as shown in the following
equation:
QðnÞ ¼ ðnÞQA þ ð1 nÞQB ð15Þ
where QðnÞ represents the nuclear configuration at the point n on
the chosen reaction path. QA and QB are the nuclear coordinates of
the two equivalent optimized cationic C2v geometries (n ¼ 0:0
when the hole is located at the right, and n ¼ 1:0 when located
at the left of the p system). Finally, we computed the CAS-SCF
wavefunction and the TPS using different steps for the n parame-
ter, in the region where the transfer occurs the step being reduced.
The calculations were done using two different basis sets. We
employed the sto-3 g minimal basis set [23] and the ANO basis
set of Roos and coworkers [24] with the following contractions:
(i) a 3s2p1d set for Carbon and Nitrogen, and (ii) a 2s1p set for
Hydrogen.
The results of our TPS calculations are shown in Figures 3–5.
When analyzing the curves obtained, one can automatically infer
the existence of a strong relationship between the reaction coordi-
nates and the values of the TPS. It is noteworthy in this respect,
that there is a maximum shown by the parallel component Kzz
(see Figure 3) which is the direction of the charge-transfer process.
The maximum appears when n ¼ 0:5 which is the configuration
where the two lower electronic states experience an avoided cross-
ing [26]. At the avoided crossing region, the wavefunction is a mix-
ing of the two electronic states of the same symmetry involved
[27,28], and therefore the system exhibits a high mobility of the
electron that can be very well characterized and identified by the
TPS as shown in the figure. Comparison of the plots for the two ba-
sis sets show that for the minimal and thus less diffuse basis set,
the TPS is more constrained around the avoided crossing. Further-
more, the ground and excited states show very similar values of
the position spread.
In Figures 4 and 5, we have plotted the the perpendicular com-
ponents Kxx and Kyy computed with the larger basis set. For the
minimal basis set, we obtained quite similar curves with values
about 10 percent smaller. Compared to Kzz, the first fact to note
is that these values are smaller than the one of the parallel con-
tribution by a factor of two. One can see that these components
change suddenly when passing through the crossing region where
the electron moves from right to left, although the range of
change is significatively smaller than the one for Kzz (about two
orders of magnitude). For example, if we consider the system at
n ¼ 0:0, as already said above, we have a hole located in the moi-
ety on the right of the system that is lying in the xz molecular
plane (see Figure 1). The Spiro system at that configuration
consists in a p-SOMO of symmetry A2. As the mixing parameter
increases to a value of 1:0 we have now the hole located to the
left of the system and the SOMO is again of symmetry A2 except
that the moiety is now lying in the yz molecular plane which ex-
plains why the Kyy component is greater than Kxx in such config-
uration. As expected, the situation for the excited state is just the
opposite as can be seen in Figure 5. For instance, for n ¼ 0:0 the
SOMO is the singly p orbital located on the left side and Kyy is
larger than Kxx. Again, in the case of the minimal basis set, these
TPS components are more constrained and the crossing is some-
what steeper.
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5. Conclusions
In this letter we described the implementation of the Total
Position Spread tensor in the MOLPRO ab initio code for state-aver-
aged CAS-SCF wavefunctions and applied it to the study of a Spiro
mixed-valence system. Most of the applications to molecular sys-
tems, treated at ab initio level, were performed so far by using
FCI codes, and this was a severe limitation to the size of the
systems that could be treated. Moreover, many processes associ-
ated to charge transfer require the use of averaged orbitals. This
was the primary reason for the implementation in the MOLPRO
package, together with the possibility of a wider use in the Quan-
tum-Chemist community.
We have shown the presence of a rather spectacular maximum
of one of the TPS components (the one in the direction of the
electron transfer), which occurs in the case of charge-transfer pro-
cess in mixed-valence systems, as was the case in molecules
undergoing bond-breaking processes. Applications to model, as
well as realistic mixed-valence systems, are presently on the
way. However, although the use of a CAS-SCF wavefunction
permits a rather large landscape of applications, this leaves out
the contribution of the dynamical correlation to the TPS. The huge
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Figure 4. The TPS Kxx and Kyy components (in bohr
2) represented as a function of the chosen mixing parameter n computed for the ground state 12A2 of the Spiro cation
system.
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amount of experience gathered during the last decades on the
calculation of the electron-polarizability tensor (a quantity closely
related to the TPS tensor) indicates that the correlation effects
associated to large and diffuse basis sets can have a quantitatively
very important role. For this reason, at the moment, we are consid-
ering the generalization of the present implementation to the case
of post HF or CAS-SCF wavefunctions, like Coupled-Cluster,
(Multi-Reference) Perturbation-Theory, or Configuration-Interac-
tion methods.
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Chapter 4
One-dimensional systems
The total position-spread tensor is explored when partitioned according to spin (SP-TPS) in
one-dimensional systems. We revisited the theory of insulators where electrons change the struc-
ture of the lattice to then make the distinction to those where electron-electron interactions are
dominant. To ease the distinction of the physics of some of them, the theory of magnetic moments
is discussed. The SS- and SP-TPS are also computed numerically using the Hubbard model to
describe a Mott-Hubbard transition and to achieve a better understanding of the behavior of the
tensor in low-dimensional systems. We also applied the SP-TPS in Heisenberg spin chains to
understand its magnetic behavior in the strongly correlated regime. Finally, half-filled hydrogen
chains were explored using the formalism of the SP-TPS at full configuration interaction (FCI)
level, and a method to study chains of infinite size is proposed.
• • •
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4.1 Introduction
In Section 1.1, we argued that electrons’ motion in band insulators is reduced as a conse-
quence of their interactions with the ions in the lattice. However, there is an effect coming from
the interaction electron-lattice in which the potential created by ions can change dynamically
causing a distortion of the lattice which breaks its original symmetry and generates a new poten-
tial of different periodicity. In this case, a metal-insulator transition (MIT) takes place because
the electrons’ transport is very influenced by the change of the lattice periodicity. It is impor-
tant to account such lattice distortions and therefore we introduce the definition of Peierls and
Anderson insulators.
4.1.1 Peierls insulators
The first attempt made to explain how these lattice defects influence conductivity was given
by Peierls [108], and Fro¨hlich [109]. Peierls insulators can be described by considering a one-
dimensional atom chain separated by an inter-nuclear distance a at T = 0. Even if the one-
dimensional model is unrealistic, its main feature consists in all electrons moving freely and
interacting through an internal field. Peierls’ theorem states:
“A one-dimensional equally spaced chain with one electron per ion is unstable.”
Indeed, one-dimensional equally spaced chains are stabilized by topological changes e.g.
dimerizations. In such a case, the lattice periodicity doubles as 2a (see Figure 4.1.1) causing the
energy band gap to open. Fluctuations of the order parameter at finite temperature are so strong in
low-dimensional systems, that a stable Peierls transition is impossible in one or two dimensions.
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A MIT driven by Peierls effects is often seen as a thermodynamic phase transition because of the
symmetry breaking.
Figure 4.1.1: Pictorial representation of the doubling of periodicity caused by a Peierls distortion.
As described above, by breaking in a subtle way the symmetry of the atomic chain a ther-
modynamic phase transition is induced. Another possibility of breaking the symmetry (causing
deformations and changes in the lattice) is via the interaction of electrostatic fields with localized
electrons. In octahedral compounds where for instance a transition-metal atom is surrounded by
oxygens, a cubic lattice leads to the creation of additional orbitals degeneracy. An example of
this effect is the Jahn-Teller effect (JTE) [110]. Normally, one observes the JTE in non-linear
molecules that have a spatially degenerate electronic ground-state e.g. an octahedral transition
complex whose energy is lowered when it passes to a tetrahedral configuration. In such a process,
the JTE creates a change in the lattice that modifies the band structure and hence the conductivity.
It is then plausible to classify this type of insulators as Peierls insulators, because they are the re-
sult of interactions between the electrons and the ions in the lattice and driven by thermodynamic
phase transitions.
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4.1.2 Anderson insulators
In 1958 Anderson [111] realized that random lattice defects may lead a system in an insu-
lating state. A metal-insulator transition induced by disorder emerges in materials with a highly
perturbed structural disorder or strong impurity scattering. In his observations, Anderson pointed
out that in disordered solids the electronic spectrum is usually gapless, but the electronic states
at the Fermi level are rather localized and the solid becomes an insulator.
There are two ways to model structural disorders found in materials presenting an Anderson
localization. The so called Edwards model [112] that takes into account impurities of the same
scattering strength distributed randomly in the space, while the Anderson model considers a one-
electron potential with a scattering strength that varies randomly from site to site on a regular
lattice [111]. Both models are considered in the same universality class, because in both cases
many sampling realizations are needed to describe the macroscopic material which makes them
equivalent.
For an Anderson insulator the disorder-induced localization of electrons leads to the occur-
rence of mobility edges that separate localized and delocalized states in a band. If the Fermi
energy lies between a band edge and its corresponding mobility edge the single-electron states
around the Fermi energy are localized [38].
Localization effects are dominant in low-dimensional systems [113]. It is well known that
in one-dimensional independent-electron Hamiltonians very weak uncorrelated disorders induce
Anderson localization although some correlated disorders may indeed induce a conducting state
[114–117].
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In general, a wave function with maximum amplitude at site r0 decays exponentially for large
distances with a dependence on the energy localization length ξ(E) as shown in the following
equation:
|Ψ(r, r0;E)|
2
∼ exp(−|r − r0|/ξ(E)); |r − r0| ≫ ξ(E) (4.1.1)
Anderson localization is a quantum phase transition, this is because electron’s kinetic energy
favors a metallic character. However, local defects and impurities induce a lower local energy
that favors electron localization. Anderson MIT are not present in normal metals. That is because
the kinetic energy of electrons is larger than the local fluctuations of the lattice potential.
4.2 Mott insulators: theoretical concepts
This section will be devoted to describe insulators where a cooperative many-electron phe-
nomenon is dominant. In one-dimensional systems interactions have a very drastic effect com-
pared to high dimensional structures. An electron that tries to propagate in one dimension ba-
sically has to push its neighbors as a consequence of electron-electron interactions. Therefore
any individual excitation results in a collective effect, and no individual motion is actually pos-
sible [118]. In addition, for fermionic systems a single excitation is accompanied by a collective
excitation carrying charge (wave) and a collective excitation carrying spin (spin wave). Then,
electrons’ excitation are tied to the velocities in which both kind of excitations take place.
It is important to introduce beforehand some basic concepts used to understand the role of
electron-electron interactions. Specially, the pair correlation function and local magnetic mo-
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ments that allow for instance a distinction between an Slater insulator (see Section 4.2.1) and
a Mott insulator [47]. Furthermore, Mott insulators are classified as Mott-Hubbard and Mott-
Heisenberg insulators that will be discussed in Sections 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2 respectively.
So far, electrons had been considered as being independent ones from each others (no inter-
action). Many experiments can be described qualitatively using one-electron theories. However,
it has been shown that such non-interacting electron theories fail to correctly predict the metallic
or insulating character of a material [35]. Mott considered a model of a lattice composed by one
electron per site [39, 45–48]. Without any electron-electron interaction, the band is formed from
the overlap between atomic orbitals in the system and the band becomes completely filled when
two electrons occupy each site. As two electrons per site (one with spin α and other with spin β)
feel strong Coulomb repulsion the band splits in two:
• A lower band formed from electrons that occupied an empty site.
• An upper one from electrons that occupied a site already taken by another electron [119].
With one electron per site, the lower band would be full, and the system would be an insula-
tor whereas the upper band would be empty. An interesting approach that shows the importance
of the electron-electron interactions is the Fermi-liquid theory (FLT) that was introduced in 1956
by Lev Davidovich Landau [120] as an approximation to solve the many-body problem. The key
ideas are the notion of adiabaticity and the Pauli’s exclusion principle [121, 122]. FLT explains
that the ground-state and low-energy excitations can be described by an adiabatic switching of
electron-electron interactions. Put it differently, the carrier number does not change in the adia-
batic process of adding electron correlation. There is no qualitative difference between a Fermi
gas and a Fermi liquid because both describe metallic states. Let us consider a system of non-
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interacting electrons or Fermi gas where electron-electron interaction is gradually turned on. In
Landau’s theory, electrons will transform adiabatically to form the ground-state of the interacting
system.
By Pauli’s exclusion principle, the ground-state Ψ0 of a Fermi gas consists of fermions oc-
cupying all momentum states corresponding to momentum p < pF with all higher momentum
states unoccupied. As interaction is turned on, the spin, charge and momentum of the fermions
corresponding to the occupied states remain unchanged, while their dynamical properties, such
as their mass, and magnetic moments are renormalized to new values. Thus, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the elementary excitations of a Fermi gas system and a Fermi liquid
system. In the context of Fermi liquids, these excitations are called “quasi-particles”. The only
possibility to describe the MIT in a continuous way is the divergence of the single-quasiparticle
mass m∗, that is because in the Fermi-liquid framework the carrier density is forced to remain
zero in the Mott insulator when one approaches the MIT. Thus, mass enhancement is a typical
property of metals near the Mott insulator regime.
FLT provides a self-consistent description of the influence of electron-electron interactions
in metals that is summarized below:
• electrons are highly mobile in crystal structures;
• their mutual interactions is well screened in such a case.
• Fermi-liquid theory can be applied for describing such screened interactions.
The conclusion to be drawn from the FLT is that the strength of the electron-electron interac-
tion relative to electrons’ kinetic energy has to break down at the MIT. Therefore, Mott transitions
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are related to the stability of FLT.
Another important fact to take into account is Coulomb repulsion between electrons, that
is responsible to keep electrons far from each other. Such a localization gets in conflict with
the electrons’ kinetic energy that intends to spread electrons over the whole crystalline structure.
Thus, it is necessary to develop a relative strength of the electron-electron interactions respect
to their kinetic energy. Let us consider the following notation: n refers to electrons with spin
σ = α, β where α and β stand for spin up and spin down respectively. The electron density η is
given by:
η =
n
NI
, (4.2.1)
NI being the number of ions. In second quantization the creation and annihilation opera-
tors for σ electrons in a given orbital space are denoted by Ψˆ†σ(r) and Ψˆσ(r) respectively. The
corresponding particle density operators are:
ηˆσ(r) = Ψˆ
†
σ(r)Ψˆσ(r),
ηˆ(r) =
∑
σ
ηˆσ(r). (4.2.2)
The average potential energy for the Coulomb interaction between the n electrons is ex-
pressed by:
〈Vˆ 〉 =
∑
σ,σ′
∫
drdr′
e2
|r − r′|
〈Ψˆ†σ(r)Ψˆ
†
σ′(r
′)Ψˆσ′(r′)Ψˆσ(r)〉. (4.2.3)
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Eq. 4.2.3 suggests that we need to know the probability distribution to find a σ′ electron at
r′ when there is already an electron in σ at r in order to determine the strength of the interaction
between electrons. This is measured via the pair correlation function (PCF). In an ideal elec-
tron gas, the PCF describes how the probability density varies as a function of distance from a
reference particle. The PCF is defined as follows:
gσ,σ′(r, r
′) = 〈Ψˆ†σ(r)Ψˆ
†
σ′(r
′)Ψˆσ′(r′)Ψˆσ(r)〉 − 〈ηˆσ(r)〉〈ησ′(r′)〉. (4.2.4)
where it can be inferred that “the probability of finding the second electron of spin σ′ at the
position r′ when the first of spin σ is known to be at r, is, in the ground-state, unity over the whole
value of |r−r′| if σ 6= σ′, and, if σ = σ′, increases gradually from zero with |r−r′|, showing the
so-called Fermi hole [123] near |r−r′| = 0” [124]. Moreover, this function vanishes when a pair
of electrons is far apart: gσ,σ′(r, r′) → 0 in the case |r − r′| → ∞. If the probability density of
finding an electron σ at r is independent of the electron σ′ at r′ then the pair correlation function
vanishes as well.
In Figure 4.2.1 the PCF is depicted graphically. The violet sphere is the reference particle
and the green ones are those within the spherical shell.
Two contributions make the pair correlation function to show a different behavior, namely
the effect of the particle statistics or exchange (Pauli’s exclusion principle) for electrons of the
same spin species, and “true” electron correlations induced by the electron-electron interaction.
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r
dr
Figure 4.2.1: Schematic representation of the pair correlation function.
Exchange
There exists a connection between the exchange energy and the symmetry of the wave func-
tion. If we suppose that electrons were distinguishable then in a noninteracting ground-state
there would not be any correlation between the position of any two electrons. Consequently, the
average interaction of one electron with respect to all others will be canceled given their inter-
actions with the positive charged background. But wave functions defining fermion particles are
anti-symmetric, and Pauli’s principle assures that two electrons of the same spin cannot occupy
the same region of space. Thus, the probability to find a σ electron in the vicinity of another σ′
electron is reduced (provided σ = σ′). Each electron is surrounded by an “exchange hole” for
which the probability density of electrons of spin like is less than average (or zero) making the
positive background to be not completely canceled [125] (see Figure 6.3.1 in Section 6.3.1). It
becomes now evident that the pair correlation function of electrons of spin like vanishes for cases
where |r − r′| → 0, and it tends to 1 when |r − r′| → ∞.
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Correlation
The PCF for different spins accounts effects beyond the exchange energy. In this contribu-
tion, the probability to find two electrons of different spins near to each other decreases as they
will suffer of strong Coulomb repulsion. Systems presenting a pair correlation function different
from zero for different spins electrons are considered as correlated electron systems. When the
size of the PCF accounting the exchange and correlation are comparable one is in presence of
strongly correlated electron systems.
The PCF is very rich in information because it contains density and spin structure factors.
However, normally a less complete picture is employed because the PCF cannot be easily ac-
cessed neither by experiment nor theory. An usual simplification is done when the PCF is re-
straint to the case where r = r′ in gσ,σ′(r, r′).
Before continuing further development of different insulators in the framework of Mott type
insulators, it is important to introduce the local magnetic moments (LMM) [126]. On the one
hand, the LMM theory helps to understand the ferromagnetic or anti-ferromagnetic arrangement
of electrons in a material, and how magnetic fields affect conductivity [38]. On the other hand, it
eases the explanation to distinguish between Slater and Mott insulators. There are some electron-
electron interactions that arise from the theory of LMM such as spin polaron (SP) [127]. SP
are an extension of polaron’s definition as to say that over a sphere of radius R round electrons
in the conduction band, they can orient the moments parallel or anti-parallel to their own and
can move with their spin cloud as much as a dielectric polaron can move [48]. The presence of
spin polarons make the effective mass of the electrons to be enhanced and thus electrons are less
mobile than free electrons. One can conclude that in general, anti-ferromagnetic molecules are
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more likely to be poor conductors because of Anderson localization.
Let us start by noting that all isolated atoms having an odd number of electrons [122] posses
magnetic moments. That is the simplest example of a localized moment, because in an atom with
unpaired electrons the only remaining degree of freedom below the atom’s ionization energy is
its magnetic moment described byM :
M = µB~σ, (4.2.5)
where µB = e~2m is known as the Bohr magneton, and ~σ are the Pauli matrices that are defined
as:
σx =

0 1
1 0

 ; σy =

0 −i
i 0

 ; σz =

1 0
0 −1

 . (4.2.6)
The magnetic moment, is considered to be a vector quantity with direction perpendicular to
the current loop in the right-hand-rule direction. In a magnetic field, the Hamiltonian describing
the physics is given by:
H = − ~M · ~B = −µB~σ · ~B, (4.2.7)
where ~B is the strength of the applied magnetic moment. The magnetic moment being a
vector can be represented by its different cartesian components:
[M z(R)]2 = 〈Sˆz(R)Sˆz(R)〉, (4.2.8)
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Sˆz(R) is the local spin operator:
Sˆz(R) =
(nˆ↑(R)− nˆ↓(R))
2
. (4.2.9)
The two other cartesian components of the local electron spin operator are shown in the
following expressions:
Sˆ+(R) = Sˆx(R) + iSˆy(R) = iΨˆ+↑ (R)Ψˆ↓(R), (4.2.10)
Sˆ−(R) = Sˆx(R)− iSˆy(R) = iΨˆ+↓ (R)Ψˆ↑(R). (4.2.11)
The concept of localized moments exists from the first applications of quantum theory to
condense matter theory, however a theoretical understanding was not developed until the earlier
sixties when impurities in metals were studied experimentally. In 1961, these ideas permitted
Anderson [128] to build his model of localized magnetic states in metals. The Anderson impurity
model is a Hamiltonian employed to describe magnetic impurities embedded in metallic hosts. It
is often applied to the description of Kondo-type of problems, such as heavy fermion systems and
Kondo insulators. In its simplest form, the model contains a term that describes the kinetic energy
of the conduction electrons, a two-level term with an on-site Coulomb repulsion that models the
impurity energy levels, and a hybridization term that couples conduction and impurity orbitals.
For a single impurity, the Hamiltonian takes the form:
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H =
∑
σ
ǫff
†
σfσ +
∑
<j,j′>σ
tjj′c
†
jσcj′σ +
∑
j,σ
(Vjf
†
σcjσ + V
∗
j c
†
jσfσ) + Uf
†
↑f↑f
†
↓f↓ (4.2.12)
where the f operator corresponds to the annihilation operator of an impurity, c corresponds to
a conduction electron annihilation operator, and σ labels the spin. The on-site Coulomb repulsion
isU , which is usually the dominant energy scale, and tjj′ is the hopping strength from site j to site
j′. A significant feature of this model is the hybridization term V , which allows the f electrons
in heavy fermion systems to become mobile.
4.2.1 Slater insulator
As detailed in Section 1.1, the gap between the valence and conduction band is responsible
for the lack of carriers and thus a vanishing DC conductivity. In Section 4.1.1 it was also seen, that
Peierls insulators are due to the interaction between electrons and phonons (lattice distortions).
In 1951, Slater [129] based the insulating character on electron-electron interactions and more
specifically on magnetic ordering. In his work, Slater used an analogy to Peierls’ mechanism and
stated that interacting electrons may cause a periodic distortion to the lattice instead of electron-
lattice interactions.
Let us consider a bipartite lattice composed by sublattices A and B. The nearest-neighbor of
any of these sublattices members corresponds to its opposite one as in the case of a cubic lattice.
Besides, we add another constraint by assuming that the lattice is half-filled (one electron per site
with α and β spin for A and B sites, respectively). Therefore, the period of the periodic potential
will be two atoms. Since electrons in sites A and B are of opposite spins they will repel each
other and then the band will split in order to lower the energy of the system. That is because,
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electrons located inA will feel a higher repulsion as a consequence of electrons inB which make
them prefer to stay in A. Thus, we have a gain in potential energy that is balanced by a loss in
kinetic energy.
Slater insulators are considered as magnetic order driven insulators [130] and classified under
Mott types because most of the Mott insulators have magnetic ordering at zero temperature. Fur-
thermore, as already mentioned above, one characteristic is that a band gap is generated because
the lattice unit cell is doubled. A MIT driven by a Slater transition is then a direct consequence
of the Brillouin zone’s folding generated by magnetic ordering [131].
4.2.2 Mott insulator
Mott insulators do not insulate because the band is full, but rather because strong local elec-
tron correlations dynamically generate a charge gap by splintering a half-filled band into lower
and upper Hubbard bands [45,132]. In fact, electron-electron interaction leads to the appearance
of local magnetic moments. Magnetic moments appear as a consequence of Coulomb repulsion.
Electrons avoid each others trying to minimize such a repulsion (hole correlation) and therefore
they do not need to localize on different sublattices as in Slater insulators.
A Mott transition is a first order process that happens from an anti-ferromagnetic insulator
to a metal that may or may not be anti-ferromagnetic [47]. These transitions are accompanied by
a discontinuous change in volume. Their descriptions are in real space and not in k-space. Mott
transitions are the result of two Hubbard bands being approximately the Hubbard U :
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1
2
(B1 +B2) ≃ U, (4.2.13)
where U =< e2/kr12 >. These transitions are similar to normal band-crossing transitions.
Mott [48] also suggested that MIT depends on the existence of local magnetic moments (regard-
less if they are or not ordered in the structure).
We will define in the following two sections the subtle difference between Mott insulators
possessing or not magnetic moments because of the following reason:
“The gap in the excitation spectrum for charge excitations may arise either from the long-
range order of the pre-formed moments (Mott-Heisenberg insulator) or by a quantum phase
transition induced by charge and/or spin correlations (Mott-Hubbard insulator).” [38]
4.2.2.1 Mott-Hubbard insulator
In Mott-Hubbard type insulators, one considers metallic systems for which their band ener-
gies are comparable in magnitude to the energy of the Coulomb interaction between the particles.
Normally, the metallic phase transform to an anti-ferromagnetic insulator under small changes of
temperature, pressure or alloy composition [133]. Let us consider one-dimensional cubic lattice
of hydrogen atoms with Bohr radius aB. As the number of protons in the lattice L is equals to the
number of electrons N , one has half-filled bands as seen in Figure 4.2.2. In the Hubbard bands,
we suppose that electrons are localized on the sites L and not between them in the lattice. To ac-
complish this, one has to set the potential part of the Hamiltonian (electron-electron interactions)
to be local. The Hubbard U is defined as the ionization energy minus electron affinity:
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U = E(H → H+)− |E(H → H−)| = E(H−) + E(H+)− 2E(H). (4.2.14)
Eq. 4.2.14 represents the energy cost resulting of a lattice site being occupied by two elec-
trons as illustrated in Figure 4.2.2a. In this way, it is formed the so-called upper Hubbard band
which now is not a one-electron band, and it describes the electronic spectrum of charge excita-
tions when an electron is added to the already half-filled band in the ground-state. Conversely,
Figure 4.2.2b refers to the Hubbard-lower band that describes the spectrum for the removal of a
charge from the half-filled ground-state.
In the Hubbard model it is also assumed that electrons can hop between topologically con-
nected sites. This can be represented by the following dispersion relation:
e(k) = −2t
d∑
l=1
cos(kla). (4.2.15)
In this model, when atoms are far apart the kinetic energy governs the system as result of the
lack of overlap between the AO. On the contrary when atoms are near to each other, there is an
overlap between the atomic basis functions and the potential plays a crucial role.
For a Mott-Hubbard insulator the electron-electron interaction leads to the formation of a
gap in the spectrum for single charge excitations [134]. The correlations force a quantum phase
transition from a correlated metal to a paramagnetic Mott-Hubbard insulator, in which the local
magnetic moments do not display long-range order.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.2.2: Electrons moving as double occupancies in the Hubbard-upper band (a), and as
holes in the Hubbard-lower band (b). Hubbard bands are considered charge bands.
4.2.2.2 Mott-Heisenberg insulator
In the definition of Mott-Hubbard insulators described in Section 4.2.2.1 the exchange in-
teraction between localized spins is completely neglected. In Mott-Heisenberg insulators spin
ordering is already present (pre-formed magnetic moments). The insulating character of the
Mott-Hubbard insulators displays a long-range order. Electrons can tunnel between most nearest-
neighbors even for the case when U >> t, this process is known as “virtual hopping”. Normally,
the ground-state of half-filled band systems of localized electrons is a state where Sz = 0 with an
anti-ferromagnetic coupling between nearest-neighbors. This has been shown with second order
perturbation theory [45].
These kind of insulators are driven by a thermodynamic phase transition from a paramag-
netic (metallic state) into an anti-ferromagnetic insulating state below the critical Ne´el temper-
ature. From this point of view, “Slater insulators” are often confused with “Mott-Heisenberg
insulator” . In Slater’s picture local magnetic ordering is absent above the Ne´el temperature. In
contrast, the moments are already present in the Mott-Heisenberg insulating state and remain in
the paramagnetic metallic phase above the transition temperature.
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Up to this point, we have established the importance of electron-electron interaction in the
description of the insulating state. We have also seen how the interaction of electrons with the
lattice structure can cause localization phenomena as in the case of Peierls insulators. In the
following two sections, some of these ideas are applied to model different metal and insulator
transitions. This will help us to understand how the total position-spread tensor could be of use
for characterizing and differentiating metals from insulators.
4.3 The total position-spread tensor: spin partition
So far, we have seen that the TPS is capable of monitoring the wave function, and describe
charge-transfer processes [24,25,28,32]. The question we try to answer now is the following one:
could the TPS be a viable tool to monitor spin delocalization, propagation of magnetic modes,
and quantum entanglement [135, 136] in the strongly correlated regime?. To answer it, the TPS
was partitioned according to its spin components α and β (see Section 1.4). We showed, that in
this formalism the spin-partitioned total position-spread tensor (SP-TPS) decomposes as a sum
of four joint cumulants:
Λ = Λαα + Λββ + Λαβ + Λβα, (4.3.1)
where the set Λαα, and Λββ are definite positive and are the variance. In contrast, Λαβ and
Λβα are covariances and therefore not definite positive.
In this context, we actually classified same and different spin contributions as follows:
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Λαα+ββ = Λαα + Λββ Same spin
Λαβ+βα = Λαβ + Λβα Different spin
(4.3.2)
Unlike the spin-summed TPS (SS-TPS) that converges to the atomic limit value, the SP-
TPS has a completely different behavior as it will be shown later on. In this work, the SP-TPS
formalism was applied to equally spaced hydrogen chains ranging from 2 to 16 atoms. In the
case of n = 2, the SP-TPS was treated analytically (using a 1s Slater type orbital (STO)) and
also numerically (at FCI level using a V6Z basis set) which allowed a better understanding of
the physical content of the tensor. For hydrogen chains of n ≥ 2, we performed the following
investigations:
• Evaluation of the SS- and SP-TPS solving numerically the Hubbard Hamiltonian (see Sec-
tion 4.3.1).
• FCI calculations employing a STO-12G basis (recovering 99.99986% of the exact hydro-
gen atom energy at the dissociation limit). Hydrogen chains become appropriate models
to describe MIT, and strongly electron correlated systems because one is treating systems
with one electron per site (a half-filled band) [47, 113, 137–145].
4.3.1 Hubbard Hamiltonian
Let us start by discussing our findings using the Hubbard Hamiltonian. In 1963, Hubbard,
Gutzwiller and Kanamori [146–148], independently developed [149] a model conceived to de-
scribe the behavior of correlated electrons in solids, ferromagnetism [150,151], stripe order [152],
metal-insulator transitions [153, 154] and other phenomena [155, 156]. The Hubbard model is
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often seen as an extension of the tight binding Hamiltonian where electrons can hop between
nearest-neighbor sites without feeling each others. In addition, the kinetic energy (−t) is con-
sidered to be the same for all hopping processes. This model Hamiltonian supposes fermions in
a single band [43], but a new term (U ) that runs over each pair of electrons in the same site is
added besides the kinetic energy −t. In second quantization, the Hamiltonian takes the form:
H = −t
∑
<i,j>
∑
σ=α,β
c+i,σcj,σ + U
∑
i
ni,αni,β, (4.3.3)
where ci,σ (c
+
i,σ) are annihilation (creation) operators respectively of an electron with spin
projection σ. In Eq. 4.3.3 , the index i of the sum runs over the sites in the system, while< i, j >
indicates topologically connected sites. The parameter t is the hopping integral between the
connected sites i and j, while U is the one-center Coulomb repulsion (or the energy cost to place
two electrons at the same site [157]). At each site, it is assumed that U ≥ 0 is for repulsive cases,
and U ≤ 0 is for attractive cases. The Hubbard model could seem deceptive, but it is actually the
simplest possible way to display real features to problems related to electron correlation [158].
The two important parameters in the Hubbard model are the electron correlation strength
−t/U and the band filling n. The schematic metal-insulator phase diagram in terms of these
parameters was already presented in Figure 1.1.2. In the case of a non-degenerate band, the
n = 0 and n = 2 fillings correspond to the band insulator. For the half-filled case (n = 1), it is
believed that the change of −t/U drives the insulator-to-metal transition (Mott transitions [159])
at a critical value of −t/U except in the case of perfect nesting, where the critical value Uc is
zero. This transition at a finite Uc is called a bandwidth control (BC)-MIT. Mott argued that the
BC-MIT becomes a first-order transition when we consider the long-range Coulomb force not
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contained in the Hubbard model. He reasoned it supposing that the carrier density decreases
with increasing −t/U . Then screening of long-range Coulomb forces by other carriers becomes
ineffective, which results in the formation of an electron-hole bound pair at a finite U .
The understanding of the Hubbard Hamiltonian in one-dimensional fermionic systems is of
high interest for a number of different reasons [118]. On the one hand, the Hubbard Hamiltonian
at half-filling (one electron per site) it is capable to reproduce the Mott transition (Mott-Hubbard)
that was impossible to explain by means of band theory. On the other hand, one-dimensional
systems are easier to understand than higher dimensional ones [160] and exact solutions are also
possible [161]. In general, they provide information on the role of correlation effects that can be
of use in higher dimensions [162,163].
The SS- and SP-TPS were computed numerically employing the Hubbard Hamiltonian as a
function of the ratio−t/U using NEPTUNUS [82]. We considered a constant repulsive potential
U = 1. In our numerical calculations, −t/U was varied from 0.01 to 5.00. We found that the per
atom longitudinal component (Λ‖(n)/n) of the SS-TPS in the strongly correlated regime (when
−t/U → 0) has values that approach zero no matter the size of the chains. This is because
in the half-filling (n = 1) at low −t/U values, each electron is localized in each site and the
hopping is minimal making also the electrons’ or charge fluctuation impossible. In contrast,
when −t/U → ∞ the electron hopping to the nearest-neighbor governs the system (t >> U )
making the electrons’ fluctuation to become important. Finally, we observed that the convergence
to the asymptotic or Hu¨ckel limit is rather slow.
The longitudinal component of the SP-TPS Λ‖αα+ββ(n)/n saturates quickly in the uncorre-
lated limit to the value of the SS-TPS unlikeΛ‖αβ+βα(n)/nwhose higher values are in the strongly
correlated regime and then they tend to zero when−t/U → 5.00. This is an important result, be-
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cause it means that electrons whose correlation is negligible present values of Λ‖αβ+βα(n)/n→ 0.
For instance, in a single determinant case in the Hartree-Fock framework Λ‖αβ+βα(n)/n contri-
butions are zero due to the lack of electron correlation [29]. For the one-dimensional chains
considered herein, one could state that the Mott transition happens when −t/U ≈ 1.2 because
the correlation between electrons is negligible.
4.3.2 Equally spaced hydrogen chains
We started computing the TPS as a function of the inter-nuclear distance (R) for the low-lying
electronic states 1
∑+
g ,
3
∑+
u , and
1
∑+
u of the hydrogen dimer at FCI level using a V6Z basis
set, and compared them with the analytical values of the TPS calculated using a 1s STO type
orbital. We found a good agreement of both analytically and numerically obtained values of the
SS- and SP-TPS at long distances. At short distances, the STO lacks of orbital relaxation (OR) as
opposed to the case of the V6Z basis set [86, 164, 165] and therefore there is no good agreement
at such distances. It is worth noting that the SP-TPS for the 1
∑+
g and
3
∑+
u electronic states are
superposed suggesting that SP-TPS expressions converge to the same value. Both longitudinal
components (Λ‖αα+ββ and Λ
‖
αβ+βα) diverge quadratically in the insulating regime putting forward
the hypothesis that the SP-TPS is a useful tool to describe quantum entanglement of the wave
functions.
For n > 2, the Λ‖(n)/n component of the SS-TPS show maxima for values of R near 2
bohr. The maxima get slightly displaced to shorter distances as the size of the chain increases.
For values of R > 2 bohr the TPS decreases reaching the atomic limit value (1 bohr2). In the
repulsive region, the effective charge of the nuclei is higher making electrons to be localized due
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to stronger Coulomb attractions between electrons and effective charges of the hydrogen atoms.
The longitudinal SP-TPS is now discussed. In general, we found that the Λ‖αα+ββ and Λ
‖
αβ+βα
components show similar behavior compared to the H2 dimer and that their magnitudes increase
with the molecular size. The same spin component of the SP-TPS is the second order cumulant
of the same set of variables and definite positive, and increases as R2. The opposite happens to
the different spin contribution that decreases as −R2 (covariance).
Finally, SP-TPS results are noteworthy in the sense that a divergent trend of spin-partitioned
components in the insulating regime gives information about spin delocalization. This is in agree-
ment with the SS-TPS response for which large values represent a high charge fluctuation. From
the results obtained using the Hubbard model it can be inferred that the Λ‖αβ+βα component is
related to the Coulomb electronic correlation present in the system. This is evidenced by the
increasing value of the Λ‖αβ+βα component in the strongly correlated region where −t/U → 0.
Conversely, the same spin component Λ‖αα+ββ is related to the Fermi correlation. This last state-
ment is more clear when considering the previously discussed case of the equally-spaced hydro-
gen chains of different sizes, where both Λ‖αα+ββ and Λ
‖
αβ+βα diverge quadratically roughly at the
same strength when entering the strongly correlated regime (R > 4 bohr). Therefore, one can
conclude that the larger their values the stronger the electron correlation is.
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The Total Position Spread (TPS) tensor, defined as the second moment cumulant of the position
operator, is a key quantity to describe the mobility of electrons in a molecule or an extended system.
In the present investigation, the partition of the TPS tensor according to spin variables is derived
and discussed. It is shown that, while the spin-summed TPS gives information on charge mobility,
the spin-partitioned TPS tensor becomes a powerful tool that provides information about spin fluctua-
tions. The case of the hydrogen molecule is treated, both analytically, by using a 1s Slater-type orbital,
and numerically, at Full Configuration Interaction (FCI) level with a V6Z basis set. It is found that,
for very large inter-nuclear distances, the partitioned tensor growths quadratically with the distance
in some of the low-lying electronic states. This fact is related to the presence of entanglement in the
wave function. Non-dimerized open chains described by a model Hubbard Hamiltonian and linear
hydrogen chains Hn (n ≥ 2), composed of equally spaced atoms, are also studied at FCI level. The
hydrogen systems show the presence of marked maxima for the spin-summed TPS (corresponding to
a high charge mobility) when the inter-nuclear distance is about 2 bohrs. This fact can be associated
to the presence of a Mott transition occurring in this region. The spin-partitioned TPS tensor, on
the other hand, has a quadratical growth at long distances, a fact that corresponds to the high spin
mobility in a magnetic system. C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4913734]
I. INTRODUCTION
The Localization tensor (LT) and Total-Position Spread
(TPS) tensor are quantities stemming from Kohn’s theory1
of electrical conductivity. Indeed, in his seminal work, Kohn
argued that the fundamental nature of electrical conductivity is
more related to a properly defined delocalization of the wave
function than to the simple gap closure. Subsequently, Resta
and coworkers introduced the LT and provided an important
tool to give a quantitative formulation of this localization.2–6
Later, a remarkable sum rule, connecting explicitly electrical
resistivity and localization tensor, was given by Souza and
Wilkens.7 According to these results, the key property of this
quantity is the following: the Localization Tensor diverges
in the thermodynamic limit for a conductor, while remaining
finite for an insulator.8,9
In recent years, our group has been investigating the prop-
erties of what we named the TPS tensor, Λ.10 Notice that LT
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and TPS are trivially related, since the original LT introduced
by Resta is nothing but our TPS tensor divided by the num-
ber of electrons. In our investigation, we considered several
structures (atoms, molecules, clusters), treated either by ab
initio,11–14 or model15,16 Hamiltonians. Although essentially
equivalent quantities, we believe that, in a molecular context,
the TPS tensor is more pertinent than the LT.10,17,18 In fact,
in this context, it is useful to have a property like TPS that
is strongly dependent upon the number of electrons or the
size of the system, in order to follow processes like chemical
reactions or fragmentation. Moreover, the contribution of the
different electronic shells to the TPS is extremely inhomoge-
neous, so performing an average on these different terms has
little meaning. We notice, however that the use of the LT can
be advantageous in some other cases, particularly when the
asymptotic dependence upon the size of the system is studied.
We found the TPS tensor is a useful and powerful tool
to provide information about metal-insulator transitions, by
computing it for finite systems of increasing size.12,19–22 In
such a way, its asymptotic behavior can be investigated. More-
over we computed the TPS tensor for several molecular sys-
tems and found that it is capable of detecting other types of
transitions, like charge transfer, bond formation/breaking, and
other processes related to the mobility of the electrons.10,14,23
0021-9606/2015/142(9)/094113/16/$30.00 142, 094113-1 © 2015 AIP Publishing LLC
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In the present work, the partition of the TPS tensor ac-
cording to its spin components is presented and discussed. It
is shown that the different spin components of the TPS tensor
give important information about the behavior of the electrons
in molecular systems, in particular about spin-dependent prop-
erties. The formalism is illustrated through applications to the
hydrogen dimer and one-dimensionalmodel systems. The case
of the hydrogen dimer (n = 2) is particularly useful to get some
insight into the structure of the TPS, and it is discussed in detail
in this work. Indeed, by using a basis set of a single 1s Slater-
Type Orbital (STO) per atom, a complete analytical treatment
of the TPS is possible for H2. All the integrals involved in the
matrix elements of the Hamiltonian operator as well as the
TPS tensor Λ can be analytically evaluated.24,25 In this way,
the different terms that appear in the expressions of the perpen-
dicular and parallel components, Λ⊥ and Λ∥, respectively, can
be calculated at any inter-nuclear distance R. It will also be
shown that the asymptotic behavior at large R ofΛ∥ is related to
the presence of entanglement in the wave function.26,27 Notice
that this analytical solution has not only an intrinsic interest
but can be particularly useful as a benchmark result in order to
test approximate methods or numerical approaches.
For the low-lying states of the hydrogen dimer, the spin-
summed and spin-partitioned spread tensors are also numeri-
cally computed at the full configuration interaction (FCI) level,
by using a large basis set of sextuple-zeta quality. Indeed,
while at large inter-atomic distance, the STO basis set gives the
exact result for the neutral states, the presence of dynamical
correlation implies that large basis sets are needed in order
to obtain quantitatively correct results at short inter-nuclear
distances and for the ionic states.
As far as model Hamiltonians are concerned, we inves-
tigated the behavior of non-dimerized chains of two different
types:
• open chains described by a Hubbard Hamiltonian,
Hubn;
• linear chains of hydrogen atoms, Hn.
Dimerized hydrogen chains show a range of different behav-
iors, depending on the type of dimerization. They have been
the object of a separate investigation.28 The case of Hub-
bard open chains has been numerically investigated at FCI
level. These chains are extremely well studied systems, both
analytically and numerically.29–36 They have a behavior going
from highly correlated magnetic systems, when the intra-site
repulsion U is large with respect to the hopping integral t, to
uncorrelated systems of Hückel type in the opposite limit. The
numerical study shows that both the Spin-Summed and Spin-
Partitioned TPS (SS-TPS and SP-TPS, respectively) tensors
clearly reflect this type of behaviors.
As concerns hydrogen chains Hn for n ≥ 2, the calcula-
tions were performed at FCI level with a 1s STO orbital per
atom, for even values of n going from two to sixteen and for
equally spaced atoms. In our previous works on this subject,
it has been shown that the TPS tensor presents a maximum
at an inter-atomic separation of about 2 bohrs. For larger
values of the distance, the tensor goes down to n times the
atomic value, as one expects from an additive quantity. The
value of the maximum, however, grows faster than linearly
as a function of the number of atoms n. This fact suggests
the presence of a Metal-Insulator Transition (MIT)37 at this
distance.19,21 Indeed, hydrogen chains are often viewed as
paradigmatic systems for describing Mott transitions.22,38–43
The behavior of the spin-partitioned tensor, on the other hand,
is completely different, since both the equal-spin and different-
spin components diverge for large distance, the two terms
having opposite signs. This is related to the fact that non-
dimerized hydrogen chains become highly correlated mag-
netic systems in the insulator regime. These results show that,
while the spin-summed spread tensor gives information on the
charge mobility, regardless their spin components, the spin-
partitioned tensor gives analogous information on the spin
mobility, and the propagation of magnetic modes in particular.
This article is organized in the following way: in Sec. II,
the formalism of the spin-partitioned TPS tensor is developed
and in Sec. II C, the particular case of a single Slater deter-
minant is given. In Sec. III, the analytical treatment of the
hydrogen dimer is performed and discussed. Section IV A
describes the computational details employed in this investi-
gation, while in Sec. IV B, H2 is treated at FCI level. Numer-
ical full CI computations concerning Hubbard and hydrogen
chains are presented in Secs. IV C and IV D, respectively.
Finally, in Sec. V, some conclusions are drawn, and plans for
future works on the subject are given.
II. THE SPIN PARTITION OF THE TPS TENSOR
We describe in this section the decomposition of the Λ
tensor accordingly to the spin variables.
A. Some formal properties
The second cumulant44 ¯¯A of a generic vector operator Aˆ
is a tensor of rank two, defined as
¯¯A = ⟨Ψ|Aˆ2|Ψ⟩ − ⟨Ψ|Aˆ|Ψ⟩2 = ⟨Ψ|Aˆ2|Ψ⟩ − A¯2, (1)
where we have defined A¯ = ⟨Ψ|Aˆ|Ψ⟩. This is equivalent to
writing
¯¯A = ⟨Ψ|(Aˆ − A¯)2|Ψ⟩. (2)
From this last equation, it is clear that ¯¯A is manifestly defi-
nite positive. It is also invariant with respect to a coordinate
translation Aˆ → Aˆ + a because, under such a transformation,
A¯ → A¯ + a.
We consider now the case of an operator Cˆ which is
the sum of two operators, Cˆ = Aˆ + Bˆ. As concerns the mean
values, we trivially have
C¯ = A¯ + B¯. (3)
On the other hand, the cumulant ¯¯C of Cˆ becomes
¯¯C = ⟨Ψ|(Aˆ + Bˆ)2|Ψ⟩ − (A¯ + B¯)2
= ⟨Ψ|Aˆ2|Ψ⟩ + ⟨Ψ|Bˆ2|Ψ⟩
+ ⟨Ψ|AˆBˆ|Ψ⟩ + ⟨Ψ|BˆAˆ|Ψ⟩
− (⟨A¯⟩2 + ⟨B¯⟩2 + 2AˆBˆ)
= ¯¯A + ¯¯B + ⟨Ψ|AˆBˆ + BˆAˆ|Ψ⟩ − 2 A¯B¯. (4)
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Therefore, the cumulant of Cˆ is not the sum of the cumulants
of the operators Aˆ and Bˆ, due to the presence of the mixed
additional terms
⟨Ψ|AˆBˆ + BˆAˆ|Ψ⟩ − 2 A¯B¯. (5)
However there is an important case where this additional term
is zero, namely, when a system separates into fragments (see
the Appendix on size additivity).
In Subsection II B, the case of the total-position operator
is considered. It can be expressed as the sum of two spin parts,
α and β, and it turns out that its second cumulant becomes the
sum of three terms: the αα and β β cumulants, plus amixed αβ
term. This is the central point of the SP-TPS tensor presented
in this article.
B. General spin-partition formalism
In order to do the spin partition of the TPS tensor, the posi-
tion operator rˆ is expressed as the sum of its spin components.
As far as the spin is concerned, we indicate by the subscript σ
a generic spin component, either α or β. Then, one can write
rˆ =

σ=α,β
rˆσ, (6)
where rˆ has Cartesian components rˆx, rˆy, and rˆz. From
the one-particle position operator rˆ, it is possible to define the
total position operator Rˆ for a system of n particles as
Rˆ =
n
i=1

σ=α,β
rˆσ(i). (7)
The TPS tensor is defined as the secondmoment cumulant
of the total position operator,
Λ = ⟨Ψ|Rˆ2|Ψ⟩ − ⟨Ψ|Rˆ|Ψ⟩2. (8)
Since the tensorΛ does not depend on the origin of the coordi-
nate system, it can be conveniently computed in the particular
coordinate system where ⟨Rˆ⟩ = 0, because in that case, we
simply have
Λ = ⟨Ψ|Rˆ2|Ψ⟩ (⟨Ψ|Rˆ|Ψ⟩ = 0). (9)
Since the operator Rˆ can be expressed as the sum of two
parts, an α and a β one, the squared operator Rˆ2 becomes the
sum of four terms: αα, αβ, βα, and β β. Therefore, we have
Rˆ = Rˆα + Rˆβ (10)
and
Rˆ2 = Rˆ2α + Rˆ
2
β + RˆαRˆβ + RˆβRˆα. (11)
In this way, also the TPS tensor Λ decomposes in the sum of
four different terms
Λαα = ⟨Ψ|Rˆ
2
α |Ψ⟩ − ⟨Ψ|Rˆα |Ψ⟩2, (12)
Λββ = ⟨Ψ|Rˆ
2
β |Ψ⟩ − ⟨Ψ|Rˆβ |Ψ⟩2, (13)
Λαβ = ⟨Ψ|RˆαRˆβ |Ψ⟩ − ⟨Ψ|Rˆα |Ψ⟩ ⟨Ψ|Rˆβ |Ψ⟩, (14)
Λβα = ⟨Ψ|RˆβRˆα |Ψ⟩ − ⟨Ψ|Rˆβ |Ψ⟩ ⟨Ψ|Rˆα |Ψ⟩. (15)
Notice, however, that Λαβ and Λβα cannot be distinguished,
because the commutator between Rˆα and Rˆβ vanishes. More-
over, for wave functions having the S¯z spin component equal
to zero, Λαα and Λββ are identical. For this reason, we will
report in this work the global component Λαβ+βα and, in all
cases where Sz = 0, the sum of the two components, Λαα and
Λββ, indicated as Λαα+ββ. It is worth to stress the fact that
Λαα and Λββ are second-order cumulants themselves, of the
spin-projected total-position operators Rˆα and Rˆβ, and, satisfy,
therefore all the corresponding properties (their sum, however,
is not a cumulant). The quantities Λαβ and Λβα, on the other
hand, are joint cumulants,45,46 and they are not necessarily
positive definite. The SS-TPS can be seen as the sum of joint
cumulants where those involving identical random variables
are the variance, and those of two random variables are the
covariance that can have a negative value as well. This fact
will be illustrated, for instance, in the section on applications,
where it will be seen that Λαα and Λββ are always positive,
while Λαβ + Λβα does not have a definite sign.
The complete, SS-TPS tensor is given by
Λ = Λαα + Λββ + Λαβ + Λβα = Λαα+ββ + Λαβ+βα. (16)
If ⟨Ψ|Rˆα |Ψ⟩ = 0, we have
Λαα = ⟨Ψ|Rˆ
2
α |Ψ⟩ (⟨Ψ|Rˆα |Ψ⟩ = 0) (17)
and
Λαβ+βα = ⟨Ψ|RˆαRˆβ |Ψ⟩ (⟨Ψ|Rˆα |Ψ⟩ = 0), (18)
while if it is ⟨Ψ|Rˆβ |Ψ⟩ = 0, we have
Λββ = ⟨Ψ|Rˆ
2
β |Ψ⟩ (⟨Ψ|Rˆβ |Ψ⟩ = 0) (19)
and
Λαβ+βα = ⟨Ψ|RˆαRˆβ |Ψ⟩ (⟨Ψ|Rˆβ |Ψ⟩ = 0). (20)
Notice that ⟨Ψ|Rˆ|Ψ⟩ = ⟨Ψ|Rˆα |Ψ⟩ + ⟨Ψ|Rˆβ |Ψ⟩. However,
in general, ⟨Ψ|Rˆα |Ψ⟩ and ⟨Ψ|Rˆβ |Ψ⟩ will be different. There-
fore, by a suitable coordinate translation, it is not possible
to annihilate simultaneously both ⟨Ψ|Rˆα |Ψ⟩ and ⟨Ψ|Rˆβ |Ψ⟩.
Hence, normally one can not express the different TPS spin
contributions via Eqs. (17)–(20). In particular, if the coordi-
nates are chosen in such a way that ⟨Ψ|Rˆ|Ψ⟩ = 0 (and there-
fore ⟨Ψ|Rˆα |Ψ⟩ = −⟨Ψ|Rˆβ |Ψ⟩), the SS-TPS will be given by
Eq. (9), but Eqs. (17)–(20) will not hold. It is only when
⟨Ψ|Rˆα |Ψ⟩ = ⟨Ψ|Rˆβ |Ψ⟩ that Eqs. (6)–(17) can simultaneously
hold. In fact, in such a case, by a suitable coordinate transla-
tion, we can have both ⟨Ψ|Rˆα |Ψ⟩ = 0 and ⟨Ψ|Rˆβ |Ψ⟩ = 0, and
therefore ⟨Ψ|Rˆ|Ψ⟩ = ⟨Ψ|Rˆα |Ψ⟩ + ⟨Ψ|Rˆβ |Ψ⟩ = 0.
C. Single-determinant case
If the wave function can be expressed by a single Slater
determinant, |Φ0⟩, the mixed identically components vanish.
Indeed, by inserting a resolution of the identity

I |ΦI⟩ ⟨ΦI |
between the two Rˆ operators in Rˆ2, we have
⟨Φ0|Rˆ
2|Φ0⟩ =

I
⟨Φ0|Rˆ|ΦI⟩ ⟨ΦI |Rˆ|Φ0⟩. (21)
Since Rˆ is a one-electron operator, the determinant |ΦI⟩ in
Eq. (21) is either |Φ0⟩ itself or a single excitation |ΦI1⟩ from
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the determinant |Φ0⟩. But a single excitation |ΦI1⟩ cannot be
simultaneously an α and a β excitation from |Φ0⟩, hence
⟨Φ0|Rˆα |ΦI1⟩ ⟨ΦI1|Rˆβ |Φ0⟩ = 0. (22)
This means that the single αβ and βα contributions vanish
I1
⟨Φ0|Rˆα |ΦI1⟩ ⟨ΦI1|Rˆβ |Φ0⟩
=

I1
⟨Φ0|Rˆβ |ΦI1⟩ ⟨ΦI1|Rˆα |Φ0⟩ = 0. (23)
The only surviving term in the resolution of the identity,
Eq. (21), is when |ΦI⟩ = |Φ0⟩. This means that
⟨Φ0|RˆαRˆβ |Φ0⟩ = ⟨Φ0|Rˆα |Φ0⟩ ⟨Φ0|Rˆβ |Φ0⟩ (24)
and hence Λαβ = 0 (see Eq. (14)). The same result holds
obviously for Λβα.
III. THE HYDROGEN DIMER: ANALYTICAL
TREATMENT
The case of a hydrogen molecule described by a STO
minimal basis set will be considered in this section. It is an
instructive system admitting an analytical solution. Although
more general expressions can be obtained by using generic
localized orbitals, the STO result has the important advantage
of representing a useful benchmark in order to validate numer-
ical treatments.
We consider two hydrogen nuclei, located in the two
points A(0,0,−R/2) and B(0,0,R/2), with a 1s STO orbital on
each of them. All the integrals needed to calculate Λ for this
simple system can be analytically evaluated (see Ref. 47 and
references therein). The two normalized atomic orbitals 1sA
and 1sB are located in A and B, respectively; they are functions
of the vector r with Cartesian components x, y, z and give rise
to two normalized molecular orbitals σg and σu
σg =
1sA + 1sB√
2 + 2SAB
, and σu =
1sA − 1sB√
2 − 2SAB
,
where SAB is the two-center overlap integral. In order to
simplify the notation, we will use the symbols A, B and g, u
to denote these atomic and molecular orbitals, respectively.
A Slater determinant will be denoted by an ordered product
of spin-orbitals, possibly enclosed in | · · · ⟩; a simple orbital
symbol like g will be understood to have α spin, while the
corresponding β spin-orbital will be denoted by g¯. There are
six possible Slater determinants: |gg¯⟩ and |uu¯⟩ have symmetry
1
Σ
+
g, |gu¯⟩ and |g¯u⟩ have symmetry Σ
+
u and originate a singlet
and a triplet state, while |gu⟩, |g¯u¯⟩ are the Sz = ±1 components
of a 3Σ+u state. Four states can be generated by using this
minimal basis set. They are two symmetric singlets,
|11Σ+g⟩ = cos θ |gg¯⟩ + sin θ |uu¯⟩, (25)
|21Σ+g⟩ = sin θ |gg¯⟩ − cos θ |uu¯⟩ (26)
(where θ is a variational parameter), an antisymmetric singlet,
|1Σ+u⟩ =
|gu¯⟩ − |g¯u⟩√
2
(27)
and an antisymmetric triplet, whose three components are
|3(+1)Σ+u⟩ = |gu⟩, (28)
|3(0)Σ+u⟩ =
|gu¯⟩ + |g¯u⟩√
2
, (29)
|3(−1)Σ+u⟩ = |g¯u¯⟩. (30)
In Sec. III A, we compute the matrix elements of the
required operators on the g, u and the determinantal basis set.
Then, in Sec. III B, the mean values of the same operators
on the basis of the Hamiltonian eigenfunctions are calculated.
Finally, in Sec. III C, the behavior of the TPS tensor at large
distances is computed and discussed.
A. Matrix elements
We consider now the case of the longitudinal (zz or ∥)
component of the TPS tensor. Since the transversal (xx, y y
or ⊥) component does show a less spectacular behavior, its
derivation will not be reported here, but it can be found in the
supplementary material.48 We denote by zˆ, zˆ2 the longitudinal
components of the vector operator Rˆ, Rˆ2, respectively.
By taking into account the Eqs. (A1)–(A6) displayed in
Subsection 1 of the Appendix, matrix elements of the z2 oper-
ator are defined as
⟨Aσ(i)Xσ¯( j)| zˆ
2
σ(i)|Aσ(i)Xσ¯( j)⟩ =
R2
4
+
1
Z2
, (31)
where X = A, B and Z = nuclear charge, while
⟨Aσ(i)Bσ¯( j)| zˆ
2
σ(i)|Bσ(i)Aσ¯( j)⟩ = sAB z
2
AB (32)
and the overlap sAB and z2AB are functions of R given in the
Appendix.
In Table I, the matrix elements on the determinant basis
are shown (the derivation of matrix elements on the MO basis
can be found in the supplementary material48). As expected
from Sec. II C, the αα + β β contributions are the only non-
vanishing ones for the |gg¯⟩ and |uu¯⟩ determinants
Λ
∥
αα+ββ
(|gg¯⟩) =
2
1 + sAB
(
1
Z2
+
R2
4
+ z2AB
)
(33)
and
Λ
∥
αα+ββ
(|uu¯⟩) =
2
1 − sAB
(
1
Z2
+
R2
4
− z2AB
)
(34)
while
Λ
∥
αβ+βα
(|gg¯⟩) = Λ
∥
αβ+βα
(|uu¯⟩) = 0. (35)
B. The spreads for the different states
As a preliminary result, the TPS tensor will be computed
for the hydrogen atom. For a neutral hydrogen atom, one has
Λ
∥(|1s⟩) = Λ⊥(|1s⟩) =
1
Z2
= 1. (36)
Equation (36) can be written in a compact form asΛ(|1s⟩)
= 1. The anion is described, at a single STO level, by a closed-
shell determinant. This implies that the position spread is
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TABLE I. Matrix elements between Slater determinants of the hydrogen dimer in the determinant basis.
Determinant symmetry Matrix elements
Σ
+
g
⟨gg¯ |zˆ2|gg¯⟩= 21+sAB
(
1
Z2
+ R
2
4 + z
2
AB
)
⟨uu¯ |zˆ2|uu¯⟩= 21−sAB
(
1
Z2
+ R
2
4 − z2AB
)
⟨gg¯ |zˆ2|uu¯⟩= R
2
2(1−s2
AB
)
Σ
+
u
⟨gu¯ |zˆ2|gu¯⟩= 2
1−s2
AB
(
1
Z2
+ R
2
4 − s2ABz2AB
)
⟨gu¯ |zˆ2|g¯u⟩=− R2
2(1−s2
AB
)
⟨gu |zˆ2|gu⟩= ⟨g¯u¯ |zˆ2|g¯u¯⟩= 2
2(1−s2
AB
)
(
1
Z2
+ sABz
2
AB
+ R
2
2
)
additive on the two electron components, and therefore one
has
Λ(|1s2⟩) =
2
Z2
= 2. (37)
Notice, however, that because of the lack of correlation, the
hydrogen anion is unstable with respect to an auto-ionization
process if the system is described by a minimal basis set.
The TPS tensor for H2+2 is trivially zero. In the case of the
H+2 molecule, two states are possible within the minimal basis-
set description: the ground state symmetric doublet 2Σ+g and
the excited antisymmetric doublet 2Σ+u. They are obtained by
placing a single electron (either an α or a β one) in the g or u
orbital, respectively. The total spread coincides with either the
αα or the β β components, depending on the spin projection
of the electron. One obtains
Λ
∥(|2Σ+g⟩) = ⟨g |z
2|g⟩
=
1
1 + sAB
(
1
Z2
+
R2
4
+ z2AB
)
(38)
and
Λ
∥(|2Σ+u⟩) = ⟨u|z
2|u⟩
=
1
1 − sAB
(
1
Z2
+
R2
4
− z2AB
)
. (39)
We now compute the spin-contributions of the TPS tensor
for the different states of the hydrogen dimer described by a
minimal basis set: for the two θ-dependent symmetric singlets,
the 1Σ+g states, we have
Λ
∥
αα+ββ
(|1Σ+g(θ)⟩) =
2cos2θ
1 + sAB
(
1
Z2
+
R2
4
+ z2AB
)
+
2sin2θ
1 − sAB
(
1
Z2
+
R2
4
− z2AB
)
(40)
and
Λ
∥
αβ+βα
(|1Σ+g(θ)⟩) = 2
cos θ sin θ
(1 − s2
AB
)
R2
2
. (41)
In a similar way, for the antisymmetric singlet 1Σ+u state,
we have
Λ
∥
αα+ββ
(|1Σ+u⟩) = ⟨g |z
2|g⟩ + ⟨u|z2|u⟩
=
1
1 + sAB
(
1
Z2
+
R2
4
+ z2AB
)
+
1
1 − sAB
(
1
Z2
+
R2
4
− z2AB
)
(42)
and
Λ
∥
αβ+βα
(|1Σ+u⟩) = −⟨gu¯|z2|g¯u⟩ = 2⟨g |z |u⟩2
=
1
(1 − s2
AB
)
R2
2
. (43)
We consider now the antisymmetric triplet 3Σ+u state. For
the Sz = 0 component, 3(0)Σ+u, we have
Λ
∥
αα+ββ
(|3(0)Σ+u⟩) = ⟨g |z
2|g⟩ + ⟨u|z2|u⟩
=
1
1 + sAB
(
1
Z2
+
R2
4
+ z2AB
)
+
1
1 − sAB
(
1
Z2
+
R2
4
− z2AB
)
(44)
and
Λ
∥
αβ+βα
(|3(0)Σ+u⟩) = −2⟨g |z |u⟩2
= − 1
(1 − s2
AB
)
R2
2
. (45)
For the other components, 3(±1)Σ+u, only the Λαα and Λββ
components, respectively, will be different from zero
Λ
∥
αα(
3(1)
Σ
+
u) = Λ
∥
ββ
(3(−1)Σ+u)
= ⟨g |z2|g⟩ + ⟨u|z2|u⟩ − 2⟨g |z |u⟩2
=
1
1 + sAB
(
1
Z2
+
R2
4
+ z2AB
)
+
1
1 − sAB
(
1
Z2
+
R2
4
− z2AB
)
− 1
(1 − s2
AB
)
R2
2
. (46)
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TABLE II. The isolated-atom and long-distance asymptotic values of energy and TPS tensor, parallel compo-
nents, for some hydrogen systems. The quadratically divergent R2 terms are due to the presence of entanglement in
the wave function. With this basis set, the energy of the hydrogen atom and anion, E(H) and E(H−), respectively,
is given by E(H)=−0.500 000 00 and E(H−)=−0.375 000 27. Notice that the anion is not stable with respect to
auto-ionization. All numerical values in atomic units.
System Electrons E Λ∥ Λ∥
αα+ββ
Electronic state
H+ 0 0 0 0 · · ·
H 1 E(H) 1 1 2S1/2
H− 2 E(H−) 2 2 1S0
H · · ·H+ 1 E(H) 1 1
H · · ·H+±H+ · · ·H 1 E(H) 1+R2/4 1+R2/4 2Σ+g, 2Σ+u
H · · ·H¯ 2 2E(H) 2 2
H · · ·H¯± H¯ · · ·H 2 2E(H) 2 2+R2/2 11Σ+g, 3Σ+u
H · · ·H ; H¯ · · ·H¯ 2 2E(H) 2 2 3Σ+u
H+ · · ·H− 2 E(H−) 2 2
H+ · · ·H−±H− · · ·H+ 2 E(H−) 2+R2 2+R2/2 1Σ+u, 21Σ+g
H · · ·H− 3 E(H)+E(H−) 3 3
H · · ·H−±H− · · ·H 3 E(H)+E(H−) 3+R2/4 3+R2/4 2Σ+g, 2Σ+u
C. The asymptotic behavior: Wave function
entanglement
It is useful to consider the long-distance behavior of the
longitudinal components of the TPS tensor for the different
states. In fact, the asymptotic value of the TPS tensor is related
to the presence of entanglement in thewave function. Quantum
entanglement occurs when two or several particles participate
to a quantum state whose wave function cannot be described
as a (properly symmetrized or antisymmetrized) product of the
wave functions of the individual particles, even in absence of
any physical interaction among the particles. In other terms,
there is a correlation between the particles even if they do
not interact, for instance, for being separated by infinite dis-
tances. Broadly speaking, we have quantum entanglement if
two subsystems that compose a system “interact” in such
a way that the quantum state of each subsystem cannot be
described independently: a quantum state may be given only
for the system as a whole, even in the case of two particles
separated by a very large (in principle, also infinite) distance.
In the language of quantum chemistry, the entanglement is
often (although not always) associated to the presence of non-
dynamical correlation. In this case, several Slater determinants
are needed for a correct description of the system, even if their
parts are not related by a physical interaction. As an example,
let us consider a hydrogen dimer at very large inter-nuclear
distance. We have spin entanglement in the case of the lowest
“neutral” symmetric singlet, 11Σ+g, and the Sz = 0 component
of the first antisymmetric triplet, 13Σ+u: the presence of an
electron having a given spin on one center implies the presence
of an electron having opposite spin on the other center, and
vice versa. Analogously, we have charge entanglement in the
case of “ionic states,” like the lowest antisymmetric singlet,
11Σ+u: the presence of two electrons on one center implies
the absence of electrons on the other center, and vice versa.
Notice that the two other components of the triplet, on the other
hand, admit a single-determinant localized description, and no
entanglement is present in this case. As illustrated in this work,
the presence of charge entanglement in the H2 molecule leads
to a SS-TPS tensor that quadratically grows with the distance
at large distance. In a similar way, spin entanglement leads to
an analogous behavior of the partitioned SP-TPS tensor.
The notion of entanglement is a subtle one, and a discus-
sion of this concept, even in the simple case of the hydrogen
dimer, is certainly outside the purpose of the present work. It
is interesting to notice, however, that the entanglement can be
generalized to the limit case of a single particle. A very inter-
esting discussion of this situation can be found, for instance, in
Ref. 49. In this work it is argued, in particular, that a state of the
form “|0⟩ |1⟩ + |1⟩ |0⟩ is entangled.” This is in agreement with
the behavior of the TPS for the g and u states of the H+2 ion,
as illustrated in Table II. Let us now consider in detail the two
low-lying doublet ions, |2Σ+g⟩ and |
2
Σ
+
u⟩. They have an identical
expression for the asymptotic spread, namely,
lim
R→∞
Λ
∥(2Σ+g) = lim
R→∞
Λ
∥(2Σ+u) =
1
Z2
+
R2
4
. (47)
In this case, the single electron is equally distributed on both
nuclei so we have charge and spin entanglement.
The ground-state symmetric singlet bears a single electron
on each atom, and so does the triplet. For the states 1Σ+g, we
have that
lim
R→∞
θ(R) = ±pi
4
, (48)
where the − sign holds for the ground and + for the excited
1
Σ
+
g state, respectively. Therefore we have
lim
R→∞
Λ
∥(11Σ+g) = lim
R→∞
Λ
∥(3Σ+u) =
2
Z2
. (49)
In otherwords, the long-distance value of both states converges
toward twice the value of a single atom. The antisymmetric
singlet, on the other hand, has either zero or two electrons
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on each atom. For this reason, beside the atomic contribution
(the same as in the previous cases), there is a delocalization
contribution that diverges as R2,
lim
R→∞
Λ
∥(1Σ+u) =
2
Z2
+ R2. (50)
The same asymptotic behavior is shown by the excited singlet
21Σ+g,
lim
R→∞
Λ
∥(21Σ+g) =
2
Z2
+ R2. (51)
Let us consider now the αα and β β terms (the αβ + βα
term being obtained by simple difference between the total
contribution and the αα + β β one). In the ground-state singlet,
an α electron is either on atom A or atom B, being 1/2 the
average of α electrons on each atom. Therefore,Λ∥αα will bear
the contribution of a single hydrogen atom, plus a delocaliza-
tion term given by R2/2. The same will happen for Λ∥
ββ
. This
explains why the long-range behavior of αα + β β is exactly
the same as for the Sz = 0 component of the triplet. In the case
of the S¯z = ±1, on the other hand, there is no fluctuation, and
the αα (respectively, β β) components of 3(1)Σ+u (respectively,
3(−1)
Σ
+
u) are given by the total contribution.
We consider now the case of a single Slater determinant
of atomic spin-orbitals, chosen between the two determinants
that give rise to the singlet ground state and the triplet. Let us
take, for instance, the determinant |AB¯⟩. First of all, we remind
that
⟨A|Rˆα |A⟩ = −
R
2
, and ⟨B¯|Rˆβ |B¯⟩ =
R
2
. (52)
At long inter-atomic distance, when the atomic overlap
can be neglected, the determinant |AB¯⟩ is normalized.We have
⟨AB¯|Rˆα |AB¯⟩ =
R
2
,
⟨AB¯|Rˆβ |AB¯⟩ = −
R
2
,
⟨AB¯|RˆαRˆα |AB¯⟩ = ⟨AB¯|Rˆβ Rˆβ |AB¯⟩ =
1
Z2
+
R2
4
,
⟨AB¯|RˆαRˆβ |AB¯⟩ = ⟨AB¯|Rˆβ Rˆα |AB¯⟩ = −
R2
4
.
Therefore, for the spin-partitioned TPS tensor, we obtain
lim
R→∞
Λ
∥
αα(AB¯) = lim
R→∞
Λ
∥
ββ
(AB¯) =
1
Z2
(53)
and
lim
R→∞
Λ
∥
αβ
(AB¯) = lim
R→∞
Λ
∥
βα
(AB¯) = 0. (54)
Notice that the same result can be obtained, in a more straight-
forward way, simply by evaluating the mean values in the
coordinate system having the origin in − R2 (for Λ
∥
αα) and
R
2
(for Λ∥
ββ
).
All these results are summarized in Table II, where the
hydrogen value for the nuclear charge has been assumed (Z
= 1). As a general conclusion, we see that, each time that
the system has a large-distance asymptotic wave function that
is composed of two different ionic Slater determinants, the
spread tensor contains quadratically growing terms. This is
the case of the ionic 1Σ+u state which becomes |AA¯⟩ − |BB¯⟩ or
the ionic excited singlet 21Σ+g which becomes |AA¯⟩ + |BB¯⟩. In
other words, if there is a charge fluctuation in the wave func-
tion, then both the spin-summed and spin-partitioned spreads
have a quadratic growth. In presence of a spin fluctuation only
(with non-fluctuating total charge, like in the case of the 11Σ+g
ground state), the quadratically growing terms are Λαα+ββ
and Λαβ+βα, but not their sum Λ. It is interesting to notice
that, in each one of these cases, this behavior is due to the
interaction terms between the determinants contributing to the
wave function.
IV. FULL-CI RESULTS
In this section, the results obtained at FCI level on the
hydrogen dimer treated through a high-quality basis set, as
well as on hydrogen chains in which we used a set of 1s
STO-12G is discussed. With this symbol, we mean a 1s Slater
orbital expanded as a contraction of 12 gaussian orbitals, as it
is specified later.
A. Computational details
The full CI calculations presented in this work were per-
formed using theNEPTUNUS code.50–53This is a FCI code for
the calculation of thewave function and the associated spreads,
and it uses the Hamiltonian and position integrals produced by
the DALTON chain.54 The interface between the two codes is
done through the Q5Cost formalism.55–58
We performed FCI calculations on open linear chains
described by a Hubbard Hamiltonian29 (HubL_n), for an even
number n of centers going from 2 to 14. In its simplest form,
the Hubbard Hamiltonian is given by
H = −t

⟨i, j⟩

σ=α,β
c+i,σcj,σ +U

i
ni,αni, β, (55)
where ci,σ (c+i,σ) are annihilation (creation) operators, respec-
tively, of an electron with spin projection σ. In this equation,
the sum over i runs over the system sites, while ⟨i, j⟩ indicates
topologically connected sites. The parameter t is the hopping
integral between the connected sites i and j, while U is the
one-center Coulomb repulsion. Although many properties of
this model, like the total energy or the energy gap, admit an
analytical expression,59 the analytical calculation of the spread
is not trivial, and we computed the TPS tensors numerically
using our FCI code.
We also performed FCI calculations on the H2 dimer by
employing the V6Z valence basis set of Dunning,60 which is a
basis of (10s,5p,4d,3 f ,2g,1h) gaussian primitives contracted
to (6s,5p,4d,3 f ,2g,1h).
Finally, we treated at FCI level using the minimal STO-
12G basis set the Hn (n = 2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16) linear chains
with equally spaced atoms. This STO-12G expansion was ob-
tained in the followingway.We took the 12 gaussian primitives
of s type of the basis set of Tunega and Noga61 and computed
thewave function of a H atom to get the expansion coefficients.
In this way, a very accurate description of the isolated atom
is obtained, with an energy of −0.499 998 632 164 hartree
instead of the exact value of −0.5 hartree.
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FIG. 1. Total energies for the 1Σ+g,
1
Σ
+
u,
and 3Σ+u low-lying electronic states of
the hydrogen molecule computed at FCI
level with the V6Z basis set of Dunning,
and values calculated analytically.
B. The hydrogen dimer
We discuss now the FCI treatment of the hydrogen dimer
obtained by using the large V6Z basis set, that is able to give an
accurate description of this system. We concentrate our atten-
tion on the lowest states of each one of the three symmetries
considered in Sec. III. In fact, the second symmetric singlet
state, 21Σ+g, has a very different behavior with respect to the
corresponding state obtained with the STO basis set, since it
undergoes a series of avoided crossings, and its nature changes
as a function of the distance. In Figure 1, we report the total
energies of the three lowest states, 1Σ+g,
3
Σ
+
u, and
1
Σ
+
u as a
function of the inter-nuclear distance.
In Figures 2–5, we compare the analytical STO results
(full lines) with the FCI results (dots). Generally speaking, the
two results differ for short distances, because of both orbital
relaxation and electron correlation. At large distances, on the
other hand, the quality of the STO results with respect to the
FCI/V6Z ones depends on the nature of the states: the 1Σ+g and
3
Σ
+
u states are purely neutral, and the analytical STO descrip-
tion is exact at dissociation. This means that the FCI and the
analytical results at large distance are asymptotically identical.
The antisymmetrical singlet, on the other hand, is purely ionic
at all distance for symmetry reasons. Therefore, the uncorre-
lated analytical STO description and the high-quality FCI/V6Z
do not coincide, even asymptotically. Moreover, the nature of
FIG. 2. Longitudinal spin-summed po-
sition spread for the 1Σ+g,
1
Σ
+
u, and
3
Σ
+
u
low-lying electronic states of the hy-
drogen molecule computed at FCI level
with the V6Z basis set of Dunning. Full
lines represent values calculated analyt-
ically.
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FIG. 3. Longitudinal spin-partitioned
position spread for the 1Σ+g electronic
state of the hydrogen molecule com-
puted at FCI level with the V6Z basis
set of Dunning. Full lines represent val-
ues calculated analytically.
the FCI/V6Z state changes strongly with the distance, because
of a series of avoided crossing.
C. Hubbard chains
We performed FCI calculations on open linear chains
described by a Hubbard Hamiltonian29 (HubL_n), for an even
number n of centers going from 2 to 14. The values of the TPS
tensors are reported in Figures 6 and 7, as a function of the
ratio −t/U and for the different values of n. Notice that, at
half filling and for −t/U = 0, the magnetic manifold becomes
completely degenerate, since all the determinants having one
electron per site have a total energy exactly equal to zero. The
corresponding values of the spread, on the other hand, are in
general not degenerate, so only the limit for −t/U → 0 of the
ground-state spread is meaningful. In practice, for numerical
reasons, we stopped our investigation at −t/U = 0.01, and we
did not consider smaller values.
In Figure 6, we show the SS-TPS values. For −t/U → 0,
Λ∥ vanishes regardless the value of n, since at half filling, we
have exactly one electron on each center. For large values of
the ratio −t/U, the Λ∥(n)/n converge, in a rather slow way,
toward the uncorrelated limit. At −t/U = ∞, we get a Hückel
chain, and Λ∥(n)/n has a linear growth as a function of n (the
chain is a metallic system).15 The behavior of the SP-TPS
tensor is illustrated in Figure 7. For small values of −t/U,
the equal-spin and different-spin components, Λ∥
αα+ββ
(n)/n
and Λ∥
αβ+βα
(n)/n, respectively, have the same absolute value
and opposite sign, in such a way that the spin-summed value
vanishes. For large values of −t/U, the equal-spin components
FIG. 4. Longitudinal spin-partitioned
position spread for the 1Σ+u electronic
state of the hydrogen molecule com-
puted at FCI level with the V6Z basis
set of Dunning. Full lines represent val-
ues calculated analytically.
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FIG. 5. Longitudinal spin-partitioned
position spread for the 3Σ+u electronic
state of the hydrogen molecule com-
puted at FCI level with the V6Z basis
set of Dunning. Continuous lines are the
analytical results.
quickly saturate to a value that has a linear growth as a function
of n, while the different-spin components slowly converge to
zero. This explains the slow convergence of the SS-TPS for
large values of −t/U.
D. Hydrogen chains
The case of non-dimerized linear hydrogen chains (HL_n)
is discussed in this section. These chains were studied at FCI
level employing the basis set STO-12G. For n greater than two,
even by using a minimal basis set, this system admits only
numerical solutions. In the case of chains, the comparison of
systems having a different number of centers plays a crucial
role. For this reason, the TPS values reported in this section
are often divided by the number of atoms of the systems.
The behavior for large values of n is particularly relevant,
since it gives information on the “metallicity” of the system.2
Unfortunately, the convergence towards the asymptotic regime
as a function of n is rather slow. Since calculations involving
large values of n become prohibitively expensive (the largest
accessible system is for n = 18, at a price of a huge compu-
tational effort), extrapolation techniques are needed for such
an investigation. In the following parts of this section, the
spin-summed and spin-partitioned tensors will be separately
discussed.
1. The spin-summed spread
In Figure 8, the FCI energies per atom are reported as a
function of the inter-atomic distances R, for the HL_n (n = 2,
4,6,8,10,12,14,16). For all the involved chains except the
FIG. 6. Total position spread tensor for
non-dimerized open Hubbard chains di-
vided by the number of sites. The marks
in the right vertical axis represent the
uncorrelated limit.
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FIG. 7. Spin-partitioned position
spread tensor for non-dimerized open
Hubbard chains divided by the number
of sites. Positive values represent the
αα component, and negative values the
αβ component of the tensor. The marks
in the right vertical axis represent the
uncorrelated limit.
dimer, there is a minimum of the potential energy surfaces
(PES) in the region of 2.0 bohrs. It is remarkable to note that
the values of per atom energies are superposed for inter-atomic
distances larger than 2.2 bohrs. However, near the equilibrium
distance, H2 is slightly more stable than the longer chains.
These superposed per atom energies mean that the border
effects are small in these systems. These results are consistent
with those calculated for periodic hydrogen chains at varia-
tionalMonte Carlo (VMC) level by Stella et al.34However, the
curves shown therein are lower than the oneswe report because
VMC allows for a much better (but approximate) description
of correlation effects than FCI. In fact, the basis set employed
at VMC level consisted of 3s orbitals for the geminal part, and
2s2p for the Jastrow part (see Eqs. 1-2 in Ref. 34).
The behavior of the total position spread tensor calculated
at the same level of theory is now considered. The TPS is
closely related to themetallic vs insulator character of amolec-
ular system. For a set of n non-interacting electrons occupying
a region of length L of the space, the spread is expected to
be of the order of L2. This behavior is observed, for instance,
in the case of non-interacting particles in a box16 and Hückel
Hamiltonians.15 In the thermodynamic limit, the spread of the
electrons is expected to diverge. In Figure 9, the per atom
values of the longitudinal component of the TPS (Λ∥) are
shown as a function of the inter-atomic distances. As a first
observation, for all chains involved, the value ofΛ∥/n for inter-
atomic distances that tend to infinity converges to the isolated-
atom value (1 bohr2).
FIG. 8. Potential energy curves of hy-
drogen chains per atoms calculated at
FCI level and employing the minimal
basis set STO-12G.
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FIG. 9. Total position spread tensor for
the different hydrogen chains divided
by the number of atoms at FCI level and
the minimal basis set STO-12G.
On the contrary, for distances below 1 bohr, nuclei are
closer and the nuclear effective charge experienced by the
electrons is higher. At the same time, this leads to a spatial
contraction and then electrons aremore localized. For R values
near to the equilibrium distance, the TPS increases and keeps
growing until it reaches a marked maximum close to the
bond-breaking distance. At such molecular configuration, the
systems show a maximum delocalization of the wave function
due to a rearrangement of the electrons to occupy one 1s
atomic orbital at dissociation. It is important to note that the
magnitudes of the maxima increase (and get displaced to
shorter values of R) with the size of the molecular chains (see
Figure 9).
Let us now compare the SS-TPS results with the values of
the localization tensor λN reported in Ref. 34. In the insulating
regime (at large values of R), bothΛ∥/n and λN do not depend
on the size of the molecules and the curves are superposed.
Then, for values below 5 bohrs, Λ∥/n and λN start to show a
dependency on the number of atoms in the system. This indi-
cates a Mott transition,38 from an antiferromagnetic insulator
(Sz = 0 for our hydrogen chains calculations) to a metal in the
region of R between 3.5 and 2.0 bohrs.
In order to investigate the behavior of the specific parallel
spread Λ∥(n)/n in the different distance regions, it is conve-
nient to extrapolate the spread values, for a fixed inter-nuclear
distance, as a function of the number of atoms. By assuming,
for large n and at a fixed R value, a linear functional form of
the type
Λ
∥(R,n)/n = Λ∥0(R) + Λ
∥
1(R)n (56)
(i.e., by truncating a power expansion in n to the first two
terms), the values of Λ∥0(R) and Λ
∥
1(R) can be graphically
obtained. Indeed, one can plot the quantity Λ∥(R,n)/n2 as a
function of 1/n and extrapolate the curve for 1/n → 0. See
Figures SM1 and SM3 in the supplementary material,48where
Λ∥(R,n)/n2 as a function of 1/n for R = 2 and R = 6 bohrs
are reported. By performing the extrapolation for 1/n → 0,
we obtain for Λ∥0(R) and Λ
∥
1(R) the values Λ
∥
0(2) = 1.088 66
andΛ∥1(2) = 0.259 27 for R = 2.0 bohrs, andΛ
∥
0(6) = 1.016 53
and Λ∥1(6) = 2.925 92 × 10−4 for R = 6.0 bohrs. This means
that the spread is practically constant for R = 6.0 bohrs, while
it has a linear growth for R = 2.0 bohrs. These results can
be interpreted as a metallic behavior at short inter-atomic
separation and an insulator at large separation.
2. The spin-partitioned spread
The spin-partitioned parallel spreads are now discussed.
In Figure 10, the spin-partitioned longitudinal spreads,Λ∥
αα+ββ
and Λ∥
αβ+βα
, are reported. It appears that they have similar
absolute values but opposite signs, in such a way that the
spin-summed spread is only a very small fraction of the spin-
partitioned terms. Moreover, the two terms quickly diverge for
increasing values of both n and R.
The behavior of the spin-partitioned tensor for large
values of n and R can also be graphically investigated. For
a fixed value of n, the curves of Λαα+ββ(n,R)/R2 become
constant for large values of R, indicating a quadratic depen-
dence on R. Again, the dependence on n is more difficult to
study, since calculations for large n values are impossible.
In order to investigate this aspect, the curves corresponding
to Λαα+ββ(n,R)/(n2R2) are plotted, as a function of R, for
different values of n. This is illustrated in Figure SM2 (in
the supplementarymaterial48) where the quadratic dependence
from R for large R values clearly appears. Moreover, it can be
seen that the different curves tend to a common limit for large
values of n. In fact, if the same quantity is plotted, for a fixed
large value of R, as a function of 1/n, an extrapolated value
for n → ∞ can be obtained. (See the plot for R = 6 bohrs in
Figure SM4, in the supplementary material.48) These results
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FIG. 10. Spin-partitioned position
spread tensor for the different hydrogen
chains divided by the number of atoms
at FCI level and the minimal basis set
STO-12G. Positive values represent the
αα+ββ contribution, and negative
values the αβ+βα contribution.
imply that the asymptotic values of the equal-spin term can
be expressed, for large values of n and R, as a function of the
form
Λαα+ββ(N,R)/n = Cαα+ββnR
2, (57)
where Cαα+ββ is a dimensionless constant.
It is possible to extrapolate the values ofΛαα+ββ(n,R) for
large values of n, as it was done for the total spread in Sec. IV
D 1. We assumed a two-term linear expansion
Λ
∥
αα+ββ
(R,n)/n = Λ
∥
αα+ββ,0(R) + nΛ
∥
αα+ββ,1(R). (58)
For R = 6.0 bohrs, the extrapolated values of Λ∥
αα+ββ,0(6)
= 2.445 87 andΛ∥
αα+ββ,1(6) = 5.220 63 are obtained, showing
a divergent behavior of Λ∥
αα+ββ
(R,n)/n as a function of n.
For a fixed number of centers,Λαα+ββ grows as the square
of R, as shown in Figure SM2 (in the supplementary ma-
terial48). This implies that the equal-spin TPS grows as the
square of the chain total length. Notice that the different-spin
term, Λ∥
αβ+βα
(R,n)/n, has asymptotically the same form, but
opposite sign. It is interesting to compare these results with
the behavior of the uncorrelated electrons of a linear Hückel
chain. Indeed, for large inter-nuclear distances, the αα + β β
longitudinal spread has the same behavior of the total longitu-
dinal spread of the Hückel chains.15 This fact indicates a large
spin mobility in non-dimerized chains for large values of R.
As discussed in Subsection IV D 1, this is the opposite to what
happens for the charge mobility.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, the partition of the total-position
spread tensor according to its spin components has been pre-
sented. In particular, the equal-spin and different-spin compo-
nents have been defined, and their behavior has been inves-
tigated in the case of some simple systems. As for the spin-
summed tensor, both spin components are invariant with res-
pect to translations, and additive in the case of factorizable
wave functions of non-interacting subsystems.Moreover, their
trace is invariant with respect to rotations. For these reasons,
these tensors are truly invariant quantities that can be associ-
ated to a physical system, like the energy and the polarizability.
The formalism has been illustrated through applications
to different hydrogen systems:
1. The hydrogen dimer described by a STO orbital. This
model system admits a fully analytical treatment.
2. The same H2 dimer described at full-CI level by means of
a rather large V6Z basis set, that is able to give a realistic
description of this molecule.
3. Equally spaced hydrogen linear chains, Hn, treated at full-
CI level and by using a single STO-12G contracted gaus-
sian orbital for each hydrogen atom.
The results for the H2 dimer show a divergent behavior of
the two spin-partitioned longitudinal components of the spread
tensor, Λ∥
αα+ββ
and Λ∥
αβ+βα
, at large inter-nuclear distances
in some cases. This divergence is related to the presence of
entanglement in the long-range wave function. In particular,
the divergence of the spin-summed TPS tensor Λ∥ is associ-
ated to charge entanglement, and this is the case for the 1Σ+u
excited state. The divergence of the spin-partitioned compo-
nents Λ∥
αα+ββ
and Λ∥
αβ+βα
, on the other hand, is associated
to spin entanglement (in the 1Σ+g ground state, and the Sz = 0
component of the 3Σ+u triplet). No divergence at all is shown
by the other spin components of the triplet, for which no
entanglement is present in the wave function.
A similar behavior is found in the case of the Hn chains,
for which both Λ∥
αα+ββ
and Λ∥
αβ+βα
diverge at large inter-
nuclear distance. Moreover, also the per-electron value of
these tensors diverge as a function of the electron number. This
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is a behavior very much similar to that of the spin-summed
tensor in the case of conductors and is related to the presence
of highly correlated magnetic wave functions for these chains
at large distances and number of atoms. Work is in progress
in our group on other types of magnetic models, like Heisen-
berg Hamiltonians (having both ferromagnetic or antiferro-
magnetic couplings) or dimerized hydrogen chains, in order
to elucidate the relation between the wave function magnetic
character of these systems and the behavior of the SP-TPS
tensors.
The TPS tensor gives information on the mobility of the
electrons in molecules or extended systems. For this reason, it
had been shown to be a powerful tool to describe the mobility
of the electrons in charge-transfer systems, and in the theory
of conductivity for metallic systems in particular. In the same
way, the spin-partitioned TPS tensors we introduced in this
work provide information on the mobility of the spins. This
is of particular interest in all those cases where this mobility is
not associated to charge-transfer processes, and for which the
spin-summed TPS tensor is not capable to provide the rele-
vant information. For these reasons, we believe that the spin-
partitioned TPS tensor will be a powerful tool to investigate
the behavior of the electrons in highly correlated systems, and
in particular the propagation of magnetic modes in magnetic
structures.
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APPENDIX: MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE POSITION
OPERATOR IN THE AO BASIS, AND SIZE ADDITIVITY
OF CUMULANTS
1. Matrix elements over 1s STO
The overlap between the two 1s atomic orbitals, sAB, is
given by
sAB ≡ ⟨1sA|1sB⟩ = e−ZR
(
1 + ZR +
Z2R2
3
)
. (A1)
For the matrix elements of zˆ on the AO basis, we have
⟨Aσ | zˆσ |Aσ⟩ = −
R
2
(A2)
and
⟨Bσ | zˆσ |Bσ⟩ =
R
2
(A3)
while
⟨Aσ | zˆσ |Bσ⟩ = ⟨Bσ | zˆσ |Aσ⟩ = 0 (A4)
because 1sA(r)1sB(r) is an even function of z.
For the matrix elements of xˆ on the AO basis, we have
⟨Aσ | xˆσ |Aσ⟩ = ⟨Bσ | xˆσ |Bσ⟩ = ⟨Aσ | xˆσ |Bσ⟩ = 0. (A5)
For the matrix elements of the z2 operator, on the other
hand, we have
⟨Aσ | zˆ
2
σ |Aσ⟩ = ⟨Bσ | zˆ
2
σ |Bσ⟩ =
R2
4
+
1
Z2
(A6)
while
⟨Aσ |z
2
σ |Bσ⟩ = ⟨Bσ |z
2
σ |Aσ⟩ ≡ z2AB, (A7)
where the integrals in Eq. (A7) have the expression (see
Ref. 62)
z2AB = e
−ZR
(
1
Z2
+
R
Z
+
9R2
20
+
7R3Z
60
+
R4Z2
60
)
. (A8)
For the matrix elements of the x2 operator, on the other hand,
we have
⟨Aσ | xˆ
2
σ |Aσ⟩ = ⟨Bσ | xˆ
2
σ |Bσ⟩ =
1
Z2
(A9)
while
⟨Aσ |x
2
σ |Bσ⟩ = ⟨Bσ |x
2
σ |Aσ⟩ ≡ x2AB, (A10)
where
x2AB = e
−ZR
(
1
Z2
+
R
Z
+
2R2
5
+
R3Z
15
)
. (A11)
2. Size additivity
It is well known that the cumulant of a composite system
is equal to the sum of the cumulants of its parts provided the
latter are independent.44 This might be the case of a molecule
dissociating in two separate fragments. Here, we briefly re-
derive this property having in mind the TPS tensor. We assume
that the wave function of the composite system ψAB is the anti-
symmetrized product of ψA and ψB. The wave function of each
fragment F will be expressed in the form of a CI expansion,
ψF = Σi f ipˆi
†
i
|0⟩ = Oˆ†
F
|0⟩, F = A, B, (A12)
where f i are the CI coefficients, pˆi
†
i
is a product of nF creation
operators, and |0⟩ is the vacuum state. We consider now the
case when the fragments A,B are at infinite distance so the
orbitals of A and those of B are completely disjoint, in such a
way that the following equations hold:
⟨ψAB|ψAB⟩ = ⟨0|OˆAOˆ
†
A
|0⟩ = ⟨0|OˆBOˆ
†
B
|0⟩ = 1,
|ψAB⟩ = Oˆ
†
A
Oˆ
†
B
|0⟩ = (−)nAnBOˆ†
B
Oˆ
†
A
|0⟩.
(A13)
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Equation (A13) is a trivial consequence of the anti-commu-
tation relations and one also has the following:
Oˆ
†
A
Oˆ
†
B
= (−)nAnBOˆ†
B
Oˆ
†
A
,
Oˆ
†
A
OˆB = (−)nAnBOˆBOˆ†A,
OˆAOˆ
†
B
= (−)nAnBOˆ†
B
OˆA,
OˆA,OˆB = (−)nAnBOˆB,OˆA.
(A14)
We also remind the following equations:
OˆAOˆ
†
A
|0⟩ = OˆBOˆ
†
B
|0⟩ = |0⟩, (A15)
OˆFΩˆOˆ
†
F
|0⟩ = |0⟩ ⟨0|OˆFΩˆOˆ
†
F
|0⟩, F = A,B. (A16)
Last Eq. (A16), where Ωˆ is any number-conserving oper-
ator, is trivially due to the zero-electron space being 1-dimen-
sional. Let us now consider a generic element of the TPS tensor
Λpq = ⟨ψAB|PˆQˆ|ψAB⟩ − ⟨ψAB|Pˆ|ψAB⟩ ⟨ψAB|Qˆ|ψAB⟩, (A17)
where Pˆ, Qˆ are two components (possibly equal) of the total
position operator. Suppose now that Pˆ = PˆA + PˆB with
[PˆA, PˆB] = [PˆA,OˆB] = [PˆB,OˆA] = . . . = 0 (A18)
and similarly for Qˆ. One has
⟨ψAB|PˆQˆ|ψAB⟩ = ⟨0|OˆBOˆAPˆAQˆAOˆ
†
A
Oˆ
†
B
|0⟩
+ ⟨0|OˆBOˆAPˆAQˆBOˆ
†
A
Oˆ
†
B
|0⟩
+ ⟨0|OˆBOˆAPˆBQˆAOˆ
†
A
Oˆ
†
B
|0⟩
+ ⟨0|OˆBOˆAPˆBQˆBOˆ
†
A
Oˆ
†
B
|0⟩. (A19)
Because of Eqs. (A14) and (A16), one can rearrange as fol-
lows:
⟨ψAB|PˆQˆ|ψAB⟩ = ⟨0|OˆAPˆAQˆAOˆ
†
A
OˆBOˆ
†
B
|0⟩
+ ⟨0|OˆAPˆAOˆ
†
A
|0⟩ ⟨0|OˆBQˆBOˆ
†
B
|0⟩
+ ⟨0|OˆBPˆBOˆ
†
B
|0⟩ ⟨0|OˆAQˆAOˆ
†
A
|0⟩
+ ⟨0|OˆAOˆ
†
A
OˆBPˆBQˆBOˆ
†
B
|0⟩,
⟨ψAB|PˆQˆ|ψAB⟩ = ⟨ψAPˆAQˆAψA⟩
+ ⟨ψAPˆAψA⟩⟨ψBQˆBψB⟩
+ ⟨ψBPˆBψB⟩⟨ψAQˆAψA⟩
+ ⟨ψBPˆBQˆBψB⟩.
(A20)
Similarly one also finds
⟨ψAB|Pˆ|ψAB⟩ = ⟨ψAPˆAψA⟩ + ⟨ψBPˆBψB⟩,
⟨ψAB|Qˆ|ψAB⟩ = ⟨ψAQˆAψA⟩ + ⟨ψBQˆBψB⟩.
(A21)
From Eqs. (A20) and (A21), one easily finds the result
Λpq = ⟨ψA|PˆAQˆA|ψA⟩ − ⟨ψA|PˆA|ψA⟩ ⟨ψA|QˆA|ψA⟩
+ ⟨ψB|PˆBQˆB|ψB⟩ − ⟨ψB|PˆB|ψB⟩ ⟨ψB|QˆB|ψB⟩. (A22)
This result also holds for the spin-partitioned operators
Rαα and Rββ because they fulfill same commutation relation
(A18) as the spin summed operators plus the following one:
[Rαα,Rββ] = 0. Last, from Eq. (16), one finds that Eq. (A22)
holds for Λαβ+βα which is not a cumulant.
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4.4 Spin delocalization in hydrogen chains described with the
spin-partitioned total-position spread tensor
In this project, the application of the SP-TPS formalism at FCI level with a STO-12G basis set
was extended to hydrogen chains of various geometries presenting different qualitative behaviors.
Three cases were considered: i) equally spaced chains (already discussed in Section 4.3.2), ii)
fixed-bond dimerized chains, and iii) homothetic dimerized chains.
4.4.1 Fixed-bond dimerized chains
In this case, we studied the effect of a Peierls’ distortion on the responses of the SS- and
SP-TPS. We briefly remember that the Peierls’ theorem states that “a one-dimensional equally
spaced chain with one electron per ion is unstable”, and thus a linear chain tends to be stabilized
by subtle nuclear displacements e.g. dimerizations. Two parameters were employed to model
these chains: a) an intra-dimer fixed bond distance set to R0 = 2 bohr, and b) the inter-dimer
distance D that was varied from 2 to 8 bohr. The per atom longitudinal component Λ‖/n of the
SS-TPS showed its maximum values when D = 2 bohr. That is because at such inter-dimer
distance, the chains become equally spaced. When increasing the inter-dimer distance D, the
magnitudes of SS-TPS decrease quickly to reach in the asymptotic limit a value of Λ‖ = 1.27
bohr2 which corresponds to the SS-TPS of the hydrogen dimer at R = 2 bohr.
The SP-TPS also decreases and stay constant from 3.5 bohr where the system becomes an
insulator. As expected, at long distances the wave function of the fixed-bond dimerized chains is
represented by disconnected H2 wave functions (Kohn localization). One can conclude that the
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dimerization has two consequences: on the one hand, it makes difficult the charge fluctuations
because the SS-TPS decreases quickly when D > 2 bohr. On the other hand, spin delocaliza-
tion is also constrained because contrary to equally spaced chains the SP-TPS does not diverge
quadratically either.
4.4.2 Homothetic dimerized chains
These chains were described by two parameters: a) D = δR; and b) δ that was fixed to be 2.
The distance R was varied from 1.4 to 5.6 bohr and the effect of this change was a dilatation of
the structure which in turn made hydrogens to weakly interact between them. The per atom lon-
gitudinal component Λ‖/n of the SS-TPS is approximately superposed for different values of n
which suggests a low collective effect. At long distances, the Λ‖/n tends to the hydrogen atomic
value of 1 bohr2 because all hydrogen atoms are rather quickly dissociated as a consequence of
the dilatation of the structure.
Let us now discuss the per atom SP-TPS results. In overall, they showed similar responses
as compared to equally spaced chains with the difference that the SP-TPS does not depend on
the size of the system (that is why Λ‖αα+ββ and Λ
‖
αβ+βα values are completely superposed). The
SP-TPS components have a strong dependence on R, and given the lack of inter-dimer charge
fluctuation the superposed values are equivalent to H2 dimer. The wave function of homothetic
dimerized chains can be decomposed as the sum of disconnected dimers where exists a “local”
entanglement in each of the dimers present in the molecular system.
Finally, the asymptotic behavior of the SS-TPS and SP-TPS tensors for longer chains was
studied by performing a linear fitting (least squared polynomial fit procedure using Python [166,
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167] and NumPy [168]):
Λ‖(R, n)/n = Λ‖0(R) + Λ
‖
1(R)n. (4.4.1)
In this way, the coefficients obtained from the fitting had condensed information about the
systems. Therefore, prediction about the metallic or insulating character of hydrogen chains of
a large number of atoms is possible. From Eq. 4.4.1, Λ‖0(R) accounts for weakly interactions or
insulating character because it does not vanish at long distances. The Λ‖1(R)n term characterizes
high charge fluctuations in the case of the SS-TPS or high spin delocalization for the case of the
SP-TPS.
In Figure 4.4.1 the linear fitted coefficients of the TPS for the equally spaced chains are
shown. For the SS-TPS, at large distances (in the insulating regime)Λ‖1(R)n→ 0whereasΛ
‖
0(R)
converges to the atomic value limit (1 bohr2). Near R = 2 bohr, the Λ‖1(R)n coefficient reaches
its maximum contribution and therefore the chains show metallic responses. The parallel SP-TPS
(αα) coefficient grows as R increases (the different spin coefficients having similar behavior but
opposite sign). This shows the fact that the equally spaced chains become strongly correlated and
posses a high spin mobility in the insulating regime. This is the usual Mott insulator transition
from a metallic state to a Mott-Heisenberg insulator.
The case of fixed-bond dimerized molecules is considered in Figure 4.4.2. The fitted Λ‖1(R)n
coefficient of the SS-TPS decreases to zero very fast when increasing the inter-dimer distance
D. In contrast, one can see that the Λ‖0(R) increases very quickly to reach the value of the
isolated dimer (1.27 bohr2) where the system becomes an insulator. The SP-TPS coefficients
show qualitatively the same response as the SS-TPS suggesting that the fixed-dimerized chains
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are very poor conductors and do not show spin delocalization.
Finally, in Figure 4.4.3 I present the fitted values for the homothetic dimerized chains. The
SS-TPS coefficients show a similar behavior as the fixed-bond dimer chains. The Λ‖0(R) con-
verges to the hydrogen atom value. The SP-TPS shows a diverging Λ‖0(R) coefficient and a
Λ
‖
1(R)n that quickly drops to zero. Therefore, these systems present a low charge fluctuation,
but a rather large spin delocalization with entangled wave functions because of the superposition
of the per atom energies.
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Figure 4.4.1: Coefficients of a linear fit to the position spreads for any fixed inter-nuclear distance
of the equally-spaced hydrogen chains.
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Figure 4.4.2: Coefficients of a linear fit to the position spreads for any fixed inter-nuclear distance
of the fixed-bond dimerized hydrogen chains.
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1 Introduction
In the last decades, electronic devices have been reduced 
in size [1] and now tend to be in the one-dimensional 
regime. Experimental evidences have shown that the 
manipulation of individual atoms is possible [2], so that 
atoms can be used as building blocks for the fabrication 
of molecular circuits. The simplest quantum chemical 
model of a one-dimensional arrangement of atoms consists 
of a hydrogen chain with each hydrogen atom described 
using a single 1s atomic orbital. Dissociation of hydrogen 
chains is known to be a good model system for the inves-
tigation of strong electronic correlation effects. Moreover, 
they show a metal–insulator transition that can be well 
described by varying the inter-atomic distance and that 
strongly depends on the accuracy with which the electron 
correlation is treated [3, 4].
One possibility to quantify the behavior in the vicinity 
of the metal–insulator transition is the localization tensor 
(LT), a quantity introduced in the context of the theory of 
Kohn [5] to characterize the electrical conductivity prop-
erties. Indeed, in his seminal work Kohn realized that the 
most fundamental picture of electrical conductivity is more 
related to the delocalization of the wave function than to 
the simple gap closure. Subsequently, Resta et al. [6–10], 
with the introduction of the localization tensor, provided 
an important tool to give a quantitative formulation of this 
effect. According to their results, one of the key properties 
of this quantity is that it diverges in the thermodynamic 
limit for a conductor, while remaining finite for an insula-
tor [11, 12]. A remarkable sum rule connecting explicitly 
Abstract The formalism of the spin-partitioned total 
position spread (SP-TPS) tensor is applied to model sys-
tems treated at ab initio level. They are hydrogen linear 
chains having different geometries and showing qualita-
tively different behaviors. Indeed, the SP-TPS behavior 
depends in a crucial way on the entanglement properties of 
the chain wave function. It is shown that the SP-TPS tensor 
gives a measure of the spin delocalization in the chain. This 
is very low in the case of isolated fixed-length dimers and 
maximal for chains of equally spaced atoms. The present 
formalism could be used to describe, for instance, the spin 
fluctuation associated with spintronic devices.
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electrical resistivity and the LT was later given by Souza 
et al. [13].
For finite-size systems like molecules or clusters, since 
one is interested in the overall behavior of the systems, 
the total position spread (TPS) tensor is more appropriate 
than the LT [14–16]. This new quantity is trivially related 
to the LT given that it is defined as the LT not divided by 
the number of electrons. Having a rotational invariant trace, 
and being invariant under the translation of center-of-mass 
coordinates, the TPS tensor is more suitable to describe 
molecular issues, such as size consistency. We have found 
that the TPS is a powerful tool to monitor charge mobility 
and the nature of the wave functions which are useful indi-
cators when exploring metal–insulator transitions [17–21]. 
Recently, we have studied the behavior of the TPS tensor in 
several types of structures (ranging from atoms, molecules 
to clusters) treated either at ab initio level [20, 22–24], or 
through the use of model [25, 26] Hamiltonians. Moreover, 
in one of our latest investigations, we realized that the TPS 
partitioned accordingly to spin variables will be an impor-
tant quantity to understand spin fluctuation and quantum 
entanglement [27–29].
In this work, hydrogen chains of different sizes have 
been considered (see Fig. 1) in order to investigate how 
Peierls distortions (dimerizations) [30] and Mott transi-
tions [31] (in the case of non-dimerized chains) affect the 
fluctuation of the electrons from their mean positions. 
According to Peierls’ theorem, an equally spaced atomic 
chain with one electron per ion is unstable, so that equally 
spaced chains tend to be stabilized by subtle changes in 
their inter-atomic distances (e.g., dimerizations), and this 
has an impact on the metallic character of the chains. To 
monitor the charge and spin fluctuations, we employed 
the TPS tensor and its spin-partitioned components whose 
behavior is shown to strongly depend on the dimerization. 
The determination of the wave function was carried out at 
full-CI (FCI) level using a minimal 1s basis set.
This investigation is divided as follows: In Sect. 2, the 
general formalism of the spin partition of the TPS tensor 
is shown; Sect. 3 describes the computational details; in 
Sect. 4, we present the results and discussions, and finally 
Sect. 5 contains the conclusions.
2  General formalism: spin partition of TPS tensor
In order to elaborate the formalism of the spin-partitioned 
TPS (SP-TPS) tensor, let us express the position operator rˆ 
of an electron as the sum of its components with α-spin and 
β-spin, by multiplying the position operator with the parti-
cle number operator for α-spin nˆα and β-spin nˆβ:
From the one-particle position operator rˆ it is possible to 
define the total position operator Rˆ as sum over all elec-
trons in the molecular system:
and its corresponding spin-partitioned terms
The spin-summed TPS (SS-TPS) tensor is defined as the 
second moment cumulant [32] of the total position operator:
(1)rˆ =
∑
σ=α,β
rˆ nˆσ
(2)Rˆ =
n∑
i=1
∑
σ=α,β
rˆ(i)nˆσ (i)
(3)Rˆσ =
n∑
i=1
rˆ(i)nˆσ (i)
(4) = �|Rˆ2|� − �|Rˆ|�2
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 1  Schematic representation of the different structural models of the hydrogen chains considered in this investigation. a Equally spaced 
chains. b Fixed-bond dimerized chains; R0 = 2 bohr. c Homothetic dimerized chains; D = 2R
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Large values of the TPS are related to a high delocalization 
of the wave function. That is the reason why we decided 
to drop the name localization tensor, in favor of TPS ten-
sor [14, 15, 33]. The TPS tensor , being a second-order 
cumulant, does not depend on the origin of the coordinate 
system, which means that it is invariant with respect to 
center-of-mass translations. Therefore, it can be conveni-
ently computed in the particular coordinate system where 
�|Rˆ|� = 0 so that  = �|Rˆ2|�.
Since, according to Eqs. 2 and 3, the operator Rˆ can be 
partitioned as the sum of a Rˆα and a Rˆβ term, the squared 
operator Rˆ2 and, therefore,  becomes the sum of four 
terms, αα, ββ, αβ and βα:
where the different components of the TPS tensor are:
It is worth to remark the fact that αα and ββ are second-
order cumulants themselves, of the spin-projected total 
position operators Rˆα and Rˆβ, and satisfy therefore all the 
corresponding properties. Their sum, however, is not a 
cumulant, because αβ and βα are not cumulants [29]. 
Also, αβ and βα components are equal, because of the 
vanishment of the commutator between Rˆα and Rˆβ.
Therefore, in this investigation, we will report the global 
component 2αβ and, in all situations where the Sz spin 
component is equal to zero, 2αα, since in this special 
case αα and ββ are identical. Regarding the translational 
invariance of the TPS, one can assume a coordinate system 
with �|Rˆα|� = 0, and for systems with Sz = 0 it holds 
that also �|Rˆβ |� = 0. Therefore, in this case, the spin-
summed TPS tensor (SS-TPS) can be written as:
3  Computational details
Hydrogen chains, Hn (n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16) have 
been considered, covering molecular configurations from 
inter-atomic distances between 1 and 8 bohr. All calcula-
tions were performed at the FCI level using our algorithm 
NEPTUNUS [34–37]. We employed the STO-12G minimal 
basis set by Tunega and Noga [38], which yields excellent 
(5) = αα + ββ + αβ + βα
(6)αα = ��|Rˆ2α|�� − ��|Rˆα|��2
(7)ββ = ��|Rˆ2β |�� − ��|Rˆβ |��2
(8)αβ = ��|RˆαRˆβ |�� − ��|Rˆα|����|Rˆβ |��
(9)βα = ��|RˆβRˆα|�� − ��|Rˆβ |����|Rˆα|��
(10) = 2αα + 2αβ = 2��|Rˆ2α|�� + 2��|RˆαRˆβ |��.
results compared with the exact solution of the hydrogen 
atom [39].
In FCI calculations, all possible Slater determinants of 
the proper spatial and spin symmetry are included in the 
variational treatment, obtaining the best possible approxi-
mation to the solution of the nonrelativistic Schrödinger 
equation, within the accuracy of the basis set. For the 
case n = 16, the size of the FCI space contains up to 
82,820,900 configuration state functions (CSF) with total 
z-spin component equal to zero. NEPTUNUS uses the 
one- and two-electron molecular integrals computed on 
the Hartree–Fock atomic orbitals (AO) that are obtained 
with the DALTON quantum chemistry package [40]. 
Then, the AO integrals are transformed on the Hartree–
Fock molecular orbital (MO) basis set, using a 4-index 
transformation.
Since both DALTON and our FCI program are not able 
to treat non-abelian symmetry groups, the calculations for 
such systems (point group D∞h) are generally performed 
in the abelian subgroup D2h. However, since we are using 
only s atomic functions, only molecular orbitals which 
transform according to the IRREPS +g  and +u  can be gen-
erated. Therefore, the calculation can simply be performed 
in the Ci subgroup.
Three different types of atomic structures have been 
explored in the present investigation, covering equally 
spaced as well as dimerized cases, as illustrated in Fig. 1:
1. Equally spaced hydrogen chains: All nearest-neighbor 
H–H distances are equal to a variable parameter R (see 
Fig. 1a).
2. Fixed-bond dimerized hydrogen chains: A dimerization 
of the chain produces fixed-length short bonds (bond 
length R0) and variable-length long bonds (bond length 
D). In the present investigation, we chose R0 = 2 bohr 
(see Fig. 1b).
3. Homothetic dimerized hydrogen chains: The short (R) 
and long (D) bonds of the dimerized chain have propor-
tional lengths, defined by the constant factor δ = D/R. 
In the present work, we choose δ = 2 (see Fig. 1c). Of 
course, the limit δ = 1 represents the equally spaced 
chains.
It has to be noticed that the first and the third structural 
models correspond to homothetic “explosions” of the chains, 
although with different ratios between the lengths of two 
consecutive bonds. Moreover, the reader should notice that 
in our structural models, the short bonds are always placed 
at the ends of the chains, regardless of the number of atoms 
in the chain, in order to avoid huge edge effects induced by 
isolated or almost-isolated atoms [25]. In fact, a systematic 
study of this situation goes well beyond the scope of the pre-
sent work and would deserve a dedicated investigation.
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4  Results and discussions
We present in this section the results corresponding to the 
three different structural models of even-numbered hydro-
gen chains in their singlet ground state. In order to facilitate 
the comparison among chains having different number of 
atoms, in this article all energies and TPS tensor values pre-
sented are divided by the number of atoms in the chain, n.
4.1  Equally spaced hydrogen chains
In Fig. 2, the per atom potential energy curves correspond-
ing to the homothetic expansion of the equally spaced 
hydrogen chains are shown. There is a minimum in the 
region of R = 2 bohr, and the depth of the curves only 
weakly depends on the number of atoms of the chains, 
except for the H2 molecule whose minimum is significantly 
deeper than those of longer chains. Only one covalent bond 
can be formed.
In the case of equally spaced chains, the longitudinal 
SS-TPS Λ‖ has a nonadditive growth at intermediate inter-
nuclear distances, while for R > 4 bohr, the isolated atom 
value of 1 bohr2 is recovered [39]. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 3a, where the values of the per atom longitudinal com-
ponent, Λ‖/n, are shown as a function of R for the different 
values of n. At very short distances, R < 1 bohr, Λ‖/n has 
a sudden drop (not shown in the figure), due to the miss-
ing flexibility of the basis set in this region. For this reason, 
results in the short-distance regimes cannot be considered 
as being particularly significative. At intermediate dis-
tances, between 1 and 4 bohr, the SS-TPS shows a region 
with a maximum, which is peaked at about 2 bohr for the 
longer chains. The height of the maximum significantly 
depends on the number of atoms in the chain, suggesting 
a delocalized behavior of the wave function, that seems to 
diverge in this region for large values of n as it is expected 
for a metal.
In the spin-partitioned TPS tensor, the longitudinal 
terms have a very different behavior. In Fig. 3b, the two 
SP-TPS components, Λ‖αα and Λ‖αβ, are reported. Being 
a second-order cumulant, Λ‖αα is always positive. The 
mixed-spin component, Λ‖αβ, on the other hand, is not a 
cumulant, and it can be either positive or negative. The 
only constraint is that the sum 2Λ‖αα + 2Λ‖αβ gives the 
spin-summed TPS tensor Λ‖, which is also positive by 
definition. Therefore, the sign of Λ‖αα determines the rela-
tive size of Λ‖ and Λ‖αβ, as we discussed for the case of H2 
in Ref. [29]. In the case of “neutral” systems (i.e., systems 
whose most important configurations are neutral ones in 
the valence bond language), the Λ‖αα component of the 
SP-TPS tensor has a value that is larger than that of the 
SS-TPS. Accordingly, Λ‖αβ mixed component is negative. 
In fact, the two components have similar absolute values 
and opposite sign, although the magnitude of αβ compo-
nent is obviously slightly lower than the αα one, their sum 
being positive. Both the αα and αβ components diverge 
quadratically for increasing values of R, indicating a delo-
calization of the spins on different centers of the chain. 
Moreover, the per electron value of both components 
increases linearly as a function of n. This clearly indicates 
that, in equally spaced chains, the delocalization effect is 
a collective phenomenon that concerns all the spins in the 
chain.
4.2  Dimerized chains
Dimerized chains behave in a qualitatively different way 
with respect to equally spaced ones. Moreover, it will be 
shown that the type of dimerization has a strong influence 
on the TPS behavior, particularly on the SP components. 
We describe here the behavior of the spreads for the two 
types of Peierls’ distorted chains, illustrated in Fig. 1b and 
c, the fixed-bond dimers and the homothetic dimers.
4.2.1  Fixed-bond dimerized hydrogen chains
The potential energy curves for the chains corresponding to 
different values of n, divided by the number of atoms, are 
virtually superposed because we consider only the large-
distance part of the potential energy curve with R = 2 bohr 
as the fixed distance. However, the desired behavior of the 
TPS tensor is obtained especially in this region.
The per atom spin-summed TPS Λ‖/n is presented in 
Fig. 3c. All curves show marked maxima in the region of 
D = 2 bohr (this distance corresponds to equal spacing). 
In the asymptotic limit for large D, the longitudinal com-
ponent of the spread tensor converges to the value of the 
isolated dimer at the inter-nuclear distance of 2 bohr, i.e., 
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Fig. 2  Energy per atom of the equally spaced hydrogen chains as a 
function of the inter-nuclear distance R (FCI/STO-12G)
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Fig. 3  Spin-summed (SS, left-side figures) and spin-partitioned (SP, 
right-side figures) TPS tensors divided by the number of atoms for 
the different hydrogen chains (FCI/STO-12G). In the SP-TPS figures, 
positive values represent the αα component, and negative values the 
αβ component of the tensor. a SS-TPS, equally spaced chains. b SP-
TPS, equally spaced chains. c SS-TPS, fixed-bond dimerized chains. 
d SP-TPS, fixed-bond dimerized chains. e SS-TPS, homothetic 
dimerized chains. f SP-TPS, homothetic dimerized chains
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Λ‖ = 1.27 bohr2. As one would expect, for large values of 
D the charge does not fluctuate among the dimers.
In Fig. 3d, the SP-TPS values 2Λ‖αα and 2Λ‖αβ are 
reported. As seen for the equally spaced chains, the SP-
TPS values are larger than SS-TPS ones, but the behavior 
of the 2Λ‖αα and 2Λ‖αβ is very different from the one seen 
for the equally spaced chains. In the asymptotic limit of 
large D, there is no divergence of the two components. 
This means that spin fluctuation is very limited in dimer-
ized chains. Generally speaking, both the spin-summed and 
spin-partitioned results at large D values are identical to 
those obtained for the H2 dimer at an inter-nuclear distance 
of 2 bohr. In other words, the system is composed of n/2 
independent dimers with a fixed inter-nuclear distance. The 
total energies and both types of TPS tensors are additive, 
being given by n/2 times those of an isolated dimer.
4.2.2  Homothetic dimerized hydrogen chains
The second type of dimerized chains is now taken into 
account, where both inter-nuclear distances are increased with 
the fixed ratio of δ = 2. The energy curves are perfectly super-
posed for different n, because the systems represent weakly 
interacting hydrogen dimers with an optimal intra-dimer dis-
tance of R = 1.4 bohr. At large values of R, all the energies 
converge to the energy of the isolated hydrogen atom, because 
in the homothetic model the dimers are dissociated.
The per atom longitudinal component of the SS-TPS 
tensor Λ‖/n as a function of R is shown in Fig. 3e. All the 
curves are roughly superposed, indicating the absence of 
noticeably collective effects. A maximum occurs at R = 2 
bohr, which roughly corresponds to the distance of the 
maximum in the isolated H2 dimer. Indeed, in this regime 
the nearest-neighbor dimer is at D = 4 bohr, and this 
explains the small differences among curves corresponding 
to the different n values. At large R values, all systems tend 
to a collection of isolated hydrogen atoms, and Λ‖/n con-
verges toward the isolated atomic value.
The behavior of the per atom SP-TPS tensor is illus-
trated in Fig. 3f. It is remarkable that the SP-TPS (particu-
larly at large distances) does not depend on the number of 
atoms in the chains, but depends strongly on the distance 
R as in their equally spaced counterparts, Fig. 3b. This is 
related to the absence of inter-dimer delocalization (entan-
glement) in the dimerized case, contrary to what happens in 
the equally spaced systems, where the delocalization of the 
different structures involves the whole chain. Notice, how-
ever, that all these structures are characterized as having a 
single electron per atom, and this explains why the long 
distance value of both geometrical arrangements are identi-
cal. This fact will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 4.3.
It is important to stress that, although the limit for large 
R values is the same for the homothetic dimerized and the 
equally spaced chains, the structure of the wave function 
is completely different in the two cases. For the equally 
spaced chains, the wave function cannot be factorized as a 
product of dimers, since all atoms are entangled, whereas 
for homothetic dimerized chains, the wave functions can be 
asymptotically written as the product of antisymmetrized 
dimer wave functions, since the entanglement concerns 
only within the single dimers. This fact is reflected by com-
pletely different large R behaviors of the SP-TPS tensor 
in the two cases, while the spin-summed counterparts are 
strictly identical.
4.3  Asymptotic behavior of the longitudinal 
position-spread tensors
We discuss in this section the general behavior of the per 
atom longitudinal components of the TPS tensors Λ‖(n)/n 
for the different distances and the different types of chains. 
In particular, to investigate the large n behavior, we fitted 
each series of values, for any fixed inter-nuclear distance, 
with a linear function as a function of the number of atoms 
(least squared polynomial fit procedure using Python [41, 
42] and NumPy [43]):
In this way, the coefficients obtained with the fitting have 
condensed information about the considered systems. The 
constant term Λ‖0 of this expansion is capable of describ-
ing the usual behavior of a weakly interacting system, for 
which the delocalization grows additively with the size of 
the system (an “insulating” regime). The linear term Λ‖1, on 
the other hand, accounts for a faster than additive growth 
of the total mobility, associated with a strong delocalization 
(a “metallic” regime).
In Figure 1 of the Supplementary Material (SM1), 
the coefficients for the equally spaced chains are plot-
ted as a function of the distance R. We consider first the 
spin-summed TPS tensor, whose coefficients present a 
remarkable behavior. Both terms, Λ‖0(R) and Λ
‖
1(R), show 
a maximum for intermediate values of the distance, whose 
positions, however, do not coincide, and the shape of the 
curves is only apparently similar. Indeed, the constant term 
Λ
‖
0(R) has a shallow maximum at R ≃ 3 bohr, and then its 
value goes down to the isolated atom limit. This curve is 
very much reminiscent of the one obtained for the hydrogen 
dimer, Fig. 3a. The linear term, on the other hand, has a high 
peak close to R ≃ 2 bohr, the distance for which the sys-
tem exhibits a metallic-like behavior. Then, the size of the 
coefficient goes down, reaching negligible values for R > 5 
bohr. At this distance, the system has the behavior of an 
insulator. In other words, these coefficients mark the change 
from a metallic to an insulating character of the chains.
(11)Λ‖(R, n)/n = Λ‖0(R)+Λ‖1(R) n
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For the αα component of the SP-TPS tensor (the αβ 
component has a similar behavior, but presents a opposite 
sign), both coefficients diverge as a function of R. This can 
be seen as the result of the combined effect of delocaliza-
tion both within the intra- and inter-dimer region, although 
the concept of dimers in this case is somehow arbitrary.
In Figure SM2, the case of fixed-bond dimerization is 
shown. Coefficients of the αα component and the spin-summed 
TPS show very similar responses. This is the signature of very 
localized systems. For D = 2 bohr, the systems coincide with 
the equally spaced chains. Therefore, at such molecular con-
figurations, Λ‖0 shows minimum contribution and Λ
‖
1 takes their 
highest values. Then, for D > 2 bohr, Λ‖0 reaches its maximum 
contribution because of the strong entanglement of the elec-
trons within the intra-dimer region. At the same time, Λ‖1 drops 
abruptly to zero because both spin fluctuation and electron 
mobility are very small between different dimers.
Finally, in the case of the homothetic dimerization (Fig-
ure SM3), the SP-TPS, Λ‖0 diverges while Λ‖1 tends to 0. 
This means that the systems present a large spin fluctua-
tion and that it is not directly related to the metallic char-
acter. This, combined to the fact that energies per atom 
are degenerated, implies that we are in the presence of an 
entanglement of the wave functions. Lastly, the SS-TPS 
tensor shows coefficients whose decay is similar to the case 
of the fixed-bond dimerized case. This confirms that the 
system, at long distances, has a low electron mobility in the 
chains, but a large spin fluctuation within the dimers.
5  Conclusions
In this investigation, the formalism of the spin-partitioned 
position-spread tensor has been applied to hydrogen chains. 
The results for equally spaced chains showed that the diver-
gence of the SS-TPS is related to charge entanglement and 
revealed a strong metallic character of the wave function. 
Furthermore, divergent values of the SP-TPS are associated 
with spin entanglement. Equally spaced chains showed pro-
nounced maxima of the SS-TPS with peaks in the region of 
2 bohr, suggesting that the structure has a metallic charac-
ter at that distance. At long distances, the SP-TPS compo-
nent Λ‖αα diverges, indicating a large spin fluctuation, while 
the SS-TPS converges to the isolated atom value of 1 bohr2. 
Fixed-bond dimerized chains present a different behavior 
of the TPS tensor. The αα component does not diverge at 
large values of D, while the SS-TPS recovers the value of 
the isolated dimer. Therefore, one can conclude that the 
fixed-bond case depicts insulators, presenting a small spin 
fluctuation between the dimers. Homothetic dimers, on 
the other hand, showed a large spin fluctuation within the 
dimers in the insulating regime (low electron mobility), 
indicating an entanglement of the wave function.
The long-range behavior of the SP-TPS tensors is 
related to the presence of entanglement in the wave func-
tion. Indeed, the same-spin components are large, mainly 
because of the one-electron contributions that are obviously 
positive. The different-spin components (of a two-electron 
nature by definition) are also large, but of opposite sign, 
since the two electrons tend to be, in the average, on dif-
ferent sides with respect to the inversion center of sym-
metry of the system. These behaviors can be related to the 
two-body reduced density matrices (RDM), whose devia-
tion from a product form is due to the Fermi (same spin) 
and Coulomb (different spin) correlations. For instance, it 
appears that in all the three cases examined in this work, 
there exists a competition between Fermi and Coulomb 
correlations. A more sophisticated partitioning should take 
into account the fact that the same-spin contributions are 
not due to a pure Fermi correlation effect, but probably it 
does not change the general trend: The Coulomb correla-
tion reduces the magnitude of TPS, and it makes electrons 
more localized. This relation between TPS and RDM is not 
surprising, since the SS-TPS is directly related to the two-
electron reduced density matrix (and indeed, this is the way 
we implemented the calculation in the MOLPRO pack-
age [33]). In a similar way, the SP-TPS tensors are related 
to the spin-dependent reduced density matrices. This is a 
promising direction of investigation, that is, however, well 
beyond the scope of the present article. A detailed investi-
gation of the connection between TPS and density matrices 
is planned for future works.
Finally, the asymptotic behavior for long chains of the 
SS-TPS and SP-TPS tensors was studied by performing a 
linear fitting of all values for any fixed inter-nuclear dis-
tance. In this way, the coefficients obtained from the fitting 
had condensed information about the systems. Therefore, 
prediction about the metallic or insulating character of 
hydrogen chains of a large number of atoms is possible.
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4.5 Application to Heisenberg spin chains
In this project, the TPS is explored in strongly correlated wave functions. We have computed
the SP-TPS [29, 30] in one-dimensional Heisenberg spin chains in open boundary conditions
using a home made code written in Python [169]. In this work, the Heisenberg Hamiltonian is
nothing but the Hubbard Hamiltonian in the limit when U >> t for half-filled systems [170].
This is the case where the hopping is zero and therefore the SS-TPS vanishes. We only computed
the Λαα and Λαα+ββ = 2Λαα because the study was limited to linear chains with even number
of sites. As already stated, in the strongly correlated regime, the charge fluctuation is zero and
therefore 2Λαα = −2Λαβ .
4.5.1 Heisenberg Hamiltonian
In 1928, Heisenberg [171,172] employed a Heitler-London model with one electron per site
to show that spin coupling between two nearest-neighbors is given by:
Hˆ =
n−1∑
ν=1
Jν ~Sν · ~Sν+1 (4.5.1)
=
n−1∑
ν=1
Jxν Sˆ
x
ν Sˆ
x
ν+1 + J
y
ν Sˆ
y
ν Sˆ
y
ν+1 + J
z
ν Sˆ
z
ν Sˆ
z
ν+1 (4.5.2)
where n is the number of spins ~Sν and Jν is the coupling constant. The Hamiltonian matrix
was built in the following way:
• Each row and column of Hˆ is labeled by a pattern of spins or Slater determinants. Note
that in the Heitler-London model the wave functions are anti-symmetrized.
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• The diagonal elements of the matrix were computed as 1/2 for each ↑↑ or ↓↓ pair, and
−1/2 for the anti-ferromagnetic pairs ↑↓ and ↓↑.
• The only off-diagonal non-zero entries correspond to patterns that can be generated by
changing ↑↓ into ↓↑ or ↓↑ into ↑↓ when comparing the spin configurations. In this case, the
off-diagonal matrix element was set to 1.
• Finally, the Hamiltonian matrix is fully diagonalized.
Regarding the sign of the coupling constant, for the case of J < 0 the spin chain is fer-
romagnetic, whereas J > 0 describes anti-ferromagnetic chains. We studied the evolution of
the SP-TPS for equal-J chains, and also Peierls distortions by varying a dimensionless ratio
η = J2/J1 from 1 to 0 in steps of 0.2 where J → 0 representing the completely dimerized spin
chains.
4.5.2 Equally-J spin chains
We explored the ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic ground-states of equally-J spin chains.
Their energy gaps with respect to their first excited-states go to zero when increasing n. How-
ever, there exists a marked difference on how faster the energy gap closes for the considered
states. In our investigation, we found that the ferromagnetic energy gap closes as 1/n2 while the
anti-ferromagnetic energy gap does it as 1/n. This will of course affect the SP-TPS that grows
quadratically for ferromagnetic chains while it does it linearly for anti-ferromagnetic ones. This
suggests that in the thermodynamic limit the ferromagnetic spin chains have wave functions more
delocalized than anti-ferromagnetic ones.
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The SP-TPS for ferromagnetic wave functions strongly depends on the z projection of the
total spin. Let us remark that ferromagnetic eigenfunctions are characterized by possessing the
same expansion coefficients in the wave function. When keeping n fixed the ferromagnetic
Heisenberg eigenfunctions presented the maximum values of λ0,0αα for Sz = 0. However, in-
creasing Sz makes the number of spin configurations to be reduced which in turn decreases spin
delocalization as a consequence of the same weight of the coefficients in the expansion.
4.5.3 Spin-paired chains
We modeled Peierls distortions in the spin chains by varying the spin coupling through the
η ratio as already discussed above. The case of η = 1 coincides to the equally-J chains whose
Λαα/n has a quadratic leading and again an energy gap closing as 1/n2. When decreasing η, it
can be seen how the delocalization of the Heisenberg wave function decreases up to the value of
Λαα/n = 0.125 bohr2 (isolated dimer value) when η → 0 and the band gap closes slowly as a
function of η and does not close at all for η → 0.
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The spin partition of the Total Position-Spread (TPS) tensor has been performed for
one-dimensional Heisenberg chains with open boundary conditions. Both the case of
a ferromagnetic (high-spin) and an anti-ferromagnetic (low-spin) ground state have
been considered. In the case of a low-spin ground state, the use of alternating magnetic
couplings allowed to investigate the effect of spin-pairing. The behavior of the Spin-
Partitioned TPS (SP-TPS) tensor as a function of the number of sites turned to be
closely related to the presence of an energy gap between the ground state and the
first excited state at the thermodynamic limit. Indeed, a gapped energy spectrum
is associated to a linear growth of the SP-TPS tensor with the number of sites. On
the other hand, in gapless situations the spread presents a faster-than-linear growth,
resulting in the divergence of its per-site value. Finally, for the case of a high-spin wave
function an analytical expression of the dependence of the SP-TPS on the number of
sites and the spin-projection Sz is derived.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of localization tensor was introduced in the context of the theory of Kohn1
to characterize the electrical conductivity properties. Indeed, in his seminal work Kohn
suggested that the most fundamental picture of electrical conductivity is more related to
the delocalization of the ground-state wave function than to the simple gap closure. Subse-
quently, Resta and coworkers, with the introduction of the Localization Tensor (LT), provided
an important tool to give a quantitative formulation of this localization2–6. According to
their results, one of the key properties of this quantity is the following: it diverges in the
thermodynamic limit for a conductor, while remaining finite for an insulator. A remarkable
sum rule connecting explicitly electrical resistivity and localization tensor was later given by
Souza, Wilkens and Martin7.
The LT is an intensive quantity which makes it highly suitable to study systems in solid
state physics. On the other hand, in a molecular context we prefer to consider the total
position-spread tensor (TPS)8–10, which is nothing but the LT by a multiplication factor
i.e. the number of electrons. The TPS presents important properties for molecules such as
size-consistency11,12 which is crucial to describe bond breaking, and chemical processes8,13–16.
Hence, given that it encloses information about the overall wave function, the TPS is par-
ticularly appropriate to study finite-size systems.
Despite the fact that the TPS tensor has been subject of a variety of works in the last
years13–15,17–24, the spin-partitioned TPS (SP-TPS) formalism is a new tool which has been
introduced in our recent works on H2 molecule
16 and hydrogen chains (Hn)
25, where we
showed in detail how it allows to investigate separately the fluctuations of the same-spin and
different-spin electrons in a system. In the present work we focus our attention on the spin
part of the wave function of linear systems, through the use of the Heisenberg model Hamil-
tonian. This allowed us to study and compare different spin states with different multiplicity
and values of the z-projection of the total spin Sz. These distinctions are indeed harder to
achieve with quantum chemical calculations on the previously mentioned hydrogen chains,
which show a low-spin ground state as the result of an anti-ferromagnetic coupling between
isolated atoms in the dissociation limit. Moreover acting on the magnetic coupling between
neighbor sites, we will analyze the effect of spin-pairing, depicting the spin part of the wave
2
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function of dimerized chains.
This paper is structured as follows: in Section II, a brief description of the Heisenberg
model for linear spin chains is provided; in Section III we recall the main aspects of the
SP-TPS formalism and describe its application to this model Hamiltonian; after supplying a
description of the computational details in Section IV, we present and discuss the numerical
results in Section V; finally, our conclusions are drawn in Section VI; further details are given
in the Appendix, where we report the analytical derivation of the SP-TPS tensor dependence
of the number of sites n and Sz for the ferromagnetic coupling.
3
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II. THE HEISENBERG HAMILTONIAN AND ITS APPLICATION TO
LINEAR CHAINS
Let us consider the Heisenberg Hamiltonian, which allows us to describe the magnetic
interaction of a linear system consisting of n spins ν, having components {Sˆxν , Sˆ
x
ν , Sˆ
x
ν } and
nearest-neighbor spin coupling Jν={J
x
ν , J
x
ν , J
x
ν }:
Hˆ =
n−1∑
ν=1
Jxν Sˆ
x
ν Sˆ
x
ν+1 + J
y
ν Sˆ
y
ν Sˆ
y
ν+1 + J
z
ν Sˆ
z
ν Sˆ
z
ν+1. (1)
Notice that in the previous equation the sum over ν can be seen also as a sum over the
nearest-neighbor spin pairs (or “bonds” in the chemists’ language). The model Hamiltonian
describing the case under study, can be obtained as the strong Coulomb limit of a half-filled
Hubbard Hamiltonian26, that involves i.e. one electron per site. In its simplest form, the
Hubbard Hamiltonian27 for a linear chain is given by
HˆU = −t
n∑
ν=1
∑
δ=−1,1
∑
σ=α,β
cˆ+ν,σ cˆν+δ,σ + U
n∑
ν=1
nˆν,αnˆν,β, (2)
where cˆν,σ (cˆ
+
ν,σ) are annihilation (creation) operators of an electron with spin projection σ,
and nˆν,σ is the number operator, defined as nˆν,σ = cˆ
+
ν,σ cˆν,σ. In this equation, the sum over
ν runs over all the system sites, while the sum over δ restricts the range to topologically
connected pairs. The parameter t is the hopping integral between the connected sites ν and
ν+1, while U is the one-center Coulomb repulsion. Since in the strong Coulomb limit U >>
−t, it is possible to treat the system by employing Rayleigh-Scho¨dinger perturbation theory28
for which the term U
∑
ν
nˆν,αnˆν,β in Eq. 2 is taken as the unperturbed part of the Hamiltonian
HˆU whereas the −t
n∑
ν=1
∑
δ=−1,1
∑
σ=α,β
cˆ+ν,σ cˆν+δ,σ part is treated as a perturbation. As described in
Ref.28, when considering the second-order equation, if the topologically connected site of an
electron with spin projection σ is occupied by one electron of opposite spin then the former
can hop to the neighboring site, and get back to its original position. Thus, this mechanism
gives rise to an effective interaction that will favor neighboring electrons to have opposite
spins (anti-ferromagnetic exchange) that in turn makes the kinetic energy to decrease. It
can be shown29 that the resulting effective model (that holds at temperatures and energies
<< U) corresponds to the Heisenberg anti-ferromagnetic model for the S = 1/2 electron
4
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spins, with J = 4t2/U .
In the particular case where the coupling constant has the same value for each direction, the
Hamiltonian reduces to:
Hˆ =
n−1∑
ν=1
Jν
[
1
2
(
Sˆ+ν Sˆ
−
ν+1 + Sˆ
−
ν Sˆ
+
ν+1
)
+ Sˆzν Sˆ
z
ν+1
]
, (3)
with Sˆ+ν = Sˆ
x
ν + iSˆ
y
ν and Sˆ
−
ν = Sˆ
x
ν − iSˆ
y
ν . In a Heisenberg chain both the square of total spin
Sˆ2 and the total spin z-component Sz =
∑
Szν commute with the Hamiltonian. This means
that the eigenvectors |Ψ〉 of Hˆ can be chosen in such a way that Sˆ2|Ψ〉 = s(s + 1)|Ψ〉 and
Sˆz|Ψ〉 = m|Ψ〉. For this reason, it is convenient to label the ground-state wave function as
|
s,mΨ0〉. It can be expressed in the basis consisting of the 2
n spin permutations {mφi}:
|
s,mΨ0〉 =
∑
i
Cs,mi |
mφi〉. (4)
We stress the fact that our magnetic interaction J couples nearest-neighbor centers only.
We will assume an even number of sites n, and focus our attention on two different situa-
tions (see Figure 1 for a graphical illustration). In the first case (the “uniform” or “equal-J
chain”), all Jν have a common value J . In this situation the value of J does not affect
the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian, but it does change their eigenvalues: for J < 0 the
ferromagnetic case (s = n/2) is the ground state of the system, while for J > 0 the ground
state is an anti-ferromagnetic singlet. In the second case (the “alternating” or “dimerized”
one), the coupling constants have two alternating values, J1 and J2, for ν odd (J1) and
even (J2), respectively. By simply varying the η = J2/J1 ratio from 1 to 0, we studied the
evolution of the system, that goes from a highly delocalized magnetic chain to a collection of
non-interacting spin-pairs. This allows us to depict the evolution of the magnetic behavior
of a chain of atoms if dimerization occurs. Notice that in the present work we limit our
investigation to the case where J1 and J2 have the same sign. It has also to be underlined
that, in order to minimize boundary effects, we will use the largest (in modulus) coupling
constant J for the external bonds. In other words, we assume |J1| ≥ |J2|. The calculation
of the spread tensors is fully described in the next section. Here we want to stress the fact
that the position of the centers is fixed, and independent on the value of J . Moreover, the
nearest-neighbor inter-center distance is assumed to be one bohr.
5
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III. THE SPIN PARTITION OF TPS TENSOR FOR THE HEISENBERG
WAVE FUNCTION
The general formalism of the spin-partitioned TPS tensor is fully unfolded in our previous
works on the H2 molecule
16 and hydrogen chains25. In the present paper we summarize its
main aspects and describe its application to a Heisenberg chain. The spin-summed TPS
(SS-TPS) tensor is defined as the second moment cumulant12 of the Total-Position operator
Rˆ:
Λ = 〈Ψ|Rˆ2|Ψ〉 − 〈Ψ|Rˆ|Ψ〉2. (5)
Since Rˆ can be described as the sum of two terms arising from the α and β electrons (or
spin up and spin down in physics notation)16:
Rˆ = Rˆα + Rˆβ, (6)
and taking the square of Eq. 6 one trivially obtains,
Rˆ2 = Rˆ2α + Rˆ
2
β + RˆαRˆβ + RˆβRˆα. (7)
Therefore, each term in Eq. 5 splits in four joint cumulants30 αα, ββ, αβ and βα, so that:
Λ = Λαα +Λββ +Λαβ +Λβα, (8)
where the different components of the TPS tensor are:
Λαα = 〈Ψ|Rˆ
2
α|Ψ〉 − 〈Ψ|Rˆα|Ψ〉
2. (9)
Λββ = 〈Ψ|Rˆ
2
β|Ψ〉 − 〈Ψ|Rˆβ|Ψ〉
2. (10)
Λαβ = 〈Ψ|RˆαRˆβ|Ψ〉 − 〈Ψ|Rˆα|Ψ〉〈Ψ|Rˆβ|Ψ〉. (11)
Λβα = 〈Ψ|RˆβRˆα|Ψ〉 − 〈Ψ|Rˆβ|Ψ〉〈Ψ|Rˆα|Ψ〉. (12)
Different symmetry relations occur among the spin-partitioned components of Λ. Because
Rˆα and Rˆβ commute, Λαβ and Λβα components are equal. In the Heisenberg model (unlike
the t − J model, for instance) there is always exactly one electron per site, and there is no
charge fluctuation among the sites. Therefore, since the Spin-Summed TPS tensor measures
the many-body variance of the total-position operator, its value is identically zero. On the
7
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other hand, the spin-partitioned TPS does not vanish in general, because the α- and β-spins
can fluctuate. As a consequence, for any Heisenberg wave function Λαα + Λββ = −2Λαβ.
Finally, in this special case it also occurs that Λαα and Λββ are identical. This can be shown
considering that:
Rˆ|mΨ(S)〉 =
∑
i
Cmi (S) Rˆ|
mφi〉 = 0, (13)
because Rˆ|mφi〉 = 0 for any |
mφi〉. It follows that:
Rˆα|
mΨ(S)〉 = −Rˆβ|
mΨ(S)〉, (14)
from which
Rˆ2α|
mΨ(S)〉 = −RˆαRˆβ|
mΨ(S)〉 = −RˆβRˆα|
mΨ(S)〉 = Rˆ2β|
mΨ(S)〉. (15)
The equivalence Λαα = Λββ is then easily proven. As a result of these equivalences, the
evaluation of only one of the spin-partitioned terms will be sufficient. We will focus on Λαα.
A further simplification can be achieved exploiting the independence from the origin of the
TPS tensor. Indeed, one can assume a coordinate system with 〈Ψ|Rˆα|Ψ〉 = 0, so that the
SP-TPS tensor can be written as:
Λαα = 〈Ψ|Rˆ
2
α|Ψ〉. (16)
Finally it has to be underlined that, for an one-dimensional system like the one under study,
only the longitudinal components of each spin-partitioned term of the TPS tensor are different
from zero. Therefore the considerations described in this work will only concern this scalar
terms, which we will label as Λs,mαα for the ground-state wave function |
s,mΨ0〉.
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IV. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The computation of Λs,mαα can be achieved as:
Λs,mαα = 〈
s,mΨ0|Rˆ
2
α|
s,mΨ0〉
=
∑
i
(Cs,mi )
2
〈
mφi|Rˆ
2
α|
mφi〉
=
∑
i
(Cs,mi )
2
〈
mφi|Rˆα|
mφi〉〈
mφi|Rˆα|
mφi〉, (17)
since the orthonormal functions |mφi〉 = | . . . σn . . . 〉 are eigenfunctions of Rˆα:
Rˆα | . . . σν . . . 〉 =
n∑
ν=1
rˆαν | . . . σν . . . 〉
=
n∑
ν=1
ρν δα,σν | . . . σν . . . 〉 (18)
ρν = ν −
n+1
2
. (19)
Using Eq. 18 and 19, the matrix elements 〈mφi|Rˆα|
mφi〉 can be easily calculated and used to
evaluate Λαα if the coefficients C
s,m
i are known. In order to evaluate them we employed a nu-
merical approach to solve the corresponding secular equations, diagonalizing the Heisenberg
Hamiltonian matrix built up in the basis of the 2n possible spin permutations {mφi}. This
task was achieved through our licensed Python code HEISENBERG31. This way the values of
Λs,mαα were computed for chains with increasing n and we could explore the effect of the total
spin Sˆ2 and z-projection Sˆz. We have introduced the notation λ
n
2
,m
αα = Λ
n
2
,m
αα /n to represent
the normalized values of the SP-TPS. Notice that, while the global spread Λ is appropriate
to describe non-homogeneous systems like atoms or molecules, the same quantity divided by
the number of sites or electrons is more convenient when systems having different size are
to be compared. As already stated we focused on chains with an even number of sites only,
which gave us the advantage of dealing with anti-ferromagnetic (singlet) and ferromagnetic
(s = n/2) ground states. In the Appendix the case n = 4 is reported as an explanatory
example.
Because of the exponential growth of the configuration space as a function of n, full diag-
onalization can be easily achieved only for relatively small chain lengths. For larger systems,
an analytical approach e.g. through the use of the Bethe Ansatz32–35 can be a suitable
9
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option for the calculation of the total energy and wave function of the system. However,
the calculation of the SP-TPS is far from being trivial with such an approach. In fact, a
double sum over all the sites and configurations is involved, for which an analytical result
could not be obtained. For this reason, we limited our investigation to a pureley numerical
study of chains, by taking n ≤ 18, and extrapolated our results to U →∞ in order to obtain
information about the thermodynamic limit. In the case of a ferromagnetic wave function,
nevertheless, we were able to obtain an analytical expression for the SP-TPS.
In our numerical calculations, open boundary conditions were always employed. The use
of periodic boundary conditions yields in general much faster convergence because of the
absence of border effect and the high symmetry of the system due to translational invariance.
However, even if they can be easily used within model Hamiltonians such as the Heisenberg
Hamiltonian, it was not possible to exploit them for our investigation. This is because of the
nature of the position operator used to compute the TPS tensor, which cannot be uniquely
defined within periodic boundary conditions. Work in this direction is in progress in our
group to achieve a TPS formalism for periodic boundary conditions.
10
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss and compare the different behavior of equal-J and spin-paired
Heisenberg chains. In the limit of an infinite number of sites, the spectra are known to be
very different: in the equal-J case, a gapless low-lying energy spectrum is obtained for any
value of J ; in presence of spin-pair dimerization, on the other hand, a gap opens between the
ground state and the first-excited state. As underlined later, the differences in the energy
gaps are reflected in different behaviors of the TPS.
A. Equal-J Chains
Let us start analyzing the equal-J chains. As already stated, in this case the energy
gap between the ground and first-excited state goes to zero as n goes to infinity, both for a
ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic coupling. However, the behavior of this gap closure as
a function of n depends on the sign of J and thus on the spin nature of the ground state. In
particular, for J < 0 the gap between a maximum-spin state, s = n/2, and a state with spin
s = n/2−1, closes faster as n grows. Indeed, as it can be derived using the Bethe Ansatz35,36
approach this gap has the form:
∆E = J
(
1− cos
(
π
n
))
= 2J sin2
(
π
2n
)
, (20)
which has the leading term 1/n2 (see Ref.33). On the other hand, in the case J > 0 the gap34
between the ground-state singlet and the first-excited state vanishes as 1/n for large n.
In Figure 2, the calculated energy gaps are reported for both cases as a function of the
number of sites. These same gaps, multiplied by n2 and n, for the ferromagnetic and anti-
ferromagnetic cases, respectively, are reported in the supplementary material, in order to
emphasize their asymptotic behavior.
We analyze now the SP-TPS for the two different cases and observe how the different
nature of gap closure is reflected in a different behavior of the TPS, corresponding to a
different delocalization of the wave function, so that a faster gap closure corresponds to a
quicker divergence of the SP-TPS.
11
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1. Ferromagnetic case
Let us compare the behavior of the spin partitioned TPS in the case of equal-J chains for
the ferromagnetic state. This consists of a manifold of n + 1 degenerate spin states having
m = s, s−1, . . . , 0, . . . , 1− s,−s. These wave functions present very different SP-TPS values
which, for a fixed value of n, show a quadratic dependence on the quantum numberm, having
a maximum for m = 0 and being zero for m = ±s. In order to ease the comparison between
the different chains, it is a common practice to normalize the TPS to the number of sites16,25
as done in Figure 3, where the values of the λ
n
2
,m
αα = Λ
n
2
,m
αα /n are reported as a function of m
for different number of sites. As explained in detail in the Appendix, the αα spin partitioned
component obeys to the following law:
λ
n
2
,m
αα (n) =
n+ 1
12n
(
n2
4
−m2
)
. (21)
It should be noticed that the value of Λ
n
2
,m
αα does not depend on the sign of m, which implies
the equivalence Λαα = Λββ, as already discussed.
Finally, from Eq. 21 it can also be shown that the value of the maxima have a quadratic
leading dependence on the number of sites. In fact, for the special case m = 0 it holds that:
λ
n
2
,0
αα (n) =
n2 + n
48
. (22)
2. Anti-Ferromagnetic case
The quadratic trend of Eq. 22 has to be compared with the one obtained for the anti-
ferromagnetic state as shown in Figure 4. As it can be seen, in the latter case the spin
part of the wave function results to be less delocalized than in the ferromagnetic case and
the normalized SP-TPS grows linearly with n. We observe that, in the range under study
(2 ≤ n ≤ 18), λ0,0αα can be very well fitted with a linear function.
It can be noticed that the behavior of the SP-TPS of the anti-ferromagnetic Heisenberg
12
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magnetic chain corresponds to that of the Hubbard Hamiltonian ground state for small
values of the ratio −t/U discussed in our previous work.16 The equivalence of the two results,
which is shown in Fig. 5, has to be expected since the Heisenberg Hamiltonian corresponds
to the limit of the Hubbard model for −t/U → 0. Moreover a comparison with the results
obtained for large values of −t/U , whose upper limit brings to the Hu¨ckel (or tight-binding)
chain20, shows that a similar linear dependence is obtained, although the physics of the
two situations is very different. One can conclude that the larger effect on the delocaliza-
tion of individual spins has to be attributed more to the magnetic interaction described
by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. Finally it has to be underlined that the linear growth
of the normalized SS-TPS and SP-TPS of the Hu¨ckel tight-binding chains, whose behav-
ior is very reminiscent of those of the Heisenberg SP-TPS, corresponds to a metallic behavior.
3. Other states with m = 0
Till this point we have focused our attention only to the two situations of the anti-
ferromagnetic and ferromagnetic states. Among the n!/[(n/2)!]2 states with m = 0 these
two represent indeed the possible ground states, depending on the value of J , as previously
stated. It is maybe of interest also to depict the behavior of λs,0αα for the whole spectrum.
In Figure 6 we report the SP-TPS calculated for n =8, 10 and 12 as a function of the
eigenvalues for all possible states with m = 0. As it can be seen, the anti-ferromagnetic and
ferromagnetic state do not yield boundaries in the values that λs,0αα can adopt.
B. Spin-paired chains
As already stated, the Heisenberg wave function for the spin-paired chains can be used as
a model to describe the behavior of the coupled spins in a dimerized hydrogen chain where
we observe a Peierls transition25. The dimensionless real parameter η = J2/J1 was used to
define the degree of spin-paring: we have η = 1 for the equal-J chains, and η < 1 in presence
of dimerization. In the limit case of η = 0 the system is composed of n/2 non-interacting spin
pairs. It has to be noticed that, for the ferromagnetic case, the SP-TPS results are totally
independent from η. This is because the coefficients of the various components of the wave
13
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function are uniquely determined by the spin symmetry of the problem (they are all equal),
and therefore do not depend on the relative values of J1 and J2. This means that the value
λ
n
2
,m
αα that was obtained for the equal-J case, equation (21), is still valid for the dimerized
chains. In this context, we stress the fact that, in our simple model, dimerization holds on
the coupling coefficients of the Hamiltonian, not on the center positions, that are kept fixed.
For this reason, our discussion here will be limited here to the case of an anti-ferromagnetic
coupling only. Moreover, it has to be underlined that we will restrict to the case η ≥ 0.
In Figure 7, the values of λ0,0αα for the different values of η are reported. The behavior of
the tensor is qualitatively different in the equal-J and dimerized cases. In fact for the large
values of n, as already anticipated in the previous section, the growth of λ0,0αα appears to be
linear if η = 1. On the other hand, as soon as η is decreased, the behavior evolves into a
trend that saturates toward a constant value. Once again it turns out that this trend is very
much similar to the one of SS-TPS of the dimerized Hu¨ckel chains, that were discussed in
Ref. [20].
We notice that also in this case the different divergences of the SP-TPS can be related
to the different trends of the gap closure. In Figure 8, the gaps for several values of η are
reported and as it can be seen, as for the equal-J chains, a faster gap closure correspond to
a faster divergence while a size independence of λ0,0αα is associated to the constant gap which
characterize the spin-paired chains.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
In the present investigation, the Spin-Partitioned Total Position-Spread (SP-TPS) ten-
sor, partitioned accordingly to its spin components, has been computed and discussed for
one-dimensional Heisenberg chains with open boundary conditions. The two qualitatively
different cases of equal-J and dimerized nearest-neighbor couplings were considered, both for
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ground states. The equal-J finite chains present a band
gap that tends to zero as the lenght chain is increased. In particular, the gaps are known
to close as 1/N2 and 1/N for ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic couplings, respectively.
This difference is reflected by the behavior of the TPS tensors, that grow as NN and N2 in
the two different cases. This fact suggests that anti-ferromagnetic chains are less delocalized
than ferromagnetic ones at the thermodynamic limit.
As a general property, the SP-TPS strongly depends on the z-projection of the total
spin. In articular, the ferromagnetic Heisenberg eigenfunctions present a maximum value
of the SP-TPS for m = 0 if n is kept fixed. Then, if m is increased, the number of spin
configurations is reduced, and consequently the spin delocalization decreases. In the case of
high-spin wave functions, all the different configurations have the same weight. Because of
this particular structure of the eigenvector, we were able in this case to obtain an analytical
expression of the SP-TPS tensor as a function of both m and n.
The effect of dimerization in Heisenberg chains was investigated for the anti-ferromagnetic
ground-state, by varying the dimensionless parameter η (given by the ration between the two
coupling constants) from 1 to 0. These two limit cases correspond to an equal-J chain and
a collection of non-interacting spin pairs, respectively. The SP-TPS was found to be very
sensitive to the degree of dimerization present in the chain. In particular, as expected, the
spin pairing reduces the delocalization of spins between the dimers in the strongly intra-pair
correlated regime. In the limit case of a collection of non-interacting dimers (η → 0), the
value of the per-center SP-TPS tensor is damped to the value corresponding to an isolated
dimer, as predicted by the size-extensivity property of the tensor.
These results confirm the fact that the SP-TPS is a powerful tool to analyze spin-
fluctuations in magnetic systems, as we found in our previous investigations on Hydrogen
15
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chains. At the moment, the application of this formalism to more realistic magnetic systems
is under way.
16
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FIG. 1. Pictorial representation of the Heisenberg spin chain with different magnetic couplings and
an even number of sites.
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anti-ferromagnetic spin chains as a function of n.
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FIG. 3. Normalized αα component of the spin partitioned total position spread tensor calculated
for the ferromagnetic states with different z-projection of the total spin. The dependence on the
number of sites is also highlighted reporting data for 2 ≤ n ≤ 18. The quadratic trends are expressed
by Eq. 21.
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FIG. 4. Normalized αα component of the spin partitioned total position spread tensor calculated
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eigenfunctions of the Heisenberg
Hamiltonian with spin z-component m = 0. The analytical quadratic for the ferromagnetic case is
also shown in comparison to the linear trend of λ0,0αα for the anti-ferromagnetic state.
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The reported data were discussed in our previous work on the spin partitioned TPS16.
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VII. APPENDIX
A. Calculation of ΛS,mαα for a Heisenberg chain with n = 4
As an explanatory example we report the case of a Heisenberg chain with four sites in
order to show how the terms ΛS,mαα were calculated. Let us start considering the 16 possible
spin permutation mφi:
+2φ1 = | ↑↑↑↑〉
+1φ1 = | ↑↑↑↓〉
+1φ2 = | ↑↑↓↑〉
+1φ3 = | ↑↓↑↑〉
+1φ4 = | ↓↑↑↑〉
0φ1 = | ↑↑↓↓〉
0φ2 = | ↑↓↑↓〉
0φ3 = | ↓↑↑↓〉
0φ4 = | ↑↓↓↑〉
0φ5 = | ↓↑↓↑〉
0φ6 = | ↓↓↑↑〉
−1φ1 = | ↓↓↓↑〉 −1φ2 = | ↓↓↑↓〉 −1φ3 = | ↓↑↓↓〉 −1φ4 = | ↑↓↓↓〉
−2φ1 = | ↓↓↓↓〉
By using Eq. 18 and 19 we can evaluate the eigenvalue of Rˆα for the basis
mφi:
m mφ1
mφ2
mφ3
mφ4
mφ5
mφ6
+2 0
+1 -3/2 -1/2 1/2 3/2
0 -2 -1 0 0 1 2
-2 3/2 1/2 -1/2 -3/2
-2 0
The expectation values 〈0φi|Rˆ
2
α|
0φi〉 are then simply calculated as the squares of these
terms. Let us now consider the singlet ground state wave function:
|
0Ψ(0)〉 =
6∑
i=1
C0i (0)|
0φi〉. (23)
From Eq.17, the αα component of the spin partitioned TPS results:
Λ0,0αα = 〈
0Ψ(0)|Rˆ2α|
0Ψ(0)〉 =
=
6∑
i=1
C0i (0)
2
〈
0φi|Rˆ
2
α|
0φi〉 =
=
6∑
i=1
C0i (0)
2
〈
0φi|Rˆα|
0φi〉〈
0φi|Rˆα|
0φi〉 =
= 4 · C01(0)
2 + C02(0)
2 + C05(0)
2 + 4 · C06(0)
2 (24)
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In a similar case we can calculate Λ2,mαα for each of the five ferromagnetic states with different
values of m:
Λ2,2αα = 0 (25)
Λ2,1αα =
9
4
· C11(2)
2 + 1
4
· C12(2)
2 + 1
4
· C13(2)
2 + 9
4
· C14(2)
2 (26)
Λ2,0αα = 4 · C
0
1(2)
2 + C02(2)
2 + C05(2)
2 + 4 · C06(2)
2 (27)
Λ2,−1αα =
9
4
· C−11 (2)
2 + 1
4
· C−12 (2)
2 + 1
4
· C−13 (2)
2 + 9
4
· C−14 (2)
2 (28)
Λ2,−2αα = 0 (29)
B. Analytical formula of ΛS,mαα for the ferromagnetic states
In this appendix we will prove the analytical expression for λ
n
2
,m
αα shown in Eq. 22. Let
us start considering N possible permutations of p identical spins (either α or β) distributed
into n sites
N =
n!
p!(n− p)!
, (30)
which can be rewritten as a function of the spin z-projection quantum number m considering
the equivalence p = n/2±m:
N(n,m) =
n!(
n
2
+m
)
!
(
n
2
−m
)
!
. (31)
As expressed in Eq. 4 an eigenfunction of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian with spin quantum
numbers S and m is a linear combination of N(n,m) basis |mφi〉. The crucial thing to
consider is that for all ferromagnetic states the coefficients Cmi (S) have the same value that
is 1/
√
N(n,m). Therefore, for a chain with an even number of sites and with the origin its
middle, using the results of Eq. 17 and 18 we can write:
Λ
n
2
,m
αα =
N∑
i
Cmi (S)
2
〈
mφi|Rˆα|
mφi〉〈
mφi|Rˆα|
mφi〉 (32)
=
1
N(n,m)
N∑
i
〈
mφi|Rˆα|
mφi〉〈
mφi|Rˆα|
mφi〉 (33)
=
1
N(n,m)
N∑
i
∑
ν,µ
〈
mφi |ˆr
α
ν |
mφi〉〈
mφi |ˆr
α
µ|
mφi〉 (34)
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In the case |ν| 6= |µ|, the corresponding contribution is given by four terms, having identical
modulus, but opposite signs: (ν, µ), (−ν, µ), (ν,−µ), and (−ν,−µ). This implies that the
total sum will vanish. Therefore, the only terms that do not cancel out exactly are those of
the type (ν, ν) and (ν,−ν). The first one is a one-electron term, while the second one has a
two-electron nature. (Notice that, since n is even, the case 〈rˆαν 〉 = 0 is not possible).
Let us consider first the one-electron term, the one with ν = µ. There are N(n− 1,m− 1/2)
identical such contributions, since the position µ is fixed, and one electron is sitting there.
Using the results of Eq. 19, each contribution is given by (ν − (n+ 1)/2)2. The two electron
term, ν = −µ, on the other hand, gives N(n − 2,m − 1) identical contributions, since two
different positions are fixed, and two electrons are sitting there. In this case, each contribution
is now equal to the opposite of the previous one, −(ν − (n + 1)/2)2. Therefore, the total
result is given by
Λ
n
2
,m
αα =
N(n− 1,m− 1
2
)−N(n− 2,m− 1)
N(n,m)
n∑
ν=1
(
ν −
n+ 1
2
)2
=
(
n
2
+m
) (
n
2
−m
)
n(n− 1)
n∑
ν=1
(
ν −
n+ 1
2
)2
(35)
To solve the sum in Eq. 35 we invoke the identity
l∑
k=0
(2k + 1)2 =
(2l + 1)(2l + 2)(2l + 3)
6
, (36)
from which we obtain
Λ
n
2
,m
αα =
(
n
2
+m
) (
n
2
−m
)
n(n− 1)
(n− 1)n(n+ 1)
12
=
n+ 1
12
(
n2
4
−m2
)
(37)
Finally equation 22 is simply obtained by dividing Eq. 37 by the number of sites.
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Chapter 5
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
A theoretical study of closed polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons compounds (PAH) was car-
ried out. Polygonal structures of triangular, hexagonal, and rhomboidal shapes were investigated
at CAS-CI and NEVPT level. Each of these PAHs shapes showed different ground-states: low-
spin closed-shell, and high- or low-spin open-shell. The interest behind this research was to study
how the molecular size affects the electronic properties of such systems.
Finally, the spin-summed total position-spread tensor (SS-TPS) formalism was applied in order
to understand better their electronic and magnetic responses as a function of the molecular size.
• • •
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Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are neutral and non-polar hydrocarbons-organic
compounds containing only carbon and hydrogen atoms forming multiple aromatic rings (organic
rings in which the electrons are delocalized). Polyacenes belong to a class of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon (PAH) compounds which are planar sets of linearly fused benzene rings [173] with
the general formula C4n+2H2n+4 or C2H4(C4H2)m [174] (see Figure 5.0.1). Certain classes
of these molecules are known to show remarkable electronic, optical and magnetic properties
[175–178].
Figure 5.0.1: General schema of the zig-zag and armchair linear polyacenes.
The classes are also defined as lacking further branching substituents off of these ring struc-
tures. For instance, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PNAs) are a subset of PAHs that have
fused aromatic rings, that is, rings that share one or more sides. Polyacenes are very reactive
structures and the largest experimental size of a stripe known so far is heptacene [179]. This
fact complicates the fabrication in laboratories of such structures, and most of the studies remain
theoretical. The only way to stabilize heptacene is achieved by using substituents or matrix iso-
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lation. From the molecular orbital point of view, the energy gap HOMO-LUMO decreases with
size in polyacenes [180,181]. The band gap HOMO-LUMO can be opened by a thermodynamic
phase transition, i.e. by symmetry breaking [175, 181, 182]. Large acenes can present in gen-
eral strongly correlated character [183–193], and we will try to show this by means of the total
position-spread tensor formalism [29,30].
(a) Hexagons (b) Rhombuses
(c) Triangles
Figure 5.0.2: Sublattices for the different polygoacenes considered in this investigation. Atoms
shown in blue are forA type, and red ones are forB type. The squares refer to the singly occupied
molecular orbitals (SOMO).
We studied three different types of polygons shapes of polyacenes, that we named “poly-
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goacenes”:
• Triangles, T L (TS L when partly saturated).
• Rhombuses, R L (RS L when partly saturated).
• Hexagons, H L.
PAHs are considered building blocks for more complex structures by self-assembling [194],
and one of their most important characteristics is their bipartite lattice [195]. In Figure 5.0.2 are
presented the different sublattices A, and B found in the polygonal shapes studied herein.
In a bipartite arrangement, atoms of type A will have nearest B type neighbor atoms and
vice versa. In this situation, it is possible to apply the Ovchinnikov rule [196] that allows the
prediction of the ground-state of a bipartite system from the absolute difference between the
number of atoms in the different sublattices:
2S + 1 = |NA −NB|+ 1, (5.0.1)
where S is the total spin multiplicity of the system; NA and NB are the number of atoms
in sublattices A and B respectively. Inspection of Eq. 5.0.1 allows us to conclude that in order
to have magnetism in a bipartite lattice there should exist an unbalancement of atoms belonging
to A and B sublattices. This in agreement with Lieb’s theorem [197]. Lieb showed using the
Hubbard model that a system will present spin angular momentum S = 0 when one has even
electron filling and it holds even in the repulsive case (strongly correlated regime) when U >> t.
In contrast, when A 6= B we have the existence of local magnetic moments and S 6= 0 which is
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a manifestation of itinerant-electron ferromagnetism. We also studied the effect of saturating the
region of the polygoacenes that were singly occupied (see Figure 5.0.3).
(a) Sublattices (b) Schematic representation
Figure 5.0.3: (a) Different sublattices in partly saturated polygoacenes. (b) Schematic topological
representation of hydrogens.
The strategy of this investigation started with the use of the Hu¨ckel method [198] to determine
the active orbitals and the qualitative energy spectrum of the involved π type MOs. There are
|NA−NB| exact or quasi- degenerate eigenvalues of the Hu¨ckel Hamiltonian that represent MOs
near the Fermi level. The Hamiltonian matrix was constructed by evaluating the connectivity of
carbon atoms in the polygoacenes from their cartesian coordinates. As the localized p orbitals
are considered orthogonal, therefore the matrix elements are reduced to the following:
< i|Hˆ|i >= α = 0, (5.0.2)
and
< i|Hˆ|j >= β = −1. (5.0.3)
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β is the hopping integral (often represented as t in physics literature) that measures the
strength of electrons to hop to their nearest-neighbors. The Hamiltonian matrix was fully di-
agonalized to obtain the whole electronic spectrum at tight-binding level. From the analysis of
the qualitative electronic spectrum at this level we concluded that:
• T L polygoacenes presented three quasi-degenerate MOs lying near to the Fermi level
that can be singly occupied. The saturation of the structure with three hydrogens in the
edges holding the SOMOs raises three more quasi-degenerate SOMOs for the TS L. The
Ovchinnikov rule suggested the ground-state to be high spin (quartet and septet for the T L
and TS L respectively).
• R L polygoacenes had two quasi-degenerate SOMOs located at the Fermi level, and simi-
larly, the saturation of two hydrogen in the edges created two more SOMOs. The Ovchin-
nikov rule predicted a singlet open-shell for both R L and RS L structures (an anti-ferromagnetic
strongly correlated system).
• H L structures were not partly saturated. They showed a marked energy gap in the MOs
located near the Fermi level suggesting they are insulators. Application of the Ovchinnikov
rule predicted a ground-state singlet closed-shell.
Then, we proceeded to perform ROHF calculations for the high-spin electronic states of
all involved polygoacenes to avoid instabilities of the wave function. Then, the non-dynamical
correlation was added using CAS-CI with an active space composed by one electron per each
degenerate or quasi-degenerate MO found at Hu¨ckel level. Finally, on top of the CAS-CI cal-
culation, we added the dynamical correlation using N-electron valence state perturbation theory
(NEVPT2) [199–201]. We explored the complete magnetic manifold possible under the active
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space chosen.
In our investigation (see attached publications), the strategy employed allowed us to conclude
that the Ovchinnikov rule was fulfilled at ab initio level using the described strategy [33,34]. We
confirmed that: i) T L and TS L’s ground-states are high-spin electronic states; ii) H L poly-
goacenes ground-states are singlet closed-shells; iii) R L and RS L’s ground-states are singlets
open-shells.
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The electronic structure of planar molecular edifices obtained by joining polyacene fragments
(polyacene stripes) is investigated at tight-binding and ab initio levels. It is shown that the presence
of 601 angles in the molecular skeleton induces the formation of singly-occupied molecular
orbitals, whose combination gives rise to quasi-degenerate electronic states. The ab initio
investigation requires therefore the use of CAS-SCF and MR-PT approaches. The three types of
possible convex polygons having a unique side length (hexagons, rhombuses and triangles) have
been considered in this work. The spin multiplicity of these quasi-flat molecular structures is
found to be in systematical accord with the Ovchinnikov rule.
1 Introduction
Since its characterization in 20041,2 graphene has emerged as a
material showing somehow rather unusual and particular
characteristics.3–5 Much of this particular behavior is due to
its nature of a pure two dimensional (2-D) material made up of
carbon atoms in a honeycomb lattice. Moreover, graphenes
can be thought not only as the constituting materials of the
well known graphite (made up of a series of graphene stacks
kept together by weak van der Waals bonds), but also as the
constituent of other carbon-based nanomaterials. For instance
the well known carbon nanotubes6 can be considered as rolled-
up graphene sheets where edges have been joined. Fullerenes7
on the other hand can be seen as graphene with the presence
of pentagonal defects responsible for the positive curvature
that leads to a quasi spherical geometry. Even if theoretical
considerations on the electronic structures of a single graphite
sheet date back to the work of Pauling in 1950s,8 the existence
of a purely 2-D systems was considered as impossible until
recently. However, soon after its characterization graphene
has opened the way to an impressive number of experimental
and theoretical studies (see for instance ref. 3 and references
therein), in particular because of its remarkable electronic
properties that make graphene a very important material to
be exploited in the field of molecular and nano-electronics.
Technical applications of graphene, or graphene-based
devices, can go from single molecule detection,9 to field effect
transistors1 and quantum information processing.10 One
should also cite that the robustness of the s skeleton of
graphene makes it one of the strongest materials ever tested,11
and this fact obviously suggests the possible use of carbon-
fiber reinforcements in novel composite materials.
If, as we have briefly recalled, infinite graphene presents
absolutely remarkable properties, also finite-size graphene
fragments (nano-ribbons or nano-islands) show a behavior
that is worth a careful investigation.12 In particular the
geometry of the islands, and especially the shape of edges,
can modulate the properties of the system in a very impressive
way.3 It is also notable to mention that a study of electronic
properties of graphene nano islands in the framework of the
modern theory of insulating state (TIS)13 can be of high
importance to elucidate the characteristics of these systems
as well as the correlation with their shapes.14 The TIS was
introduced by Kohn,15,16 and, according to it, the difference
between metals and insulators is due to a different organization
of the electrons in the ground state, rather than to the opening
or closing of a gap at the Fermi level. The key point is that in
insulators the electrons are localized, although in a subtle way
in N-dimensional space. Later this concept was elaborated by
successive authors and eventually a proper definition of a
quantitative indicator of such a localization was achieved.17,18
We would like to stress that, until a near past, the control over
the nano-island geometry was rather poor, due to the fact that
graphene was produced by a top-down approach (essentially,
by stripping away sheets from bulk graphite). Today, on the
other hand, with the emergence of bottom-up approaches,
based on controlled deposition on metallic surfaces (for
instance, ruthenium surfaces), the control of the final-system
geometry has significantly improved, and it is now possible
to produce nano-islands of different sizes, and shapes with
atomically defined edges,19 ranging from the quasi-one dimen-
sional ribbons to the zero-dimension dots. One of the first better
known and studied finite-size effects on graphene is the
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emergence of edge-states in the case of nano-ribbons.20 From a
physical point of view this means that the electrons close to the
Fermi level tend to preferentially occupy regions of space that
are close to the borders of the ribbon. This feature has been
observed experimentally and has been predicted with high level
ab initio computations for instance by Hod et al.21,22 It is also
known that the behavior of the nano-ribbons strongly depends
on the type of edges, giving rise to the two well known classes of
‘‘zig–zag’’, and ‘‘armchair’’ edges. More complex structures,
such as hexagonal, rhomboidal and triangular ones, will show
an even more complex behavior and can also give rise to open
shell, high multiplicity ground states.19,23,24 This could result in
the possibility of rational design advanced nano-magnets, also
exploiting the connection of different multiplicity sub-units
(see for instance the works of Yu et al.23). In the same way,
as suggested in ref. 25 the possibility to create antidot graphene
lattices, in which graphene can be artificially periodically
perforated to create a precise arrangement of holes, appears
very promising to further control and modulate electronic
properties. All these attempts can be seen as steps toward the
production of metamaterials,26 i.e. materials that derive their
properties from their artificial, man-made, periodic small-scale
structure.
Polyacenes27 are aromatic molecules whose skeleton is
formed by a series of fused hexagonal benzene rings, all rings
being placed on a straight line. They can be seen, therefore, as
a special case of graphene nanoribbons: a one-dimensional
subset of a graphene sheet, having a width given by a single
benzene hexagon. For this reason, polyacenes exhibit many
properties of graphene nanoislands. On the other hand, these
are essentially one-dimensional (1-D) systems, whose number
of atoms has a linear growth as a function of the system size.
Because of these properties, the use of high-precision ab initio
methods is allowed in the case of relatively large structures.
There has been a strong debate about the nature of the ground
state of polyacenes. In a pioneer paper by Carter and co-
workers28 it was suggested that the ground state of short
polygoacenes is a diradical. Many studies on this subject
followed afterwards, but the issue is still controversial.29,31
This is partly due to the difficulty of synthesizing long poly-
acenes, since the longest structures experimentally known
contain seven rings.32–36
In this work, the electronic structure of polyacene-based flat
polygonal edifices (or ‘‘polygoacenes’’) is investigated. These
are structures having a polygonal skeleton, each side of the
polygon being formed by a polyacene stripe. Because of the
hexagonal building blocks of polyacenes, the angles between
the sides that form the skeleton of a polygoacene can be either
60 or 1201. We restricted our investigation to highly symmetric
structures: convex polygons having a unique side length. This
choice leaves only three possibilities for the skeleton geometry:
hexagons, rhombuses, and triangles. In hexagons and triangles
all the angles have the same values (120 and 601, respectively),
while rhombuses have alternate angles of 120 and 601. As
discussed in the following, each 601 corner is characterized by
the presence of a half-filled orbital, while the 1201 corners have
an electronic structure not much different from those of a
single polyacene stripe. This property is related to the bipartite
nature of the graphene lattice, and gives a rather large range of
polygoacenes electronic structures, that can go from closed-
shell systems (hexagons) to both high-spin (triangles) and
low-spin (rhombuses) open shells.
The polygoacene structures described in this work represent
different examples within a large number of hypothetical
systems showing interesting properties, and we believe that
they deserve an accurate theoretical investigation. Moreover,
they could be used as building blocks of much larger, and
potentially very interesting, nanostructures as described by
Bettinger.27 It has also been reported by Yoneda and
co-workers30 that it is possible to build new multiradical
materials with nonlinear optical properties that can be
controlled depending on the size of the antidots in hexagonal
graphene nanoribbons.
This article is organized as follows: in Section 2, the
electronic structure of graphene nanoislands is discussed;
Section 3 describes the details of the ab initio and tight binding
calculations; Section 4 reports the results of our investigation,
as well as a discussion of the results; a final section is devoted
to the conclusions and to future perspectives.
2 The electronic structure of PAH
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) are organic com-
pounds formed by two or more aromatic rings which are fused
together.37 Nanosized PAHs are key objects of structural
organic chemistry because of their particular electronic and
self-assembling properties which allow the fabrication of new
devices.38 An important feature to rationalize the relation
between structure and electronic properties, and, more generally,
to study finite size effects on PAH, is that the graphene
honeycomb is a bipartite lattice,19 composed of two compene-
trating triangular sublattices, A and B. In a bipartite lattice,
each atom of type A will only have nearest neighbors of type
B, and vice-versa. Each carbon atom belonging to a PAH
nanostructure is associated with one of these two sublattices,
and one can speak of A-type and B-type graphene atoms, or
centers. This is nothing but the well known alternancy sym-
metry in the Hu¨ckel treatment of conjugated hydrocarbons,
where the two types of carbon atoms are usually denoted
starred and unstarred. So, for instance, the most external
atoms in zig–zag edges belong to the same sublattice, while
this property does not hold for armchair edges. In order to
rationalize the emergence of magnetic properties in graphene
nanosystems, one can recall Lieb’s theorem.39 This theorem,
also known as the theorem of itinerant magnetism and usually
applied within the framework of the Hubbard one-orbital
model, predicts the total spin of the ground state in bipartite
lattices. In particular, one can see that an imbalance on the
number of atoms in one sublattice results in a magnetic ground
state with spin
S ¼
jNA NBj
2
ð1Þ
where NA and NB are the numbers of atoms of A and B type
respectively. It is also possible to show that, for a Hu¨ckel
Hamiltonian, there exist at least |NA  NB| eigenvalues of
the Hamiltonian that are exactly equal to zero. It is important
to note that the magnetization originated from localized
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edge-states gives also rise to a high density of states at the
Fermi level which in turn can determine a spin polarization
instability. Moreover the relation between the unbalanced
number of atoms and the ground-state spin implies that two
centers will be ferromagnetically coupled if they belong to the
same sublattice and antiferromagnetically coupled if they do
not.23
In this work, we concentrate ourselves on closed structures
having a high degree of spatial symmetry. In particular we
consider polygonal structures composed of joined polyacene
stripes all having the same length. Because of the hexagonal
structure of the elementary polyacene unit, the polygon angles
can only be either 60 or 1201.
Moreover we consider only ‘‘regular polygons’’, i.e. convex
polygons with sides of the same length L (measured by the
number of benzene units), although with angles that are not
necessarily identical.
Therefore the following three types of ‘‘regular’’ polygons
can be formed:
1. Hexagons H_L
2. Rhombuses R_L
3. Triangles T_L
Indeed, the polygon angles are 120 and 601 in cases (1) and
(3), respectively, while the structures of case (2) have two
angles of 1201, alternating with two angles of 601. For this
reason, in the following, the 1201 angle related to hexagons
will be indicated as h-angle, while the 601 angle from triangles
will be called a t-angle. We notice that, as far as convex
polygons are considered, these are the only regular structures
allowed by geometrical constraints. The three types of struc-
tures are illustrated in Fig. 1 to 3, where the smallest possible
cases are shown for each geometry. Also note that the more
external carbon atoms either in the inner or outer borders are
saturated with hydrogen atoms.
The structures considered in this work are those having an
empty internal region with hydrogen atoms in the inner
border. The smallest structures of this type would be H_3,
R_4 and T_5. In practice, as discussed in the following, the
smallest symmetric T structure is T_6. In principle, and if the
carbon atoms only were considered, the spatial symmetry of
these structures would be D6h, D2h, and D3h, respectively.
However, in cases (2) and (3), the presence of angles of 601
induces a geometric strain on the hydrogen atoms that lowers
the symmetry. This is because the atoms that are placed in the
inner part of each t-angle tend to avoid each other, so that if
one atom is located upwards with respect to the mean plane of
the cluster, the other one will be located downwards. If we
follow the polyacene ‘‘loop’’ in a – say – clockwise way, at each
t-angle there will be either an up-down or a down-up pair of
hydrogens. This gives rise to a number of structures that is
given by two to the power of the number of t-angles (notice
that, however, some of these structures can be equivalent
because of the cluster symmetry). In the present work, for
the sake of simplicity, we considered only the highest-symmetry
structures, obtained when all the hydrogen pairs are in an
up-down (or, equivalently, all in a down-up) arrangement.
Fig. 1 The two different sublattices of hexagonal polyacene H_3 are
shown in blue for A type, and red for B type atoms respectively. For
this system, it can be noted that the number of atoms of A and B type
are equal, giving a balanced structure, and a singlet ground state.
Fig. 2 The different sublattices of rhomboidal polyacene R_4 are
shown in blue for A type, and red for B type atoms respectively.
For this system, it can be noted that the number of atoms of A and B
type are equal, giving a balanced structure and a singlet ground state.
We also show as squares the carbon atoms in which the single
occupied molecular orbitals are located.
Fig. 3 The different sublattices of triangular polyacene T_6 are
shown in blue for A type, and red for B type atoms respectively.
For this system, it can be noted that the number of atoms of A and B
type are not equal as the previous cases, giving an unbalanced
structure (|NA – NB| = 3) and a quartet ground state. We also show
as squares the carbon atoms in which the single occupied molecular
orbitals are located.
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The presence of these out-of-plane hydrogen atoms lowers
the symmetry of triangles and rhombuses to the D3 and D2
groups, respectively. Moreover, as discussed in Section 4.2, the
D3 and D2 structures present imaginary frequencies, indicating
that the real symmetries of the clusters are even lower (See
Table 2). According to the general character of the present
work, we decided not to investigate the huge number of different
minima that can be obtained by following the geometry
deformations associated with the imaginary frequencies. We
notice also that the presence of hydrogen atoms in the inner
part of each t-angle implies that T-structures can have D3
symmetry only in the case of T_6 or larger systems. For this
reason, T_6 is the smallest triangular structure that is con-
sidered in this work. A systematic study of these different
structures will be the subject of a future work.
The presence of hydrogen atoms in the inner border of the
polyacene segments imposes some constraints on the symme-
try of these structures, as well as on their minimal size. This
effect is, of course, not present in the same structures when
they are treated at the Hu¨ckel level. As already mentioned, in
the presence of a t-angle the two closest Hydrogen atoms on
the inner borders are very close, and therefore they tend to
avoid each other. For this reason, structures having t-angles
cannot be locally planar. On the other hand, local planarity is
compatible with h-angles. At each t-angle, one can have one
atom pointing upward (u) with respect to the mean plane of
the molecule, and the other one pointing downward (d).
Notice that this implies that T- and R-structures containing
t-angles are chiral objects. We will denote the hydrogen atoms
close to the inner corner of a t-angle as ‘‘non-planar hydrogens’’.
The ‘‘non-planar hydrogens’’ of the inner borders were
represented by slightly placing them out of the sh horizontal
mean plane (x,y), which is a symmetry element of the ideal
D2h, and D3h point groups of the R- and T-structures. The
geometries were built by the use of Cartesian coordinates,
where each x, y, and z components were parameterized. Then,
the values of the coordinates for the distances of ‘‘non-planar
hydrogens’’ from the mean plane were set to be different than
zero, and considered under the geometry optimization. It can
be seen in Table 1 that the departure from planarity is larger
for R_5 and T_7 than that for the smaller R_4 and T_6
reflecting an enhanced flexibility due to their stripe’s lengths.
The smallest H- and R-structures that permit the presence of
inner hydrogen atoms are H_3 and R_4, respectively. In the
case of T-structures, the smallest structure would be T_5.
However, a T_5 structure does not allow for a symmetric
alternate ud arrangement (this is due to the number of inner
hydrogen atoms that is just three). For this reason, the
smallest T-structure considered in this work is T_6. As a result
of all these constraints, at the ab initio level we considered H_3
and H_4, R_4 and R_5, T_6 and T_7.
In order to understand the magnetic structure of these
clusters, the number of carbon atoms in each of the two
sublattice types is now considered. The Ovchinnikov rule40
states that the spin multiplicity is determined by the absolute
value of difference between the two different lattices:
2S + 1 = |NA  NB| + 1 (2)
In the case of a Hu¨ckel Hamiltonian, because of the alternancy
symmetry,41 there exist at least exactly |NA  NB| orbitals
having zero energy and hosting |NA  NB| electrons at the
Fermi level. Since a polyacene is composed of an equal
number of A and B atoms, the total contribution of a
polyacene stripe to |NA  NB| is zero. The only regions that
can contribute to the lattice imbalance are the polygon
corners. At each h-angle, both inner and outer ‘‘edge’’ carbon
atoms (those that are saturated with hydrogen atoms) change
their type, from A to B type, or vice-versa. However, the
difference between the two lattice types does not change. On
the other hand, at each t-angle, both inner and outer edge
carbon atoms remain of the same type, and there is a local
difference of one between the two types (the outer carbon
atoms being less numerous). A simple inspection at Fig. 1 to 3
gives the following results: hexagons and rhombuses, for
which NA = NB are balanced structures, and their ground
states are predicted to be low spin (singlets). On the other hand
triangles have |NA – NB| = 3, which should give quartet
ground states. This is indeed what is systematically found by
the ab initio calculations, both at CAS-SCF (Complete Active
Space Self Consistent Field) and NEVPT (N-Electron Valence
Perturbation Theory) levels.
3 Computational details
In this Section, the computational approaches and strategies
used in the present work will be illustrated. In particular the
details concerning both the tight binding and the ab initio
approach will be discussed.
3.1 Tight binding
All the computations at the tight binding level (or Hu¨ckel
calculations, in Chemists’ jargon) have been performed using a
specific home-made code. The Hu¨ckel Hamiltonian Matrix
has been constructed starting from the connectivity of every
Table 1 Distances of the inner non-planar hydrogens from the mean
plane of the rhomboidal, and triangular polyacenes, in au
R_4 R_5
STO-3G VDZ VDZP STO-3G VDZ
t-Angle 1.092941 1.119568 1.125021 1.272382 1.276885
h-Angle 0.834090 0.905809
T_6 T_7
t-Angle 0.560904 0.540151 0.579759 1.025485 0.970874
Table 2 Imaginary frequencies in rhomboidal and triangular poly-
acenes, computed at the RHF level using the minimal basis set
Molecule Mulliken symbol Frequencies cm1
R_4 B1 2577.64
B3 2575.23
R_5 B3 3008.87
B1 3008.73
T_6 E 3196.21
A2 3145.51
E 147.84
A2 54.86
T_7 E 3426.38
A2 3366.54
A2 19.97
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carbon atom in each polyacene, by assuming, as usual, the
relationships for the Hamiltonian matrix elements between
localized atomic orbitals:
hi|Hˆ|ii = a = 0 (3)
and
hi|Hˆ|ji = bgij (4)
here gij is equal to 1 if i and j are different sites that are
connected in the carbon skeleton, and 0 otherwise. Notice that
the hydrogens are not considered at the tight binding level.
Since the C–C bonds have very similar length in all our
structures, we assumed the same value of b for all the
topologically connected pairs of atoms. For this reason, and
without loss of generality, in all our calculations the parameter
b was fixed at the value b = 1. We remind that –b is
sometimes called the hopping integral in the physics literature,
where it is usually indicated as t.
As will be discussed in the next section, for some systems
we obtained, after diagonalization of the Hamiltonian, a set of
m strictly zero eigenvalues at the Fermi level. Because of the
alternating symmetry, and due to the fact that all the systems
considered in the present work have zero total charge, the
m zero-energy orbitals host a total of m electrons. In that case
we assumed the system to be an open shell, and each zero
energy orbital was considered as half filled.
3.2 Ab initio
The smallest atomic basis set used in this work is the minimal
STO-3G42–44 contracted gaussian basis for both carbon and
hydrogen. Although this basis set is certainly too small to give
quantitatively reliable results, it is known to reproduce cor-
rectly the qualitative behavior of many organic and inorganic
systems. Its reduced size, on the other hand, permits us to
investigate at a correlated ab initio level systems whose size is
relatively large. The smallest structure in each series was
studied also with a larger basis set, the ANO basis optimized
by Roos and co-workers.45 In particular, we studied H_3, R_4,
and T_6 with a (3s2p1d) contraction for C and (2s1p) for H.
This corresponds to a valence double-zeta plus polarization
(VDZP) basis set.
Fig. 4 Tight binding energy spectrum (|b| units) of a theoretical
infinite polyacene (with a number of two hundred fused benzene rings
forming a single stripe) as a function of k.
Fig. 5 Tight binding energy spectrum (|b| units) of hexagonal poly-
acenes H_3 and H_11 as a function of k tending to the infinite
graphene spectrum.
Fig. 7 Tight binding energy spectrum (|b| units) of triangular poly-
acenes T_6 and T_21 as a function of k tending to the infinite graphene
spectrum.
Fig. 6 Tight binding energy spectrum (|b| units) of rhomboidal
polyacenes R_4 and R_16 as a function of k tending to the infinite
graphene spectrum.
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The systems have been studied at the Complete Active Space
Self Consistent Field (CAS-SCF) level,46–48 and the Multi-
Reference Perturbation-Theory level by using the n-electrons
valence perturbation theory (NEVPT2) formalism.49–51 In all
the CAS-SCF and NEVPT2 calculations, the active space has
been selected by choosing the orbitals that are degenerate
(either strictly or approximately) at the Hu¨ckel level. The
orbitals have been optimized at the RHF level for the high-
spin wavefunction. Then these orbitals have been frozen for
the CAS-SCF calculations for the other spin multiplicities. In
this way, our calculations are actually of the CAS-CI type.
Since the active orbitals result from the symmetry combination
of atomic orbitals strongly localized in the t-angles, RHF
orbitals are quite similar to the optimized CAS-SCF orbitals.
Moreover, this choice has the advantage of avoiding CAS-
SCF instabilities, often present in the case of strictly degenerate
orbitals. After the CAS-CI step, the effect of dynamical correla-
tion should be added. In this work, the NEVPT2 formalism has
then been applied to the CAS-CI wavefunctions in order to
recover the dynamical correlation.
Finally, we mention that all the ab initio calculations were
performed using the MOLPRO52 Quantum-Chemistry
package. In particular, we used the RHF-SCF module,53 to
optimize the geometry and to identify the (quasi-)degenerate
orbitals. The CAS-CI calculations were performed via the
CAS-SCF module,54,55 while the NEVPT2 results were
obtained through the corresponding module.
4 Results and discussion
4.1 Tight binding
Even if the tight-binding approach represents a crude approxi-
mation of a chemical system, it can be very useful in order to
sketch out some general tendencies, and to elucidate the
behavior of different classes of compounds. This is particularly
true since its extremely reduced computational cost allows the
treatment of very large systems. It is possible, therefore, to
have an insight into the behavior of the studied system in the
limit of a large number of atoms, that is usually impossible at
the ab initio level.
The tight binding, or Hu¨ckel, calculations of the different
systems show a very different behavior among the three
different classes of compounds considered in this study. This
difference confirms the crucial role played by the corner effects
in polyacene nano-structures. In infinite (or very long) Hu¨ckel
polyacenes, there is a series of quasi-degenerate energies close
to the Fermi level, corresponding to a diverging density of
Fig. 8 Frontier orbitals for the hexagonal polyacene H_4: the two degenerate e2u HOMOs (a) and e1g LUMOs are shown.
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states in this region. In Fig. 4, we have reported the energy
levels as a function of the eigenvalue ordinal number, k, for an
infinite polyacene. Notice that, in this and in the following
figures showing the Hu¨ckel-energy structure, eigenvalue ordinal
numbers are normalized between 0 and 1, in order to permit an
easy comparison of systems having different numbers of atoms.
All the polygonal structures considered in the present work
have an energy spectrum that converges, in the limit of infinite
systems, to the band structure of infinite polyacenes, whose
energy spectrum is reported in Fig. 4. This is because the effect
of the finite number of corners (at most six for H structures)
becomes negligible when the number of hexagons goes to
infinity. However, as illustrated in the next subsections, the
presence of different types of corners in finite polyacene
stripes induces marked changes in the electronic structures.
The reason of this behavior is due to the lattice structure in the
angular regions of the stripes. In the presence of h-angles, the
lattice sites are of opposite types upon mirror reflexion with
respect to the bisector of the angle. For this reason, their total
number is identical if one considers the two sides of the angle,
and there is a global compensation leading to a vanishing
value of the lattice difference, NA – NB = 0. Things are
different in the case of a t-angle. In this case, the lattice type
does not change under reflexion with respect to the bisector of
the angle. If, say, A is the lattice type of the site located at the
outermost position on the bisector, we get NA – NB = 1. In
the next three Fig. 5–7, the energy-level structures for finite H,
R and T polygons are shown.
4.1.1 Hexagons.Hexagons have an equal number of atoms
of the two lattice types, as shown in Fig. 1. For this reason,
they are expected to have an energy gap at the Fermi level, and
their ground state should be a spin singlet. The energy gap at
the Fermi level is large for the small systems we consider in the
present work, and becomes vanishing only for very large
systems (see Fig. 5).
4.1.2 Rhombuses. Rhombuses have also the same total
number of A-type and B-type carbon atoms. However, this
results from a global cancellation between an excess of one
among A-type sites located in the region of a t-angle, which is
compensating an excess of one among B-type sites located
at the opposite t-angle (see Fig. 2). This is because there is a
NA – NB = 1 lattice difference at one t-angle of the structure,
and an opposite difference NA – NB = 1 at the other t-angle.
If the two t-angles are far apart, there is no interaction
between the two regions, and the two orbitals in excess are
expected to have zero energy. For this reason, the energy
spectrum shows the presence of two quasi-degenerate orbitals
hosting two electrons at the Fermi level, whose energy split
goes to zero very quickly as a function of the system size.
However, since the energy levels are not exactly degenerate for
any finite size of the system, at the Hu¨ckel level the ground
state will have a singlet spin symmetry. This behavior is
illustrated in Fig. 6.
4.1.3 Triangles. The same type of compensation does not
hold for triangles (Fig. 3 and 7): in this case, at each t-angle
there is a lattice difference of NA – NB = 1, leading to a global
value NA – NB = 3 for the entire structure. There are three
exactly degenerate orbitals at the Fermi level, hosting three
electrons. This, in turn, gives two exactly degenerate spin
functions, a doublet and a quartet. The degeneracy is expected
to be removed at the ab initio level, and a quartet ground state
is predicted.
4.2 Ab initio
All the considered structures have been found to system-
atically respect the Ovchinnikov rule, that predicts a high-spin
ground state of multiplicity n+ 1 in all those structures where
there are exactly n degenerate orbitals filled.40
A rigorous s–p separation is present only in the H_ structures,
that have a symmetry plane. In the case of R_ and T_ structures
this separation is only approximate, although to a very good
degree of precision. For this reason, we will speak about p
orbitals for all the three types of systems. All the considered
species show frontier orbitals having a p nature. These orbitals
tend to be located on the outer edge of the polyacene stripes
(see Fig. 8–10). While the H_ structures show a clear closed-shell
character, T_ and R_ structures are open shells. The open-shell
orbitals are located in the regions of the t-angles (Fig. 9 and 10),
which means that their interaction decreases with the increasing
size of the system. For this reason, the quasi-degenerate character
of T and R increases quickly with the system size, as is
confirmed by both the RHF orbital energies and the CAS-CI
occupation numbers (see Tables 4, 6 and 8). In the next
subsections, the behavior of the three types of structures will
be considered separately.
Fig. 9 Active orbitals for the rhombus polyacene R_5, having a and
b2 symmetry.
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4.2.1 Hexagons. We performed our calculations on the
H_3 and H_4 structures. The RHF optimized geometries are
planar. These are sizes which are far too small to observe the
quasi-degenerate effects of large polyacenes. In Table 3 we
report the relative energies for the singlet, and quintet spin
states. The system ground state is a closed shell singlet, with
no presence of any magnetic structure. We also performed
CAS-SCF and NEVPT2 calculations on the quintet state that
however was found to be much higher in energy than the
singlet closed shell.
In addition, in Table 4 we show the orbital energies at the
RHF level as well as the occupancies at the CAS-CI level
of the different spin states of hexagonal polyacenes. The
occupancies show that the HOMO and LUMO occupations
are very close to two and zero, respectively, exhibiting a
closed-shell nature of the H_ structures. This property depends
in a very weak way on the basis-set quality, while it is
noticeably enhanced going from H_3 to H_4. It can also be
noted that this is true even for the minimum basis set for which
the gap is overestimated.
4.2.2 Rhombuses. We performed our calculations on the
R_4 and R_5 structures. The RHF optimized geometries are
close to planar, with only the pairs of hydrogens close to the
t-angles significantly displaced by 1.119 and 0.905 au with
the VDZ basis set for R_4 and R_5, respectively, from the
molecular average plane. Moreover, it is important to note
that for the case of the rhomboidal polyacene, R_5, there also
Fig. 10 The three active orbitals for the triangular polyacene T_7, having e and a1 symmetry.
Table 3 Relative energies (DE) for the different spin states of hexagonal polyacenes, in kJ mol1
State
H_3 H_4
STO-3G VDZ VDZP STO-3G VDZ
CAS-CI NEVPT2 CAS-CI NEVPT2 CAS-CI NEVPT2 CAS-CI NEVPT2 CAS-CI NEVPT2
1A1g 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5A1g 1210.122 704.043 975.553 520.126 964.750 436.420 36.949 15.634 38.118 6.873
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exist non-planar hydrogens in the inner borders of the h-angles
(see Table 1).
The singlet (1A1) is more stable than the triplet (
3B2) state
(See Table 5). In Table 6 are shown the results obtained for the
orbital energies at the RHF level and the occupancies at the
CAS-CI level. It can be observed that there are two quasi-
degenerate orbitals having symmetries b2 and a1. At the RHF
level, the lowest-energy orbital is the b2 one, having an
energy which is 1.32  102 hartrees lower than the a1 orbital
of R_4 while in the case of R_5 the lowest-energy orbital b2 is
0.39  102 hartrees lower than the a1 orbital at the STO-3G
level. With a VDZ basis set it was found that the same
tendency, the differences in energy between orbitals a1 and b2
were 1.87  102 and 0.68  102 for R_4 and R_5 respectively
(the occupancies for the triplet state are obviously equal to one).
In the case of the singlets, the occupancies of the quasi-
degenerate orbitals do not strongly depend on the basis-set
quality, while they become closer to one by increasing the
system size.
4.2.3 Triangles.We performed our calculations on the T_6
and T_7 structures. As in the previous case, the optimized
geometries are close to planar, and only the hydrogens close to
the t-angles are significantly far from the molecular plane,
0.540 and 0.971 au for T_6 and T_7 respectively (See Table 1).
At the RHF level, the three quasi-degenerate orbitals split into
a doubly degenerate e pair and an orbital having a1 symmetry.
In contrast to the previous cases (both hexagons and rhom-
buses), there is a parity phenomenon, for which the lowest
orbital is the a1 for even-side triangles, while for odd-side
structures it is the e pair that has the lowest energy as can
be observed in Table 8. The differences are very small, being
2.3 103 for T_6 and 0.9 103 hartrees for T_7 respectively.
This difference in the orbital-energy sequence is reflected by
the occupation numbers at the CAS-CI level. As far as the
total energies of the states are concerned, the quartet–doublet
splitting is much larger when computed with the VDZP basis
set than the STO-3G one (See Table 7). Notice also that it is
reduced by a factor about three when going from T_6 to T_7.
Table 4 Orbital energies at the RHF level (ei), and occupancies at the CAS-CI level (ni) for hexagonal polyacenes
Molecule State Orbital symmetry
STO-3G VDZ VDZP
ei ni ei ni ei ni
H_3 1A1g e2u 0.1964 1.9886 0.2710 1.9881 0.2635 1.9883
e1g 0.1658 0.0113 0.0398 0.0118 0.0460 0.0116
H_4 1A1g e2u 0.1884 1.9937 0.2612 1.9937 — —
e1g 0.1562 0.0062 0.0285 0.0062 — —
Table 7 Relative energies (DE) for the different spin states of triangular polyacenes in kJ mol1
State
T_6 T_7
STO-3G VDZ VDZP STO-3G VDZ
CAS-CI NEVPT2 CAS-CI NEVPT2 CAS-CI NEVPT2 CAS-CI NEVPT2 CAS-CI NEVPT2
4A1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2E 0.871 1.301 2.317 2.429 1.673 1.640 0.233 0.417 0.702 0.702
Table 6 Orbital energies at the RHF level (ei), and occupancies at the CAS-CI level (ni) for rhombus polyacenes
Molecule State Orbital symmetry
STO-3G VDZ VDZP
ei ni ei ni ei ni
R_4 1A1 b2 1.0952 1.1815 1.1735
a1 0.9047 0.8184 0.8264
3B2 b2 0.1819 1.0000 0.2492 1.0000 0.2451 1.0000
a1 0.1687 1.0000 0.2302 1.0000 0.2264 1.0000
R_5 1A b2 1.0308 1.0746 — —
a1 0.9691 0.9254 — —
3B2 b2 0.1815 1.0000 0.2458 1.0000 — —
a1 0.1776 1.0000 0.2390 1.0000 — —
Table 5 Relative energies (DE) for the different spin states of rhombus polyacenes in kJ mol1
State
R_4 R_5
STO-3G VDZ VDZP STO-3G VDZ
CAS-CI NEVPT2 CAS-CI NEVPT2 CAS-CI NEVPT2 CAS-CI NEVPT2 CAS-CI NEVPT2
1A1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
3B2 1.653 2.401 4.550 6.580 4.236 6.433 0.157 0.379 0.668 1.900
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Again, the occupancies of the quasi-degenerate orbitals do not
strongly depend on the basis set, and they become closer to
one for larger systems.
5 Conclusions
We presented tight binding and ab initio (CAS-SCF and
NEVPT2) calculations on three types of polygonal structures
having polyacene ‘‘sides’’, or polygoacenes. Because of the
rigid structure of the polyacene skeleton, the angles between
two connected sides can be either 60 or 1201. In particular, the
structures considered in this work were highly symmetric
hexagons, rhombuses and triangles that are the only structures
compatible with a constant length of all the polygon sides. It
was shown that 601 angles are connected with the presence of
quasi-degenerate orbitals, coming from an unbalanced number
of lattice types in the region of the angle. 1201 angles, on
the other hand, do not contribute to the quasi-degenerate
character of the system, at least for the sizes considered in
this work.
The three types of structures considered in this work are
therefore representative of the different possible behaviors of
polygoacenes. Hexagons, that present only h-angles, are closed
shells (they will show an open-shell character for much larger
structures, as linear polyacenes do). Triangles have three
t-angles, and therefore they have an unbalanced number of
A and B lattice types: triangles are high-spin open shells.
Rhombuses, on the other hand, have two h-angles alternated
with two t-angles. They have a balanced number of lattice
types, but this comes out from a cancellation between two
opposite contributions associated with the two t-angles: rhom-
buses are low-spin open shells.
It is a remarkable fact that the orbital-energy spectra
obtained at the tight-binding level was invariably confirmed
by ab initio calculations, and the Ovchinnikov rule was system-
atically fulfilled. We are currently investigating larger edifices
built by polyacene fragments, and in particular extended
structures, where a given motif can be repeated an infinite
number of times. Due to their variety of different electronic
behaviors, these polyacene stripes could be used as building
blocks of edifices having potentially remarkable electronic
properties.
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Abstract Planar molecular edifices obtained by joining
polyacene fragments (polyacene stripes) are investigated at
tight-binding (i.e., with a Hückel Hamiltonian) and ab initio
level. For this kind of system, it is known that the presence of
60-degree angles between two stripes of the polyacene mo-
lecular skeleton induces the formation of singly occupied
molecular orbitals, whose combination gives rise to quasi-
degenerate electronic states. In particular, two types of convex
polygons having a unique side length (rhombuses and trian-
gles) are considered in this work. It is shown that the satura-
tion via hydrogen atoms of the apical carbons located on outer
borders of the 60-degree angles increases the number of quasi-
degenerate orbitals, and hence the maximal multiplicity of the
low-lying states of the system. Our tight-binding and ab initio
(CAS-CI, NEVPT2) calculations indicate that the spin multi-
plicity of these molecular structures is in systematical accord
with the Ovchinnikov rule.
Keywords Polyacene .Magnetic clusters . CAS-SCF .
NEVPT2
Introduction
Since graphene’s characterization [1, 2], the vision of low-
dimensional systems has changed dramatically. Their surpris-
ing physical and electronic properties have raised interest and
curiosity in the scientific community around two-dimensional
(2D) and one-dimensional (1D) systems. Finite low-
dimensional structures, like graphene nanoislands, show very
particular behaviors, such as the presence of edge states [3]. In
particular, edge states at the quantum Hall effect regime allow
graphenes to carry charge, and spin [4]. Most of these partic-
ular characteristics of graphene are due to the 2D disposition
of the carbon atoms with sp2 hybridization that forms a
honeycomb hexagonal lattice. Theoretical considerations
about a single graphite-sheet structure have been around since
the 1950s, as can be evidenced in a workmade by Pauling [5].
However, until recently, the practical realization of this kind of
structure was thought to be impossible.
In the present work, the electronic structure of a particular
type of graphene fragments, with a special attention to finite-
size effects, will be explored, and their remarkable properties
will be investigated [6]. An important feature of finite-size
graphene structures is the fact that their electronic and mag-
netic properties can be modulated depending on their shapes
and sizes [7]. In this work, in particular, the electronic struc-
ture of polyacene-based flat polygonal edifices (or
“polygoacenes”) will be investigated. In a previous study,
we presented structures having a polygonal skeleton, each
side of the polygon being formed by a polyacene stripe [8].
Because of the hexagonal building blocks of polyacenes, the
angles between the sides that form the skeleton of a
polygoacene can be either 60 or 120°. In our previous study,
we restricted our investigation to highly symmetric structures:
convex polygons having a unique side length. This choice
leaves only three possibilities for the skeleton geometry:
hexagons, rhombuses, and triangles. Hexagon skeletons have
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only angles of 120°, while in the triangles, all the angles are of
60°. On the other hand, rhombuses have alternate angles of
120 and 60°. As discussed in the reference [8], each 60° corner
is characterized by the presence of a half-filled orbital, while
the 120° corners have an electronic structure not much differ-
ent from those of a single polyacene stripe. This property is
related to the bipartite nature of the graphene lattice, and gives
a rather large range of polygoacenes electronic structures,
which can go from closed-shell systems (hexagons) to both
high-spin (triangles) and low-spin (rhombuses) open shells. It
should be stressed that this classification is valid mainly for
the small and medium-sized structures: in fact, since straight
polyacenes have an open-shell ground state, very large hexa-
gons are expected to become open shells. Since 60° angles
appear in triangles, and 120° angles in hexagons, we will
indicate these two angle types as t- and h-angles, respectively.
In the present work, in particular, we investigate the effect
of saturating the apical carbon atoms located at the top of t-
angles (corresponding to the white square in Fig. 1), by two
hydrogen atoms instead of only one, as it would be the case for
the normal polyacene structure (the saturating hydrogens are
shown in red in Fig. 2). In this way, the saturated carbon atoms
become hybridized sp3, and they do not belong to the pi system
any longer. In unsaturated structures, apical carbons belong to
the lattice type that is less numerous in the corner region (the
red atoms in Fig. 1). Therefore, by saturating an apical carbon,
an excess of two carbons for the other lattice type (the blue
atoms in Fig. 1) results at each corner. As a result, each t-angle
will be associated to two edge orbitals, which will be normally
half filled. As will be shown in the following of this article, the
location of these orbitals is mainly on the two carbon atoms
indicated by red squares in Fig. 1.
Rhombuses and triangles are the only structures having t-
angle corners (and therefore the only ones to show singly
occupied molecular orbitals (SOMO) lying on or near to the
Fermi level). For this reason, we limit our investigation to this
type of structures. In the following part of the article, saturated
rhombuses having sides with n hexagonal motif will be indi-
cated as RS_n, while the corresponding triangular structures
will be indicated as TS_n.
As it happens for non-saturated polyacenes, the triangular
and rhomboidal structures studied here present an empty inter-
nal region with hydrogen atoms in the inner border. Therefore,
the smallest possible structures of these types of polygoacenes
would be RS_4 and TS_5, respectively. However, as already
discussed in our previous research [8], TS_6 is the smallest T
structure that permits a highly symmetric geometry, and it will
be the smaller triangle we consider. In principle, and if the
carbon atoms only were considered, the spatial symmetry of
these structures would be D2h and D3h for RS_n and TS_n,
respectively. However, the presence of angles of 60° induces a
geometric strain on the hydrogen atoms that lowers the global
symmetry of the system. This is because the hydrogens that are
Fig. 1 The different sub-lattices of partly saturated polyacenes at the t-
angle are shown in blue for A type atoms and red for B type atoms. We
also show as a white square the carbon atom, which is saturated with two
hydrogens. The red squares for the case of triangular polyacenes repre-
sent the atoms in excess for one of the lattices. These are also the sites
where the singly occupied molecular orbitals are mainly located
Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the partly saturated polyacene struc-
tures containing the carbon atoms with their hydrogen atoms vertically
displaced located either in the inner borders or the corner ring at t-angle.
The two hydrogens saturating the apical carbon located in the outer ring at
the t-angle are shown as red spheres. The hydrogens in the inner border
lowering the symmetry are shown as blue spheres
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Fig. 3 Tight-binding energy spectrum (|β| units) of rhomboidal
polyacene as a function of k
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placed in the inner part of each t-angle tend to avoid each other,
so that if one atom is located upwards with respect to the mean
plane of the cluster, the other one is located downwards (these
hydrogen atoms are shown in blue in Fig. 2). If we follow the
polygoacene “loop” in a clockwise way, at each t-angle there
will be either an up-down or a down-up pair of hydrogens. This
gives rise to a number of structures that is given by two to the
power of the number of t-angles (notice that, however, some of
these structures can be equivalent because of the cluster sym-
metry). In the present work, for the sake of simplicity, we
considered only the highest-symmetry structures, obtained
when all the hydrogen pairs are in an up-down (or, equivalently,
all in a down-up) arrangement.
In this article, we use the tight-binding approach (based on a
Hückel Hamiltonian) in combination with advanced electronic-
structure ab initio methods based on the wave function in order
to study electronic and magnetic structure of these systems.
Computational details
This section illustrates the computational approaches and the
strategies employed to carry out this study. In particular, the
details concerning both tight-binding and ab initio approaches
will be separately discussed.
Hückel Hamiltonian (tight-binding approximation)
At tight-binding level, all the electronic spectra reported here
have been computed using the Hückel Hamiltonian and
employing a homemade code written in Python [9]. In this
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Fig. 4 Tight-binding energy spectrum (|β| units) of triangular polyacene
as a function of k
Fig. 5 The frontier orbitals for
the rhomboidal polyacene RS_5
calculated at ROHF level using
the VDZ basis set. Symmetries
and energies (hartree) are also
indicated
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Fig. 6 The frontier orbitals for
the triangular polyacene TS_7
calculated at ROHF level using
the VDZ basis set. Symmetries
and energies (hartree) are also
indicated
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approach, the Hamiltonian matrix is constructed by taking into
account the connectivity of conjugated carbon atoms in the
polyacene structures of interest, evaluated from their Cartesian
coordinates. The assumptions made for the relationship of the
Hamiltonian matrix elements between localized p orbitals
(those that are orthogonal to the molecular plane) are shown
here. In particular, the diagonal α parameter is taken as zero
energy, and it does not play any important role. The only non-
zero significant elements of the Hamiltonian are therefore
those between p orbitals belonging to carbon atoms that are
connected by a sigma bond. We have therefore
< i
bH
i >¼ α ¼ 0 ð1Þ
and
< i
bH
 j >¼ βγij ð2Þ
Here γij (not to be confused with a Kronecker delta) is
equal to 1 if i and j are different sites that are connected
in the carbon skeleton, and 0 otherwise. It is important to
remark that hydrogens are not considered at the Hückel
level. In a similar way, those carbons that are saturated
with two hydrogen atoms will lose their conjugated na-
ture in the system, and therefore they are not taken into
account by the Hückel Hamiltonian.
After geometry optimization (at ab initio level), the C-C
bonds have very similar lengths in all our structures, and we
assume the same value of β for all the topologically connected
pairs of atoms. For this reason, in all our calculations the
parameter β was fixed to the (arbitrary) value β=−1, while
α is taken equal to zero. We remind the reader that −β is
sometimes called the hopping integral in the physics literature,
where it is usually indicated as t. As will be discussed in the
following section, we filled with two electrons all the orbitals
below zero (the Fermi Level), by leaving empty the orbitals
above zero. In the case of a set of strictly zero energy levels,
they were filled with a single electron. In this way, neutral
structures are systematically obtained.
Ab initio
The smallest atomic basis set employed in this work was
the minimal STO-3G [10–12] contracted Gaussian basis
set for both carbon and hydrogen atoms. Even if this
basis set is too small to give quantitatively reliable re-
sults, it is known to reproduce correctly the qualitative
behavior of many organic and inorganic systems. Its
reduced size, on the other hand, allows the investigation
at a correlated ab initio level of systems whose size is
relatively large, which is the case of the present work.
The smallest structures in each series were also studied
with larger atomic natural orbital (ANO) basis sets opti-
mized by Roos and coworkers [13]. In particular, we
studied RS_4 and TS_6 with a (3s2p1d) contraction for
C and (2s1p) for H. This corresponds to a valence
double-zeta plus polarization functions (VDZP basis
set). The intermediate (3s2p) and (2 s) (for C and H,
respectively) VDZ contractions were also used for these
two small structures.
The computational strategy adopted in this study is the
following one. The pattern of quasi-degenerate orbitals is
established using the Hückel results. Then, restricted
open-shell Hartree–Fock (ROHF) calculations are per-
formed on the high-spin (HS) state, and the geometry
of the system is optimized at this level. This has the
remarkable advantage of allowing the use of a single-
level formalism to perform the calculation, with a con-
siderable saving in the geometry optimization step.
Moreover, in the case of exact degeneracy, this strategy
overcomes the problem of the probable presence of a
Jahn-Teller effect, which could lower the symmetry of
the system in the case of the spin states different from
the HS one.
The systems have been studied within a complete
active space self-consistent field (CAS-SCF) formalism
Table 1 Distances of the inner non-planar hydrogens from the mean
plane of the rhomboidal (RS_4 and RS_5) and triangular (TS_6 and
TS_7) polyacenes, in au
STO-3G VDZ VDZP STO-3G VDZ
RS_4 RS_5
t-angle 1.068001 1.118292 1.122864 1.285814 1.286261
h-angle — — — 0.835879 0.905455
Corners 1.624709 1.626199 1.627095 1.623396 1.623149
TS_6 TS_7
t-angle 0.525134 0.507255 0.560418 1.041111 0.982065
Corners 1.647227 1.642649 1.644096 1.642943 1.640125
Table 2 Imaginary frequencies in rhomboidal and triangular polyacenes,
computed at the ROHF level using the minimal basis set
Molecule Mulliken symbol Frequencies (cm−1)
RS_5 A 80.34 i
B2 80.10 i
TS_6 E 157.44 i
A1 60.60 i
TS_7 A1 82.42 i
E 82.00 i
A1 18.47 i
J Mol Model (2014) 20:2284 Page 5 of 13, 2284
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[14–16], and multi-reference perturbation-theory level
using the n-electrons valence perturbation theory
(NEVPT2) formalism [17–19]. In all the CAS-SCF-type
and NEVPT2 calculations, the active space has been
selected taking into account the orbitals that are degen-
erate (either strictly or approximately) at the Hückel
level. The orbitals have been optimized at ROHF level
for the high-spin wave function in all cases involved in
this investigation. Then these orbitals were frozen for
the CAS-SCF ca lcu la t ions o f the o the r sp in
multiplicities. In this way, our calculations can be qual-
ified rather as complete active space configuration in-
teraction (CAS-CI) type. However, since the active
orbitals result from the symmetry combination of atom-
ic orbitals strongly localized in the t-angles, ROHF
orbitals are very similar to the optimized CAS-SCF
orbitals. As a further matter, this choice has the advan-
tage of avoiding CAS-SCF instabilities, often present in
the case of strictly degenerate orbitals. After the CAS-
CI step, the effect of dynamical correlation is added on
Table 3 Frontier orbital energies
at ROHF level (εi), and occupan-
cies at CAS-CI level (ni) for
rhombus polyacene RS_4
Molecule State Orbital symmetry STO-3G VDZ VDZP
εi ni εi ni εi ni
RS_4 5A b2 −0.2508 1.0000 −0.3316 1.0000 −0.3219 1.0000
b1 −0.2429 1.0000 −0.3161 1.0000 −0.3081 1.0000
a −0.2314 1.0000 −0.3192 1.0000 −0.3086 1.0000
b3 −0.2252 1.0000 −0.3081 1.0000 −0.2990 1.0000
3A b2 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
b1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
a 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
b3 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
3B3 b2 1.0120 1.0490 1.0419
b1 0.9880 0.9510 0.9581
a 1.0083 1.0389 1.0330
b3 0.9917 0.9611 0.9670
3B2 b2 1.0480 1.0315 1.0341
b1 1.0450 1.0217 1.0255
a 0.9520 0.9685 0.9659
b3 0.9550 0.9783 0.9745
3B1 b2 1.0567 1.0707 1.0674
b1 1.0363 0.9829 0.9925
a 0.9637 1.0171 1.0075
b3 0.9433 0.9293 0.9326
1A b2 1.0967 1.0505 1.0550
b1 1.0879 1.0362 1.0426
a 0.9105 0.9505 0.9460
b3 0.9049 0.9628 0.9564
1B3 b2 1.0238 1.0582 1.0497
b1 0.9762 0.9418 0.9503
a 0.9955 1.0287 1.0243
b3 1.0045 0.9713 0.9757
1B2 b2 1.2992 1.0945 1.0990
b1 1.2451 1.0630 1.0708
a 0.7008 0.9055 0.9010
b3 0.7549 0.9370 0.9292
1B1 b2 1.2890 1.1242 1.1236
b1 1.2542 1.0333 1.0455
a 0.7458 0.9667 0.9545
b3 0.7110 0.8758 0.8764
2284, Page 6 of 13 J Mol Model (2014) 20:2284
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top of the CAS-CI wave function by employing the
NEVPT2 formalism.
Finally, we mention the fact that all the ab initio
calculations were performed using the MOLPRO [20]
Quantum-Chemistry package. In particular, we used the
RHF-SCF module [21] to optimize the geometry and to
identify the (quasi-)degenerate orbitals. The CAS-CI
calculations were performed via the CAS-SCF module
[15, 16], while the NEVPT2 results were obtained
through the corresponding module.
Results and discussion
We concentrate this theoretical study on closed polyacene
molecules that possess a high degree of spatial symmetry. In
particular, polygonal structures composed by joined
polyacene stripes having all the same length are considered.
Only “regular polygons” are taken into account, i.e., convex
polygons with sides of the same length n (measured by the
number of benzene units), although with angles that are not
necessarily identical. It is important to mention that given the
Table 4 Frontier orbital energies
at ROHF level (εi), and occupan-
cies at CAS-CI level (ni) for
rhombus polyacene RS_5
Molecule State Orbital symmetry STO-3G VDZ
εi ni εi ni
RS_5 5A b2 −0.2899 1.0000 −0.3276 1.0000
a −0.2877 1.0000 −0.3232 1.0000
b1 −0.2750 1.0000 −0.3119 1.0000
b3 −0.2735 1.0000 −0.3087 1.0000
3A b2 1.0000 1.0000
a 1.0000 1.0000
b1 1.0000 1.0000
b3 1.0000 1.0000
3B3 b2 1.0287 1.0445
a 1.0273 1.0421
b1 0.9713 0.9555
b3 0.9727 0.9579
3B2 b2 1.0043 1.0110
a 0.9957 0.9890
b1 1.0030 1.0088
b3 0.9970 0.9912
3B1 b2 1.0317 1.0533
a 1.0244 1.0333
b1 0.9756 0.9667
b3 0.9683 0.9467
1A b2 1.0064 1.0168
a 0.9936 0.9832
b1 1.0045 1.0135
b3 0.9955 0.9865
1B3 b2 1.0303 1.0465
a 1.0257 1.0398
b1 0.9697 0.9535
b3 0.9743 0.9602
1B2 b2 1.0151 1.0328
a 0.9849 0.9672
b1 1.0098 1.0244
b3 0.9902 0.9756
1B1 b2 1.0405 1.0722
a 1.0157 1.0152
b1 0.9843 0.9848
b3 0.9595 0.9278
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hexagonal structure of the elementary polyacene unit, the
polygon angles can only be either 60° (t-angles) or 120° (h-
angles). Thus, three types of unsaturated regular polygonal
skeletons can be built: rhombuses (R_n), triangles (T_n), and
hexagons (H_n). These structures were considered in a previ-
ous theoretical study [8]. In this work, we are interested in
investigating how the presence of two saturating hydrogen
atoms on the apical carbons in the t-angles is able to modify
the energy-level structure. Therefore, we limit our study to
rhombus (RS_n) and triangle (TS_n) structures, the only ones
that present t-angles (for the local atom arrangements in the
regions close to a t-angle, see Fig. 2).
To understand the magnetic structure of these clusters, the
Ovchinnikov rule [22] can be employed, and the number of
carbon atoms in each of the two carbon sub-lattice types is
considered. This rule states that the spin multiplicity can be
determined by the absolute value of the difference between the
two different lattices:
2S þ 1 ¼
NA−NB
þ 1 ð3Þ
In the case of a Hückel Hamiltonian, because of the
alternancy symmetry [23], there exist at least exactly |NA−
NB| orbitals having strictly zero energy and hosting |NA−NB|
electrons at the Fermi level. As linear polyacenes are com-
posed by an equal number of A and B atoms, the total contri-
bution of a polyacene stripe to |NA−NB| is zero. The only
atoms that can contribute to the difference of lattice types are
the are the carbon atoms located at the corners. At each h-
angle, both inner and outer “edge” carbon atoms (those that
are saturated with hydrogen atoms) change their type nature,
from A to B type, or vice versa. However, the difference
between the two lattice types does not change. On the other
hand, at each t-angle, both inner and outer edge carbon atoms
remain of the same type, but there is a local difference of two
between the two types (the outer carbon atoms being the less
numerous ones, as seen in Fig. 1).
Tight binding
The tight-binding model (based on the Hückel Hamiltonian)
gives a crude and simple approximation of the pi electronic
structure of conjugated systems. However, due to its reduced
computational requirements, it can be applied to very large
systems. At the same time, this approach is very useful to
depict some general tendencies and to elucidate the nature of
different classes of compounds. Thus, it allows to have an
insight about the behavior of the molecular system of interest
Table 5 Relative energies (∆E) for the different spin states of rhombus polyacenes in kJ/mol
RS_4
STO-3G VDZ VDZP
Symmetry CAS-CI NEVPT2 CAS-SCF NEVPT2 Symmetry CAS-CI NEVPT2 CAS-CI NEVPT2
1A 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1A 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
3B2 2.050 3.534 3.181 6.797
3B2 0.415 0.834 0.498 1.012
3B1 2.553 4.438 3.558 8.838
5A 1.154 2.236 1.371 2.655
5A 4.317 7.471 5.758 13.052 3B1 3.916 3.275 4.322 2.850
3B3 4.816 8.278 6.126 14.957
3B3 4.611 4.532 5.166 4.375
1B1 916.369 −93.163 611.322 153.655
3A 681.894 54.359 650.217 0.390
1B2 916.950 −80.272 622.890 126.770
1B1 683.169 46.524 651.463 −8.663
3A 930.525 −67.987 582.994 151.841 1B3 685.316 56.101 653.987 1.662
1B3 931.005 −67.494 645.304 150.062
1B2 689.182 58.734 657.015 1.653
RS_5
STO-3G VDZ
Symmetry CAS-CI NEVPT2 Symmetry CAS-CI NEVPT2
1A 0.000 0.000 1A 0.000 0.000
3B2 0.009 0.022
3B2 0.052 0.113
5A 0.028 0.064 5A 0.154 0.330
3B1 2.243 2.345
3B1 3.113 1.863
3B3 2.260 2.383
3B3 3.213 2.066
3A 974.089 282.886 3A 676.338 62.168
1B1 976.258 283.590
1B1 679.095 61.797
1B3 976.322 284.602
1B3 679.401 63.686
1B2 980.013 288.889
1B2 684.699 71.636
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in the limit of a large number of atoms, which is usually not
possible at ab initio level.
Results obtained from the tight-binding calculations show
that the number of zero-energy orbitals at the Fermi level (and
hence the ground-state spin multiplicity) is strongly affected
by the shape of the polyacenes, which is in agreement with our
previous observations [8]. We have a high-spin ground state
for triangular polyacenes and a low-spin open-shell ground
state for rhomboidal shapes.
The different energy patterns at the Fermi levels are
due to the crucial role played by the corner effects in
these types of polyacene nano-structures. Moreover, there
exists a series of molecular orbitals (MO) with quasi-
degenerate energies in very long (or infinite) Hückel
polyacenes close to the Fermi level. This fact implies a
high density of low-lying electronic states for both trian-
gles and rhombuses. The tight-binding spectra are
discussed in the following sections.
Rhombuses, RS_n
In Fig. 3, the energy levels as a function of the eigen-
value ordinal number (k, normalized between 0 and 1)
are reported for the rhombus polyacene RS_4. The
tight-binding approach shows that there are four molec-
ular orbitals lying near the Fermi level. Each of these
molecular orbitals is expected to be singly occupied at
ab initio level, so they can form a high-spin state (5A).
However, the orbitals being not exactly degenerate, the
Ovchinnikov rule predicts that the ground state of rhom-
boidal polyacenes will be a singlet. This is because the
number of carbon atoms (NA and NB, respectively) in
the two sub-lattices of the structure is equal. This makes
the right-hand side (RHS) term of Eq. (3) |NA−NB|=0
and thus the multiplicity of the ground state is expected
to be a singlet. This will be confirmed also at the ab
initio level.
Table 6 Frontier orbital energies
at the ROHF level (εi), and occu-
pancies at CAS-CI level (ni) for
triangular polyacene TS_6
Molecule State Orbital symmetry STO-3G VDZ VDZP
εi ni εi ni εi ni
TS_6 7A1 a1 −0.2427 1.0000 −0.2708 1.0000 −0.2690 1.0000
1e −0.2415 1.0000 −0.2686 1.0000 −0.2688 1.0000
2e −0.2337 1.0000 −0.2588 1.0000 −0.2564 1.0000
a2 −0.2276 1.0000 −0.2515 1.0000 −0.2511 1.0000
5E a1 1.0033 1.0070 1.0013
1e 1.0047 1.0010 1.0020
1e 1.0047 1.0010 1.0020
2e 0.9963 0.9923 0.9989
2e 0.9963 0.9923 0.9989
a2 0.9945 0.9883 0.9967
3E a1 1.0054 1.0112 1.0021
1e 1.0078 1.0161 1.0033
1e 1.0076 1.0160 1.0033
2e 0.9942 0.9878 0.9984
2e 0.9940 0.9878 0.9984
a2 0.9910 0.9811 0.9945
1A1 a1 1.0062 1.0115 1.0025
1e 1.0088 1.0169 1.0036
1e 1.0088 1.0169 1.0036
2e 0.9933 0.9877 0.9984
2e 0.9933 0.9877 0.9984
a2 0.9896 0.9793 0.9935
1A2 a1 1.0116 1.0262 1.0284
1e 1.0143 1.0321 1.0305
1e 1.0075 1.0056 1.0007
2e 1.0013 1.0028 0.9999
2e 0.9877 0.9722 0.9716
a2 0.9844 0.9651 0.9688
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Triangles, TS_n
The energy levels as a function of the eigenvalue ordinal
number (k, normalized between 0 and 1) are reported in
Fig. 4 for the triangular polyacene TS_6. The spectrum shows
that there are six singly occupied degenerate MO lying at the
Fermi level. This also suggests that the structure can present
several spin states having energies close to the ground-state
one. When counting the number of carbon atoms in the
different sub-lattices to apply the Ovchinnikov rule, it is found
that at each t-angle there is a lattice difference of |NA−NB|=2
which leads to a global |NA−NB|=6. This implies that the
system can form a septet state.
Ab initio
At ab initio level, the manifold of active orbitals close to the
Fermi level (see Figs. 5 and 6) is twice as large as in the case of
the non-saturated structures considered in our previous work
[8]. We have now four molecular orbitals for RS_n and
six for TS_n, all located in the t-angle regions. Among
these orbitals, two (for RS_n) and three (for TS_n),
respectively, are similar to their non-saturated counter-
parts (see Figs. 9 and 10 in reference [8]). They are
characterized as being symmetric with respect to the C2
symmetry axis containing the nearby saturated carbon.
Being pi-type orbitals, the coefficients on the saturating
hydrogens are, by symmetry reasons, strictly zero. In
addition to these orbitals, there are also molecular or-
bitals that are antisymmetric with respect to the C2
symmetry axes. They are in number of two (for RS_n)
and three (for TS_n), respectively. The coefficients on
the saturating hydrogens are now different from zero
(they are identical in modulus and have opposite signs).
As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the energies of these
orbitals are systematically slightly higher than those of
the previously mentioned symmetric ones.
Table 7 Frontier orbital energies
at the ROHF level (εi), and occu-
pancies at the CAS-CI level (ni)
for triangular polyacene TS_7
Molecule State Orbital symmetry STO-3G VDZ
εi ni εi ni
TS_7 7A1 1e −0.2884 1.0000 −0.3233 1.0000
a1 −0.2877 1.0000 −0.3218 1.0000
2e −0.2724 1.0000 −0.3062 1.0000
a2 −0.2723 1.0000 −0.3057 1.0000
5E 1e 1.0008 1.0022
1e 1.0008 1.0022
a1 0.9991 0.9975
2e 0.9993 0.9983
2e 0.9993 0.9983
a2 1.0007 1.0015
3E 1e 1.0012 1.0035
1e 1.0012 1.0035
a1 0.9986 0.9960
2e 0.9988 0.9973
2e 0.9988 0.9973
a2 1.0012 1.0023
1A1 1e 1.0014 1.0040
1e 1.0014 1.0040
a1 0.9984 0.9957
2e 0.9986 0.9970
2e 0.9986 0.9970
a2 1.0014 1.0022
1A2 1e 1.0272 1.0423
1e 1.0273 1.0432
a1 0.9999 0.9998
2e 1.0000 0.9999
2e 0.9729 0.9578
a2 0.9726 0.9567
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Rhombuses
We carried out our calculations on the RS_4 and RS_5
structures. Because of the out-of-plane hydrogen atoms in
the inner edges, the point group of these molecules is
lowered from D2h to D2. The geometry optimization per-
formed on the high-spin quintet state (5A) showed that the
carbon skeleton of these structures is almost planar. How-
ever, the hydrogens placed near the t-angles in the inner
border (atoms in blue in Fig. 2) are out-of-plane displaced
(with respect to the average molecular plane). Their dis-
placements are 1.118292 and 1.286261 bohr for the RS_4
and RS_5 molecules, respectively, at ROHF level
employing the VDZ basis set (see Table 1 and Fig. 2).
Rhomboidal polyacenes also contain inner hydrogens ver-
tically displaced from the molecular mean plane located in
h-angles. These displacements are very similar to what we
found in the case of non-saturated structures; see Ref. [8].
The saturating hydrogen atoms (in red in Fig. 2) that are
present on the outer rings in each t-angle are displaced from
the average molecular plane by 1.626199 and 1.623149
bohr in RS_4 and RS_5, respectively at ROHF level with
the VDZ basis set (see Table 1 and Fig. 2).
As frequently observed in graphene nanostructures, the
ideal symmetrical geometry is not a local minimum on the
energy surface [24]. For this reason, we computed the har-
monic frequencies for the different structures, at ROHF level
for the high-spin state andwith theminimal basis set. In Table 2,
the imaginary harmonic frequencies are reported. No imagi-
nary frequencies were observed for the optimized geometry of
the RS_4 polyacene. On the other hand, for the larger structure,
RS_5, two imaginary frequencies are found. It is worth men-
tioning that saturating the structures in the carbons of the rings at
t-angles makes the imaginary frequencies to lower their magni-
tudes (from 3008i cm−1 to 80i cm−1, where i is the imaginary
unit) compared with our previous results reported in Ref. [8].
In Fig. 5, the canonical active orbitals at the ROHF level
are shown. These orbitals have a very marked pi character. In
Tables 3 and 4, the orbital energies at the ROHF level and the
occupancies at the CAS-CI level for different sizes of rhom-
boidal polyacenes are reported. The difference among the
orbital energies for a given basis set is very low, and decreases
when increasing the size of the basis set. For instance, we have
that the standard deviation for the set of orbital energies in the
RS_4 structure at ROHF level and using the STO-3G basis set
is 1.15 × 10−2 hartree. It becomes 9.43 × 10−3 hartree when the
basis set is improved to VDZP.
When increasing the size of the rhomboidal polyacenes, the
standard deviation of the canonical orbital energies is lower
than 9.00 × 10−3 hartree for the two different basis sets. This
confirms that the degeneracy of the active orbitals is more
marked when increasing the size of the molecular system.
Regarding the occupancies at the CAS-CI level, their values
are strictly 1 for the quintet 5A and triplet 3A states in both
RS_4 and RS_5. On the other hand, there exists a parity
phenomenon between the even and odd number of rings in
the rhomboidal polyacene. When the number of rings is even
(RS_4), the b1molecular orbital is more stable than the aMO,
with a difference of energy of 3.10 × 10−3 hartree using the
VDZ basis set. Then, for the case where the number of rings is
odd (RS_5), the orbital of symmetry a is slightly more stable
than the one of symmetry b1, with an energy difference of
1.13 × 10−2 hartree using the VDZ basis set.
We explored the manifold of the low-lying electronic states
of the rhomboidal polyacenes considered in this investigation.
In Table 5, the relative energies of the different electronic
states are reported. These states belong to different classes:
there is a group of neutral states (in Valence-Bond (VB)
meaning) with energies less than 5 kJ/mol above the ground
state. Then, at much higher energies (about 600 kJ/mol at
CAS-CI level using the largest basis sets), there is a group of
states that are ionic in VB meaning. Notice that the nature
(neutral vs. ionic) of these states can be deduced by the
coefficients of the CI wavefunction. Among the neutral states,
the singlet 1A state is more stable than the triplets 3B2 and
3B1,
and these in turn are below the quintet 5A. The relative energy
differences, as expected, get lower when increasing the size of
the system. These results confirm the multiplicity predicted by
the Ovchinnikov rule. At the NEVPT2/STO-3G level, the
energies of the ionic-states of RS_4 are below the energies
of the neutral states. This is because the CAS-CI orbitals
describe these kinds of states poorly [25]. In order to confirm
this fact, we repeated the calculation by optimizing the orbitals
(in other words, we performed a true CAS-SCF calculation
instead of a CAS-CI one). It was found that NEVPT2 on top
Table 8 Relative energies (∆E) for the different spin states of triangular
polyacenes in kJ/mol
TS_6
STO-3G VDZ VDZP
State CAS-CI NEVPT2 CAS-CI NEVPT2 CAS-CI NEVPT2
7A1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5E 0.400 0.721 1.939 1.504 1.477 1.206
3E 0.664 1.197 3.207 2.491 2.449 1.999
1A1 0.791 1.417 3.777 2.938 2.904 2.370
1A2 5.026 7.084 12.837 9.987 12.368 8.641
TS_7
STO-3G VDZ
State CAS-CI NEVPT2 CAS-CI NEVPT2
7A1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5E 0.064 0.178 0.284 0.570
3E 0.107 0.295 0.466 0.921
1A1 0.126 0.346 0.537 1.030
1A2 2.219 2.309 3.338 2.282
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of the CAS-SCF wavefunction with the minimal basis set was
able to reproduce better the relative energies at CAS-CI level
when using bigger basis sets (see Table 5). A further analysis
of the NEVPT2 results for the ionic systems revealed that the
norm of the excitations when one electron from a core orbital
is promoted to a virtual orbital, and one electron from a core
orbital is promoted to an active orbital is relatively large
(values higher than 0.5). This artifact can be attributed to the
already discussed quality of the orbitals at the minimal basis
set, because such norm is below 0.5 in the case of basis set of
better quality.
Triangles
We performed our calculations for two different sizes of
triangular polyacenes, TS_6 and TS_7. The carbon skeletons
of these structures were found to be close to planarity after
geometry optimization of the high-spin state 7A1. The hydro-
gens located in the inner borders of the t-angles are displaced
from the average molecular plane by 0.507255 and 0.982065
bohr for the TS_6 and TS_7 structures, respectively, comput-
ed at ROHF/VDZ level (see Table 1, and blue atoms in Fig. 2).
These out-of-plane inner hydrogens lower the point group
from D3h to D3, and their displacements have similar magni-
tudes to those reported in [8]. At each t-angle (corners) in the
outer borders, there are two saturating hydrogens displaced
from the average molecular plane (see red spheres in Fig. 2).
Their displacements are 1.642649 and 1.640125 bohr for the
TS_6 and TS_7, respectively, when computed at the ROHF
level with the VDZ basis set (see Table 1).
In Table 2, we report the imaginary harmonic frequencies
calculated at ROHF/STO-3G level for the high-spin state. It
can be seen that the polyacene TS_6 has three imaginary
frequencies while the TS_7 has four imaginary frequencies.
Comparing these results with those reported in [8], we have
that the number of frequencies for T_6 and its non-saturated
homologue T_6 passes from six to only three. At the same
time, the magnitude of these frequencies gets lower as seen in
Table 2. Regarding TS_7 and its corresponding non-saturated
homologue T_7, the number of frequencies found is the same
but their magnitudes are much lower.
In Fig. 6, the frontier canonical orbitals at the ROHF level
are shown. For triangular closed polyacenes, six quasi-
degenerate orbitals with pi character are found. They are split
in two degenerate e pair, and two orbitals of symmetry a1 and
a2, respectively. The two pairs of symmetry e orbitals have
been divided into two sets ordered by increasing energies: the
first pair, 1e, being more stable than the second one, which is
indicated by 2e.
In Tables 6 and 7, we report the orbital energies computed
at the ROHF level and occupancies at the CAS-CI level. The
energy differences between the molecular orbitals are very
low and they decrease when improving the basis set. On the
other hand, when increasing the size of the molecule, the
energy differences between the frontier MO is small remain-
ing in values where the standard deviation is below 9.20 ×
10−3 hartree using the VDZ basis set.
It is important to discuss the degeneracy of occupan-
cies for the e orbitals which is not kept for some elec-
tronic states considered. This is because MOLPRO does
not treat molecules with non-Abelian point groups. Being
that D3 is the real non-Abelian point group, it was
necessary to employ its C2 subgroup. This subgroup (of
lower symmetry) allowed orbitals a and e to mix be-
tween each other because they were now classified under
the same symmetry. This fact is confirmed by the anal-
ysis of the coefficients of the active orbitals involved at
the CAS-CI level.
In triangular polyacenes, there also exists a parity phenom-
enon. For even-side triangles, the most stable orbital is the one
of a1 symmetry, while for odd-side structures it is the degen-
erate 1e pair (see Tables 6 and 7).
The different possible electronic states and their relative
energies are reported in Table 8. For the optimized structures
of the triangular polyacenes considered in this work, the high-
spin septet state (7A1) is the ground state being more
stable than the quintet, and the other states of lower
multiplicity. This confirms the high-spin state predicted
by the Ovchinnikov rule as well as the results obtained
at tight-binding level. A deeper analysis of the magnetic
manifolds of T_n and TS_n systems would be interesting, in
particular to investigate how well Heisenberg-type magnetic
Hamiltonians are able to reproduce the energy spectrum.
Work is in progress in this direction.
Conclusions
A systematic theoretical study of closed polyacene struc-
tures has been carried out on two types of partly saturated
polyacene structures. These are rhombuses and triangles
formed by equal-length polyacene stripes, and present sin-
gly occupied molecular orbitals lying close to the Fermi
level. The saturation of the apical carbon atoms, placed at t-
angle corners of the polyacenes, with hydrogen atoms in-
creases the number of open-shell orbitals, and hence the
quasi-degenerate character of the systems. Moreover, the
number and magnitude of imaginary frequencies decreases
with respect to non-saturated species, which had been the
object of a previous investigation by our group [8]. This
indicates an increased stability of the saturated species with
respect to the unsaturated ones. Two different ground-state
behaviors have been found: singlet open shell in the case of
rhombuses and high-spin open shell for triangles. The
Ovchinnikov rule is capable of predicting correctly the
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multiplicity of the ground state of the systems, and in
combination with the tight-binding approach can be con-
sidered as powerful tools to depict qualitatively electronic
characteristics of this type of molecular structures.
A further conclusion of the present study concerns the
reliability of the ab initio methods we used to treat these
systems, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) in
general. In fact, our results show that a CAS-CI approach in
combination with NEVPT2 is an adequate methodology to
study polyacenes at the ab initio level, but only in the case of
states belonging to the “magnetic manifold” of the system. In
fact, the “ionic states” (in valence-bond meaning) are very
poorly described at the NEVPT2 level, a fact that had already
been observed in magnetic systems [25]. Finally, and not
surprisingly, we notice that the basis-set quality also is an
important factor to be considered, in order to achieve numer-
ical stability of the results.
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5.1 Total position-spread tensor applied to polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons
The formalism of the SS-TPS has been applied to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons consid-
ered in Refs. [33, 34]. In Tables 5.1-5.4 are presented the values of the SS-TPS computed for
the different polygoacenes structures using our SS-TPS implementation in MOLPRO at CAS-
SCF [24] level varying the basis set and the molecular size. We report only the values of the
active-active contributions to the CAS-CI wave function for triangular and rhomboidal poly-
acenes because they do not present an important energy gap as the hexagonal structures. In
complex molecular systems, the quadratic fluctuation of the position of electrons happens only to
particles located near to the Fermi level. SS-TPS values for core-core and core-active contribu-
tions to the CAS-CI wave function remain constant for the different electronic states considered
within the same molecular size.
Let us start analyzing results on triangular polyacenes of type T L in Table 5.1. The Λxx
and Λyy components of the SS-TPS are approximately 5 times larger than the Λzz component
which is out of the xy plane. The improvement of the basis set from STO-3G to VDZ enhances
the response of the tensor as a consequence of the addition of diffuse basis functions that allows
electrons to be more separated ones from others to minimize electron repulsion. The SS-TPS
tensor for T L type polyacenes slightly decreases when increasing molecular size.
In Table 5.2 are reported the SS-TPS values of the partly saturated triangular polyacenes,
TS L. Saturation of triangular structures do not change the trend already observed in the non-
saturated T L polyacenes. The highest charge delocalization happens in the xy molecular plane.
For TS L polyacenes the Λzz component of the SS-TPS tends to be roughly two times larger
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Table 5.1: Spin-summed total position-spread tensor of triangular polyacenes computed at CAS-
CI level with different basis sets.
Molecule State
Basis set
STO-3G VDZ
ΛXX ΛY Y ΛZZ ΛXX ΛY Y ΛZZ
T 6 4A1 28.3155 28.3155 4.4218 39.8343 39.8343 7.6767
2E 28.3801 28.3801 4.4218 40.0757 40.0756 7.6770
T 7 4A1 27.8902 27.8909 4.4560 39.5538 39.5538 7.7196
2E 27.9033 27.9041 4.4560 39.6051 39.6051 7.7198
than the case of T L because the active space contains 6 electrons in 6MO. However, increasing
molecular size decreases the position spread in the xy molecular plane. This suggests that TS L is
more likely to saturate faster to become an insulator with a stronger magnetic behavior compared
to their non-saturated counterparts.
Table 5.3 contains SS-TPS values computed at CAS-CI level for rhombuses PAH. As pre-
viously discussed, the Λzz component shows the lowest value of the SS-TPS which suggests
again that electrons’ positions fluctuate in the xy plane of the molecules. The improvement to
a double-zeta basis as already observed in triangular polyacenes allows a better description of
electrons’ fluctuation. Electrons located in the edge MOs for the open-shell singlet and triplet
electronic states, 1A and 3B2 respectively, present Λ values that slightly decreases when increas-
ing the molecular size. This can be interpreted as electrons being more localized and SOMOs
having more magnetic character. It is noteworthy to remark the spectacular behavior of Λyy for
the 1B2 electronic state presenting a large fluctuation of electrons’ positions. This response can
be confirmed by inspecting for instance the coefficients of the CAS-CI wave function of R 4
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Table 5.2: Spin-summed total position-spread tensor of partly saturated triangular polyacenes
computed at CAS-CI level with different basis sets.
Molecule State
Basis set
STO-3G VDZ
ΛXX ΛY Y ΛZZ ΛXX ΛY Y ΛZZ
TS 6 7A1 29.8818 29.8818 8.9283 54.9095 54.9094 14.8497
5E 29.8992 29.8991 8.9279 54.9741 54.9741 14.8471
3E 29.9106 29.9103 8.9277 55.0158 55.0158 14.8456
1A1 29.9578 29.8914 8.9279 55.0846 54.8835 14.8464
1A2 29.9157 29.9156 8.9276 55.0334 55.0334 14.8454
TS 7 7A1 18.1116 18.1116 9.1686 32.0072 32.0072 14.5784
5E 18.1132 18.1132 9.1686 32.0141 32.0141 14.5784
3E 18.1144 18.1144 9.1686 32.0188 32.0188 14.5784
1A1 18.1149 18.1149 9.1686 32.0212 32.0212 14.5784
1A2 18.1736 18.1870 9.1631 32.0691 32.1535 14.5704
computed with the STO-3G basis set as shown in Eq. 5.1.1:
ΨCAS−CI = −0.7071068|ab > +0.7071068|ba >, (5.1.1)
where a and b represent active CAS-CI orbitals in the natural MO basis corresponding to
MOs near to the Fermi level chosen as active orbitals from the Hu¨ckel calculation. As it can be
seen in Eq. 5.1.1, both configurations have the same coefficients making electrons to be highly
delocalized.
Finally, the behavior of the SS-TPS was also considered for the partly saturated rhombuses
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polyacenes RS L. As seen in Table 5.4 the addition of two hydrogen atoms raises a total of 9
possible electronic states. In RS L the mobility in the xy plane is reduced considerably in the
Λxx component compared to non-saturated R L structures. Basis set enhancement also increases
the response of the SS-TPS tensor as already discussed. The charge mobility in MOs located at
t−angles remains almost unchanged when increasing the molecular size evidenced by the Λyy
magnitudes whereas the system becomes an insulator in the x and z directions with Λxx and
Λzz values three times lower than Λyy. Beyond the states representing the magnetic manifold
of neutral species in the valence-bond framework, ionic states show a large charge fluctuation
compared to the former ones and this is verified by larger values of the SS-TPS.
Table 5.3: Spin-summed total position-spread tensor of rhomboidal polyacenes computed at
CAS-CI level with different basis sets.
Molecule State
Basis set
STO-3G VDZ
ΛXX ΛY Y ΛZZ ΛXX ΛY Y ΛZZ
R 4 1A 20.2324 18.8245 3.1680 24.6184 29.3792 5.3484
3B2 20.2364 17.5440 3.1671 24.6099 25.1884 5.3424
1B2 20.2364 584.8775 3.1671 24.6099 543.8521 5.3424
R 5 1A 21.0435 16.8105 3.1698 26.3045 27.2946 5.3845
3B2 21.0198 16.3378 3.1697 26.1573 24.9079 5.3812
1B2 48.8207 481.7907 3.1767 55.2022 436.2581 5.6938
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Table 5.4: Spin-summed total position spread-tensor of partly saturated rhomboidal polyacenes
computed at CAS-CI level with different basis sets.
Molecule Symmetry
Basis set
STO-3G Symmetry VDZ
ΛXX ΛY Y ΛZZ ΛXX ΛY Y ΛZZ
RS 4 1A 8.4019 30.0535 6.0714 1A 8.9402 29.4927 9.6309
3B2 8.3958 29.3061 6.0659
3B2 8.9374 29.2223 9.6300
3B1 8.4138 29.3426 6.0659
5A 8.9368 28.7876 9.6285
5A 8.3956 28.5603 6.0604 3B1 9.1695 29.3711 9.6252
3B3 8.4143 28.5966 6.0603
3B3 9.1698 28.9590 9.6236
1B1 85.0229 57.0859 7.9506
3A 35.2289 28.7938 10.1064
1B2 85.0001 57.6391 7.9493
1B1 35.3605 32.8514 10.1038
3A 85.0549 28.5809 8.1078 1B3 35.5519 29.0818 10.0997
1B3 85.0736 28.6808 8.1074
1B2 35.2222 33.3441 10.1068
RS 5 1A 6.2205 17.5470 6.0751 1A 9.8299 30.2731 9.6435
3B2 6.2205 17.5394 6.0751
3B2 9.8299 30.2193 9.6434
5A 6.2205 17.5245 6.0750 5A 9.8299 30.1166 9.6431
3B1 6.3108 17.6230 6.0710
3B1 10.0395 30.2915 9.6387
3B3 6.3108 17.6089 6.0710
3B3 10.0396 30.1902 9.6385
3A 31.4495 17.5247 6.8003 3A 37.8467 30.1182 10.2256
1B1 31.5002 17.7828 6.7974
1B1 37.9510 31.0649 10.2232
1B3 31.5787 17.6145 6.7952
1B3 38.1593 30.2012 10.2187
1B2 31.4492 18.0299 6.8003
1B2 37.8460 31.3453 10.2257
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Conclusions
“Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood. Now is the time to understand
more, so that we may fear less.”
Marie Curie.
• • •
In this dissertation I have carried out an extensive systematic study of the response of the
spin-summed (SS-TPS) and the spin-partitioned (SP-TPS) total position-spread tensors in low-
dimensional systems. The TPS showed to be a very valuable quantity to discriminate between
the metallic and insulating character of molecules. Along the development of this work, the SS-
and SP-TPS tensors were explored using quantum chemistry methods based on the wave function
to describe different phenomena. In this sense, one can classify the scope of the TPS based on
the case of study in the following way: the SS-TPS is adequate for monitoring charge transfer
processes and the nature of the wave function. In the strongly correlated regime, where there is
no charge delocalization, the SP-TPS increases faster than linearly becoming an indicator of spin
delocalization and propagation of magnetic modes.
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The results obtained herein represent an advance in the characterization of the metallic and
insulating properties of molecules using ab initiomethods because of two reasons: i) it is possible
to exploit the TPS in wave function based methods for which the electronic correlation is treated
rigorously. ii) The TPS can in principle be accessed experimentally as shown in the work of
Souza et al [61].
We first focused on the application of the SS-TPS formalism at full configuration interaction
(FCI) level using extended atomic natural orbital basis sets in diatomic molecules. We showed
that there are marked maxima of the SS-TPS component where the wave functions presented the
highest delocalization. It was also demonstrated that the SS-TPS presents a different signature
that depends on the type of chemical bond and the nature of the wave function [25] making it a
useful tool to characterize bonds.
In the second part of this thesis, it was also possible to establish that the SS-TPS is capable to
monitor electron transfer processes in mixed-valence compounds (MVC). In my work, two MVC
were investigated:
1. Two weakly interacting hydrogen dimers were studied at FCI level [28]. We demonstrated
that the H +4 molecule at an inter-dimer distance of about 6 bohr shows the same charac-
teristics of a more complex mixed-valence compound. One of the dimers was actually a
cation, and the hole could be located in one of the two dimers or completely delocalized.
The potential energy surface (PES) of the ground-state wave function showed a double-
well shape and there was an avoided-crossing with its first excited-state when the hole was
completely delocalized. In such a case, the SS-TPS showed a marked maximum in the
direction where the wave function was more delocalized.
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2. The mixed-valence behavior in the Spiro π-σ-π system 5, 5′(4H, 4H′)-spirobi[cyclopenta[c]-
pyrrole] 2, 2′, 6, 6′ tetrahydro molecule [105–107] was studied at CAS-SCF level [24] using
our implementation of the SS-TPS tensor in MOLPRO [77], and it was confirmed that the
formalism can be successfully applied to bigger systems.
In order to understand high dimensional systems, it is a good practice to start by simplistic
models and increase their degree of complexity. We decided to perform a series of calculations of
the SS- and SP-TPS in model Hamiltonians, and one-dimensional hydrogen chains. These type of
systems are drastically different from higher dimensional ones, because any individual excitation
can result in a collective effect. Thus, this allowed us to rationalize the TPS response related to
different chains of interest and perform some tests as for instance the effect of dimerization in the
spread of electrons from their mean positions.
We employed the Hubbard and Heisenberg model Hamiltonians for half-filled one-dimensional
spin chains. The significance of these models, even if seeming deceptives, is that they provide
information that can be used to describe real systems in condensed matter physics. For the Hub-
bard chains, we evaluated the evolution of the SS-TPS as a function of the −t/U ratio. It was
found that for large values of−t/U the hopping between nearest-neighbors becomes larger which
makes the chains to present a stronger charge fluctuation. The SS-TPS was capable of monitor
these changes getting its maximum values for −t/U = 5.00, and zero when −t/U → 0. The
latter case corresponded to a Heisenberg Hamiltonian, in which the systems become strongly
correlated. In this limit case, the SP-TPS gives information about the spin delocalization in the
wave function. For equally-J half-filled chains in open boundary conditions, ferromagnetic wave
functions present larger spin delocalization than the anti-ferromagnetic ones. There is also an in-
versely proportional relation between the z-projection of the total spin and the spin delocalization
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in the ferromagnetic chains.
In addition, after exploring the SP-TPS we found that it is possible to predict quantum en-
tanglement. Three different types of half-filled hydrogen chains were studied at FCI level with
an STO-12G basis set:
1. Equally-spaced chains.
2. Fixed-bond dimerized chains.
3. Homothetic dimerization.
For the three different systems, the SS- and SP-TPS showed different signatures. Fixed-
dimerized chains are insulators while equally-spaced chains are metallic and strongly correlated
systems in the insulating regime showing a diverging SP-TPS. Homothetic dimerization make
the wave functions to be entangled because of the following two reasons: i) values of SP-TPS
tensor increased quadratically as a function of the inter-nuclear distance, and ii) the PES built
from the per atom energies in function of the inter-nuclear distance R were superposed.
Finally, the SS-TPS was applied to closed polyacene structures at CAS-SCF level. We re-
ported values from the active-active contribution to the CAS-SCF wave function. It is shown that
triangular polyacenes partly saturated or not, have a strong magnetic character that increases with
the size of the system. In contrast, the rhomboidal polyacenes when partly saturated present the
highest delocalization in the y direction while they become an insulator in the x and z directions.
As perspectives, for future works it would be interesting to perform a study on how an exter-
nal applied electrical and magnetic fields change the response of the total position-spread tensor
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in different systems. We are currently performing calculations on quarter-filled hydrogen chains
to understand how the presence of those unoccupied bands affect the behavior of the TPS. As the
TPS predicts in which direction a system let electrons to be more spread from their mean posi-
tions, this could help to understand mechanisms about how molecular systems being insulators
become conductors after doping them. The SP-TPS formalism is also being the object of further
studies on polygoacenes.
The theory of semi-conductors [14] states that temperature plays an important role in charge
fluctuations. Therefore a study on the effect of finite-size temperature on the TPS at FCI level
would be of great importance [202].
From the developmental point of view, the implementation of the TPS formalism in methods
such as multi-reference configuration interaction, coupled cluster and density functional theory
would add more options to cope with different chemical and physical problems. The evaluation
of the TPS to the study of transition and heavy metals with wave functions obtained on the basis
of the four-component Dirac Hamiltonian [203–205] would help to understand more about the
mobility of electrons in metals.
Finally, it is possible to evaluate a second moment cumulant of the total momentum operator.
This gives rise to the total momentum-spread tensor (TMS, Π). In this way, one has access to the
uncertainty principle of Heisenberg ∆p∆x ≥ h
4π
that could be a possible tool for the prediction
of coherent states for which the uncertainty principle has a minimal value [206,207].
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Annexes
6.1 Phase transitions
6.1.1 Thermodynamic phase transition
In general, a phase transition is considered as the transformation of a system from one phase
or state of matter to another one. The competing forces involved in a thermodynamic phase
transition are: internal energy and entropy of the system. In these transformations, the symmetry
of the Hamiltonian is broken at low temperature and in such a situation an ordered low entropy
system is favored. The energy gap is soft in the sense that the gap vanishes for the critical
temperature, Tc. In this case the phase transition is brought by altering the balance between
entropy-energy balance, and this can be achieved by changing for instance the temperature.
6.1.2 Quantum phase transition
In quantum phase transitions, there is opposing tendency between electrons’ kinetic and po-
tential energy at zero temperature. This type of transitions are accompanied by an abrupt change
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in the ground-state of a many body system as a consequence of quantum fluctuations. Symme-
try may be preserved in these transitions. The electrons like to optimize their kinetic energy by
spreading it around the crystal whereas the interactions it experience force them to be localized.
As a consequence, their potential energy is minimized for stability. This opposing forces deter-
mines the state of the system at T = 0. We can alter this energy balance by changing some
external parameters such as pressure and thus we can induce a quantum phase transition. The
energy gap between excitations in a quantum phase transition is robust, and it does not vanish at
finite temperature. The concept of quantum phase transition is exact only at zero temperature.
6.2 Statistical correlation from the spin-partitioned total position-
spread tensor
It is possible to obtain the statistical correlation between two random variables, in this case
distributions of α and β spin electrons by using a correlation function that is defined by:
ρ(X, Y ) =
Cov(X, Y )
[V ar(X)V ar(Y )]
1
2
(6.2.1)
where Cov is the covariance, and V ar is the variance. Eq. 6.2.1 is just the covariance be-
tween the two variables standardized to 1. The correlation function is a measure of the linear
dependency between both variables. There are three limit cases that are ρ(X, Y ) = 0 for no
correlation, and ρ(X, Y ) = 1 for maximum correlation. It is important to remark that ρ can have
negative values and in such a case it is called the negative correlation. It means that higher values
of one variable are associated to lower values of the other.
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It is possible to plug in Eq. 6.2.1 the values of the SP-TPS as follows:
ρ(α, β) =
Λ(α, β)
[Λ(αα)Λ(ββ)]
1
2
, (6.2.2)
where Λ(α, β) is the covariance (given the definition of joint cumulants in Section 1.2.1),
Λ(αα) andΛ(ββ) are the variances. In Figure 6.2.1 is presented the statistical correlation ρ(α, β)
for the hydrogen chains computed at FCI level with a STO-12G basis set. For equally-spaced
chains, it can be seen that ρ(α, β) ranges from ≈ −0.1 to −1 when R → ∞. In this way, the
values of SP-TPS involving the same spin increase while the different spin contribution decrease
due to the negative value of the statistical probability. For fixed-bond dimerizations, we can see
how the values quickly saturate to ρ(X, Y ) values of the isolated dimer.
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(b) Fixed-bond dimerized chains
Figure 6.2.1: Statistical correlation as a function of the inter-nuclear distances for the H chains
taking SP-TPS values computed at FCI level with a STO-12G basis set.
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6.3 Beryllium dimer: a bond based on non-dynamical corre-
lation.
6.3.1 Introduction
Before starting the discussion of this project, some basic concepts of electronic correla-
tion are briefly recalled. The Hartree-Fock (HF) theory [208, 209] is an approximation to the
Schro¨dinger equation of stationary states where a single determinant is used to represent the
wave function from a set of spin orbitals χa:
|Ψ0 >= |χ1χ2 · · ·χaχb · · ·χN > . (6.3.1)
Eq. 6.3.1 is the best representation of theN -electron system that is described by an electronic
Hamiltonian H, and it is called a Slater determinant. These determinants are expressions that
satisfy the anti-symmetry requirement imposed by the Pauli exclusion principle in fermionic
systems in the sense that they change sign when two electrons are exchanged. The generalized
matrix representation of Slater determinants is the following one:
Ψ0(x1,x2, . . . ,xN) =
1
√
N !
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
χ1(x1) χ2(x1) · · · χN(x1)
χ1(x2) χ2(x2) · · · χN(x2)
...
...
. . .
...
χ1(xN) χ2(xN) · · · χN(xN)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
≡ |χ1χ2 · · ·χN〉 , (6.3.2)
1√
N !
is the normalization over the whole number of electrons, N . The evaluation of the
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Hamiltonian over the wave function allows the calculation of the HF electronic energy E0:
E0 =< Ψ0|H|Ψ0 >=
∑
a
< a|h|a > +
1
2
∑
ab
< ab||ab > . (6.3.3)
Then, it is possible to minimize E0 by means of the variational principle in which the spin
orbitals χa are constrained systematically to remain orthonormal:
< χa|χb >= δab. (6.3.4)
In this way the minimized E0, and of course the wave function Ψ0, are an upper bound of
the exact energy and wave function of the ground-state. HF theory is fundamental to most of the
electronic structure theory, because it is the basis of molecular orbital (MO) theory. However,
it lacks some important contributions to the electronic energy that is known as the correlation
energy. At HF level the Fermi correlation is already taken into account because it arises from the
Pauli exclusion principle. As result, there are regions surrounding each electron, in an atom or a
molecule, in which the probability of finding another electron of the same spin is small. This is
called the Fermi hole (see Figure 6.3.1).
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Figure 6.3.1: Graphical representation of the (a) Fermi hole and the (b) Coulomb hole. Figure
taken from Ref. [2]. gσσ′(r, r′) is the probability density.
In 1959 Lo¨wdin [210] defined the correlation energy in the following way:
“The correlation energy for a certain state with respect to a specified Hamiltonian is the dif-
ference between the exact eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian and its expectation value in the Hartree-
Fock approximation for the state under consideration.”
Correlation energy is represented by the following equation:
Ecorr = Eexact − EHF , (6.3.5)
Eexact corresponds to the exact non-relativistic energy calculated for a given system, and
EHF is its HF energy when the basis set goes to the infinity. It is clear then that the correlation
energy is a mathematical measure of the error in the energy associated to the independent electron
model considered in HF. Moreover, the variational principle assures that it will always have a
negative value. Even if Ecorr represents a fraction of the total energy, it is crucial to consider it
in order to obtain a better representation of a molecular system. In chemistry, differences of total
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energies are of paramount importance because normally one can compare systems by: relative
energies, enthalpy barriers, etc. Although the definition shown in Eq. 6.3.5 is satisfactory near to
equilibrium distance, it becomes less appropriate in the asymptotic limit.
Figure 6.3.2: Diagrammatic representation of the possible energy corrections in Hartree-Fock
theory.
At this point of the discussion, it is worth emphasizing that the lack electronic correlation is
not the only source of errors in the HF theory. As seen in Figure 6.3.2 one can also name the
following: incompleteness of the basis set, neglect the relativistic effects, and the imposition of a
single-determinant to describe the ground-state wave function.
The correlation energy is divided in two parts as reported by Sinanogˇlu in 1964 [211]: the
dynamical and the non-dynamical correlations. In 1983, Siegbahn [212] explained the difference
between both electronic correlations in the following way:
“In many situations it is further convenient to subdivide the correlation energy into two parts
with different physical origins. For chemical reactions where bonds are broken and formed, and
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for most excited-states, the major part of the correlation energy can be obtained by adding only
a few extra configurations besides the Hartree-Fock configuration. This part of the correlation
energy is due to near degeneracy between different configurations and has its origin quite often in
artifacts of the Hartree-Fock approximation. The physical origin of the second part of the correla-
tion energy is the dynamical correlation of the motion of the electrons and is therefore sometimes
called the dynamical correlation energy. Since the Hamiltonian operator contains only one- and
two-particle operators this part of the correlation energy can be very well described by single
and double replacements from the leading, near degenerate, reference configurations.“
6.3.1.1 Dynamical correlation
Let start defining the Coulomb hole (see Figure 6.3.1) as the region surrounding each elec-
tron, in an atom or a molecule, in which the probability of finding another electron of the opposite
spin is small [213]. This is due to the fact that electrons try to repel each others (r12 effect). The
dynamical or Coulomb correlation then consists in electrons of different spin avoiding each oth-
ers, and it becomes less important when the bond is stretched since electrons are falling apart.
Coulomb correlation introduces changes in the pair-probability with respect to HF: the prob-
ability of two electrons of different spin at short distances vanishes whereas increases at long
distances.
There is an important difference between Coulomb correlation in atoms and in molecules
that results from the fact that molecules have orbitals that are delocalized over more than one nu-
cleus. At configuration interaction (CI) level, Coulomb correlation is recovered when extending
the basis set (up to triple zeta plus polarization functions) and a large CI expansion that adds ex-
citations in the reference wave function [214]. Dynamical correlation energy (DCE) is therefore
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a short-range phenomena related with the lowering of the energy as a result of correlating the
motion of the electrons due to Coulomb repulsion. DCE is not considered in HF mean field (non-
interacting particle model) approximation. It is added by using CISD [86], Full CI [86], Many
body perturbation theory [215] or CC methods [216, 217]. In general, dynamical correlation is
difficult to compute [218] because it can be obtained accurately only if the wave function include
explicitly the inter-electronic distance r12.
6.3.1.2 Non-Dynamical correlation
When stretching bonds, the correlation energy keep increasing and one concludes that there
should exists a non-dynamical correlation. Non-dynamical correlation energy reflects the inad-
equacy of using a single reference in describing a given molecular state, and is due to nearly
degenerate states or rearrangement of electrons within partially filled shells. Thus, valence elec-
trons are important to non-dynamical correlation effects [219]. Shavitt [220] has pointed out this
deficiency in the definition of the correlation energy, and has suggested that perhaps a multi-
configurational Hartree-Fock method may be more useful in the definition of correlation energy.
The additional correlation error in molecules, which is called non-dynamical correlation, is con-
nected with the well known failure of HF to correctly describe dissociation processes. Non-
dynamical correlation is recovered by increasing the number of Slater determinants to describe
the reference wave function. Therefore, the following methods are appropriate: Full CI [86],
MCSCF [221–223], CAS-SCF [72], CASPT [224], NEVPT [199–201], MRCI [225, 226], and
MRCC [227–229].
In contrast to DCE, non-dynamical correlation energy (NDCE) is a long range phenomena
that consists in lowering the energy through interaction of the HF configuration with low-lying
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excited-states. It is difficult, and in most cases impossible, to calculate exactly the values of the
dynamical and the non-dynamical correlation energies separately [230]. In summary, one can
conclude that correlation effects are not directly observable, and as defined in Eq. 6.3.5 represent
the errors associated to the HF theory. There are well established criteria for a theoretical model
to be suitable as a method for the solution of the correlation [216,231,232]:
• Size-extensive, or correct linear scaling with respect to the number of particles involved.
• Size-consistent, or strict separability in which case the sum of the energy of the fragments
of a molecule have to reproduce the total energy.
• Applicable to excited-states and open-shells.
• Applicable to most classes of problems and a wide variety of molecules within one frame-
work.
• Invariant to transformations, particularly unitary transformations among degenerate or-
bitals.
The purpose of this project is to provide a more chemical picture of the Be2 bond. Different
studies [233–244] have shown that single-reference methods are unable to correctly reproduce
the potential energy surfaces of Be2 because of its multi-reference nature. For instance, when
using coupled cluster theory (CC), the triplet configurations are needed for an adequate represen-
tation of the potential energy surface (PES). On the other hand, if the PES is computed at RHF
level the resulting curve is repulsive which suggests that definitely electron correlation plays a
very important role in the description of the bond. At equilibrium distance, Be2 bond is described
by two slater determinant whereas at dissociation only one determinant is needed. In this work,
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Figure 6.3.3: Active edge orbitals in Be6 chain computed at UHF level with STO-3G basis set.
the NDCE consisted of a set of almost degenerate Slater determinants in the CAS-SCF wave
function. The idea of a multi-referential character raised after a metal-insulator transition study
in BeN chains performed by Pastore et al. [245]. According to it, edge orbitals partially occu-
pied at the equilibrium distance were formed (see Ref. [236]). Indeed, even for the Be2 in its
triplet electronic state at ROHF level, such orbitals arise naturally and do not depend on the spin
symmetry of the wave function (see Figure 6.3.3 for an example of edge orbitals at UHF level
for a chain of Be6). In addition, there are two quasi-degenerated low-lying states: a triplet and a
singlet.
The six MO involved in the Beryllium dimer are shown in the list below and ordered by their
energies:
1. 1σg (core).
2. 1σu (core).
3. 2σg (bonding).
4. 2σu (edge orbital).
5. 3σg (edge orbital).
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6. 3σu (anti bonding).
The set of core orbitals remain doubly occupied, and do not participate in the bonding. Then,
the 2σg MOs are mostly doubly occupied, and the two edge orbitals are partially occupied. Fi-
nally, the anti bonding MO is always empty. From this analysis, it is possible to infer that core
and anti bonding orbitals do not participate to form the bond. Hence, the adequate active space is
the one containing the bonding and edge orbitals. It was demonstrated that the system is multi-
reference at the bond region by studying the occupation number as a function of the inter-nuclear
distance R with different active spaces. The edge orbitals 2σu and 3σg showed occupations of
1.7 and 0.3 respectively.
Finally, the nature of the wave function was characterized through the TPS as a function of the
inter-nuclear distance R. According to these results, the bond even if being weak, is of covalent
nature because it showed the behavior of covalent molecules described in Ref. [25]. Additionally,
the maximum response on the tensor was found in the Λ‖ component. This implies that electrons’
positions tend to spread in the z direction confirming the observations that sp hybridized MO are
important to form the Be2 bond. It is worth remarking that in typical covalent diatomics, in the
bond region the wave function is single-reference but at asymptotic limit becomes multi-reference
(molecules dissociating to open shell atoms). In Be2 the behavior is the opposite because Be
atoms are closed shell but in the bond region the wave function has a strong multi-reference
character as a consequence of the edge orbitals.
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ABSTRACT: The bond nature in beryllium dimer has been theoretically
investigated using high-level ab initio methods. A series of ANO basis sets of
increasing quality, going from sp to spdf ghi contractions, has been employed,
combined with HF, CAS-SCF, CISD, and MRCI calculations with several
different active spaces. The quality of these calculations has been checked by
comparing the results with valence Full-CI calculations, performed with the same
basis sets. It is shown that two quasi-degenerated partly occupied orbitals play a
crucial role to give a qualitatively correct description of the bond. Their nature is
similar to that of the edge orbitals that give rise to the quasi-degenerated singlet−
triplet states in longer beryllium chains.1
1. INTRODUCTION
Despite a large number of experimental and theoretical
investigations on the subject, the bond nature in beryllium
dimer is not completely understood. Beryllium, the lightest
alkaline-earth-metal element, is a metallic divalent species,
whose isolated atom has a closed-shell electronic structure,
1s22s2, somehow similar to that of a rare gas. Indeed, beryllium
atom has a relatively large ionization potential (899.4 kJ mol−1),
and the isolated atom does not support any stable anionic state.
However, the empty 2p orbitals are close in energy to the
occupied 2s one.2 For this reason, and because it has two
valence electrons, beryllium is able to form two collinear sp-
hybridized molecular bonds. This is the case, for instance, of
the experimentally well-known linear species BeH2.
Since 1984, it is known that beryllium is able to form a stable
dimer in the gas phase.3−5 However, the bond in Be2 is
extremely weak, the experimental bond energy being ≈935
cm−1 or ≈2.67 kcal/mol, while, at the same time, this species
has an unusually long bond length of ≈4.7 bohr.6,8 In fact, for a
long while, the beryllium dimer has been thought as a typical
case of “impossible molecule”, and it is still presented in this
way in some textbooks.
Be2 has been the subject of a number of high quality
experimental and theoretical investigations, but research
essentially aimed to study and model its spectroscopical
properties (see, e.g., refs 7−10 and references therein). So,
despite their success, the intimate nature of the Be−Be bond in
this molecule is not yet completely understood, in the sense
that a more chemical picture of the bond is desirable. A first
step in this direction is the analysis of the Be−Be bond in Be2
presented by Sheng et al. in ref 11. It is based on a comparison
of ab initio SCF computations with an sp basis set with the
potential curve computed by Patkowski et al.9 The bond
formation is attributed to the s−p hybridization and correlation,
but the latter was not analyzed further.
To proceed toward a deeper understanding of the formation
of the bond in Be2, we recall some remarkable features of the
Be2 energy curve to be explained:
1. RHF and associated single-reference methods (CISD,
CCSD) are unable to give a correct behavior of the
potential-energy surface (PES, actually a curve in our
case). This suggests a multireference nature of the bond.
In this connection it should be pointed out that to
predict the correct shape of the PES, a coupled cluster
requires the inclusion of triple excitations as discussed in
ref 10.
2. UHF predicts a minimum of the PES, but in the bond
region it is heavily spin-contaminated whereas Be2 is
known to be a singlet;
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3. As concerns the multireference methods of CAS-SCF(n/
m) type, in the following denoted as CAS(n/m) for sake
of simplicity, whereas already the small CAS(2/2) PES
has the correct shape, rather surprisingly the full valence
CAS(4/8) PES is clearly repulsive in the region of the
minimum;
4. The CAS(4/4) PES shows a local minimum, but its
energy value is higher than the energy at dissociation;
5. Finally, although the use of the Full-CI approach with
large basis sets correctly describes the bond, the FCI
energy curve obtained with s and p atomic orbitals only is
also repulsive in the region of the minimum.
Because the RHF PES is purely repulsive, it is clear that
correlation must play a major role in describing the bond, as
already pointed out by Sheng et al.11 An important point
should be kept in mind, in particular when dealing with
molecules having very weak bonds: chemistry is a science that
deals with energy differences, rather than total energies. This is
why, in most cases, the effect of the core electrons can be
neglected as a first approximation, although they give by far the
largest amount of correlation energy, larger than the correlation
due to the valence electrons. Indeed, it is well-known that to
achieve full spectroscopical accuracy the effect of core electrons
has to be taken into account as we already observed in a
previous study of Be2.
12 However, the present work is not
intended to predict accurate values of spectroscopical
quantities, but rather to develop a “chemical” picture of the
Be−Be bond. For this reason we consider adequate for our
purpose to keep the 1s orbitals frozen at the SCF level; this
point is further discussed in section 2. More important, when
the wave function of the system changes its nature under
variation of the parameters governing the system, like the
molecular geometry, it is essential to ensure a well balanced
accuracy as a function of the parameters. The case of beryllium
dimer falls precisely in this category and the energies involved
are small on a chemical scale. It turns out that, as it will be
discussed in detail later, the nature of Be2 wave function is very
different at the equilibrium distance (R close to 4.6 bohr) and
in the large R region (R ≳ 8 bohr). In particular, it will be
shown that the wave function can be expressed essentially as a
combination of two Slater determinants in the region of the
bond, whereas only a single determinant is required at
dissociation.
Traditionally, the correlation effects are classified into two
types, although not clearly distinct, dynamical and non-
dynamical correlation, that require different approaches to be
treated. In this article, following a largely diffuse classification,
we associate the nondynamical correlation to the effect of a
quasi-degeneracy, usually restricted to a small number of Slater
determinants in the CAS-SCF reference wave function.
Dynamical correlation, on the other hand, is related to the
Coulomb Hole surrounding each electron. Once a suitable
reference wave function has been computed, the dynamical
correlation is added by considering a very large number of
excitations on top of the reference, usually singly and doubly
excited determinants in truncated CI, and up to all
determinants in the case of FCI. Because this type of energy
correlation is the result of a huge amount of extremely small
contributions, it converges to the exact limit in a way smoothly
dependent upon the molecular geometry. A well balanced
treatment of non dynamical correlation, on the other hand, is a
more problematic task. Consider, for example, the case when
the wave function changes from single to multireference at
some geometry: the energy can show a sudden jump.
Moreover, it should be stressed that, even if we limit our
discussion to variationally bounded methods, the philosophy
“the lowest the better” is not necessarily correct. Indeed, one
can have a wave function whose Non Parallelism Error (NPE)
with respect to the exact limit is much smaller than that of a
wave function whose total energy is lower.
Coming back to the Be2 case, the fact that a wave function
does not show an energy well at the right distance can be due
to the reference wave function not containing the crucial
determinants needed to describe the bond. Furthermore, it is
also possible that, at the considered level of theory, the amount
of correlation energy added at dissociation is larger than that
added at the equilibrium. Because of the flatness of the
minimum, even a tiny difference is sufficient to hide the well. In
this article, we will present results on the Be2 potential energy
curves computed at different ab initio levels of theory, as well as
basis-set and active-space effects to better understand the
electronic structure of this molecule. Once we have explained
the formation of the minimum in the PES, further insight about
the nature of the Be−Be bond is provided by the total position
spread (TPS).13−20 This quantity has been shown to be very
useful as an indicator of the nature of the wave function and
bond formation as shown for diatomics.17,18 At the same time,
it is a powerful tool to monitor the behavior of the electrons in
a molecular system.19,20
This work is organized as follows: in section 2 the details
about the different calculations are presented; Section 3
discusses the UHF PES of Be2; in section 4 our picture of
the Be−Be bond is presented. Basis-set effects, molecular
orbitals and active-space effects are presented in sections 4.1,
4.2, and, 4.3 respectively. The TPS is considered in section 4.4,
and the last part is devoted to the conclusions.
2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We employed the high quality correlation-consistent v6zp basis
set optimized by Kirk Peterson.21 It consists of a set of
(16s9p5d4f3g2h1i) primitive Gaussian orbitals, contracted to
(7s6p5d4f3g2h1i). Different truncations were obtained by
discarding the higher angular moment functions of the
complete contracted basis set. Thus, the following contractions
and notations were used along this investigation: sp (7s6p), spd
(7s6p5d), spdf (7s6p5d4f), spdfg (7s6p5d4f3g), spdfgh
(7s6p5d4f3g2h), and finally spdfghi (7s6p5d4f3g2h1i). These
bases are the same as those used in a previous study of Be2.
12
The ab initio methods range from HF-SCF, CAS, CISD,
MRCI, and FCI. We adopt the notation MRCI(n,m) to indicate
a single−double CI performed on the CAS(n/m) wave
function. Accordingly, MRCI(0,0) is a synonimous of CISD,
but in this case we prefer the latter and use MRCI for the
multireference case. The HF-SCF, CAS,22−24 CISD, and
MRCI25,26 calculations were performed by using the MOLPRO
ab initio package.27 FCI calculations, on the other hand, were
performed by using the NEPTUNUS FCI code.28−30
NEPTUNUS is interfaced to the MOLCAS31 and also to the
DALTON32 packages via the Q5Cost protocol.33−36 The FCI
calculations are actually frozen-core full configuration inter-
action; the 1σg, 1σu core orbitals are kept doubly occupied and
frozen at the SCF level. These FCI calculations are actually the
same reported in ref 12. The initial Hartree−Fock computa-
tions were performed using MOLCAS and DALTON quantum
chemistry programs. The obtained one- and two-electron
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atomic integrals were transformed to the molecular basis set
and the NEPTUNUS code28 was used to compute the FCI
wave functions and the total position spread tensor. We recall
that all electron FCI computations are feasible only for our very
poor bases: the number of symmetry adapted determinants
involved by the CI vector is already ≈2 × 1012 for spd and ≈2
× 1014 for spdfghi AO basis.
As already pointed out in the Introduction, we do not require
full spectroscopical accuracy to our best potential curves that
we consider to correctly describe the Be−Be bond. One may
wonder how important is the difference with respect to the best
ones available in the literature.7−10 As concerns the values of
spectroscopical quantities computed at FCI level with our basis
sets, we refer to the discussion in ref 12. As an example we now
consider in some detail the FCI curve computed with the spdfg
basis which is not our best, but the largest one for which we
have a complete set of data. The main deficiency of the PES is a
small depth of the potential well: our computed values of De
with the spdfg and higher bases are about 12% smaller than the
best published values by Koput et al.10 and Meshkov et al.8
Other spectroscopic quantities (re, ωe, ωexe) show much better
agreement with experiment.12 The quality of the computed PES
was also tested by computing the vibrational levels by using Le
Roy’s program LEVEL.37 It turns out that this curve supports
12 vibrational levels, although the highest one υ = 11 is
extremely close to the dissociation limit, as can be seen from
the Supporting Information. Therefore, we conclude that our
best FCI potentials are not as good as the best published, but
adequate for our purpose.
3. THE UHF WAVE FUNCTION
Additional evidence in favor of the multireference nature of the
Be2 wave function at equilibrium are provided by UHF
calculations. First, it is a remarkable fact that, whereas the
singlet RHF curve is completely repulsive, the ROHF triplet
has a minimum near R = 4 bohr.12 An accurate theoretical value
for the triplet equilibrium distance can be obtained at FCI level,
and with the spdfghi basis set, it is 4.6676 bohr.12 However,
these ROHF results show a triplet lying below the RHF singlet,
contrary to experiment, from which it is known that the singlet
is the ground state.
This fact immediately suggests that something is qualitatively
wrong with the single-determinant RHF description. This is
confirmed by the presence, at UHF level, of broken-symmetry
ground-state minimum with spin-projection Sz = 0, a fact
already pointed out by Lepetit and Malrieu a long time ago.38
We consider here the results obtained with the spdfg basis set.
Because of the spin-contamination phenomenon, the UHF
wave function is neither a singlet nor a triplet. For instance, at R
= 4.0 bohr the expectation value of S2̂ is 0.9089 (in au),
indicating a UHF wave function composition roughly equal
between singlet and triplet at this distance.
The value of the spin contamination of the UHF solution,
defined as ⟨S ̂2⟩, is shown in Figure 1. It is close to 1 in the
region of the bond and goes down at large distances. Notice,
however, that it never goes to zero, indicating an instability of
the RHF solution at any distance. This instability, is due, in our
opinion, to the low-lying 2p orbitals of the atoms that are close
in energy to the 2s orbital. The curve in Figure 1 has a reversed
sigmoidal shape, and its center R ≈ 6 bohr might be considered
as marking a nonsharp transition from many to single reference
wave function. It roughly coincides with the “anomalous”
change of slope of the potential curve of Be2 pointed out by Li
et al.39 and interpreted by Sheng et al.11 as the intersection
beteween correlation and s−p hybridization energy.
In a schematic description, the UHF solution can be assumed
to be a mixture of a singlet |ΨS⟩ with a triplet contaminant
|ΨT⟩, and the singlet is expected to describe the Be2 ground
state. In principle, none of these states can be described by a
single-determinant picture. A crude estimate of the energy of
the singlet component of the UHF wave function can be
obtained as follows. By adopting an argument similar to the one
used in density functional theory for the treatment of magnetic
systems, one can write
θ θ|Ψ ⟩ = ⟨Ψ |+ ⟨Ψ |cos( ) sin( )UHF S T (1)
The mean value of the S ̂2 operator in the UHF wave function is
given by
θ⟨ ̂ ⟩ = ⟨Ψ | ̂ |Ψ ⟩ =S S 2 sin ( )
2
UHF
2
UHF
2
(2)
and then sin2(θ) = (1/2)⟨S ̂2⟩. In a similar way, the UHF energy
in this scheme is given by
θ θ= +E E Ecos ( ) sin ( )UHF
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so that finally one can define the energy of a “reconstructed
singlet” as
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The triplet energy needed by eq 4 is obtained from a ROHF
computation with Sz = ±1. In Figure 2, the curves of the
Closed-Shell RHF for the singlet, the ROHF for the triplet, and
the spin-contaminated broken-symmetry UHF (with Sz = 0)
are reported (spdfg basis set). The energy of the reconstructed
singlet, shown in eq 4, is also reported. In the figure. It shows
the presence of a many-determinant OS singlet, having an
equilibrium distance of about 3.8756 bohr, and a dissociation
energy of about 112.572 kJ/mol. These results are clearly not
quantitatively satisfactory, but they confirm the multireference
nature of the bond in Be2.
4. THE MULTIREFERENCE PICTURE
For the reasons above it was so far impossible to provide a
simple, yet satisfactory picture of the bond formation in Be2.
However, some hint in this direction came to us from recently
performed ab initio configuration interaction (CI) studies on
Figure 1. Expectation value of the spin contamination, ⟨S ̂2⟩ (au) as a
function of the internuclear distance, R (bohr).
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linear, equally spaced Ben structures.
40 In these calculations,
aimed to investigate the metal−insulator transition as a
function of the internuclear separation R, we evidenced the
formation, close to the equilibrium geometries, of two partially
occupied edge orbitals. Consequently we found the presence of
two quasi-degenerated low-lying states, a singlet and a triplet.1
In particular, it is remarkable that the singlet−triplet energy
splitting in Ben follows an almost perfect exponential decay as a
function of n, including the case of the dimer. This suggests the
possibility that the structural form of linear Ben is already
present in Be2 and therefore that the edge orbitals should be
taken into account for the description of the electronic
structure of this molecule.
For this reason, we performed several types of calculation, in
particular in the region of the bond. For convenience, the latter
is identified by values of the internuclear distance R ≲ 6 bohr in
agreement with the observation in section 3 and will be
denoted by BR, whereas AR will denote the asymptotic or
dissociation region R ≳ 6 bohr. Obviously, and as previously
pointed out, the transition between the two regions is rather
smooth. The results of these calculations in the BR could be
rationalized on the basis of a simple MO picture involving the
edge orbitals, as described in the following.
Let us consider the beryllium dimer close to its equilibrium
distance. The 1σg and 1σu orbitals, coming from the even and
odd combination of the 1s core orbitals, respectively, do not
participate in a significant way to the bonding mechanism. On
the other hand, four valence atomic orbitals play a crucial role
to explain the bond. They are, for each atom, the 2s and 2pz
orbitals, z being the intermolecular axis. By combining these
orbitals, it is possible to build, on each Be atom, two sp hybrid
orbitals: one, ρ, pointing toward the other atom, and a second
one, τ, pointing in the opposite direction, outside the
internuclear region. The even/odd combinations of ρA and ρB
have a clear bonding/antibonding character, respectively,
because the two orbitals occupy essentially the same central
region of the molecule. The corresponding combinations of τA
and τB, on the other hand, have a much weaker character and
give rise to the edge orbitals, quasi-degenerated in longer
chains.1 The sequence (from the lower in energy to the higher)
of the six MO’s, as discussed later, is the following one:
σ
σ
σ ρ ρ
σ τ τ
σ τ τ
σ ρ ρ
= +
= −
= +
= −
= +
= −
1 1s 1s (core)
1 1s 1s (core)
2 (bonding)
2 (edge)
3 (edge)
3 (antibonding)
g A B
u A B
g A B
u A B
g A B
u A B
Among the valence orbitals, the bonding 2σg orbital is doubly
occupied, whereas the antibonding 3σu orbital is empty.
Therefore, at a first approximation, the latter orbitals are not
expected to be important in the active space of a CAS-SCF
calculation. Things are completely different for the “edge
orbitals” 2σu and 3σg. This is confirmed by their occupation
numbers (Table 1). A further confirmation is the fact that, at
RHF level, the energy curve of the singlet is purely repulsive.
This remains true also when the dynamic correlation is added,
at CISD or CC level. (See Figure 3 where, for the sake of
comparison with FCI calculations, the CISD energy curve of
the singlet is reported).
It is a remarkable fact that the form of these four orbitals
does not depend in a strong way on the spin symmetry of the
wave function. Moreover, if the CAS(2/2) singlet−triplet
averaged orbitals, or even triplet orbitals, are used to compute
the singlet energy curve, a minimum in the region of 4.6 bohr is
clearly present. Once the dynamical correlation is added, at
CISD level, the singlet curves obtained with different sets of
Figure 2. Total energies of Be2 for the singlet closed-shell at RHF
level, the triplet state computed at ROHF level and spin-contaminated
broken-symmetry UHF (with Sz = 0). The Es potential energy curve
corresponds to the reconstructed singlet as shown in eq 4 in Section 3
Table 1. Orbital Occupation Numbers at R = 4.6 bohr, spdfg
Basis Set
orbital CAS(2/2) CAS(4/4) CAS(4/8)
2σg 1.969 91 1.867 88
2σu 1.695 23 1.681 42 1.705 57
3σg 0.304 77 0.320 27 0.171 62
3σu 0.028 40 0.021 29
1pig 0.071 20
1piu 0.045 62
Figure 3. CISD and FCI potential energy surfaces computed with four
different basis sets sp, spd, spdf, and spdf g.
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orbitals are almost indistinguishable (see figures in Supporting
Information).
In the following subsections, the effect on the PES form of
both the basis-set quality and the level of correlation are
investigated.
4.1. Basis-Set Effects. The effect of the basis-set quality on
the results is first considered. Only energy curves obtained with
the four basis sets sp, spd, spdf, and spdfg, which are the only
ones for which a complete FCI curve is available, will be
displayed in the figures. On the other hand, in the tables we will
report also values obtained with the larger spdf gh and spdf ghi
basis sets. In particular, these last values (estimated to be a
fraction of a kJ/mol off the infinite basis-set limit) will be taken
as “reference”. From Table 2 and Figure 3 it is seen that the
convergence of the FCI values as a function of the basis-set size
is much slower at equilibrium than at dissociation, and this
effect is particularly pronounced for the small basis sets. In
particular, the sp result is about 30 kJ/mol higher than the
reference at equilibrium, but only about one-tenth of this value
at dissociation. The same thing, although less pronounced,
happens with the spd basis set, whereas for larger basis sets the
error becomes less than one kJ/mol. This behavior explains the
fact that the sp basis set gives a repulsive curve, apart from a
very shallow van der Waals minimum at large distance, whereas
the well depth for the spd basis set is about only one-half of the
reference value.
In Table 3, the HF, CISD, and FCI results are shown for the
different basis sets. The HF results are virtually converged
already with the sp basis set. The correlation energy is much
larger than the depth of the energy well. For the beryllium atom
(i.e., close to dissociation), the CISD and FCI energies do not
depend on the basis set in a strong way, with the partial
exception of the sp basis set. The opposite is true close to the
equilibrium distance. We report in Table 2 the total energies for
a distance of 4.6 bohr and at dissociation. From Figure 3, it is
seen that the CISD approach is unable to describe, even in a
qualitative way, the equilibrium well of the molecule: at most,
in the cases of the spdf and spdf g basis sets, the curve presents
a double minimum, the equilibrium well occurring at a slightly
larger interatomic distance (∼5.10 bohr).
4.2. Molecular Orbitals. In Figure 4, we report the four
valence orbitals 2σg, 3σg, 2σu, and 3σu, obtained with the spdf g
basis set and a CAS(4/4) active space. The 2σu and 3σg orbitals
are hardly distinguishable from their CAS(2/2) homologues:
for this reason, only the CAS(4/4) valence orbitals are reported
in the figure. In Table 1 we report, for the same atomic basis
set, the occupation numbers nocc of the natural orbitals of
different wave functions and active spaces. Because the orbital
Table 2. Total Energies (E(R), hartree), Energy Differences
(ΔREF(R), kJ/mol), and Fixed-Distance Dissociation
Energies (D = E(∞) − E(4.60), kJ/mol) of the FCI
Wavefunctions, Obtained with the Different Basis Setsa
basis
set E(R), Δ(R) R = 4.60 bohr R = ∞ D
s E(R) −29.11 494 987 −29.15 317 977 −100.373
ΔREF(R) 333.733 223.336
sp E(R) −29.22 971 567 −29.23 694 647 −18.982
ΔREF(R) 32.414 3.408
spd E(R) −29.23 981 535 −29.23 786 573 5.119
ΔREF(R) 5.898 0.993
spdf E(R) −29.24 153 059 −29.23 810 902 8.983
ΔREF(R) 1.395 0.354
spdf g E(R) −29.24 190 685 −29.23 819 529 9.745
ΔREF(R) 0.407 0.129
spdf gh E(R) −29.24 202 036 −29.23 823 061 9.950
ΔREF(R) 0.110 0.034
spdf
ghi
E(R) ≡
EREF(R)
−29.24 206 189 −29.23 824 376 10.025
aEREF(R) is the value of the FCI energy computed with the largest
basis set (spdf ghi).
Table 3. Total Energies (E(R), hartree) and Fixed-Distance
Dissociation Energies (D = E(∞) − E(4.60), kJ/mol) of the
HF and CISD Wavefunctions, Respectively, with the
Different Basis Setsa
basis set E(R), Δ(R) R = 4.60 bohr R = ∞ D
sp EHF(R) −29.13 240 550 −29.14 604 150 −35.801
ECISD(R) −29.22 140 351 −29.22 951 615 −21.300
ΔHF(R) 255.488 238.671
ΔCISD(R) 21.824 19.510
spd EHF(R) −29.13 364 615 −29.14 604 150 −32.544
ECISD(R) −29.22 939 739 −29.23 067 365 −3.351
ΔHF(R) 278.747 241.085
ΔCISD(R) 27.352 18.883
spdf EHF(R) −29.13 369 735 −29.14 604 150 −32.410
ECISD(R) −29.23 068 539 −29.23 096 317 −0.729
ΔHF(R) 283.116 241.723
ΔCISD(R) 28.474 18.761
spdf g EHF(R) −29.13 369 978 −29.14 604 150 −32.403
ECISD(R) −29.23 099 527 −29.23 106 417 −0.181
ΔHF(R) 284.098 241.950
ΔCISD(R) 28.648 18.723
spdf gh EHF(R) −29.13 369 990 −29.14 604 150 −32.401
ECISD(R) −29.23 109 595 −29.23 110 506 −0.024
ΔHF(R) 284.395 242.043
ΔCISD(R) 28.682 18.708
spdf ghi EHF(R) −29.13 369 991 −29.14 604 150 −32.401
ECISD(R) −29.23 113 340 −29.23 112 005 0.035
ΔHF(R) 284.504 242.077
ΔCISD(R) 28.693 18.703
a
ΔHF(R) and ΔCISD(R) are the corresponding relative energies with
respect to the FCI energy (kJ/mol).
Figure 4. Four valence orbitals 2σg, 3σg, 2σu, and 3σu, computed with
an active space CAS(4/4) employing the spdf g basis set.
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energies are not well-defined for CAS wave functions, we will
use the acronym HOMO to denote orbitals with high
nocc(>1.4) ordered in descending occupation number. Similarly,
the acronym LUMO denotes orbitals with low nocc(<1) ordered
in ascending occupation. The values in the table clearly show
that the HOMO 2σu and LUMO 3σg are the crucial orbitals
that must be included in the active space. The HOMO−1
(2σg)/LUMO+1 (3σu) orbitals have a classical bonding/
antibonding shape, respectively, showing a maximum/mini-
mum of the orbital density in the region between the two
nuclei. On the other hand, the HOMO and LUMO edge
orbitals have their largest values in the region external to the
molecular bond. To investigate the structure of these orbitals, a
localized picture is more appropriate. In Figure 5, the
combinations 3σg + 2σu and 3σg − 2σu are compared with
the nonorthogonal pure hybrids τA and τB. The 3σg + 2σu and
3σg − 2σu combinations give two orbitals localized on each
atom showing a strong similarity with the hybrids τA and τB that
point outward with respect to the molecular bond.
4.3. Active-Space Effects. The effects of the different
levels of correlation contributions will be now considered in
detail. For the sake of compactness, only the spdf g basis set will
be considered, because this is the largest one for which the
results are available at a large number of points. Moreover, the
effect of the h and i orbitals accounts for just a few percent of
the energy-well depth. For this reason, although these orbitals
are certainly important for a quantitative detailed description of
the bond, their presence does not change the global picture in a
significant manner.
In Table 4 the total energies for a distance of 4.6 bohr and at
dissociation, calculated with a CAS(2/2), MRCI(2/2), and at
FCI level are reported. In Figure 6, several CAS curves and the
corresponding CISD results are shown, obtained using different
CAS spaces. In particular, the CAS(0/0), CAS(2/2), CAS(4/
4), and CAS(4/8) have been considered: CAS(0/0) is nothing
but RHF; CAS(2/2) is obtained by distributing two electrons
in the (formally) occupied orbital 2σu and empty orbital 3σg;
CAS(4/4) is the full valence σ CAS, containing the 2σg, 2σu,
3σg, and 3σu orbitals. Finally, the CAS(4/8) is the full valence
CAS, where the empty orbitals 1pig and 1piu are added to the
active space. The different behaviors are better seen in Figures 7
and 8, where the CAS and MRCI results, respectively, are
reported, and where the FCI result with the same basis set is
also added for comparison.
From Figure 7, it appears how the different contributions to
the correlation energy are introduced by the different CAS
spaces in the bond (BR) and dissociation or asymptotic (AR)
regions:
1. CAS(0/0)=RHF: The correlation energy is larger in BR
than in AR; the curve is repulsive.
2. CAS(2/2): BR starts to be correctly described at
reference level; almost no correlation is recovered in
AR. The curve has a minimum, but too deep.
3. CAS(4/4): A large fraction of correlation energy is
recovered in AR, much less in BR, and the curve
becomes repulsive again.
4. CAS(4/8): Essentially the same behavior occurs as in the
previous case. The curve is essentially parallel to RHF.
Figure 8 shows the effect of the dynamical correlation
introduced by MRCI.
Figure 5. Left: Two pure spz hybrid orbitals, pointing outward with
respect to the bond: (2s − 2pz)/√2 on atom A and (2s + 2pz)/√2 on
atom B. Right: Corresponding CAS(2/2) localized orbitals, given by
the linear combinations (3σ ± 2σu)/√2.
Table 4. Total Energies (E(R), in hartree) and Fixed-
Distance Dissociation Energies (D = E(∞) − E(4.60), kJ/
mol) of the CAS and MRCI Wavefunctions with the
Different Basis Setsa
basis
set E(R), Δ(R) R = 4.60 bohr R = ∞ D
sp ECAS(2/2)(R) −29.16 300 920 −29.14 859 819 37.836
EMRCI(2/2)(R) −29.22 482 311 −29.23 015 734 −14.005
ΔCAS(R) 175.138 231.958
ΔMRCI(R) 12.845 17.825
spd ECAS(2/2)(R) −29.16 477 689 −29.14 861 221 42.440
EMRCI(2/2)(R) −29.23 420 378 −29.23 129 937 7.626
ΔCAS(R) 197.013 234.335
ΔMRCI(R) 14.733 17.240
spdf ECAS(2/2)(R) −29.16 481 779 −29.14 861 305 42.546
EMRCI(2/2)(R) −29.23 576 828 −29.23 158 550 10.982
ΔCAS(R) 201.409 234.972
ΔMRCI(R) 15.129 17.128
spdf g ECAS(2/2)(R) −29.16 481 980 −29.14 861 305 42.551
EMRCI(2/2)(R) −29.23 612 482 −29.23 168 538 11.656
ΔCAS(R) 202.392 235.198
ΔMRCI(R) 15.181 17.092
aAll values are obtained from a CAS(2/2) active space. ΔCAS(R) and
ΔMRCI(R) indicate the corresponding energy differences (kJ/mol) with
respect to the FCI energy.
Figure 6. Total energies with different CAS spaces (CAS(0/0)=HF,
CAS(2/2), CAS(4/4), and the full valence CAS, CAS(4/8)), spdf g
basis sets, together with the corresponding CISD and MRCI results.
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1. The CISD curve is still essentially repulsive, with a
spurious maximum in the region 6−6.5 bohr, at the
border BR-AR.
2. The MRCI(2,2) does not dissociate correctly, its
correlation energy is too small in the AR. As a
consequence, the potential well is too deep.
3. The MRCI(4,4) curve is parallel to FCI, implying a well
balanced treatment of correlation in BR and AR and a
good value of the potential depth.
4. MRCI(4,8) practically coincides with FCI. The differ-
ence MRCI(4,4) − MRCI(4,8) is essentially constant in
both BR and AR because it is due to the correlation of
the pi orbitals not partecipating to the bond.
The effect of the AO basis set is illustrated in Figure 9. The
main observation is that the dynamical correlation introduced
by MRCI shifts down the CAS(2/2) curves, with the exception
of the sp basis: the lack of d-orbitals prevents a reasonable
evaluation of the dynamical correlation, particularly in the BR.
Finally, in Figure 10, we report the occupation numbers of
the HOMO−LUMO edge pair, 2σu and 3σg, obtained with the
three different active spaces. Their behavior as a function of the
internuclear distance confirms the multireference nature of the
bond, and the fact that only two orbitals are strongly involved
by quasi-degeneracy effects. Beyond the bond region (i.e., for R
> 6 bohr) and with all active spaces, the occupation numbers
are close to the RHF values (2 and 0 for the HOMO and the
LUMO, respectively). This is particularly true for the CAS(2/
2) values, because this space does not allow sp correlation on a
single atom. The larger active spaces, on the other hand, do
allow this type of correlation (CAS(4/8) to a larger extent than
CAS(4/4)), and this accounts for the slight departure from
RHF values of the occupation numbers in the large-distance
region. The occupation numbers, on the other hand, start
separating from the RHF values for R < 6 bohr. (This effect is
slightly more pronounced for CAS(2/2) and CAS(4/4)) than
for (CAS(4/8)). Close to equilibrium, in the cases of CAS(2/
2) and CAS(4/4)), they are about 1.7 and 0.3 for 2σu and 3σg,
respectively. Notice that these values correspond to a wave
function having a multireference character: in the case of the
hydrogen dimer, for instance, this happens for an internuclear
separation of about 2.4 times the equilibrium distance.
4.4. Total Position Spread of Be2. In this section, we will
use the total position spread (TPS) to characterize the nature
of the wave function. The TPS denoted as Λ, is defined as the
second moment cumulant of the electron positions of a
molecular system. To compute it, one has to consider the
Figure 7. Total energies with different CAS spaces (CAS(0/0)=HF,
CAS(2/2), CAS(4/4), and the full valence CAS, CAS(4/8)), spdf g
basis sets. The FCI curve obtained with the same basis set is also
shown.
Figure 8. Total CISD energies obtained with different CAS spaces
(CAS(0/0)=HF, CAS(2/2), CAS(4/4), and the full valence CAS,
CAS(4/8)), spdf g basis sets. The corresponding FCI curve is also
shown.
Figure 9. CAS(2/2) total energies and the corresponding MRCI(2/2)
results with the different basis sets, sp, spd, spdf, and spdf g.
Figure 10. Occupation numbers of the 2σu (top) and 3σg (bottom)
molecular orbitals with different active space.
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position operator and its tensorial square as described in
ref.s.13−19 We have
∑ ∑β β γ̂ = ̂ ̂ ̂ = ̂ ̂β β γ
= =
r p r r p q( ) ( ) ( )
p
n
p q
n
1 , 1 (5)
where the sums run over the n electrons and β, γ represent any
of the Cartesian coordinates (x, y, and z). Once the position
operator is evaluated using the respective one- and two-electron
integrals, the Cartesian components of the tensor can be
defined as follows:
Λ ≡ ⟨ ̂ ̂ ⟩ = ⟨Ψ| ̂ ̂ |Ψ⟩ − ⟨Ψ| ̂ |Ψ⟩⟨Ψ| ̂ |Ψ⟩βγ β γ β γ β γr r r r r rc (6)
Roughly speaking, electrons that can easily move show a large
value of L that can be interpreted as due to a wave function that
is very delocalized and electrons are spread from their mean
position in the molecular system.
In Figure 11 the Λ⊥ and Λ∥ components of the TPS are
reported as a function of the internuclear distance for the Be2
molecule. It is remarkable that the TPS values in the atomic
limit are larger than those in the region below 4 bohr. The
latter results can be attributed to the increased nuclear effective
charge affecting electrons at such distances (nuclei are closer to
each other), which causes a spatial contraction of the orbitals in
the direction perpendicular to the internuclear axis. Therefore,
electrons are very localized in this molecular configuration and
the TPS component more affected is the Λ⊥. Apart from this,
the perpendicular component of the tensor does not show any
special feature. Finally, this also indicates that electrons prefer
to spread in the direction of the internuclear axis.
As concerns the longitudinal component Λ∥, it is an
increasing function of R at short internuclear distances until
it reaches a marked maximum just after equilibrium. As shown
in refs 17 and 18, the TPS of diatomic molecules can be
analyzed in terms of VB structures. A complete discussion of
this point would require analyzing our wave functions in terms
of VB structures, not an easy task, particularly for the large FCI
wave functions. Here we limit ourselves to some qualitative
considerations, leaving such analysis to a future work. One finds
that the R dependence of the Λ∥ ionic structures is quadratically
increasing, whereas that of the neutral ones is essentially
negligible. On the other hand, in a molecule like Be2 the relative
weight of the ionic structures vanishes asymptotically at
dissociation. Accordingly, the behavior of Λ∥ can be understood
as a result of the interplay of these factors. In the small R region
the weight of ionic structures is dominating, and the curve is
increasing. By increasing R, the weight of the ionic structure
rapidly decreases so the curve bends down and the ionic weight
reaches zero at dissociation. In the cases previously studied18
the maximum of the Λ∥ is associated with a change of the
nature of the wave function. Here we note that Be2, even if
weakly bonded, shows the typical behavior of a covalent
molecule and that the maximum falls at ≈5 bohr, not so far
from the border of the BR. In ordinary covalent molecules
(dissociating in open shell atoms) the wave function is
essentially single-reference in the BR and becomes multi-
reference in the AR (in terms of symmetry adapted MO’s);
here we have a similar transition but in the opposite direction.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The mechanism leading to the formation of a bond in beryllium
dimer has emerged by comparing a series of CAS-SCF, CISD,
MRCI, and FCI calculations, performed using different ANO
basis sets. It has been shown that the main difficulty in
describing this notoriously “difficult” bond arises from the
different nature of the wave function in the minimum region
and at dissociation. This implies that even small errors in the
energy evaluation can give qualitatively wrong results.
However, the mechanism leading to the formation of a bond
in the beryllium-dimer is relatively simple and can be
summarized as follows:
1. The 1s core orbitals of the two beryllium atoms give rise
to the 1σg and 1σu molecular orbitals (both doubly
occupied) that do not participate to the bond
mechanism.
2. In presence of a second Be atom, the quasi-degenerated
2s and 2p orbitals of each beryllium (hosting two
electrons) form a pair of atomic sp hybrid orbitals on
each atom, here denoted as ρ (inward pointing) and τ
(outward pointing).
3. The four atomic hybrids give rise to four symmetry-
adapted molecular orbitals. The ratio between the
weights of s and p orbitals in these four MO’s decreases
as their energy increases. In ascending energy order,
these orbitals are 2σg, 2σu, 3σg, and 3σu.
4. The two inward-pointing molecular orbitals (2σg and
3σu) have a clear bonding or antibonding character,
respectively, because they are mainly located in the
region between the two nuclei. These orbitals are either
doubly occupied (2σg) or empty (3σu) in the reference
wave function.
5. On the other hand, the two outer-pointing molecular
edge orbitals are mainly located in the region external to
the bond, and therefore are very close in energy. For this
reason, their occupation numbers are not 2 or 0, but
rather 2 − δ (for 2σu) and δ (for 3σg), with δ = δ(R).
6. Close to the equilibrium distance one has the following:
δ ≃ 0.3, the g orbitals have bonding character, whereas
the u orbitals have antibonding character. This gives an
overall “bond order” of about 0.3.
7. A bond order less than one-third of an ordinary single
bond, indicates a very weak bond, which, however, is not
Figure 11. Total position spread computed for the 1Σg
+ ground state of
beryllium at Full CI level of theory. The longitudinal component of
the tensor is denoted as Λ∥ (red-square dashed line), and the
perpendicular component is denoted as Λ⊥ (black-circles dashed
lines).
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a dispersive interaction of van der Waals type. Rather, we
consider the Be2 bond as having a covalent nature as also
suggested by the results of the total position spread.
This is our picture that gives a qualitative description of the bond
formation in beryllium dimer. It is important to add the
following to the previous points:
8. Because of the weakness of the bond, a very accurate
balance of the different terms of dynamical/non-
dynamical correlation is required to have a correct
description of the bond. In particular, because the
electronic wave functions have a different nature at
equilibrium and at dissociation, a balanced account of
both orbital and correlation energy contributions in the
two regions is particularly difficult to achieve. This
explains why even sophisticated calculations can give
completely wrong results, if they do not take into
account this particular aspect of the Be2 molecule.
In this paper we propose a new picture of the Be2 bond,
supported by high-quality ab initio calculations. In fact, as
reflected by its weakness and length, this bond does not belong
to anyone of the classes usually known in chemistry, neither can
it be considered as a van der Waals interaction. In the
framework of MO theory, a chemical bond is in general
represented by a doubly occupied MO, associated with a single-
reference wave function on top of which one adds non-
dynamical correlation to achieve quantitative accuracy. On the
contrary, in this case, we have that a two-reference picture is
needed to explain the bond already at a qualitative level.
Therefore, the present work could be considered as an attempt
to define a new type of chemical bond based on nondynamical
correlation.
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Caractérisation des propriétés métalliques et isolantes pour des systèmes de 
basse dimensionnalité 
Muammar EL KHATIB 
 
 
Résumé 
 
 
L'objectif de cette thèse vise à la compréhension de la façon de différencier les métaux et 
isolants dans les systèmes de basse dimension en utilisant des méthodes de chimie quantique. 
La question à laquelle nous cherchons à répondre est s’il est possible ou non de définir une 
quantité à partir de la fonction d'onde de l’état fondamental pour identifier les systèmes 
isolants. Une quantité calculée en utilisant la fonction d'onde construite à partir des premiers 
principes a plusieurs avantages : 
 
1. Les méthodes de la fonction d’onde ne comportent, en principe, aucune approximation 
faite. Elles peuvent êtres améliorées systématiquement, contrairement au cas de la 
théorie de la fonctionnelle de la densité [1,2].  
2. Ces méthodes peuvent gérer des états électroniques qui sont dégénérés. 
3. Les corrélations électroniques non-dynamique et dynamique peuvent être traitées 
correctement. 
 
Pour accomplir cette tâche, nous avons introduit le tenseur de délocalisation ou « total 
position-spread tensor (TPS) » qui est basé sur la théorie moderne de la conductivité de Kohn 
[3]. Le TPS est simplement le tenseur de localisation proposé par Resta [4] (LT), puisque il 
est défini comme le second cumulant  de l'opérateur de position sans être divisé par le nombre 
d'électrons. Cela rend le TPS plus approprié pour étudier les fonctions d'onde moléculaires [5-
8]. En effet, nous montrons que le TPS est très sensible à l'évolution de la fonction d'onde, et 
qu'il « diverge » lorsque il y a un fort caractère de délocalisation alors qu'il « s’annule » pour 
les fonctions d'onde localisées. Dans nos études, la fonction d'onde est construite à partir 
premier principe en utilisant des méthodes d'interaction de configurations, et donc les 
interactions électroniques sont traitées correctement. De cette façon, l'évaluation du deuxième 
cumulant de l'opérateur de position sur la fonction d'onde donnera une réponse adéquate du 
caractère isolant ou conducteur des différents systèmes étudiés. Le tenseur peut être divisé en 
deux catégories : 
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1. Le SS-TPS (spin-summed TPS pour ses sigles en anglais) qui est très utile lorsque l'on 
étudie le processus de fluctuation de charge, et la caractérisation des liaisons  [5,6,9]. 
2. Le SP-TPS (spin-partitioned TPS pur ses sigles en anglais) qui est le TPS partitionné 
selon le spin [10] et un outil utilisé pour l'étude des systèmes fortement corrélés, et 
l'intrication quantique.  
 
Réponse du tenseur de délocalisation dans les molécules  
Ce projet consiste à explorer le SS-TPS en fonction de la distance internucléaire R dans une 
série de molécules diatomiques couvrant des liaisons covalentes (symétries H2, He2, Li2, Be2, 
N2, F2; 
1
 
!
! ), des liaisons ioniques (LiF), et des molécules de liaisons faibles (HeH
–, BeH–; 
1
 
!
  ).  Le tenseur de délocalisation (TPS) a été calculé au niveau FCI en employant le code de 
NEPTUNUS [11,14]. Nous avons utilisé un ensemble de bases d’orbitales atomiques de type 
ANO optimisées par Widmark, Malmqvist et Roos [15] de différentes qualités pour construire 
la fonction d'onde. Le TPS étant un tenseur de rang 2, est représenté par une matrice 3 × 3, où 
les éléments de la diagonale correspondent à la variance.  Il faut noter que les molécules 
diatomiques étant de structure unidimensionnelle et placées selon l'axe z des coordonnées 
cartésiennes, ont montré une réponse maximale de la composante du tenseur dans la direction  
de cet axe que  l’on appelle « la composante longitudinale,  
Λ
∥». Par contre, la composante perpendiculaire (Λ⟂) ne varie pas considérablement par 
rapport à la composante longitudinale et elle est obtenue à partir des valeurs de l'opérateur de 
position dans les directions x et y (qui pour des raisons de symétrie, ont des valeurs 
dégénérées).  
L'utilisation de la méthode de FCI nous a permis de contourner tous les problèmes qui sont 
liés aux méthodes d'interaction de configurations tronquées car toutes les excitations possibles 
dans l'espace de configuration ont été prises en compte [16,17]. Ainsi, la qualité de la fonction 
d'onde est exacte dans la base considérée, et la corrélation électronique est traitée au mieux. 
 
Applications aux molécules diatomiques  
Les distances internucléaires des molécules étudiées ont été variées depuis les géométries très 
répulsives jusqu'à la limite asymptotique. Les résultats pour les trois différents types de 
molécules étudiés sont les suivants : 
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Liaisons covalentes 
À partir des géométries très répulsives, la composante Λ∥ a montré des valeurs inférieures à 
celles de la limite asymptotique. En effet, les noyaux étant près les uns des autres augmentent 
la charge nucléaire effective, et à son tour cet effet augmente l'attraction de Coulomb entre 
eux. Ainsi, les électrons sont plus localisés. La même chose vaut pour le Λ⟂ de composante 
perpendiculaire. 
À la distance d'équilibre, la fonction d'onde est un mélange de déterminants de Slater ioniques 
et neutres. Les électrons de valence sont partagés entre les atomes impliqués pour former la 
liaison. Par conséquent, les électrons se déplacent d'un atome à l'autre, mais la charge 
nucléaire effective étant plus faible que pour les géométries de répulsion donne une valeur de 
Λ
∥ supérieure. Lorsque la liaison est étirée, la contribution ionique à la fonction d'onde 
commence à devenir moins importante car dans la limite asymptotique les molécules 
diatomiques deviennent deux fragments d'atomes neutres. 
La plupart des molécules covalentes ont montré des valeurs maximales élevées du TPS avant 
la rupture de la liaison, sauf pour le cas du dimère de fluor qui sera discuté en détail plus tard. 
Dans le cadre de la théorie moderne de la conductivité, les valeurs maximales du TPS sont 
une indication de la haute délocalisation de la fonction d'onde. Lorsque la liaison se casse les 
fonctions d'onde commencent à présenter un caractère déconnecté comme suggéré dans 
l’article de Kohn. Le point de rupture de la liaison est normalement défini comme la seconde 
dérivée de l'énergie par rapport à la géométrie qui correspond à la courbure de la surface 
d’énergie potentielle. Comme conséquence, Λ∥ diminue lorsque R augmente jusqu'à ce qu'il 
atteigne la limite des valeurs atomiques  de Λ∥ démontrant ainsi la « size-consistency ». 
Le dimère de Fluor est un cas particulier, car il présente la valeur maximum du TPS à la 
distance d’équilibre. Ce fait peut être expliqué par l'introduction de ce qu'on appelle les 
« breathing orbitals »[18-20]. La liaison dans la molécule F2 est représentée par une 
configuration dans l’espace de valence d’au moins trois configurations différentes comme 
indiqué sur la Figure 1. Quand un électron saute du lobe de type p d'un atome de fluor à 
l'autre, il existe un processus local de transfert de charge exactement  à la distance d'équilibre. 
De plus, lorsqu’un lobe des orbitales p du Fluor est vide il se contracte par opposition au cas 
où le lobe est doublement occupé. Le TPS est très sensible aux processus de transfert de 
charge car cela implique une grande fluctuation de la position moyenne des électrons, et par 
conséquent le TPS présente une valeur maximale à la distance d'équilibre pour cette molécule. 
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 Figure 1: Représentation schématique des « breathing orbitals » de la molécule de F2 dans le 
cadre de liaison de valence. 
 
Liaisons ioniques  
Comme dans le cas des molécules covalentes, les liaisons ioniques sont représentées par un 
mélange entre des structures ioniques et des structures neutres. A la  distance d'équilibre du 
LiF, la structure ionique a une contribution plus importante à la fonction d'onde que celle du 
neutre. Ces deux structures évoluent diabatiquement dans LiF. A la distance d'équilibre Re, la 
liaison est décrite par la configuration ionique suivante : 
 
1�
!
2�
!
3�
!
4�
!
1�
!,  (1) 
 
dans l’équation (1) le déterminant de Slater correspond à un état X1  !  . Les orbitales 1σ et 2σ 
sont les orbitales de « core » de type 1s des atomes de F et Li. L’orbitale 3σ  corresponds  à 
l’orbitale 2s du fluor et les orbitales 4σ et 1π aux orbitales 2pσ et 2pπ du fluor. De toute 
évidence, l'état ionique se dissociera comme Li+ + F-. En ce qui concerne la configuration 
covalente, elle est décrite par la configuration électronique représentée par la configuration 
suivante : 
 
1�
!
2�
!
3�
!
4�
!
5�
!
1�
!,  (2) 
 
où 5σ correspond à l’orbitale 2s du Li et l'état dissocie comme Li + F. A la distance 
internucléaire R ≃ 11 bohr, les surfaces d’énergie potentielles adiabatiques de ces deux états 
présentent un croisement évité. La fonction d'onde de cette configuration moléculaire est 
représentée par des poids égaux dans leurs déterminants ionique et neutre et donc une 
délocalisation électronique élevée. La composante longitudinale du tenseur TPS a montré une 
valeur maximale élevée en manifestant une grande fluctuation de la position moyenne des 
électrons. En outre, les composantes perpendiculaires Λ⟂ pour les états ioniques et neutres ont 
changé radicalement dans la région du croisement évité (le système covalent a une plus 
grande mobilité des électrons avant le point de croisement, et sa fonction d'onde devient plus 
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localisée et stabilisée par rapport à la structure ionique quand il se rapproche de la limite 
asymptotique). Ce sont les signatures des systèmes qui présentent un croisement évité  et du 
phénomène du transfert de charge.  
Molécules à liaison faible 
Enfin, le TPS a été évalué dans molécules diatomiques à liaison faible (LF). Pour les systèmes 
LF neutres, le TPS n'a pas montré de réponse importante pour He2, car il n'y a aucune liaison 
chimique dans cette molécule diatomique. Cependant, pour le cas du dimère de Be2, il a été 
démontré que même si la molécule a une liaison faible, il montre la même signature que les 
liaisons covalentes. Ce résultat suggère donc que sa nature est covalente.  
En outre, les molécules HeH- et BeH- ont été considérées comme des systèmes anioniques à 
LF. Il est important de souligner la réponse du cas de BeH-. Au niveau FCI la distance 
d'équilibre est proche de 2,7 bohr. Be est un atome à couche fermée qui contient quatre 
électrons avec une configuration électronique 1s22s2, et il n’est pas très réactif. Ces atomes 
sont capables de former des orbitales sp hybrides, et ils forment un angle de liaison de 180◦. 
Une hybridation sp est possible car les orbitales atomiques 2s et 2p sont quasi-dégénérées. 
Aux longues distances internucléaires la molécule BeH- est décrite par l’interaction de deux 
atomes à couches fermées: un atome de Be ayant une couche de valence 2s doublement 
occupée et trois orbitales atomiques 2p non-occupées sont en interaction avec un atome 
d'hydrogène qui porte une charge négative. À la mesure que les deux atomes s’approchent, il 
y a un changement de charge de l'hydrogène chargé négativement à l'atome de béryllium. Par 
conséquent,  la valeur du TPS Λ∥ commence à augmenter jusqu’à la distance internucléaire 
est près de 6 bohr (reflétant des électrons fluctuantes autour de leurs positions moyennes). 
Dans la Réf. [21] est rapporté que l'hybridation sp commence à être importante à partir de 8 
bohr, et en fait le tenseur TPS commence à se développer considérablement dans celle région. 
A courtes distances, le mélange des orbitales atomiques 2pz inoccupées avec les 1s de 
l'hydrogène forme une orbitale moléculaire sp (σ-BeH). La liaison σ sera formée par l'électron 
en excès du H et un électron promu  de l’orbitale atomique 2s  du Be qui est doublement 
occupée à l'orbitale 2pz. L'électron restant dans l'atome de béryllium sera situé dans le côté 
opposé par rapport à la position de l'atome d'hydrogène. De cette façon, les électrons sont plus 
localisés car la molécule est en équilibre. Enfin,    la composante Λ⟂ a montré un 
comportement particulier car à longes distances leurs valeurs ne changent pas jusqu'à ce 
qu'elle atteigne une profondeur minimum près de 4 bohr. Ceci indique que les électrons n’ont 
pas de fluctuation ni selon x ni selon y. 
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On peut résumer et conclure que : 
• Le TPS est un indicateur puissant du réarrangement des électrons dans un système 
moléculaire. 
• Le TPS est un outil adapté au monitoring de la fonction d'onde, plus sensible que 
l'énergie totale. 
• Le tenseur montre une valeur maximale dans les configurations moléculaires où la 
fonction d'onde est complètement délocalisée. 
• Selon la nature de la liaison chimique, le TPS montre une signature différente. 
•  Dans les régions de croisement évité, le TPS diverge lorsque la fonction d'onde est 
représentée par une combinaison de structures ioniques et neutres impliquant des 
électrons très délocalisés. 
 
Le tenseur de délocalisation électronique dans des systèmes à valence-mixte : l’étude du 
système modèle �
�
! 
Le TPS a été calculé dans une molécule composée de deux dimères d'hydrogène interagissant 
faiblement. L’objectif de cette étude est de trouver une distance inter-dimère pour laquelle la 
super molécule puisse montrer un caractère bistable. Pour modéliser le système, un trou a été 
créé dans l'un des dimères d'hydrogène par l’extraction d'un électron. Par conséquent la 
liaison dans le dimère cationique est plus grande que dans le neutre. Il est donc possible de 
décrire le mouvement du trou d'un dimère à l'autre par une coordonnée de réaction pour 
laquelle la géométrie moyenne R (ξ, D) ≡ {R1 (ξ, D), R2 (ξ, D)} peut être définie    comme : 
 
R
1
(ξ, D) = (1/2 − ξ)R
+
(D) + (1/2 + ξ)R
0
(D),     (3)  
R
2
(ξ, D) = (1/2 + ξ)R
+
(D) + (1/2 − ξ)R
0
(D),     (4)  
où ξ est un paramètre sans dimension qui fait la moyenne de deux géométries . La molécule 
H!
! est présentée dans la figure 2. Notez que les liaisons courtes représentent le H2 neutre 
alors que les grandes liaisons sont H!
!, et D est la distance entre le centre de masse des deux 
molécules. Il y a trois cas importants à considérer en suivant l'utilisation de la coordonnée de 
réaction ξ: 
 
1. R2 <R1; le trou est localisé sur le côté droit de la molécule (ξ = -1/2). 
2. R2 = R1; le trou a la même probabilité d'être situé soit sur la droite soit sur la gauche de 
la molécule (délocalisation maximale, ξ = 0). 
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3. R2> R1; le trou est localisé sur le côté gauche de la molécule (ξ = 1/2). 
 
 
 
Figure 2 : Géométries moyennes  de H!
!.  
A la distance inter-dimère D = 6 bohr la différence entre le véritable état de transition et celle 
obtenue en utilisant la réaction de coordonnées ξ est très petite. En outre, à une telle distance 
inter-dimère la molécule a montré une surface d’énergie potentielle unidimensionnelle avec 
un caractère bistable décrivant un système à valence mixte. Selon différentes études [22-25], 
la surface d'énergie potentielle d'un système à valence-mixte peut être construite à partir de 
fonctions paraboliques représentant chacune un état diabatique d'ordre zéro.  Les effets de 
solvant et les effets ioniques sont négligeables, et donc les molécules sont traitées dans un 
modèle de phase gazeuse. 
Dans la figure 3  sont présentées les valeurs des composantes Λ⟂ perpendiculaires du TPS en 
fonction du paramètre ξ pour l’état fondamental et excité de la molécule H!!. Ils ne montrent 
pas de comportement spectaculaire par rapport à  la composante longitudinal Λ∥, mais ils se 
croisent comme nous l’avons déjà vu dans le cas des états fondamental et excité de la 
molécule LiF. 
La composante longitudinale du TPS (Λ∥) a montré une valeur maximale élevée lorsque ξ = 
0 confirmant la forte délocalisation du trou dans les deux dimères. Il est dû à une fonction 
d'onde qui devient un mélange entre les deux états électroniques (fondamental et excité) de la 
même symétrie et se traduit par une valeur maximale du TPS. Pour des valeurs de ξ  
différentes de 0 le TPS commence à diminuer  jusqu'à ce qu'il atteigne une valeur minimale, 
en indiquant que l'électron est localisé dans l'un des côtés de la molécule H!
!. 
En résumé, nous avons démontré que la molécule H!
!, étant un système très simple, montre le 
comportement typique des vrais systèmes à valence mixte lorsque D = 6 bohr. En outre, le 
TPS s’est montré capable de faire le monitoring du mouvement du trou dans le système et 
donc on peut le considérer comme un outil puissant pour faire la mesure de la fluctuation de 
charge dans ce type de systèmes. 
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 Figure 3 : Composantes perpendiculaires du TPS pour les états fondamental et excité du 
système à valence mixte H!
!. 
Calcul du tenseur de délocalisation dans le formalisme  CAS-SCF  
Dans ce projet, le TPS calculé pour une fonction d'onde de type CAS-SCF a été mis en œuvre 
dans  MOLPRO[5] et a été appliqué au système Spiro π-σ-π system 5, 5’(4H, 4H’)-
spirobi[cyclopenta[c]- pyrrole] 2, 2’, 6, 6’ tetrahydro . Le Spiro  présente le comportement 
d’un système à valence mixte comme conséquence de déformations géométriques. Il se 
compose de deux groupements π liés par un pont de caractère σ. Si un électron est extrait de 
cette molécule, le trou créé aura tendance à être localisé soit sur la droite soit sur la gauche de 
la partie π de la molécule, provoquant un relâchement de la géométrie (liaisons chimiques de 
grandes distances). Afin de modéliser ce système, la géométrie a été optimisée lorsqu’un 
électron est extrait au niveau CAS-SCF utilisant comme point de départ la structure du Spiro 
neutre. La géométrie résultante (QA) est ensuite mélangée linéairement en utilisant la 
coordonnée de réaction Q (ξ) : 
 
Q(ξ) = (ξ)QA + (1 − ξ)QB.     (5) 
 
Si la déformation géométrique est symétrique le trou est complètement délocalisé sur les deux 
moitiés. De la figure 4, on peut clairement voir que l’orbitale moléculaire occupée par un seul 
électron (SOMO) au niveau ROHF est situés sur le côté droit de la molécule Spiro au ξ = 
0,00. Ensuite, lorsque la coordonnée de réaction atteint une valeur de ξ = 0,50 la SOMO est 
répartie sur les deux moitiés de la molécule. Enfin, lorsque ξ = 1.00 la SOMO est située sur le 
côté gauche. Les surfaces d’énergie potentielle construites pour les état fondamental et le 
premier état excité au niveau CAS-SCF présentent un double minimum (il y a deux cations 
équivalents de symétrie C2v) qui sont reliés par un point-selle de symétrie D2h à ξ = 0,50. 
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(a) ξ = 0.00; Hole located in the right moiety, point group: C
2v . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) ξ = 0.50; Hole completely delocalized, point group: D
2h
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) ξ = 1.00; Hole located in the left plane, point group: C
2v
. 
Figure 4 : Orbitales canoniques calculées au niveau ROHF/VDZP représentant les trois 
diffèrentes classes de valence mixte.  
 
Le TPS a montré être un outil utile pour suivre le processus du transfert d’électron dans la 
transition des classes II à III tel que défini par Robin et Day [26] La composante parallèle Λzz 
manifeste une valeur maximale élevée à la fois pour les états fondamental et excité lorsque la 
coordonnée de réaction est ξ = 0,50 attestant le croisement évité vu pour la surface d’énergie 
potentielle entre les états électroniques concernés. Dans les cas limites lorsque ξ = 0,00 ou  ξ 
= 1,00 la composante Λzz a des valeurs plus faibles car l'électron est entièrement localisé sur 
l'un des fragments. En ce qui concerne les composants Λxx et Λyy, les grandeurs ont été deux 
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fois plus petites que pour la composante Λzz. En outre, lorsque l'électron dans la SOMO passe 
de la droite vers la partie gauche les composants Λxx et Λyy se croisent à ξ = 0,50. Prenons par 
exemple le système à ξ = 0.00 où le trou est situé dans la partie droite du système qui se 
trouve dans le plan moléculaire xz (voir Figure 4). Le système Spiro dans cette configuration 
consiste en une π-SOMO de symétrie A2. À mesure que le paramètre de mélange augmente 
jusqu'à une valeur de 1,00  le trou se  situé à la gauche du système. La SOMO est aussi de 
symétrie A2, sauf que ce fragment est maintenant situé dans le plan moléculaire yz ce qui 
explique pourquoi la composant Λyy est plus grande que la composante Λxx dans une telle 
géométrie. 
Dans ce projet, nous avons démontré la possibilité de calculer le TPS dans des systèmes 
complexes en utilisant la méthode CAS-SCF dans MOLPRO. Le TPS a montré une valeur 
maximale élevée dans la région du croisement-évité où la fonction d'onde a été complètement 
délocalisée confirmant nos observations antérieures concernant le LiF et la molécule H!
!. 
 
Le tenseur de délocalisation à séparation de spin.  
Jusqu'à présent, nous avons vu que le TPS est capable de suivre la nature la fonction d'onde, 
et de décrire le processus de transfert de charge [5,6,9,27]. La question à laquelle nous 
voulons répondre maintenant est la suivante : le TPS pourrait-il être un outil viable pour 
suivre la délocalisation de spin, la propagation des modes magnétiques, et l'intrication 
quantique [28,29] dans le régime fortement corrélée ?. Pour y répondre, le TPS a été partagé 
en fonction de ses composantes de spin α et β. Nous avons montré que, dans ce formalisme le 
tenseur de délocalisation à séparation de spin (SP-TPS) se décompose comme une somme de 
quatre cumulants : 
 
Λ = Λ
αα + Λββ + Λαβ + Λβα      (6) 
où l'ensemble des cumulants Λαα et Λββ sont définis positifs et sont les variances. En 
revanche, Λαβ et Λβα sont les covariances et ils ne sont donc pas  définis positifs. Dans ce 
contexte, nous avons classé les contributions comme ci-dessous : 
 
Λ
αα+ββ = Λαα + Λββ         Même spin  
Λ
αβ+βα = Λαβ + Λβα           Différent spin  
Contrairement au TPS à spin-sommé  (SS-TPS par ses sigles en anglais) qui converge vers la 
valeur limite atomique, le SP-TPS a un comportement complètement différent comme il sera 
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montré plus tard. Dans ce travail, le formalisme du SP-TPS a été appliqué à des chaînes 
d'hydrogène (équidistantes) allant de 2 à 16 atomes. Dans le cas de n = 2, le SP-TPS a été 
traité analytiquement (en utilisant une orbitale 1s de type Slater (STO)). Egalement nous les 
avons traité numériquement (au niveau de la méthode FCI en utilisant un ensemble de base 
d’orbitales atomiques V6Z) ce qui a permis une meilleure compréhension du contenu 
physique du tenseur. Pour les chaînes d'hydrogène n ≥ 2, nous avons effectué les étapes 
suivants : 
• L’évaluation des SS- et SP-TPS calculés  numériquement en utilisant l'hamiltonien de 
Hubbard. 
• Des calculs FCI en employant une base d’orbitales atomiques de type STO-12G qui a 
récupéré le 99,99986% de l’énergie atomique exacte de l’hydrogène à la limite de 
dissociation. Les chaînes d'hydrogène deviennent des modèles appropriés pour décrire 
les transitions métal-isolant et les systèmes des électrons fortement corrélés. On a 
traité un électron par site et donc la bande était demi-remplie [30, 31-32]. 
 
Le hamiltonien de Hubbard 
On commence par la discussion de nos résultats en utilisant l'hamiltonien de Hubbard. En 
1963, Hubbard, Gutzwiller et Kanamori [33-35], ont développé de manière indépendante un 
modèle conçu pour la description du comportement des électrons corrélés dans les solides, le 
ferromagnétisme, les transitions métal-isolant et d'autres. Le modèle de l'hamiltonien de 
Hubbard est souvent considéré comme une extension de la méthode « tight binding » où les 
électrons peuvent sauter entre les sites voisins les plus proches sans se resentir les uns des 
autres. En outre, l'énergie cinétique (-t) est considérée comme étant la même pour tous les 
processus de saut. Ce modèle suppose les fermions comme étant dans une seule bande [36], 
en plus un nouveau terme (U) est ajouté à l’énergie cinétique qui s’applique sur chaque paire 
d'électrons qui sont placés dans le même site (répulsion électronique). Dans la seconde 
quantification, l'hamiltonien de Hubbard prend la forme : 
 
� =  −� �
!,!
!
�!,!!!!,!!!,!! + �  �!,!! �!,!   (7) 
 
où �!,! (�!,!
!
) sont les opérateurs d’annihilation (création) respectivement d'un électron avec 
une projection de spin σ. Dans l'équation 7, l'indice i de la somme porte sur les sites dans le 
système, tandis que <i, j> indique des sites qui sont topologiquement connectés. Le 
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paramètre t est l'intégrale de saut entre les sites connectés i et j, tandis que U est la  répulsion 
de Coulomb d’un centre (ou le coût de l'énergie pour placer deux électrons sur le même site). 
Sur chaque site, on suppose que pour les cas où U ≥ 0 le potentiel est répulsif, et lorsque U ≤ 
0 on a les cas contraires. Le modèle de Hubbard est le moyen le plus simple possible d’étudier 
des caractéristiques réelles de problèmes liés à la corrélation électronique. 
Les SS- et SP-TPS ont été calculés numériquement en utilisant l'hamiltonien de  Hubbard en 
fonction du rapport t/U en utilisant le logiciel NEPTUNUS [11]. Nous avons envisagé un 
potentiel répulsif constant, U = 1. Dans nos calculs numériques, -t/U a été varié de 0,01 à 
5,00. Nous avons constaté que la composante longitudinale (Λ∥(n)/n) du SS-TPS dans le 
régime fortement corrélé (lorsque -t/U → 0) a des valeurs qui se rapprochent du zéro pour 
n’importe quelle taille des chaînes. En effet, dans le demi-remplissage (n = 1) à basses valeurs 
du -t/U, chaque électron est localisé dans chaque site et  dans ce cas le saut est minimal.  Cela 
fait que la fluctuation de charge devient impossible. En revanche, lorsque -t/U → ∞ le saut de 
l'électron au site voisin le plus proche régit le système (t>>U) rendant importante la 
fluctuation des électrons. Enfin, nous avons observé que la convergence à la limite 
asymptotique ou la limite de Hückel est plutôt lente. 
La composante longitudinale du SP-TPS Λ∥
αα+ββ
(n)/n sature rapidement dans la limite non 
corrélée à la valeur du SS-TPS contrairement au Λ∥
αβ+βα
 (n)/n dont les valeurs les plus élevées 
sont le régime fortement corrélé et ainsi lorsque -t/U → 5,00 ils ont tendance vers zéro. Ceci 
est un résultat important, dû au fait que cela signifie que les électrons dont la corrélation 
électronique est négligeable présentent des valeurs Λ∥
αβ+βα
 (n)/n → 0. Par exemple, dans le 
cas d’un seul déterminant dans le cadre de la théorie de Hartree-Fock  la contribution de la 
composante Λ∥
αβ+βα
 (n)/n est nulle en raison de l'absence de corrélation électronique [10]. 
Pour les chaînes unidimensionnelles  qu’on a considérées dans ce travail, on pourrait dire que 
la transition de Mott arrive lorsque  -t / U ≈ 1,2 car la corrélation entre les électrons est 
négligeable et donc ils sont plus éloignés de leurs positions moyennes. 
 
Chaînes  d’hydrogènes équidistantes 
Nous avons calculé le TPS en fonction de la distance internucléaire (R) pour les états 
électronique les plus bas  !!
 
!
,  !! 
!
,  !! 
!
 du dimère d'hydrogène au niveau FCI en utilisant 
une base d’orbitales atomiques V6Z, et les ayant comparé avec les valeurs analytiques du TPS 
calculées en utilisant des orbitales de type 1s STO. Nous avons trouvé un bon accord entre les 
valeurs obtenues analytiquement et numériquement du SS- et SP-TPS à longues distances. A 
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courte distance, la STO souffre d’un manque de relaxation orbitalaire (RO) à différence de la 
base V6Z [17], et donc il n'y a pas de bon accord pour de telles distances. Il est à noter que le 
SP-TPS pour états électroniques  !!
 
!
and  !! 
!
 sont superposés, suggérant que les 
expressions du SP-TPS convergent vers la même solution. Les deux composantes 
longitudinales (Λ∥
αα+ββ
 (n)/n et Λ∥
αβ+βα
 (n)/n) divergent quadratiquement dans le régime 
isolant mettant en évidence que le SP-TPS est un outil utile pour décrire l'intrication 
quantique des fonctions d'ondes. 
Pour n > 2, la composante Λ∥(n)/n du SS-TPS montre des valeurs maximales lorsque la 
distance  R  = 2  bohr. Les valeurs maximales se déplacent légèrement à distances 
internucléaires plus courtes lorsque la taille de la chaîne augmente. Pour les valeurs de R > 2 
bohr le TPS diminue pour atteindre la valeur limite atomique (1 bohr2). Dans la région 
répulsive, la charge effective des noyaux est plus élevée faisant que les électrons sont plus 
localisés en raison des attractions de Coulomb fortes entre les électrons et les charges 
effectives des atomes d'hydrogène. 
La composante longitudinale du SP-TPS est maintenant discutée. En général, nous avons 
constaté que les  composantes Λαα+ββ  et Λαβ+βα montrent un comportement similaire par 
rapport au dimère de H2 et que leurs grandeurs augmentent avec la taille moléculaire. La 
même composante du SP-TPS est conçue comme le cumulant de deuxième ordre de la même 
série de variables et donc est définie positive, et augmente comme R2. Le contraire arrive pour 
la contribution de spin différente qui diminue comme -R2 (covariance). 
Enfin, les résultats du SP-TPS sont importants dans le sens où un comportement divergent 
dans le régime isolant donne des informations sur la délocalisation de spin. Ceci est en accord 
avec la réponse du SS-TPS pour lequel les valeurs les plus élevées présentent une grande 
fluctuation de charge. D'après les résultats obtenus en utilisant le modèle de Hubbard, on voit 
que la composante Λαβ+βα est liée à la corrélation électronique présente dans le système. Plus 
grande est sa valeur plus élevée sera la corrélation électronique. 
 
Délocalisation de spin dans chaînes  d’hydrogènes décrit avec le tenseur de 
délocalisation à spin-séparés 
Dans ce projet, l'application du formalisme du SP-TPS au niveau de la méthode FCI avec un 
ensemble de base d’orbitales atomique STO-12G a été étendu à des chaînes d'hydrogène de 
différentes géométries. Chaque chaîne montrait des comportements qualitatifs différents. 
Trois cas ont été pris en compte : i) des chaînes d’hydrogènes équidistantes (déjà discuté dans 
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la section précédente), ii) des chaines d’hydrogènes de liaisons dimérisé fixes, et iii) des 
chaînes d’hydrogènes à dimerisation homothétiques. 
 
Chaines d’hydrogènes de liaisons dimérisées fixes  
Dans ce cas, nous avons étudié l'effet de la distorsion de Peierls sur les réponses du SS et du 
SP-TPS. Nous rappelons brièvement que le théorème de Peierls stipule que « une chaîne 
équidistante unidimensionnelle avec un électron par ion est instable », et donc une chaîne 
linéaire tend à se stabiliser par des déplacements nucléaires subtils comme par exemple des 
dimérisations. Deux paramètres ont été utilisés pour modéliser ces chaînes: a) une longueur 
de la liaison intra-dimère fixée  à R0 = 2 bohr, et b) la distance inter-dimère D qui a été variée 
de 2 à 8 bohr. La composante longitudinale Λ∥ / n par atome du SS-TPS a montré des valeurs 
maximales lorsque D = 2 bohr. En effet, à une telle distance inter-dimères, les chaînes 
deviennent également espacées. Lorsque la distance inter-dimère D augmente, les grandeurs 
des valeurs du SS-TPS diminuent rapidement jusqu’à atteindre la limite asymptotique une 
valeur de Λ∥ = 1,27 bohr2. Ceci correspond au SS-TPS du dimère d'hydrogène à R = 2 bohr. 
Le SP-TPS diminue et reste constant à partir de D ~ 3,5 bohr où le système devient un isolant. 
À longues distances, la fonction d'onde de la liaison des chaines d’hydrogènes de liaisons 
dimérisé fixes  est représentée par des fonctions d'onde de H2 déconnectées (comme prévu 
dans la théorie de localisation de Kohn). On peut conclure que la dimérisation a deux 
conséquences : d'une part, il rend difficile les fluctuations de charge car le SS-TPS diminue 
rapidement lorsque D > 2 bohr. D'autre part, la délocalisation électronique est limitée car 
contrairement aux chaînes d’hydrogènes équidistants le SP-TPS ne diverge pas 
quadratiquement non plus. 
 
Chaines d’hydrogènes de liaisons dimérisées homothétiquement  
Ces chaînes ont été décrites par deux paramètres : a) D = δ R; et b) δ qui a été fixé  égale à 2. 
La distance R a varié de 1,4 à 5,6 bohr et l'effet de ce changement était une dilatation de la 
structure qui à son tour fait interagir les hydrogènes faiblement entre eux. La composante 
longitudinale Λ∥/n par atome du SS-TPS est superposée pour les différentes valeurs de n ce 
qui suggère un effet collectif faible. A longue distance, la composanteΛ∥/n tend vers la 
valeur atomique d'hydrogène de 1 bohr2 car tous les molécules d'hydrogène sont dissociés très 
rapidement en raison de la dilatation de la structure. 
On discute maintenant les résultats par atome du SP-TPS. En général, ils ont montré des 
réponses similaires par rapport aux chaînes également espacées sauf que dans les chaînes 
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d’hydrogènes à dimerisation homothétiques le SP-TPS ne dépend pas de la taille du système 
(ceci est la raison pour laquelle les valeurs des composantes Λαα+ββ  et Λαβ+βα sont 
complètement superposées). Les composantes du SP-TPS ont une forte dépendance avec R, et 
étant donné l'absence de fluctuation de charge inter-dimère les valeurs superposées sont 
équivalentes au dimère H2. La fonction d'onde de chaînes homothétiques peut être 
décomposée comme la somme des dimères déconnectés où il y existe un enchevêtrement 
"local" dans chacun des dimères présents dans le système moléculaire. 
Enfin, le comportement asymptotique des tenseurs SS-TPS et SP-TPS pour des chaînes plus 
longues a été étudié en effectuant un ajustement linéaire (méthode des moindres carrés en 
utilisant Python et NumPy) : 
 
Λ∥(R, n)/n = Λ∥0(R) + Λ
∥
1(R)n.     (8) 
 
De cette façon, les coefficients obtenus à partir de la méthode des moindres carrés ont des 
informations concentrées sur les systèmes. Par conséquent, la prédiction du caractère 
métallique ou isolant des chaînes d'hydrogène d'un grand nombre d'atomes est possible. Dans 
l’équation 8, Λ∥0(R) représente les interactions faibles ou de caractère isolant, car il ne 
disparaît pas aux longues distances. Le  terme Λ∥1(R)n caractérise les fluctuations de charge 
élevées dans le cas du SS-TPS ou une haute délocalisation de spin pour le cas du SP-TPS. 
Dans la figure 5 sont indiqués les coefficients linéaires obtenus à partir de la méthode des 
moindres carrés du TPS des chaînes équidistants. Pour le SS-TPS, à de grandes distances 
(dans le régime isolant) le coefficientΛ∥1 (R) n → 0 tandis  que le coefficientΛ∥0 (R) 
converge vers la valeur atomique (1 bohr2). Près de R = 2 bohr, le coefficient Λ∥1 (R) n 
atteint sa contribution maximale et donc les chaînes montrent des réponses métalliques. Le 
coefficient parallèle du SP-TPS (αα) présente une augmentation lorsque R augmente (les 
coefficients de spin différents ont un comportement similaire mais de signe opposé). Cela 
montre le fait que les chaînes équidistantes deviennent fortement corrélées et possèdent une 
grande mobilité de spin dans le régime isolant. Ceci est la transition habituelle d’un isolant de 
Mott à partir d'un état métallique vers un isolant de type Mott-Heisenberg. 
Le cas des chaines d’hydrogènes de liaisons dimérisé fixes est considéré dans la figure 6. Lors 
de l'augmentation de la distance inter-dimère D le coefficient  Λ∥1 (R) n du SS-TPS tends 
vers zéro très rapidement. En revanche, on peut voir que le coefficient Λ∥0 (R) augmente très 
rapidement pour atteindre la valeur du dimère isolé (1,27 bohr2) où le système devient un 
isolant. Les coefficients du SP-TPS montrent qualitativement la même réponse que le SS-TPS 
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suggérant que les chaines d’hydrogènes de liaisons dimérisées fixes sont très mauvais 
conducteurs et ne montrent pas de délocalisation de spin. 
Enfin, dans la figure 7 nous présentons les valeurs ajustées pour les chaînes homothétiques. 
Les coefficients du SS-TPS présentent un comportement similaire à celui des chaînes 
d’hydrogènes  de liaisons dimérisées fixes. Le coefficient Λ∥0 (R) converge vers la valeur de 
l’atome d'hydrogène. Le SP-TPS montre que le coefficient Λ∥0 (R) diverge et  par contre le 
coefficient Λ∥1 (R)n tends vers zéro. Par conséquent, ces systèmes présentent une fluctuation 
de charge faible, mais une  grande délocalisation de spin avec des fonctions d’ondes 
intriquées en raison de la superposition des énergies par atome. 
 
 
Figure 5 : Coefficients obtenus à partir d'un ajustement linéaire du TPS pour toutes les 
distances fixées internucléaires des chaînes d'hydrogène équidistants. 
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 Figure 6 : Coefficients obtenus à partir d'un ajustement linéaire du TPS pour toutes les 
distances fixées internucléaires des chaînes d'hydrogène liaisons dimérisé fixes. 
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Figure 7 : Coefficients obtenus à partir d'un ajustement linéaire du TPS pour toutes les 
distances fixées internucléaires des chaînes d'hydrogène homothétiques.  
 
Hamiltonian de Heisenberg  
 
Chaînes de spins à J constant 
Nous avons exploré les états fondamentaux de type ferromagnétiques et antiferromagnétiques 
pour des chaînes de spin à J constant. Leurs gaps d'énergie par rapport à leurs premiers états 
excités vont vers zéro lorsque n augmente. Cependant, il  existe une différence marquée sur la 
vitesse à laquelle le gap d’énergie se ferme pour les états considérés. Dans ce travail,  nous 
avons constaté que le gap énergétique ferromagnétique se ferme comme 1/n2 tandis que le gap 
d'énergie de l’état antiferromagnétique le fait comme 1/n. Donc, le SP-TPS change 
quadratiquement pour les chaînes ferromagnétiques et il change de façon linéaire pour les 
états antiferromagnétiques. Ceci suggère que dans la limite thermodynamique les chaînes de 
spins ferromagnétiques ont des fonctions d'ondes plus délocalisées que les 
antiferromagnétiques. 
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Le SP-TPS pour les fonctions d'onde ferromagnétiques dépend fortement de la  projection 
total du spin, Sz. Notons que les fonctions propres des états ferromagnétiques sont 
caractérisés pour présentant les mêmes coefficients d’expansion dans la fonction d'onde. 
Lorsque n est fixé, les fonctions propres de Heisenberg de caractère ferromagnétique 
présentent des valeurs maximales de λ0,0 pour Sz = 0. Cependant, en augmentant la valeur de 
Sz le nombre de configurations de spin est réduit, ce qui à son tour diminue la délocalisation 
de spin. 
 
Chaînes de spins appariés  
Nous avons modélisé les distorsions de Peierls dans les chaînes de spin en faisant varier le 
couplage de spin, J. Pour cela, on a utilisé le rapport de η = J2/J1. Le cas de η = 1 coïncide 
avec les chaînes à J constant Λαα /n présentent une réponse quadratique dû au gap d’énergie 
qui se ferme comme 1/n2. Lors de la diminution de η, on peut constater comment la 
délocalisation de la fonction d'onde de type Heisenberg diminue jusqu'à la valeur de Λαα /n = 
0,125 bohr2 (valeur de dimère isolé). Finalement, lorsque η → 0 le gap de bande se ferme 
lentement en fonction de η . 
 
Hydrocarbure aromatique polycyclique 
Les hydrocarbures polycycliques aromatiques (PAH) sont des hydrocarbures-organiques 
neutres et non polaires composés que de carbone et d’atomes d'hydrogène formant des cycles 
aromatiques multiples. Les polyacènes appartiennent à une classe d'hydrocarbures 
polycycliques aromatiques (PAH) de composés qui sont des ensembles planaires de cycles 
benzéniques linéairement condensés [37] présentant la formule général C4n+2 H2n+4 ou 
C2H4(C4H2)m [38]. Certaines classes de ces molécules sont connues pour présenter des 
propriétés électroniques, optiques et magnétiques remarquables [39-43]. 
Nous avons étudié trois types de polyacènes polygonales, que nous avons nommé 
« polygoacenes» : 
 
• Triangles, T_L (TS_L lorsque partiellement saturé). 
• Losanges, R_L (RS_L lorsque partiellement saturé). 
• Hexagones, H_L. 
 
Les PAHs sont considérés comme blocs de construction pour des structures plus complexes 
par auto-assemblage [45]. L’une de leurs caractéristiques importantes est leur réseau bipartite 
[46].  Dans un arrangement bipartite, les atomes de type A auront comme voisins plus proches 
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des atomes de type B et vice versa. Dans cette situation, il est possible d'appliquer la règle 
d’Ovchinnikov [47] qui permet la prédiction de l'état fondamental d'un système bipartite à 
partir de la différence absolue entre le nombre d'atomes dans les différents sous-réseaux : 
 
2S + 1 = |NA -NB| +1,      (9) 
 
où S est la multiplicité totale de spin du système; NA et NB sont le nombre d'atomes de sous-
réseaux A et B respectivement. L’inspection de l'équation (9) nous permet de conclure que, 
pour avoir du magnétisme dans un réseau bipartite il devrait exister une différence NA-NB > 0 
dans le nombre d'atomes appartenant aux sous-réseaux A et B. Cette observation est en accord 
avec le théorème de Lieb [48]. Lieb a montré à l'aide du modèle de Hubbard qu'un système 
présentera un moment angulaire de spin S = 0 quand il y a de remplissage avec un nombre 
pair d’électrons et cela reste valide dans le cas répulsif (régime fortement corrélé) lorsque U 
>> t. En revanche, lorsque A ≠  B nous avons l'existence de moments magnétiques et S ≠ 0  
ce qui est une manifestation du ferromagnétisme des électrons itinérants. Nous avons 
également étudié l'effet de saturation des  polygoacenes. 
La stratégie de cette étude a commencé avec l'utilisation de la méthode de Hückel [49] pour 
déterminer les orbitales moléculaires (OM) actives et le spectre d'énergie qualitative composé 
par des orbitales moléculaires de type π. Les résultats ont montré qu’il y a | NA-NB | valeurs 
propres exactes ou quasi dégénérées de l'hamiltonien de Hückel près du niveau de Fermi. La 
matrice hamiltoniene a été construite par l’évaluation de la connectivité des atomes de 
carbone dans les polygoacenes à partir de leurs coordonnées cartésiennes. Comme les 
orbitales p localisées sont considérés orthogonales, donc les éléments de matrice sont réduites 
à ce qui suit : 
 
<i| H | i> = α = 0,     (10) 
<i | H | j> = β = -1.     (11) 
 
où β est l'intégrale de saut (souvent représentée comme t dans la littérature en physique) et 
elle mesure la force des électrons pour sauter à leurs voisins plus proches. La matrice 
hamiltonien a été entièrement diagonalisée pour obtenir l'ensemble du spectre électronique au 
niveau tight-binding. De l'analyse du spectre électronique qualitative nous avons conclu que : 
 
• Les polygoacenes triangulaires T_L présentent trois orbitales moléculaires quasi-
dégénérées situées près du niveau de Fermi qui peuvent être occupées par un seul 
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électron itinérant. La saturation de la structure avec trois atomes d'hydrogène dans les 
bords a créé trois orbitales moléculaires quasi-dégénérées de plus pour les TS_L.  La 
règle Ovchinnikov suggére que l'état fondamental doit être de haut spin (quartet et 
septet pour les structures T_L et TS_L respectivement). 
• Les polygoacenes de type losanges R_L avaient deux orbitales moléculaires quasi-
dégénérées situées au niveau de Fermi, et de même, la saturation de l'hydrogène dans 
les deux bords a créé deux orbitales moléculaires de plus. La règle de Ovchinnikov  
prédit un singulet à couche ouverte pour les deux structures R_L et RS_L (un système 
antiferromagnétique fortement corrélé). 
• Les structures hexagonales H_L n’ont pas été saturées avec des atomes d’hydrogène. 
Ils ont montré un gap d’énergie élevé dans les OM situées près du niveau de Fermi 
suggérant que ces structures sont des isolants. L’application de la règle Ovchinnikov 
prédit un état fondamental singlet à couche fermée. 
 
Ensuite, nous avons effectué des calculs ROHF pour les états électroniques de haut spin de 
tous polygoacenes impliqués pour éviter les instabilités de la fonction d'onde. De plus, la 
corrélation non-dynamique a été ajoutée à l'aide de CAS-CI avec un espace actif composé par 
un électron pour chaque orbital moléculaire dégénérée ou quasi-dégénérée trouvée au niveau 
de Hückel. Enfin, nous avons ajouté la corrélation dynamique en utilisant NEVPT2. Nous 
avons ainsi exploré les états électroniques possibles dans l'espace actif choisi. 
Dans notre étude, la stratégie employée nous a permis de conclure que la règle Ovchinnikov 
est respectée au niveau ab initio en utilisant la stratégie décrite [50, 51]. Nous avons confirmé 
que : i) Les états fondamentaux des structures T_L sont des états électroniques de haut spin; 
ii) les hexagones H_L ont un état fondamental singulet à couche fermée; iii) les losanges R_L 
et RS_L ont des états fondamentaux singulets à couche ouverte.  
 
Application du tenseur de localisation aux PAH 
Le formalisme du SS-TPS a été appliqué  aux hydrocarbures polycycliques aromatiques déjà 
décrits dans la section précédente [50, 51]. Dans les tableaux 1 à 4 les valeurs du SS-TPS sont 
présentées pour les différentes structures de polygoacenes utilisant notre implémentation du 
SS-TPS dans MOLPRO calculé au niveau CAS-SCF [5]. On a varié les bases d’orbitales 
atomiques employées  et la taille moléculaire. Nous rapportons uniquement les valeurs des 
contributions de l’espace actif-actif de la fonction d'onde CAS-CI. Dans les systèmes 
moléculaires complexes, la fluctuation quadratique de la position des électrons se produit 
seulement à des particules situées près du niveau de Fermi. Les valeurs du SS-TPS pour les 
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contributions des espaces core-core et core-actif à la fonction d'onde CAS-CI restent 
constants pour les différents états électroniques considérés au sein de la même taille 
moléculaire. 
On commence l'analyse des résultats sur les structures triangulaires  T_L dans le tableau 1. 
Les composants Λxx et Λyy du SS-TPS sont environ cinq fois plus grande que la composante 
Λzz qui est hors du plan xy. 
L'amélioration de la base de STO-3G à VDZ favorise la réponse du tenseur comme 
conséquence de l'ajout de fonctions de base diffuses qui permettent aux électrons d’être le 
plus éloignés  des autres pour minimiser la répulsion de Coulomb. Le tenseur SS-TPS pour 
les polyacènes de type T_L diminue légèrement lorsqu'on augmente la taille moléculaire. 
 
Tableau 1 : TPS pour les polyacènes triangulaires calculés au niveau CAS-CI avec différents 
ensembles de base d’orbitales atomiques.  
 
Dans le tableau 2 sont rapportés les valeurs du SS-TPS pour des polyacènes triangulaires 
partiellement saturés, TS_L. La saturation des structures triangulaires ne change pas la 
tendance déjà observée dans les polyacènes non-saturés T_L. La délocalisation de charge le 
plus élevée se passe dans le plan moléculaire xy. 
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Tableau 2 :  TPS  pour  les polyacènes triangulaires partiellement saturés calculés au niveau 
CAS-CI avec différents ensembles de base d’orbitales atomiques.  
 
 
Pour les  polyacènes TS_L la composante Λzz du SS-TPS a tendance à être à peu près deux 
fois plus grand que le cas des structures T_L car l'espace actif contient 6 électrons dans 6 
orbitales actives. Toutefois, l’augmentation de la taille moléculaire diminue la délocalisation 
sur le plan moléculaire xy. Ceci suggère que les TS_L sont plus susceptibles de saturer plus 
rapidement pour devenir un isolant et possèdent donc un comportement magnétique plus fort 
par rapport à leurs homologues non-saturés. 
Le tableau 3 contient des valeurs du SS-TPS calculés au niveau CAS-CI pour les structures de 
type losange. Comme déjà discuté précédemment, la composante Λzz montre la plus faible 
valeur du SS-TPS qui suggère à nouveau que les positions des électrons fluctuent dans le plan 
xy des molécules. L'amélioration de la base d’orbitales atomique minimale à une base double-
zeta permet une meilleure description de la fluctuation des électrons. Les électrons situés dans 
les orbitales moléculaires du bord pour les états électroniques singlet et triplet à couche 
ouverte, 1A et 3B2 respectivement, présentent des valeurs de Λ qui diminuent légèrement 
lorsqu’on augmente la taille moléculaire. 
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Tableau 3 :  TPS  pour  les polyacènes de type losange calculés au niveau CAS-CI avec 
différents ensembles de base d’orbitales atomiques.  
 
Cela peut être interprété comme des électrons plus localisés et des orbitales ayant un caractère 
plus magnétique. Il est à remarquer le comportement spectaculaire de Λyy pour l'état 
électronique 1B2 présentant une grande fluctuation des positions des électrons. Cette réponse 
peut être confirmée par l'inspection des coefficients de la fonction d'onde de R_4 calculée 
avec la base STO-3G comme montré dans l'expression suivante : 
 
ΨCAS-CI = -0,7071068 | ab> 0,7071068 | ba>,    (12) 
 
où a et b représentent des orbitales CAS-CI actives dans la base de orbitales naturelles près du 
niveau de Fermi choisies à partir du calcul de Hückel. Comme on peut le voir dans 
l’expression 12, les deux configurations ont les mêmes coefficients faisant que les électrons 
soient dans le deux configurations avec la même probabilité et donc d'être fortement 
délocalisés. 
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Tableau 4 : TPS pour les polyacènes de type losange partiellement saturés calculés au niveau 
CAS-CI avec différents ensembles de base d’orbitales atomiques.  
 
Enfin, le comportement du SS-TPS a également été considéré pour les structures losanges 
partiellement saturées RS_L. Comme on le voit dans le tableau 5.4 l'ajout de deux atomes 
d'hydrogène entraine un total de 9 états électroniques possibles. Dans les RS_L la 
délocalisation électronique dans le plan xy est considérablement réduite dans la composante 
Λxx par rapport aux structures R_L non-saturées. 
 L’amélioration de la base d’orbitales atomiques augmente également la réponse du SS-TPS 
comme déjà discuté. La mobilité des charges dans les orbitales moléculaires situées à angles-t 
reste presque inchangée lors de l'augmentation de la taille moléculaire comme on l’observe 
pour les grandeurs Λyy. Par contre, le système devient un isolant dans les directions x et z avec 
grandeurs des composantes Λxx et Λzz trois fois plus faible que Λyy.  
Au-delà des états magnétiques des espèces neutres dans le cadre des liaisons de valence, les 
états ioniques montrent une forte fluctuation de charge par rapport aux états magnétiques  
neutres et cela est vérifié par les valeurs plus élevées du SS - TPS. 
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CHARACTERIZATION OF METALLIC AND INSULATING PROPERTIES OF
LOW-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS
M. El Khatiba, S. Evangelistia†, T. Leiningera†
a Laboratoire de Chimie et Physique Quantiques LCPQ/IRSAMC. Universite´ de Toulouse (UPS) et CNRS
(UMR-5626). Cedex France.
† Thesis supervisors.
I carried out a theoretical study to characterize metallic and insulating properties of low-dimensional systems
using wave function methods. Low-dimensional systems are particularly important because they allow an
understanding that can be extrapolated to higher dimensional systems. We have employed a new tool based
on the theory of conductivity of Kohn that we have named: total position-spread tensor (TPS)The TPS is
defined as the second moment cumulant of the total position operator: Λ =
〈
Ψ|Xˆ2|Ψ
〉
−
〈
Ψ|Xˆ|Ψ
〉2
,
where Xˆ =
∑n
i=1 xˆi. The tensor divided by the number of electrons diverges when the wave function is
delocalized (high fluctuation of electrons’ positions), and it takes finite values for localized ones. In this
way, the electrical conductivity is related to the proper delocalization of the wave function. In addition,
the tensor can be divided in spin-summed (SS-TPS) and spin-partitioned tensors (SP-TPS). The latter one
becomes a powerful tool to the study of strongly correlated systems.
In this dissertation, we started to investigate at full configuration interaction (FCI) level diatomic molecules
showing different types of bond. The TPS presented a marked maximum before the bond was broken and
in the asymptotic limit one recovers the TPS values of isolated atoms (size consistency). For the case of
diatomic systems showing avoided-crossing electronic states, the TPS diverges evidencing the high delocal-
ization of the wave function. Therefore, the SS-TPS is capable of monitoring and characterizing molecular
wave functions.
We considered mixed-valence systems that are often distinguished by a double-well potential energy surface
presenting an avoided-crossing. Thus, such a configuration possesses a strongly multireference nature in-
volving at least two states of the same symmetry. Two different systems were investigated: i) two weakly
interacting hydrogen dimers that were investigated at Full CI level, and ii) a spiro like molecule where the
TPS tensor was evaluated in a CAS-SCF state-averaged wave function using our implementation of the SS-
TPS formalism in MOLPRO. We found that the tensor’s component in the direction of the electron transfer
(ET) shows a marked maximum in the avoided-crossing region, evidencing the presence of a high electron
mobility.
The formalisms of the SS- and SP-TPS was applied to one dimensional systems composed by three types
of half-filled hydrogen chains: i) equally-spaced chains, ii) fixed-bond dimerized chains, and iii) homothetic
dimerized chains. Both the SS- and SP-TPS showed different signatures associated to the three types of
systems. Equally-spaced chains have metallic wave functions and a high spin delocalization in the strongly
correlated regime. In contrast, fixed-bond dimerized chains have an insulating character and a restricted
spin delocalization. Finally, homothetic dimerized chains dissociate very quickly which renders them in
the insulating state but with a high spin delocalization. We also studied half-filled chains by using the
Hubbard and the Heisenberg Hamiltonians. On the one hand, we were able to depict the response of the SS-
and SP-TPS by varying the ratio between the hopping and electron-electron repulsion (−t/U parameter) of
topological connected sites. On the other hand, the ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic character of the
wave functions were evaluated by varying the coupling constant (J) in the strongly correlated systems.
A theoretical study of closed polyacenes (PAH) structures was performed at CAS-SCF and NEVPT2 level.
Our methodology for choosing the active space using the Hu¨ckel Hamiltonian was able to characterize the
ground state of the systems that indeed fulfilled the Ovchinnikov rule. Finally, we applied the SS-TPS to
understand the nature of the wave functions of these PAHs.
CARACTÉRISATION DES PROPRIÉTÉS MÉTALLIQUES ET ISOLANTES POUR DES
SYSTÈMES DE BASSE DIMENSIONALITÉ
M. El Khatiba, S. Evangelistia†, T. Leiningera†
a Laboratoire de Chimie et Physique Quantiques – LCPQ/IRSAMC. Université de Toulouse (UPS) et CNRS
(UMR-5626). Cedex – France.
† Directeurs de thèse.
Dans cette thèse nous avons étudié des indicateurs visant à caractériser les propriétés métalliques ou iso-
lantes de systèmes de basse dimensionnalité à partir de calculs théoriques basés sur la fonction d’onde. Ces
systèmes sont intéressants car ils permettent une compréhension en profondeur des phénomènes physiques
qui peuvent ensuite être extrapolés à des systèmes plus étendus. Afin de réaliser cette étude nous avons
utilisé un nouvel outil basé sur la théorie de la conductivité de Kohn : le tenseur de délocalisation total ou
total position spread-tensor (TPS). Ce tenseur est défini comme le second cumulant de l’opérateur position :
Λ =
〈
Ψ|Xˆ2|Ψ
〉
−
〈
Ψ|Xˆ|Ψ
〉2
. Divisé par le numéro des électrons, il diverge quand la fonction d’onde est
fortement délocalisée (forte fluctuation de la position des électrons) et converge vers une valeur finie dans le
cas contraire. Ainsi, la conductivité est relié à la délocalisation de la fonction d’onde. Dans ce travail, deux
définitions du TPS ont été abordées : une quantité sommée sur le spin (spin-summed TPS, SS-TPS) d’une
part, et une décomposition selon le spin (spin-partitioned TPS, SP-TSP) d’autre part. Cette dernière s’est
avérée être un outil très efficace pour l’étude de systèmes fortement corrélés.
Au cours de la thèse, nous avons commencé par étudier plusieurs systèmes diatomiques présentant des liai-
sons de natures différentes à l’aide de calculs d’interaction de configurations totale (FCI). Le TPS présente
alors un maximum dans une zone précédant la rupture de liaison avant de converger asymptotiquement vers
les valeurs atomiques, comme la consistance de taille du tenseur le laissait présager. Dans le cas de systèmes
pour lesquels l’état électronique présente un croisement évité, le TPS diverge, mettant ainsi en évidence la
forte délocalisation de la fonction d’onde. Le SS-TPS est donc un indicateur de choix pour suivre la nature
de la liaison chimique.
Nous avons ensuite considéré des systèmes à valence mixte de type II pour lesquels l’état fondamental pré-
sente un double-puits de potentiel avec un croisement évité avec le premier état excité. Il est donc nécessaire
ici d’utiliser un traitement multi-configurationnel. Deux systèmes modèles ont ainsi été étudiés : i) deux di-
mères H2 en interaction faible au niveau FCI et ii) un composé du type spiro au niveau CAS-SCF (à l’aide
d’un code que nous avons implémenté dans Molpro). Dans les deux cas, le TPS présentait un maximum très
marqué dans la région du croisement évité, signature d’une forte mobilité électronique.
Nous nous sommes également intéressés à trois types de chaines d’atomes d’hydrogène : i) atomes équi-
distants ii) chaines dimérisées à longueur de liaison H2 fixée et iii) chaines dimérisées. Tant le SS-TPS que
le SP-TPS montrent des comportements différents selon le type de chaine considérée. Les premières ont un
caractère métallique et une délocalisation de spin prononcée dans le régime fortement corrélé. Les secondes
sont de nature isolante avec une délocalisation limitée. Les chaines dimérisées, quant à elle, dissocient très
rapidement vers un état isolant mais avec une forte délocalisation de spin. Ces chaines demi-remplies ont
aussi été traitées à l’aide d’hamiltonien de Hubbard et de Heisenberg. Nous avons ainsi pu rationaliser le
comportement des SS-TPS et SP-TPS en variant le rapport de l’intégrale de saut et de la répulsion électron-
électron (−t/U) entre sites adjacents. Le caractère ferromagnétique/anti-ferromagnétique a également pu être
suivi en modifiant la valeur de la constante de couplage J dans le cas fortement corrélé.
Finalement, ces indicateurs ont été mis en oeuvre pour des polyacenes cycliques. Dans ce cas, le TPS a
permis de comprendre la nature des fonctions d’onde de l’état fondamental obtenu au niveau CAS-SCF et
NEVPT2.
